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1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
Xeneca Power Development Inc. (Xeneca) is proposing to develop hydro-electric plants
at Third Falls and The Chute on the Ivanhoe River, with a total capacity of 8.7 MW.
These projects are located 39 km northeast (Third Falls) and 16 km north (The Chute)
of the town of Foleyet. These projects are subject to the provisions of the Ontario
Waterpower Association’s “Class Environmental Assessment (Class EA) for
Waterpower Projects” (March 2011) and related consultation for other Crown
processes. Pursuant to the OWA’s Class Environmental Assessment for Waterpower
Project (Class EA), these projects are considered to be associated with a managed
waterway. The existing Mattagami River Water Management Plan will be amended
before either station can commence operation. The Class EA process requires Xeneca
to undertake an evaluation of the proposed waterpower projects to determine their
potential effects to the environment (positive and negative) during their construction and
operation and prepare an Environmental Report. The project will also require review
and approval under the Canadian Environmental Assessment Act (CEAA) and post-EA
approvals are also needed from Regulatory Agencies. Aboriginal Community
consultation will be an integral component of this process. Input and questions will be
sought from Aboriginal Communities identified by the Crown or who wish to engage.
This document serves three purposes. First, is to outline Xeneca’s commitments to the
Aboriginal Communities. Second, to outline Xeneca’s responsibilities to the provincial
and federal Crown as it relates to the Class EA, Approvals, Permitting and other
processes. Third, is to outline issues of concern or challenges. This document will be
aligned with the Class EA to establish an on-going process which addresses benefits
and desired mutual engagement between Xeneca and Aboriginal Communities.
Moreover, it outlines the various junctures where the Community can intervene after the
EA Report is complete and a voluntary engagement process that Xeneca wishes to
pursue.
Xeneca’s goal is to establish and maintain a relationship with those Aboriginal
Communities that wish to engage in a mutually respectful manner. This involves:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Providing information about the projects in a timely manner.
Outlining opportunities to engage.
Answering questions and addressing concerns on an on-going basis.
Listening to input from the Communities.
Making efforts to maintain the relationship.
As required address compensation and mitigation efforts.
Be open to discussing Community benefits, where appropriate.

Xeneca Power Development Inc.
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Xeneca’s goal is to build and maintain a relationship with those Aboriginal Communities
that wish to engage to Commercial Operations of the waterpower projects; and
thereafter if desirable by the Aboriginal Communities. In Table 1: Aboriginal
Engagement Xeneca has outlined opportunities to engage.

Table 1: Aboriginal Engagement
Opportunity to Engage
MNR Engagement on
Waterpower Site release
and benefit discussions

Engagement
MNR selects those Communities it believes
are entitled to benefit discussions

Timing
MNR has a minimum 180 day
engagement period

MNR notifies Local and Identified communities

Xeneca treats this as open ended
process. See Table 2

Challenges
1. MNR has selected the Communities entitled to a benefit
which does not include all Communities entitled to
Consultation under other processes. See Table 2

Status
1. Indentified Aboriginal
Communities have been
engaged

2. Policy confusion leads to delays in starting process

2. Xeneca is seeking to work
with Communities to obtain
funding from Crown

Xeneca conducts benefit discussions
Goal is to complete process prior to
Location Approval

Class EA
Administered by the
Ontario Ministry of the
Environment
Supervised by the “One
Window” Ministry of
Energy
Discussions to establish
post-EA-Report
information exchange and
as required additional
Consultation

Project Information provided and engagement
sought to determine potential adverse effects
(on community rights; respond to efforts to
address these concerns; Accommodation
where appropriate). Copy of Final EA Report
provided and comments sought; further
engagement if necessary

Debriefing with Chief and Council and
Community for those who participated or which
expressed interest during the EA process

Aboriginal Information Center, if requested
Phase 1 completed as part of the Class EA

Ontario Ministry of Culture
and Tourism

Phase 2 and thereafter completed after the
Class EA

Requires review and
completion of specific
tasks and Letters of
Advice and/or Comfort
from other Federal and
Provincial Ministries

Provincial Approvals and
Permits

Federal Approval and
Permits

3. Open to negotiating a
partnership and/or benefits

See Process and Timelines
Section 2.3

2. Federal EA can be triggered later in the process.
3. Consultation process and crown expectations have not
been coordinated between ministries and government.
Found challenging by proponent and Aboriginal
communities.

Process to be determined with the
Community

Establish consultation and information
exchange process post-EA

Archeology Studies

Location Approval.
Request to commence
MNR Permitting and
Approvals

See Process and Timelines Section 2.3
If an Aboriginal community has asserted
that the Crown has a duty to consult
based on the potential adverse effects on
an Aboriginal or treaty right during the
course of engagement about the potential
effects of the Class EA project, the
proponent should notify the Director of
the EAAB
Voluntary on the part of Proponent

3. Does not completely align with other provincial
processes. Is based on Policy and Procedures.
Proponent aligns intent with Bill 150, Green Energy and
Green Economy Act, 2009, where the Minister of Energy
has the responsibility to enable Communities to Benefit
from FIT projects Contracts
1. Confusion that this process does not capture benefits
beyond mitigation and compensation

Request by Xeneca to begin this step by Letter
to the District Office as outlined in the Lakes
and Rivers Improvement Act

1. Aboriginal Communities provided
Phase 1 for comment

1. Phase 1 to be provided to
Communities for comment

2. Phase 2+ field studies voluntarily offer
field engagement. Xeneca will seek input
and address questions and concerns

2. Organizing Community
participation in Phase 2+
studies

3. Phase 3 studies require further Crown
consultation with Aboriginal Communities
with Proponent’s support
After EA Report is issued Statement of
Completion

To be determined

To be determined

District reviews EA Report and may make
other reasonable requests for documents and
information so District Manager can make their
decision
Will include assessing of Crown’s duty to
consult based on the Aboriginal Consultation
Record; may outline further consultation
requirements prior to proceeding
Those permits and approval studies not
captured in Class EA can require notification
and consultation. (Resource Stewardship and
Facility Development Class EAs for
complementary aspects of the integrated
project)
Detailed Project Design is submitted
during/after provincial permitting and if not
suitable can trigger a Federal EA

To be determined

1. Detailed Project Design provided to
Communities for comment
2. Review of Aboriginal Consultation

Community notified that
Construction is starting to
Commence

1. First Nation partnerships and benefit
agreements completed
2. Separate consultation process established
with Aboriginal Communities receiving benefits
or in partnership

Community notified of
Project Commissioning

3. Federal EA and consultation process if
required
Voluntary on the part of Proponent
Process to be determined with the
Community
Maybe covered in partnership or benefits
agreement (s)

3. Debriefing with Chief and Council and
Community for those entitled to consultation if
desired
1. Invited to Grand Opening

On the part of Xeneca

2. Debriefing with Chief and Council and

Process to be determined with the

Xeneca Power Development Inc.
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Community if desired
Annual Project reporting

Annual update on project if desired

Community. Maybe covered in form of
an agreement (s)
Voluntary on the part of Xeneca with
process determined by the Community.
Maybe covered in partnership or benefits
agreement (s)

Table 2: Aboriginal Communities identified by the Crown outlines those Communities that
Xeneca has engaged. Local Aboriginal community means an Aboriginal community(ies) that
may claim the area contemplated for site release as their traditional land use area.
Identified Aboriginal community means an Aboriginal community located within or adjacent
to the tertiary watershed, where a potential greenfield waterpower development on Crown
land may be located.

Table 2. Aboriginal Communities: Local and Identified
Local Aboriginal Communities
Taykwa Tagamou Nation
Flying Post First Nation
Timmins Métis Nation of Ontario Community Council
Métis Nation of Ontario
Also providing information to Moose Cree First Nation and Michipicoten First
Nation
Identified Aboriginal Communities
Chapleau Cree First Nation
Chapleau Ojibwe First Nation
Brunswick House First Nation
Mattagami First Nation
As Table 1 outlines there is a series of opportunities to engage with Aboriginal
Communities and for Agency review and comment with Aboriginal Communities and
Xeneca. Xeneca’s goal is to build and maintain these relationships while fulfilling its
support role of the Crown’s Duty to Consult and its Fiduciary responsibilities to
Aboriginal Communities.

1.2 Overview of Legal:
Xeneca responsibility is to meet required consultation responsibilities and to provide
reasonable voluntary support to the Crown’s efforts to consult and meet their fiduciary
responsibilities to the Aboriginal Communities. Xeneca has encountered different
approaches and misalignment between Agencies on consultation and meeting the
Crown’s fiduciary responsibility to the Aboriginal Communities.

Xeneca Power Development Inc.
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Aboriginal and treaty rights are protected under Section 35 of the Canadian Constitution
and affirmed by decisions of the Supreme Court of Canada. Aboriginal and treaty rights
are associated with traditional and cultural land use activities and values. Hunting,
trapping, fishing and gathering activities are examples of traditional land use. Burial
grounds, sacred/ceremonial areas, and other archaeological sites are examples of
culturally significant values that require protection.
Under case law (Haida 2004 and Taku River, 2004) the Supreme Court of Canada ruled
that the Crown has the legal duty to consult as well as the duty to accommodate First
Nation, Metis and Inuit when there is knowledge of an established or asserted
Aboriginal right. Other Case law (Mikisew Cree, 2005) also recognized the obligation to
consult when the Crown is proposing to develop natural resources. Harvesting rights of
the Metis are now protected by the Supreme Court ruling under R. v. Powley (2003).
The Supreme Court has also said that the Aboriginal Communities also have a duty to
engage with the Crown and the proponent.

Together, these Supreme Court rulings provide the legal foundation and guidance for
Aboriginal consultation for the Crown that Xeneca voluntarily supports.

Corporately, Xeneca also supports the Crown’s Fiduciary responsibility to the Aboriginal
Communities through reasonable effort to engage and develop benefits or partnerships.
This supports Ontario Bill 150, Green Energy and Green Economy Act, 2009 and is
aligned with the goals of this legislation and where possible the Ministry of Natural
Resources policy and procedures. Further, Xeneca will assist Aboriginal Communities in
accessing government programs and funding. Xeneca’s approach to consultation and
relationship building with Aboriginal Communities is clearly articulated on the company
website under the Aboriginal Relations section at www.xeneca.com.

1.3 Xeneca’s Approach:
Xeneca treats aboriginal relationships with great importance and therefore created an
Aboriginal Relations Liaison position within the company to manage the Aboriginal
Relations Policy, Guiding Principles and meet the requirements of the government
policies.
The Class EA process requires Xeneca Power Development Inc. to undertake an
evaluation of the proposed waterpower projects to determine their potential effects to
the environment (positive and negative) during their construction and operation and
prepare an Environmental Report. The project may also require review and approval
under the Canadian Environmental Assessment Act and post-EA approvals are also
needed from Regulatory Agencies.

Xeneca Power Development Inc.
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Xeneca’s goal as proponent is to support the Crown’s consultation objectives to the best
of its ability. Xeneca views these objectives to the Aboriginal Communities as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Provide information and be responsive to questions and input.
Outline process and issues to the Communities.
Maintain records of correspondence and engagement.
To reflect input questions and responses in the EA Report and subsequent
processes accurately and respectfully.
Seek to have Aboriginal Communities obtain benefits from the projects where
reasonable possible.
Respect the Aboriginal Communities right to choose not to engage.
Provide the Crown on request information concerning the proponent’s activities.

1.4 Purpose of the Aboriginal Consultation Plan
The Consultation Plan is intended to provide clearly defined goals, procedures and
schedules to ensure an effective Aboriginal Communities consultation and/or
participation program(s) and to meet the requirements of the Class EA subsequent
approvals, permits and other processes and where possible support Aboriginal Benefits
from the project. .
Xeneca’s approach to Aboriginal Consultation Planning is to be proactive and
progressive. Xeneca is aware of the dynamic relationships between Aboriginal
governments and the Crown, relationships between Aboriginal communities and policy
& regulation changes that affect energy projects.
There are a number of provincial and federal legislations and agencies governing
resource development. Xeneca will support their consultation efforts in a reasonable
manner and meet its responsibilities. The following is a list of legislation and associated
agencies that require consultation for water power projects.
Federal
• Canadian Environmental Assessment Act (CEA Agency)
• Fisheries Act (Fisheries and Oceans Canada)
• Navigable Waters Protection Act (Transport Canada)
• Historic Canals Regulations and National Parks Act (Parks Canada)
• Species at Risk Act (Environment Canada, Fisheries and Oceans Canada)
• Dominion Waterpower Act (Indian and Northern Affairs Canada)
Provincial
• Public Lands Act (Ministry of Natural Resources)
• Provincial Parks and Conservation Reserves Act (Ministry of Natural Resources)
• Endangered Species Act (Ministry of Natural Resources)

Xeneca Power Development Inc.
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•
•
•

Conservation Authorities Act (Ministry of Natural Resources)Water Resources
Act (Ministry of the Environment)
Clean Water Act (Ministry of the Environment)
Ontario Heritage Act (Ministry of Culture)

1.5 Objectives of Aboriginal Consultation
The objective of the Aboriginal Communities consultation process is to identify and
address Community concerns and issues and to provide the Aboriginal Communities
with an opportunity to receive information about and make meaningful input into the
project review and development. Additionally, Xeneca wishes to foster and sustain a
mutually respectful relationship with its neighbors outside of the need to provide
voluntary support to the Crown.

Xeneca Power Development Inc.
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2 ABORIGINAL CONSULTATION PLAN
2.1 Introduction
The Aboriginal Communities consultation program outlined in this plan is intended to
meet the proponent’s responsibilities and voluntarily support the Crown’s consultation
and fiduciary efforts. However, a clear process has yet to emerge between the
provincial and federal governments and between the Agencies. To provide clarity,
Xeneca with the Aboriginal Communities input will need to determines how best to
provide support to the Crown’s consultation efforts and to meet its fiduciary
responsibilities. Xeneca primary goal is to engage in a respectful manner with the
Aboriginal Communities. Consultation and related processes are to identify and address
Community concerns and issues and to provide the Aboriginal Communities with an
opportunity to receive information about and provide meaningful input as it relates to the
project. This information will be provided to the Crown.

2.2 Goals
The consultation program identified in this plan will provide the outreach to Identified
and Local Aboriginal Communities , engage those Communities and provide the means
and opportunity and for Community participation in the development process and
beyond.
The goals of the consultation program are to:
• Identify and notify potentially interested and affected Aboriginal Communities;
• identify and assess the range of positive and any potentially negative
environmental and socio-economic effects of the project; and
• Address the concerns of Aboriginal Community members.
To achieve these goals, the consultation program will:
• identify potentially affected Aboriginal Communities;
• describe how the project may affect the natural and socio-economic environment;
• provide appropriate notification to identified Aboriginal Communities and to those
communities expressing interest as prescribed by CEAA and the Waterpower
Class EA;
• conduct regularly scheduled meeting with Aboriginal Communities or their
representatives
• provide consistent and transparent communication between parties
• inform the Aboriginal Communities where, when and how they can engage in the
process;
• identify community benefits, concerns and issues related to the project;
Xeneca Power Development Inc.
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•
•

address concerns and issues raised regarding the development and operation;
and
Document input and how concerns are addressed, issues are avoided or
mitigation measures are put into place during project planning and development
through use of spreadsheet and programs and developing reporting documents.

The consultation program will use a variety of methods to communicate with interested
and affected Aboriginal Communities including, but not limited to,
• newspaper and other media advertising,
• Xeneca website
• community meetings,
• creation of local advisory committees, elder committees
• participation in archeological, field trips or other studies
• e-mailings,
• postal services,
• fax,
• telephone, teleconferencing and web and video conferencing
• signage
• first person contacts.

2.3 Process and Timelines
Figure 1. outlines Xeneca’s process for Aboriginal consultation. Through the completion of
the EA Report the Communities will understand the Project and the on-going process.
Once the EA Report engagement is complete the next step is to create a process of
completing future consultation not captured in the EA Report and relationship building.
Xeneca has indentified Location Approval as the optimal point to complete Benefit
discussions processes and reporting as it relates to the Crown’s involvement (refer to
Table 1).

Xeneca Power Development Inc.
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Figure 1. Aboriginal Consultation Process
The following is the general process as recommended and outlined in the OWA Class
EA, p.56. It has been modified to illustrate how Aboriginal consultation works in parallel
with the process and aligns with the Federal Screening Process.

Project Proposal
(Project Description, Environmental Context
Develop Public Consultation and
Aboriginal Engagement Plans

Determine Project Coordination Approach
(Coordination Meeting)

NOTICE OF COMMNENCEMENT

Identification of Potential Effects
Data and Information Collection

Revisit Impact /Issue
Management Strategies

ABORIGINAL CONSULTATION

Assess Effects, Identify Mitigation and Net Effects

No Significant Net Effects Remain

LRIA Review

Significant Net Effects Remain
Defer or Cancel Project

Prepare Environmental Report

LRIA REQUIREMENTS

Impact and issue Management Strategies

NOTICE OF COMPLETION

Part II Order Request(s)

Yes

Go to Part II Order Provisions

No

LRIA Decision

STATEMENT OF COMPLETION
Project Implementation and Permitting

Federal Screening
(CEAA) (DFO &
Transport Canada)

Implement Monitoring as required

Detailed Project Description

Harmful Alteration Disruption or Destruction (HADD) Assessment

Approved

Xeneca Power Development Inc.

Not Approved

Revisit Impact /Issue
Management
Strategies
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Table 4. Timeline for Public and Aboriginal Participation in Class EA and thereafter
outlines activities to date and timelines for further engagement.
Public and Aboriginal Participation Processes and Key Outcomes

Expected Deadline

Site Application

Prior to December 31,
2008

Initial meeting with MNR, MOE and DFO

Prior to April 2010

Notice of Commencement

July/August , 2010

First Nations Invitation to Participate in archaeological survey

October 2010

Initiate habitat studies

April 2010

Identify Interest Groups and Potential Stakeholders

April 2010

Initiate stakeholder consultation program

April 2010

Individual meetings with stakeholders

April 2010 and ongoing

Briefing for CEAA

August 2010

First Open House (public)

January 11 and 12, 2011

Agency Coordination meetings

January 2011

Second Open House

As required

Draft Class EA Report

May 2011

Final Class EA Report

July 1, 2011

Thirty Day review period by Aboriginal Communities

July 1, 2011 +30 days

Engagement Period over 30 day period to receive final comment,
concerns, input and address issues related to EA Report.

August 1, 2011 + 30
days.

Engagement period between Xeneca and Aboriginal Communities to
agree on process to complete balance of Consultation and process to
maintain relationship.

TBD

2.4 Issues, values and potential stakeholders
In order to identify potentially interested and affected Aboriginal Communities Xeneca
referred to MNR Site Information Packages where available. When available input on
Aboriginal Communities was also solicited from various government agencies including,
Indian and Northern Affairs Canada, Ontario Ministry of Aboriginal Affairs, Ministry of
Environment and Ministry of Natural Resources. At the Ivanhoe projects the following
communities are involved: Aboriginal community information sheets are available in the
Appendix B

Xeneca Power Development Inc.
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2.5 Aboriginal Communities Consultation
Aboriginal Communities hold a unique position in Canada, and, as such, have a legally
protected right to participate in the development and review of resource management
strategies or plans in areas they assert to be traditional territories, including Crown
lands outside areas where treaties apply.
Xeneca will give particular consideration to the concerns of First Nations and other
Aboriginal communities located in the vicinity of, or having a potential interest in, the
project. First Nations and other Aboriginal communities will be identified, notified,
consulted, and involved in an appropriate manner. In addition, Xeneca will solicit
participation of Aboriginal Communities in the archaeological study for the site and have
asked for their participation in projects co-ordination meetings for the OWA Class EA.
Mailings, phone calls, e-mails, videoconferencing, direct meetings media ads, notices
and websites will be used to provide information about the Ivanhoe Projects. The
notices will also be used to direct interested Aboriginal Communities to the website for
further information.
Newspaper ads will be placed in the Timmins Daily Press newspaper as well as the
Xeneca website. Where possible, notices will be placed on Aboriginal Communities
websites, Band Office, notice boards and at the venues where public information
sessions will be held.
The appropriate agency technical representatives from Aboriginal Communities will be
contacted regarding their requirements, concerns and technical input, and be kept
apprised of the Aboriginal Community and public consultation program and other
opportunities for their community to participate in the screening process.

2.6 Agency Consultation
The purpose of agency consultation is to inform and receive input from all government
agencies with jurisdiction or program interest related to a particular waterpower project.
For this project, relevant agencies include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

CEAA
Environment Canada (EC)
Fisheries and Oceans Canada (DFO)
Health Canada (HC)
Indian and Northern Affairs Canada (INAC)
Infrastructure Canada (IC)
Natural Resources Canada (NRCan)
Transport Canada (TC)

Xeneca Power Development Inc.
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•

Other departments as identified by CEAA

The Project Description will also be submitted to the following Provincial Ministries and
agencies:
• Ministry of Aboriginal Affairs
• Ministry of Tourism and Culture
• Ministry of Energy and Infrastructure
• Ministry of the Environment
• Ministry of Municipal Affairs and Housing
• Ministry of Natural Resources
• Ministry of Transportation
• Ministry of Northern Development, Mines and Forestry
• Ontario Waterpower Association
• Identified FN Groups, including invitation to participate in co-coordination
meetings
The appropriate agency technical representatives will be contacted regarding their
agency’s requirements, concerns and technical input, and be kept apprised of the
Aboriginal consultation program and other opportunities for their agency to participate in
the process.

2.7 Mandatory Notification
Xeneca prepared and advertised a Notice of Commencement to formally announce that
they are commencing a review under the Waterpower Class EA process and that the
project is subject to the Class EA. The Notice of Commencement included the proposed
project location, the proponent and a contact name, address and phone number as
specified in the OWA Class EA document. The notice was published in the local
newspaper (Timmins Daily Press) and/or mailed to households in the immediate vicinity
of the project and to affected government agencies (including the EA Coordinator at the
appropriate Regional Office of the MOE) and other potentially interested parties.
Further, the Notice of Commencement and other related project information is posted
on the Xeneca website which is also being advertised and promoted to stakeholders.
Updated Notices of Commencement were re-issued in October and December 2010 to
address points raised by MOE in Thunder Bay.
Upon regulatory review and completion of the Class EA, Xeneca will prepare and
distribute a Notice of Completion. This notice will inform Aboriginal communities that the
proponent has completed the EA report and that the review period is commencing. The
EA report and notice will be sent to the communities for review.

Xeneca Power Development Inc.
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2.8 Information Centres
All Public Information Centres (PICs) will be held in Foleyet, Ontario. The first
(voluntary) PIC for The Chute and Third Falls occurred on January 13th, 2011 and a
second was held for Third Falls on January 27th, 2011. An additional PIC will be held
for The Chute on July 7th, 2011.
PICs involve the display of relevant information, the provision of take-home materials
(project overview, map, comment form, etc.), and available personnel to address
questions or concerns expressed by attendees.
At all PICs, relevant background information is presented, including information about
Xeneca and the site(s) in general. This includes GS conceptual drawings, proposed
inundation maps, proposed roads and power lines maps, project benefits and results of
environmental/engineering investigations. This information is now available at
www.xeneca.com.
Aboriginal Communities were directly invited to participate in the Public Information
Centres. After submission of the EA Report, Xeneca will organize Aboriginal
Information Centers if deemed desirable by the Communities.
2.9 Field Visits:
Xeneca is coordinating field visits with Aboriginal Communities during and after the EA
Report and Archeological studies to seek Community input and address issues and
concerns.
Meetings:
Indentified Aboriginal Communities have engaged in meetings to discuss the EA
information and benefits. Meetings will be held with the Communities after submission
of EA Report if requested as part Aboriginal Information Center or as part of benefit
discussions.
Documentation
Both the Crown and Xeneca must document the effort and results of consultation
activity. Keeping accurate documentation of the activities is crucial to successful
consultation. Xeneca will maintain accurate records of all correspondence flowing from
the proponent to the Aboriginal communities and also maintain accurate records of
Xeneca Power Development Inc.
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Aboriginal communication efforts. Xeneca’s objective is to provide documentation
(Aboriginal Consultation Report) that shows its efforts to satisfactorily meet key
components of the Crown’s constitutional duty by focusing on the following questions:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Has the Community been effectively engaged?
Has the community been fully informed about the project and its impacts?
Was Xeneca fully informed about the community views on its rights and impacts?
Has the project been adapted or integrated to respond to those views
reasonably
5. Did the community meet its obligation to participate in good faith by: describing
their claims, issues, rights in a clear manner, which does not prevent Xeneca
from meeting its duty?
6. Did the Xeneca inform the community of decisions or outcome of the
consultation?

The following documentation pertaining to consultation will be included in the Class EA:
• a description of the Aboriginal Community, consultation program and chronology
of consultation activities/events;
• a list of Aboriginal Communities contacted or consulted;
• a summary of Aboriginal Community concerns or issues, and how they have
been resolved or addressed
• Summary record of community consultation (see example of consultation record
Appendix A).
• Regular updates on progress on consultation and/or the development of a
business to business agreement

Technical reports and other supporting information will be referenced in the report.
Xeneca will make supporting information and copies of all correspondence related to
the Class EA for public or agency review if requested.
In a partnership approach to assist the Crown meet its consultation duty, Xeneca will
carbon copy the pertinent agencies in emails, and correspondence being sent to the
communities when it is appropriate and necessary

Xeneca Power Development Inc.
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3 APPENDIX A
3.1 Sample of Consultation Recording

Planning
Stage

Community(s) –
identifying the
right, concern or
interest

Date

Aboriginal Community Consultation Record
Aboriginal
Contact Method Concern or
Community/Contact (Phone, E-mail,
Interest
letter, fax, mail
Identified, or
out etc.)
Information
Shared.

Response or
Information
Provided

Summary of Concerns & Responses
Right, Concern
Considerations / Mitigation/Accommodation Response by
or Interest
Options
Proposed
the Community
Identified, or
Information
Shared.

Xeneca Power Development Inc.
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4 APPENDIX B
4.1 Aboriginal Community Information Sheets
CHAPLEAU CREE FIRST NATION
(Chapleau # 75)(Fox Lake Reserve)
AFFILIATIONS:

Mushkegowuk Tribal Council
PTO: NAN

MAILING ADDRESS:

P.O. Box 400
Chapleau, ON P0M 1K0

PHONE:
FAX:

ELECTED:

Keith Corston or Wade Cachagee
& 4 councillors
(INAC has no governance information on website)
June 2007

NEXT ELECTION:

June 2010

LOCATION:

5 kilometres from the town of Chapleau. There are two other First
Nation communities located within a seven-mile radius, Brunswick
House First Nation and Chapleau Ojibwe First Nation.

CHIEF:

Historical Note
The original settlement of Chapleau Cree First Nation was connected with Chapleau and
Nebskwashi Rivers, approximately 1 mile east of the town of Chapleau. The land was of poor
quality and band members chose not to settle there, instead they settled in the town of
Chapleau.
In 1989, the Chapleau Cree First Nation negotiated with both the Federal and Provincial
governments to set aside lands for the use of the First Nation and to establish a permanent
community. Chapleau Cree First Nation is currently situated on the newly established Fox Lake
Reserve. Since band members began returning to their community, 30 homes and a senior's
residence have been built.
SIZE:

The dimension of the Fox Lake Reserve is approximately 2560
acres or 4 square miles.

POPULATION:

The registered population of Chapleau Cree is 370 of which 83
live on reserve.

HOUSING UNITS:

30

Xeneca Power Development Inc.
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COMMUNITY SERVICES:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Band Complex
Health Centre
Public works Garage
Water Treatment Plant
Gas Bar
Senior’s residence

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT: unknown
INVOLVEMENT IN ENERGY: unknown
CONSULTATION PROCESS: unknown
Note: difficult to find information on this community as nothing on INAC site and very little on
community website

Xeneca Power Development Inc.
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CHAPLEAU OJIBWE FIRST NATION
(Chapleau 61A, Chapleau 74 and 74A)
AFFILIATIONS:

Wabun Tribal Council
PTO: NAN

MAILING ADDRESS:

P.O. Box 279
Chapleau, ON P0M 1K0

PHONE:
FAX:
CHIEF:
APPOINTED:

Anita Stephens, 2 councillors
November 12, 1998

EXPIRY:

Not available

LOCATION:

2 km south of Chapleau on highway 129

Historical Note

The people of Chapleau Ojibwe First Nation (COFN) live on the only Ojibway based
reserve in the Chapleau area. Their historical kinship and relationship with the land
therefore draws them west to the shores of Lake Superior and south to the shores of
Lake Huron, rather than north into Cree territory to the shores of James Bay. As such,
much of their traditional territory was ceded to the Crown under the1850 Robinson
Treaties. These treaties cover all land whose waters drain into the north shores of lakes
Huron and Superior. Chapleau Ojibwe’s forefathers were not however signatories to
the Robinson Treaties, partly because Benjamin Robinson did not have the time to meet
with inland First Nation communities and partly because inland First Nation leaders
were reluctant to travel as a result of a cholera outbreak in 1849.
After visiting Chapleau in 1905, the Treaty No. 9 Commissioners reported that it would
not be necessary to negotiate a treaty with the Indian people of Chapleau as they
belonged to Bands residing at Moose Factory, English River and other places already
under treaty. Treaty No. 9 covers all land in the Chapleau are that drains north into
James Bay. Since large reserves had already been established in other parts of the
province for the Bands from which people at Chapleau had immigrated, the
Commissioners recommended that a small area be set aside for Chapleau Ojibwe so
that they could build small houses and cultivate garden plots. The Chapleau Ojibwe
Reserve was established in 1950.
SIZE:

759 HA

POPULATION:

40 is the total registered population of this reserve

Xeneca Power Development Inc.
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HOUSING UNITS:

11

COMMUNITY SERVICES:
•
•
•

Band Office
Health office
NAPS

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT: unable to determine
INVOLVEMENT IN ENERGY:
Wabun Tribal Council represented Chapleau Ojibway and Brunswick House in signing an
agreement in principal with Hydromega Services Inc. The First Nation communities were
identified by MNR as being affected by the development and were approached by Hydromega
to negotiate the MOU which includes financial benefits for the community. Target date for
construction was for the spring of 2008.
The developer plans to build four generating stations each with an installed capacity of about 5
megawatts, for a total of 20 megawatts – enough to supply about 5,000 homes with electricity.
“This is the kind of partnership that will help promote sustainable, self-reliant communities,” said
Shawn Batise, executive director of the Wabun Tribal Council. 1
Wabun Tribal Council negotiated a deal where the First Nations can buy into various levels of
ownership at various stages of the project. This could translate into
in annual
revenues for the communities by the agreements’ 2030 end date if these investments are made.
CONSULTATION PROCESS: unable to determine
OTHER

On July 21, 2006 COFN held a community gathering to celebrate the 100th anniversary
of Treaty No. 9. During the celebrations Chief Anita Stephens remarked that the first
one hundred years of the James Bay Treaty have not been kind to Chapleau Ojibwe,
but she was optimistic that the next one hundred years would go much better. The
community is currently advancing a strategic initiative that will return it to its traditional
relationship with the land and this will make it healthier. The strategic process also calls
for better working relationships with the other Chapleau area First Nations and the
Town, and this will make it stronger. Finally, the strategic process calls for ways to
better share resources within COFNs traditional territory and this will make it more
prosperous. These three strategic deliverables form the cornerstone to COFNs
community aspirations.

1

ww.mnr.gov.on.ca
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BRUNSWICK HOUSE FIRST NATION
( Duck Lake 76B)
AFFILIATIONS:

Wabun Tribal Council
PTO: NAN

MAILING ADDRESS:

P. O. Box 1178
Highway 101 East
CHAPLEAU, ON POM 1KO

PHONE:
FAX:

CHIEF:

Rene Ojeebah, 3 Councillors

APPOINTED:

August 11, 2009

EXPIRY:

August 10, 2011

LOCATION:

157 KM NE of Sault Ste. Marie on Hwy 101

Historical Note

After the arrival of the Europeans in the 17th century, the Ojibway economy, which had
been based on hunting, fishing and gathering, expanded to include trapping for trade as
well as for subsistence purposes. During the fur trade era, trading posts became part of
the cycle of movements for Indian people, and some groups of Bands became
associated with particular trading posts. The Ojibway people who traded primarily at the
New Brunswick House posts at Brunswick Lake and Missinaibi Lake became known as
the New Brunswick House Band (ancestors of Brunswick House First Nation people).
The James Bay Treaty of 1905 - Treaty No. 9 was signed with the New Brunswick
House Band on July 25th 1906. An Ontario Order-in-Council, dated February 13, 1907,
confirmed a selection of Indian reserves, including New Brunswick House No. 76, which
was set aside for the Band and surveyed at 17 280 acres.
On June 1, 1925 the Ontario government established the Chapleau Game Preserve
which surrounded (and did not explicitly exclude) the New Brunswick House reserve
and was closed to all hunting and trapping. The Ontario government subsequently
purchased reserve land from the federal government in 1928. In 1947, the federal
government purchased a tract of land in Mountbatten Township from the Ontario
government and established the Mountbatten I.R. No. 76A. The Band moved to its

Xeneca Power Development Inc.
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present reserve after 642 acres of the Mountbatten reserve were exchanged in 1973 for
an equivalent area of land closer to Chapleau. 2
SIZE:

The First Nations have reserved themselves the 9,054.2 hectares
(22,373.4 acres) Mountbatten 76A Indian Reserve and the
259.8 hectares (642.0 acres) Duck Lake 76B Indian Reserve.

POPULATION:

The total population is 653 of which 175 are on reserve (INAC,
2009)

HOUSING UNTS:

35 dwellings (INAC, 2001)

COMMUNITY SERVICES:
•
•
•
•

Family Resource Centre
Band Office
Economic Development Office
Nishnawbe- Aski Police Services

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

The majority of the labour force is employed in the service sector; one third in
government, and the rest in other services. Local industries include one trapline.
INVOLVEMENT IN ENERGY
Same as Chapleau Ojibway (through Wabun Tribal Council, the First Nation has an agreement
with Hydromega
CONSULTATION PROCESS
Unknown, as Wabun Tribal Council has represented the community in their agreement with
Hydromega.
OTHER
Brunswick House was one of 3 First Nation communities to sign an Exploration Agreement with
Augen Gold.
Augen Gold Corp. ("Augen Gold" or the "Company")
(TSX-V: AUJ) announced today that it has signed an Exploration Agreement
("EA") with the First Nations Partnership, which comprises the Mattagami,
Brunswick House and Flying Post First Nations. These First Nations groups
assert treaty and aboriginal rights on lands which include Augen Gold's Jerome
mining claims south-west of Timmins, Ontario.

2

www.chapleau.ca/portal/en/community/brunswickhouse
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Chris McKay, negotiator for the First Nation Partnership, said: "We believe Augen Gold is at the
leading edge of First Nation relationship-building and understanding of our Treaty and
Aboriginal Rights. Augen Gold's approach to our communities before early exploration is
something we have requested the province to make standard practice since it leads to the best
outcome for all parties, including the province." 3

3

www.turtleisland.org/discussion/viewtopic, July 2008

Xeneca Power Development Inc.
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MATTAGAMI FIRST NATION
AFFILIATIONS:

Wabun Tribal Council
PTO: NAN

MAILING ADDRESS:

P.O. Box 99
Gogama, ON P0M 1W0

PHONE;
FAX:
CHIEF:

Walter Naveau, 4 councillors

APPOINTED:

April 12, 2009

EXPIRY:

April 11, 2011

LOCATION:

70 KM south of Timmins

Historical Note: Mattagami, in Ojibway means “The meeting of waters." In the early 1900's these
waterways were the canoe routes for fur trappers and traders. Mattagami Lake is surrounded
by tourist camps and cottages because the lake offers an excellent choice of game and fish.
The community is very receptive to visitors, and we've received them from all over the world.
Prior to contact with the European's, the Oji-Cree lead a nomadic existence relying on hunting,
fishing and trapping.
In the 1920's as a result of hydro-electric operation, Mattagami First Nation was flooded. In
1952, an additional 200 acres of land were added to Mattagami Reserve for the purpose of
constructing a new town site.
SIZE:

5261 HA

POPULATION:

478 of which 161 live on reserve (INAC Dec 2009)

HOUSING UNITS:

65

COMMUNITY SERVICES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Band office
Health center
Police
Recreation center
Fire hall
Church
Gas bar/restaurant
Administrative complex (new)

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT:
Xeneca Power Development Inc.
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In 2002 GCDC received the business of the year award from Nishnawbe Aski Nation for its
community development. The development corporation is now fully operational with skilled and
experienced loggers and road builders. In 2004 G.C.D.C. has ventured into GIS mapping
initiative partnered with NAN creating a Resource Information Specialist position to handle
Community mapping needs along with exploring regional opportunities. Other partners in the
project are OMNR, Wabun Tribal Council and Mamo-Whichi-Heitiwen.
Mattagami is very active in the resource planning stages and would like to be involved in any
development in the Timmins district as well as the area of its traditional area and the
surrounding region. Mattagami has built its capacity in the last 5-10 years to become a major
player in Natural resource development.

INVOLVEMENT IN ENERGY: Not able to determine

CONSULTATION PROCESS: Not able to determine

OTHER
Specific land claims
Since the flooding of the Mattagami First Nation land base in 1922 Mattagami has been through
2 claims one private against Ontario Hydro and the second against the federal government of
Canada. The Ontario Hydro claim was settled in 1996 and saw a lump sum go to the reserve.
This money was used to build a new band office and complex as well as a new water pump
system to service the community. The claim was based on flooding of Mattagami First Nation
land and cultural sites. The second claim against the federal government with the
mismanagement of the timber on the reserve in the 1920’s. The timber on reserve was
harvested by a third party and none of the profits went to bettering the community. This claim is
now in the final stages and should have a positive outcome to the community.
.
SPECIFIC NATIVE VALUES THAT ARE SIGNIFICANT TO MATTAGAMI F. N.

Below is a list of Specific Native Values that are significant to Mattagami First Nation.
These values have been identified by the members of the community through consultations and
meetings with elders / users of the land.
BURIAL GROUNDS
PICTOGRAPH SITES
OLD VILLAGE SITES
TRADING POST SITES
CEREMONIAL SITES
WILD LIFE HABITAT SITES
SPAWNING SITES
HUNTING SITES
FISHING SITES
SPRING WATER SITES
PORTAGE SITES
MEDICINAL SITES
BALD EAGLE / OSPREY NESTING AREAS
WATERFOWL HABITAT SITES
HEALING AREAS
Xeneca Power Development Inc.
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WILD RICE AREAS
TRAPPING GROUNDS

These areas have been identified as areas of concern to Mattagami First Nation. It is the
request from the members of Mattagami First Nation that this document be left open for
other additional values to be added for reasons of new values in the future or over looked
values that have not been identified as of yet. 4

4

Native Background Information Report
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TAYKWA TAGAMOU NATION
(formerly New Post Nation 69 and New Post 69A)
AFFILIATIONS:

Mushkegowuk Council
PTO: NAN

MAILING ADDRESS: RR#2, Box 3310
Cochrane, ON P0L 1C0

PHONE:
FAX:
CHIEF:

Linda Job, 4 Councillors

APPOINTED:
EXPIRY:

September 29, 2013

LOCATION:

New Post 69 is 88 km NW of Cochrane
New Post 69A is 14 km SE of Cochrane

Historical Note:

The Taykwa Tagamou Nation has a reserve located 14 km
west of the Abitibi Canyon Hydro Generation Station
between Cochrane and Moosonee. Due to the isolation of
the reserve and lack of employment opportunities, the
reserve was never occupied. In the early 1980's initiatives
were taken by the Chief and Council to find a new home for
the Taykwa Tagamou Nation. In 1984, a new site was
chosen and this has become the current location for Taykwa
Tagamou. The community is located on a 177 hectare site in
Bower Township, approximately 20 km west of Cochrane on
Highway 574.

SIZE:

2072 – New Post 69 ( most populous )
116.8 – New Post 69A

POPULATION:

376 is the total registered population – INAC Dec. 2009, of which
118 on reserve

HOUSING UNITS:
COMMUNITY SERVICES:

20 as of 1996 census

•
•

Band office
Recreation centre

Xeneca Power Development Inc.
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•
•
•

Health centre
Fire Hall
NAPS

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT: not able to determine
INVOLVEMENT IN ENERGY:
Coral Rapids Power is wholly owned by the Taykwa Tagamou Nation and aims to plan, build
and operate a 25-MW run-of-the-river hydroelectric generation facility on nearby New Post
Creek.
CONSULTATION PROCESS: not able to determine

Xeneca Power Development Inc.
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Summary of SIPs for Ivanhoe - The Chute and Ivanhoe - Third Falls
Summary of First Nations’ Interests:

•
•

•
•
•
•

Business opportunity (all)
Wabun Tribal Council (WTC) will represent all First Nations in area (except for
Taykwa Tagamou?). Wabun will discuss with Xeneca which Wabun
communities Xeneca needs to be in contact with regarding business
arrangements, regardless of the direction from MNR’s policy. Wabun has an
internal agreement within their Tribal Council communities regarding this
approach
Taykwa Tagamou First Nation (TTFN) is developing a community engagement
protocol for use with proponents and governments
TTFN’s territorial mapping includes the Third Falls site but does not include the
Chutes site.
desired to know more about Xeneca’s track record with respect to water power
development (Brunswick House - BHFN and Metis - MNO)
opportunity to fly over these two proposed sites (BHFN)

Summary of First Nations’ Preliminary Concerns:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Maintain the ecosystem function of the river (Chapleau Cree-CC)
Generally does not like the concept of the concrete, permanent dam/footprint
(CC)
Concerned with terminology differences in the term ‘run of river’ (CC)
Concerned that historic data may not be a good predictor of the future water flow
due to global warming (CC)
Desire water power projects to be “as green as green can be” (CC)
Rivers and water are a big concern culturally (CC)
Recommended that Xeneca take advantage of public knowledge (especially in
the Foleyet area) to fill some info gaps on the environment around the Ivanhoe
River and area – open house, informal gatherings (CC)
Concerned with the approach of the proponent, paying consultants to gather
information which can lead to misrepresentation of the river system/ecosystem
and the impacts/benefits of a water power facility (CC)
Also inform Moose Cree First Nation of this proposal as they are downstream of
the proposal (CC)
Include potential effects on (Fish habitat, Wildlife habitat, Plant habitat,
Archaeological heritage sites) (BH)
Would the area of flooding be harvested of trees prior to flooding and who would
do this work? (BH)
Concerned about Xeneca commencing with the Class EA prior to site release
being completed. (TTFN)
Felt that discussions with First Nations need to occur prior to Class EA starting
(TTFN)
Felt there is a need to develop a good working relationship with the First Nations,
e.g. keep communities informed ahead of time. (TTFN)

Xeneca Power Development Inc.
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•
•
•
•

Concerned over environmental impacts from flooding, clearing of flooded lands,
water flow and fish habitat (TTFN)
What is the area of inundation in the current proposal? (MNO)
Felt there is a possibility of sturgeon in the river (MNO)
Very concerned with MNR’s policy approach to designation of ‘identified’ and
‘local’ communities (MNO)

Sections from Site Information Packages

Chapleau Cree First Nation

Preliminary Interests – business opportunity.
Preliminary concerns
- maintaining the ecosystem function of the river,
- generally does not like the concept of concrete,
permanent dam/footprint,
- concerned with terminology differences in the term
‘run of river’,
- concerned that historic data may not be a good
predictor of the future water flow due to global
warming,
- desire water power projects to be “as green as
green can be”,
- rivers and water are a big concern culturally
- recommended to take advantage of public
knowledge (especially in the Foleyet area) to fill
some info gaps on the environment around the
Ivanhoe River and area – open house, informal
gatherings
- concerned with the approach of the proponent paying
consultants to gather information which can lead to
misrepresentation of the river system/ecosystem and the
impacts/benefits of a water power facility

- Moose Cree First Nation also needs to be
informed of this proposal as they are downstream of
the proposal
Brunswick House First
Nation

Preliminary Interests
– Business opportunity. BHFN will likely be
represented by and take advice from the economic
development section of Wabun Tribal Council (led
by Jason Batise of Wabun)
- Wabun will discuss with Xeneca which Wabun
communities Xeneca needs to be in contact with
regarding business arrangements, regardless of the
direction from MNR’s policy. Wabun has an internal
agreement within their Tribal Council communities

Xeneca Power Development Inc.
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regarding this approach.
- desired to know more about Xeneca’s track record
with respect to water power development
- opportunity to fly over these two proposed sites
Preliminary Concerns
– included potential effects on
o Fish habitat,
o Wildlife habitat
o Plant habitat
o Archaeological heritage sites

- desired to know more about Xeneca’s track record
with respect to water power development
- would the area of flooding be harvested of trees
prior to flooding and who would do this work?
Chapleau Ojibwe First Nation

Preliminary Interests
– Business opportunity. COFN will likely be
represented by and take advice from their
economic development section of Wabun Tribal
Council (led by Jason Batise of Wabun)
- Wabun will discuss with Xeneca which Wabun
communities Xeneca needs to be in contact
with regarding business arrangements,
regardless of the direction from MNR’s policy.
Wabun has an internal agreement within their
Tribal Council communities regarding this
approach.
Preliminary Concerns
– Nothing specifically identified at this stage.

Mattagami First Nation

Xeneca Power Development Inc.

Preliminary Interests
– Business opportunity. MFN will likely be
represented by and take advice from their
economic development section of Wabun Tribal
Council (led by Jason Batise of Wabun)
- Wabun will discuss with Xeneca which Wabun
communities Xeneca needs to be in contact
with regarding business arrangements,
regardless of the direction from MNR’s policy.
Wabun has an internal agreement within their
Tribal Council communities regarding this
approach.
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Preliminary Concerns
– Nothing specifically identified at this stage.

Local Aboriginal Communities
Flying Post First Nation

Preliminary Interest and/or Concerns
Preliminary Interest
– Business opportunity. FPFN will likely be
represented by and take advice from their
economic development section of Wabun
Tribal Council (led by Jason Batise of Wabun)
- Wabun will discuss with Xeneca which
Wabun communities Xeneca needs to be in
contact with regarding business arrangements,
regardless of the direction from MNR’s policy.
Wabun has an internal agreement within their
Tribal Council communities regarding this
approach.
Preliminary Concerns
– Nothing specifically identified at this stage.

Taykwa Tagamou First Nation

Preliminary Interest - TTFN is developing a
community engagement protocol for use with
proponents and governments.

- TTFN’s territorial mapping includes the Third
Falls site but does not include the Chutes site
Preliminary Concerns
– Concern was expressed regarding Xeneca
commencing with the Class EA prior to site
release being completed. Felt that
discussions with First Nations need to occur
prior to Class EA starting.
- There is a need to develop a good working
relationship with the First Nations. Keep
communities informed ahead of time.
- Concerns were expressed over environmental
impacts from flooding, clearing of flooded lands,
water flow and fish habitat

Metis Nation of Ontario - Timmins

Preliminary Interest – nothing specifically
identified at this stage.

Preliminary Concerns
– What is the area of inundation in the current
proposal?
Xeneca Power Development Inc.
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- there is a possibility of sturgeon in the river
- What is Xeneca’s track record with respect to
water power development?
- Very concerned with MNR’s policy approach
to designation of ‘identified’ and ‘local’
communities.

Xeneca Power Development Inc.
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5160 Yonge St., Suite 520, Toronto, ON M2N 6L9
teI416·590·9362

fax 416·590·9955

www.xeneca.com

June 24, 2010
Chief Rene Ojeebah
Brunswick House First Nations
HWY 101 East
PO Box 1178
Chapleau ON POM lKO
Dear Chief Rene Ojeebah:
By way of introduction, Xeneca Power Development ("Xeneca") is a leading, independent company
created to develop environmentally responsible renewable energy projects. Under the recent Green
Energy Act ("GEA"), the Government of Ontario is encouraging the development of renewable and
cleaner forms of energy production to replace aging energy infrastructure and ~o eliminate dirty coal
power. Under programs developed by the government, Xeneca was awarded ~eed-in-Tariff contracts
for 19 projects throughout Ontario, and has a further 14 projects that are currently in production
reserve.
As President of Xeneca, we wish to enter into respectful and meaningful discussion with your
Community
•

about these projects that include:

Near North Boundary

•

Middle Twp. Buchan

•

Outlet Kapuskasing Lake

•

Lapinigam Rapids

•

Ivanhoe: The Chute

•

Ivanhoe: Third Falls

To address environmental
Environmental

concerns, Xeneca is preparing the necessary documents for the Class

Assessment for Waterpower

projects ("Class EA"). Advancing to the Class EA in no way

guarantees a project will be built but it does develop the information required for the issuance of
permits and approvals. The Class EA will include draft project descriptions that Xeneca will forward to
your Community in order to solicit initial comments.
Hopefully, this will create a broader understanding
of the projects and elicit comment and suggestions prior to wider regional consultation. Please advise
what other information you require and Xeneca will do its best to address that need.

,

Xeneca will shortly engage in Class EA consultation,

which will provide the Brunswick House Community

a full understanding of the environmental, cultural and socioeconomic issues; and provide the
opportunity to engage Xeneca with comments and concerns on projects within Brunswick House
Traditional lands. Xeneca has contacted the various Federal and Provincial Ministries concerning
Aboriginal consultation on our projects, but any assistance you can provide would be very much
appreciated in isolating projects within the Traditional lands. If you have any issues or concerns you
may wish to also contact the Ministry of Energy and Infrastructure ("MElli) that is the "One Window" for
this process.

P age
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The purpose of the Class EA is to also engage all levels of government, including the Brunswick House
Community, in this multi-year process (averages 18 months) so all issues of concern are addressed. If
your Community has a preferred consultation policy please advise us of the means and manner in which
you would like to proceed once the Crown has isolated the projects that affect Brunswick House
Traditional lands. Any insights you can provide in advance of the Crown process would be very much
appreciated.
As these projects are in the very early stages, and we have only recently been enabled to share
preliminary information and will continue to do so as it becomes available. Xeneca has begun the
process of posting information to our website at www.xeneca.com. Information includes:
•

Project information

that is updated regularly.

•

Xeneca's Aboriginal Consultation

•

Outlines of, and links to, government
programs.

and business practices.
programs that provide information

and/or funding

Additionally, the Crown, under a separate process for Projects on Crown lands, is determining
Communities eligible for benefits under the GEA and Ministry of Natural Resource ("MNR") 2010 policy,
and, once MNR has completed that process, they may be contacting your office.
Please direct any
queries to Martha Heidenheim, District Manager, Hearst MNR, or Paul Bernier, District Manager,
Chapleau MNR, and to the Ministry of Energy and Infrastructure (MEI). MEI is responsible under GEA for
Aboriginal benefits related to FIT contracts. You may also want to review the va~ious government
programs related to FIT projects.
,
If the Brunswisk House Community is eligible for benefits, Xeneca will engage in a separate, parallel set
of discussions that include partnerships or benefits sharing. Xeneca will be leveraging the Class EA
process to provide the necessary due-diligence information to those Communities that engage in benefit
or partnership discussions, and this will occur in parallel with the Class EA process. Xeneca can
commence this process once MNR informs Xeneca of the Communities eligible for benefits and allows
Xeneca to proceed.
The principals of the company have long been supporters of working closely Wit~ Aboriginal Peoples and
have developed numerous relationships throughout Ontario. Xeneca is seeking four input and possible
participation as we enter this five year process.
Thank you for your kind consideration
venskaitis@xeneca.com

and please direct your initial

queries to Vanesa Enskaitis at

or (416) 590-9362 ext. 104.

Y~~JtlfiI
Patrick W. Gillette
President and COO
cc:

MNR District Managers:
Paul Bernier - Chapleau MNR
Martha Heidenheim - Hearst MNR
P
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5160 Yonge St.•Suite 520. Toronto. ON M2N 6L9
tel 416-590-9362 fax 416-590-9955 _w.xeneca.com

July 8,2010

Chief Rene Ojeebah
Brunswick House First Nations
HWY 101 East., PO Box 1178
Chapleau, ON POM 1KO
Dear Chief Rene Ojeebah:
RE: Clarification,
In follow-up
Development

Update and Enquiries concerning Traditional

Knowledge studies.

to recent letters and issues raised by First Nation Communities,
Inc. is preparing for and issuing the Notice of Commencement

Assessment for Waterpower

Projects ("Class EA") for the following

~
~

Ivanhoe: 3rd Falls
Ivanhoe: The Chute

~
~
~
~

Lapinigam
Near North Boundary
Outlet Lake Kapuskasing
Middle Twp. Buchan

The Class EA is administered
Release which is administrated

by the Ministry of the Environment

Xeneca Power
for the Class Environmental

projects:

and is a separate process from Site

by the Ministry of Natural Resources. No permits, approvals or tenure

are issued by the Class EA as it is designed to provide information
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We respectfully
information

urge you to visit Xeneca's website at www.Xeneca.com

to review the projects as new

becomes available over the next few weeks. We welcome your comments on our projects

and on the best process of working with First Nation Communities.
Your Community's

eligibility and interest in pursuing benefit discussions, and, moreover, your

Community's willingness to support Traditional
immediate concern to Xeneca.

Knowledge studies where our projects are located, is of

Please feel free to contact Mark Holmes, Vice President, Corporate Affairs or Vanesa Enskaitis,
Corporate Affairs Liaison, at the addresses and contact numbers listed within our letterhead.
Best regards,

Patrick W. Gillette
President & COO
Xeneca Power Development

Inc.

5160 Yonge Street
North York, ON
M2N 6L9
Tel: 416-590-9362
Fax: 416-590-9955
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September 16, 2010

Chief Rene Ojeebah
Brunswick House First Nation
HWY 101 East
PO Box 1178
Chapleau, ON P0M 1K0
Dear Chief Ojeebah:
As you are aware, recent notices, letters and newspaper advertisements have been posted in regard to
Xeneca Power Development’s proposal to build a waterpower facility in proximity to your Community.
The projects of interest to you and your Community are:







Ivanhoe: 3rd Falls
Ivanhoe: The Chute
Lapinigam Rapids
Near North Boundary
Outlet Lake Kapuskasing
Middle Twp. Buchan

By now, your Community should have received from the Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources
notification of our proposed project(s). Additionally, you should have also received correspondence
from Xeneca providing contact names and numbers, basic information about the proposed projects and
the development process, as well as an invitation to visit our website for regular updates.
Xeneca fully respects First Nations treaties, claims and traditional land use in the vicinity of our projects,
and, as such, we endeavor to proceed in an open, transparent and respectful manner. Our approach
includes meaningful, upfront consultation and First Nation participation in the development process.
Communities with interest in our projects need information in order that well informed decisions can be
made. We also believe that traditional, multigenerational knowledge of First Nations can be extremely
important in ensuring any development is conducted in a way that strikes an appropriate balance
between environmental, social and economic needs.
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Given the extensive knowledge that members of your Community have on the history of your area, we
invite you or an appropriate member of your Community to participate in archeological studies that are
to be conducted in your area.
Archeological studies are normally conducted under four phases. Phase One studies provide an
overview based mainly on historical record and are quite preliminary in nature. When completed, we
would be pleased to send these to your Community for review and comment. The remaining phases
(Phase 2, 3 or 4, if required, would include an inspection or possibly extensive digging at the project site
and your presence (or an assigned representative) would be essential at these phases of the work.
Typically, all projects will require a Phase Two study which involves on-the-ground investigation and
would greatly benefit from input from members of your Community. Phase 2 involves some sampling of
soils. Phase 3 and 4, if required, can include extensive digging and possibly removal of artifacts. Copies
of the Phase Two report will also be sent to your Community for review and comment. A
recommendation from the archeologist on the need for Phase 3 and 4 would be contained in the Phase
2 report. The Phase 2 report would be shared with you and your views on any further work would be
sought.
Should a significant archeological find be uncovered during the Phase Two investigation, your
Community would be consulted on the preferred means to move forward.
If there is interest in participating in the archeological studies in your area, please contact Dean
Assinewe, Xeneca’s Aboriginal Relations Liaison, through phone (705-863-1969) or e-mail,
dassinewe@xeneca.com . Mark Holmes, Vice President of Corporate Affairs, along with Dean and the
archeologist will ensure the work is done thoroughly and meets your needs as well the quality
requirements from the Ministry of Culture.
Best regards,

Patrick W. Gillette
President & COO
Xeneca Power Development Inc.
5160 Yonge Street
North York, ON
M2N 6L9
Tel: 416-590-9362
Fax: 416-590-9955
CC - Gerry Webber, Coordinator, Northern Policy Planning Unit, Ministry of Tourism and Culture
Paul Bernier, Chapleau District Manager, Ministry of Natural Resources
Martha Heidenheim, Hearst District Manager, Ministry of Natural Resources
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October 13, 2010
Chief Rene Ojeebah
Brunswick House First Nation
HWY 101 East
PO Box 1178
Chapleau, ON P0M 1K0
Dear Chief Ojeebah:
RE: Invitation to Attend Public Information Centres.
As promised in previous correspondence to your Community, Xeneca Power Development is writing to
inform your Community that Public Information Centres (PICs) are being set up in your area with respect
to the following proposed waterpower developments:







Lapinigam Rapids on the Kapuskasing River
Middle Twp. Buchan on the Kapuskasing River
Near North Boundary on the Kapuskasing River
Outlet Kapuskasing Lake on the Kapuskasing River
Ivanhoe: Third Falls on the Ivanhoe River
Ivanhoe: The Chute on the Ivanhoe River

As you may be aware, Xeneca has issued a Notice of Commencement for the Class Environmental
Assessment for Waterpower Projects (Class EA) for the above noted projects. Public Information
meetings are an important part of that process.
Xeneca invites you to attend our Public Information Centre where you will have the opportunity to learn
more about the projects and provide your input to our project team. Please join us on:
Kapuskasing River Projects:
Monday, November 1st, 2010
Time: 4:00 to 8:00 pm
Kapuskasing Council Chambers
88 Riverside Drive, Kapuskasing

Tuesday, November 2nd, 2010
Time: 4:00 to 8:00 pm
Royal Canadian Legion
33 Legion Street, Chapleau

Ivanhoe River Projects:
Wednesday, November 3rd, 2010
Time: 4:00 to 8:00 pm
Foleyet Community Hall
25 Sherry Avenue, Foleyet
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Your Community’s participation in the PICs is greatly valued, as is First Nations engagement in
archeological, environmental and social-economic aspects of the projects. Communities with interest in
our projects need information so that well informed decisions can be made. We also believe that
traditional, multigenerational knowledge of First Nations can be extremely important in ensuring any
future development is conducted in a way to provide an appropriate balance between environmental,
social and economic needs.
Overall, the Class EA is administered by the Ministry of the Environment and is a separate process from
Site Release which is administrated by the Ministry of Natural Resources. No permits, approvals or
tenure are issued through the Class EA as it is designed to provide information on potential impacts and
viability for each of the projects. The Class EA also allows for comment and dialogue between Xeneca
and Aboriginal Communities, Federal and Provincial governments, as well as any additional
stakeholders.
Eligibility for benefits, the right to seek partnership, and the means to acquire funding is determined by
the Ministry of Natural Resources.
We will be posting information regarding our projects, access to information and government programs
on our website at www.xeneca.com. Xeneca will also be working with the Aboriginal Communities to
identify where government programs can be improved.
Xeneca fully respects Aboriginal treaties, claims and traditional land use in the vicinity of our projects,
and endeavors to proceed in an open, transparent and respectful manner. Our approach includes
meaningful, upfront consultation and First Nation participation throughout the development process.
Given the extensive knowledge that members of your Community have on the history of your area, we
invite you or as designated member of your Community to participate in archeological studies that are
to be conducted in your area.
If there are questions or comments regarding the Public Information session, the undersigned can be
contacted at any of the numbers listed on our letterhead. If there is an interest to participate in the
archeological studies or additional Class EA components of the projects within your area, please contact
Dean Assinewe, Xeneca’s Aboriginal Relations Liaison via phone at (705) 863-1969 or e-mail
dassinewe@xeneca.com .
Best regards,

Mark Holmes
Vice President, Corporate Affairs
Xeneca Power Development Inc.
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October 25, 2010
Chief Rene Ojeebah
Brunswick House First Nation
HWY 101 East
PO Box 1178
Chapleau, ON P0M 1K0
Dear Chief Ojeebah:
Your Community will have recently received an October 13th notice and invitation to attend Public
Information Centres (PICs) regarding our proposed waterpower developments:







Lapinigam Rapids on the Kapuskasing River
Middle Twp. Buchan on the Kapuskasing River
Near North Boundary on the Kapuskasing River
Outlet Kapuskasing Lake on the Kapuskasing River
Ivanhoe: Third Falls on the Ivanhoe River
Ivanhoe: The Chute on the Ivanhoe River

Please be advised that Xeneca Power Development will be rescheduling the Public Information Centre to
which your community has been invited. We fully expect to confirm dates in January or early February
and will provide advance notice. The change in meeting date will provide the necessary time to address
government agency comments and further develop information related to our projects.
In the meantime, we continue to seek your Community’s input on archaeological studies being
conducted around the above noted sites, and we invite you to visit our website at www.xeneca.com for
project information, updates and notices.
If you have questions please contact the undersigned, or Vanesa Enskaitis at any of the numbers
provided in our letterhead.
We look forward to meeting the members of your Community in the coming weeks.
Best regards,

Mark Holmes
Vice President, Corporate Affairs
Xeneca Power Development Inc.
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December 20, 2010

Chief Rene Ojeebah
Brunswick House First Nation
HWY 101 East
PO Box 1178
Chapleau, ON P0M 1K0
Dear Chief Ojeebah:
Welcome to the start-up activities on development of the Class Environmental Assessment for
Waterpower Projects (Class EA) for the proposed projects:







Lapinigam Rapids on the Kapuskasing River
Middle Twp. Buchan on the Kapuskasing River
Near North Boundary on the Kapuskasing River
Outlet Kapuskasing Lake on the Kapuskasing River
Ivanhoe: Third Falls on the Ivanhoe River
Ivanhoe: The Chute on the Ivanhoe River

This first step of the EA process is intended to establish the initial conceptual design, start a dialogue on
regulatory approval requirements and initiate public consultation and Aboriginal engagement in the
Class EA process. To this purpose, Xeneca and its consultants from OEL-HydroSys Inc. are pleased to
present you with the Project Description for this proposed project.
This Project Description is provided to assist the proponent in ensuring that all aspects of the project are
accounted for in enough detail to allow your community and government agencies to provide
meaningful comment throughout the Class EA process. This document attempts to delineate the
’footprint” of the project within the environmental context of the study area and initially identify
features of the environment that may be affected (directly and indirectly) by the proposed project.
Xeneca acknowledges that additional potential effects may be identified throughout subsequent phases
of the Class EA process and we will also incorporate those comments when input is received.
In the early stages of this engagement process, a proponent-led EA coordination meeting will be
undertaken with key government agencies and your community to coordinate an integrated planning
process and to identify environmental concerns and diverse regulatory and management planning
requirements that may be associated with the proposed project. This document is intended to assist
you in preparing for this engagement process. A detailed list of the federal and provincial regulatory
agencies, municipalities, and Aboriginal communities which are receiving a copy of this document
directly is included within the document. We will be contacting this distribution group shortly to inquire
as to their availability for participation in a Class EA Coordination meeting for this proposed small-scale
waterpower development project. Please indicate if you or the Community you represent have interest
in participating in this coordination meeting.
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The general public and other groups are also invited to review this document. The document will be
provided to these parties through postings on the Xeneca website or, upon request, by direct mail. If
you require additional copies of this document you may access our FTP site by completing the following
instructions:
Site: ftp://clientftp.wesa.ca
Username: XENECA
Password: WESA.2010
An attached word document guide will assist you with the download process. You will need to activate
passive mode in your Internet Explorer browser to be able to access the FTP site behind our corporate
firewall.
If you have any questions or comments in relation to the Class EA for Waterpower Projects planning
process or environmental impact assessment related matters, please do not hesitate to contact OELHydroSys Inc. Environmental Assessment Manager, Ms. Tami Sugarman at (613) 839-1453 Ext. 229 and
tsugarman@oel-hydrosys.ca or Xeneca’s Manager of Environmental Studies and Assessment, Edmond
Laratta, at (416) 590-9362 ext. 106 and elaratta@xeneca.com.
For questions or comments in relation to all other aspects of the development proposal, please contact
Xeneca’s President, Mr. Patrick Gillette at pgillette@xeneca.com or Xeneca’s Aboriginal Relations
Liaison, Mr. Dean Assinewe at dassinewe@xeneca.com.
Respectfully submitted,

Patrick Gillette
President & COO
Xeneca Power Development Inc.
c.c.

Kevin Tangie, Economic Development Manager
Jason Batise, Economic Development & Technical Advisor, Wabun Tribal Council
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Sarah Raymond
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

FN
Wednesday, August 10, 2011 11:54 AM
'Kevin Tangie'; 'Jason Batise'; Tim Mutter
'Bernier, Paul (MNR)';
McDonell,Dan [CEAA]; 'Brownlee, Laurie (ENE)'; 'Allen, Paula (ENE)'; Tami Sugarman
Dean Assinewe; F N; Arnold Chan
Aboriginal Consultation Plan - Brunswick House First Nation
Brunswick House - ACP Ltr -10Aug11.pdf; Ivanhoe Aboriginal Consultation Plan July14
2011.pdf

Good afternoon,
Please find the PDF electronic copies of the correspondence sent to the Brunswick House First Nation community.
Thank you.

Yours truly,

Samantha
_______________________________________________________________________________________
Samantha Leavitt | Public Relations Liaison | Xeneca Power Development Inc.

5160 Yonge Street, Suite 520, Toronto, ON, M2N 6L9
Tel: 416 590 9362 | Fax: 416 590 9955 | Email:
PLEASE, think of the environment before printing this message.

This transmission is intended only for the addressee and contains PRIVILEGED or CONFIDENTIAL information. If
you have received this electronic mail in error, please immediately notify the sender. Any unauthorized
disclosure, use or retention is strictly prohibited. Xeneca does not accept liability for any errors, omissions,
corruption or virus in contents or attachments. Information is provided for use "as is" by the addressee.
Revised documents must not be represented as Xeneca work product, without express, written permission of a
Xeneca Director.”
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UPDATES TO PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The Chute Hydroelectric Generating Station on Ivanhoe River
(February 2012)
Since the Chute Project Description was issued in late 2010, a few changes have been made to the
project. The changes are summarized below.
1. Project Site Layout
The auxiliary dam location was relocated about 200 m further north in order to avoid any
impoundment north of the dam. Dam and powerhouse locations remain the same.
A second option was proposed with the powerhouse on the west channel and the dam on the east
channel. The final project design would depend on the geotechnical evaluation of the river banks.
The updated conceptual site layout drawings are attached in Appendix A.
2. Area of Inundation
After detail HEC-RAS modelling, the inundation area was identified to be 6.4 km, instead of 2.8 km
presented in the previous Project Description. The updated headpond inundation map is attached in
Appendix A. This information was presented in the PIC held in July, 2011 in Chapleau and in the
EA.
3. Power Lines
A new east-west line route for the Chute project connection was determined instead of the previous
north-south option shown on both the previous Project Description and the Environmental Report.
The preferred route will travel east from the site, cross-country and on road allowances in a slightly
curved route to connect up with the existing Hydro One 27.6 kV feeder line located on the west side
of the Groundhog River, directly east of the Vimy Lake Uplands Conservation Area. This slightly
curved route avoids many of the larger water bodies in the region and where it crosses streams, it
does so in proximity to existing tertiary roads to minimize clearing impacts along waterways.
Further, as the connection feeder is located in proximity to the Vimy Lake Uplands Conservation
Reserve, a new more northerly connection point which eliminates the required expansion of the
HONI line along the park boundary has been chosen featuring a much reduced overall line length
and a reduced length adjacent to the park perimeter. Overall the new Xeneca line features a much
reduced overall line length and a reduced length adjacent to the park perimeter. Specifically, the line
routing has been reduced from 39 km to approximately 30 km and the routing adjacent to the park
has been reduced from 10 km to approximately 3.5 km from earlier options considered.
The updated power line maps are attached in Appendix B.

Appendix A

1.

Project Conceptual Site Layout Drawing (Option 1)

2.

Project Conceptual Site Layout Drawing (Option 2)

3.

General Headpond Inundation Map
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Appendix B

1. Power Line Maps
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Sarah Raymond
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:
Attachments:

FN
Friday, August 10, 2012 11:48 AM
'Kevin Tangie'; 'Rene Ojeebah'
'Jason Batise'; 'Bernier, Paul (MNR)'; Tim Mutter
; 'Brownlee, Laurie
(ENE)'; 'Kentish, Lianne (ENE)'; Tami Sugarman; F N; Dean Assinewe; Samantha Leavitt;
Martha Heidenheim
; 'Woolnough, Nicole (MNR)';
'; Pozzebon, Lina (MNR)
Brunswick House First Nation - Correspondence
12Jul10 Kap Sturgeon Ltr Brunswick House.pdf; 12Jul10 IvanhoePermit Ltr Brunswick
House.pdf

Good afternoon,
Please find attached the electronic copies of recent correspondence sent to your community.
If you have any questions or concerns please feel free to contact Xeneca’s Aboriginal Affairs Liaison, Dean Assinewe, at
dassinewe@xeneca.com or by phone at 705‐863‐1969.
Thank you.

Yours truly,

Samantha
_______________________________________________________________________________________
Samantha Leavitt | Stakeholder Relations | Aboriginal Affairs Liaison | Xeneca Power Development Inc.

5255 Yonge Street, Suite 1200, Toronto, ON, M2N 6P4
Tel: 416 590 9362 | Fax: 416 590 9955 | Email:
PLEASE, think of the environment before printing this message.

This transmission is intended only for the addressee and contains PRIVILEGED or CONFIDENTIAL information. If
you have received this electronic mail in error, please immediately notify the sender. Any unauthorized
disclosure, use or retention is strictly prohibited. Xeneca does not accept liability for any errors, omissions,
corruption or virus in contents or attachments. Information is provided for use "as is" by the addressee.
Revised documents must not be represented as Xeneca work product, without express, written permission of a
Xeneca Director.”
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FN
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Dean Assinewe
Tuesday, December 03, 2013 5:03 PM
'Lorraine Tangie'
RE: Membership meeting

Hi Lorraine
Can you please send me a copy of the attendance list from the meeting last week?
I thought it was a great meeting and one I’m sure to spur on more awareness about Xeneca and future meetings. Once
again, thank you for the wonderful lunch and hospitality
Meegwetch
Dean

From: Arnold Chan
Sent: Thursday, October 31, 2013 11:55 AM
To: Lorraine Tangie
Cc: Dean Assinewe
Subject: RE: Membership meeting

Perfect!
What we are thinking of doing besides a Powerpoint and to also have a bunch of boards that will ring the room. We
need maybe 15‐20 minutes to set up. Are there others speaking before or after us?
Also, do you have a projector or should I bring ours?
I’m copying Dean so I don’t forget anything!
From: Lorraine Tangie [mailto:l
Sent: Thursday, October 31, 2013 11:36 AM
To: Arnold Chan
Subject: RE: Membership meeting

One hour you have so I will have to make minor arrangements you have the floor from 11:00 to 12:00 p.m.
which works fine is this good
Lorraine Tangie
Band Administrator
P.O. Box 1178
Chapleau, ON
P0M 1K0
(705) 864-0174
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Subject: Membership meeting
Date: Thu, 31 Oct 2013 11:24:04 ‐0400
From: achan@xeneca.com
To:
Make it an hour! I will try to do my presentation in 30 minutes – but want to leave lots of time for Q&A.
From: Lorraine Tangie [mailto:l
Sent: Thursday, October 31, 2013 11:23 AM
To: Arnold Chan
Subject: RE: Membership meeting

]

Hi Arnold it's for the whole community!
Lorraine Tangie
Band Administrator
P.O. Box 1178
Chapleau, ON
P0M 1K0
(705) 864-0174

Subject: Membership meeting
Date: Thu, 31 Oct 2013 11:21:01 ‐0400
From: achan@xeneca.com
To:
It depends on who we are presenting to. Is a meeting with the entire community, or is it just Council?
From: Lorraine Tangie [mailto:
Sent: Thursday, October 31, 2013 11:19 AM
To: Arnold Chan
Subject: RE: Membership meeting

Thanks for responding Arnold we can slot you for 40 minutes! Do you feel that this is enough time? If not,
please do get back to me on this. Thanks
Lorraine Tangie
Band Administrator
P.O. Box 1178
Chapleau, ON
P0M 1K0
(705) 864-0174

Subject: Membership meeting
Date: Thu, 31 Oct 2013 11:14:59 ‐0400
From: achan@xeneca.com
2

To:
CC:
Dear Lorraine:
Thank you very much for advising us about the membership meeting being scheduled for November 25th. I believe we
should be fine for that date.
Do you have an approximate amount of time that you anticipate that the membership will require with us? We are also
trying to coordinate a similar meeting with the membership at Chapleau Ojibwe, while we are in the vicinity. I have let
Chief Stephens know about your date and am trying to see if this date also works with her community.
Thank you again for the very kind invitation. We look forward to the meeting on the 25th!
Kind regards,
Arnold

Arnold G. Chan
Xeneca Power Development Inc.
Vice‐President, Aboriginal Affairs & General Counsel
Yonge‐Norton Centre
5255 Yonge Street, Suite 1200
Toronto, Ontario M2N 6P4
Direct: (416) 590‐3067
Office: (416) 590‐9362 (ext. 3067)
Fax: (416) 590‐9955
achan@xeneca.com
www.xeneca.com
This transmission is intended only for the addressee and contains PRIVILEGED or CONFIDENTIAL information. Any
unauthorized disclosure, use or retention is strictly prohibited. Xeneca does not accept liability for any errors, omissions,
corruption or virus in contents or attachments. Information is provided for use "as is" by the addressee. Revised
documents must not be represented as Xeneca work product, without express, written permission of a Xeneca Director.
If you have received this electronic mail in error, please immediately notify the sender. Thank you.

From: Lorraine Tangie [mailto
Sent: Wednesday, October 30, 2013 2:30 PM
To: Arnold Chan
Subject: RE: Membership meeting

We have re‐scheduled our membership meeting to November 25, 2013 can you confirm if this is a good date
for you and I have also slotted you for 10:30 a.m. thanks
Lorraine Tangie
Band Administrator
P.O. Box 1178
3

Chapleau, ON
P0M 1K0
(705) 864-0174

> Subject: Meeting postponed
> Date: Fri, 11 Oct 2013 11:38:49 ‐0400
> From: achan@xeneca.com
> To: DAssinewe@xeneca.com;
> CC:
>
> Dear Chief Tangie:
>
> Please also let me join Dean in expressing our condolences on behalf of
> the Xeneca Team to the family and your community.
>
> The only change I wanted to mention from Dean's email is that the Public
> Open House is Wednesday in Chapleau at the Legion (instead of Thursday).
> Xeneca's team will be in town that evening and we will also be there on
> Thursday ‐ although we have a commitment Thursday morning with CCFN.
>
> Please let us know if you still wish us to visit or we can arrange for
> another appropriate time.
>
> Take care during this difficult time.
>
> Kind regards,
> Arnold
>
> ‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
> From: Dean Assinewe
> Sent: Friday, October 11, 2013 11:11 AM
> To: Brunswick Board
> Cc: Lorraine Tangie; Wayne McDonald; Arnold Chan; Louise Katz‐Wicks
> Subject: RE: Meeting postponed
>
> Hi Chief Kevin
>
> first let me express my condolences to the family and community. I know
> how the passing of a member can affect a small community and understand
> the reason for postponing the meeting
>
> I'm certain we can make changes to our travel arrangements for our
> travel next week. We are still planning to be in Chapleau for Thursday
> and are open to any last minute arrangement to meet with you (even for
> coffee)on Wednesday.
>
> We are setting up a Public Info Session in Chapleau on Thursday night as
4

> well if there's chance to chat then.
>
> Let's stay in touch I look forward to meeting with you, Council and
> community members at the next available junction.
>
> Meegwetch
>
> Dean
>
> DEAN ASSINEWE, R.P.F. Aboriginal Relations Liaison
> Xeneca Power Development Inc.
> 5160 Yonge Street
> Suite 520
> North York, ON, M2N 6L9
>
> Tel: 416 590 9362
> Cell: 705 863 1969
> Fax: 416 590 9955
> Email: dassinewe@xeneca.com
> www.xeneca.com
>
>
>
> ‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
> From: Brunswick Board [mailto:
> Sent: Fri 10/11/2013 10:17 AM
> To: Dean Assinewe
> Cc: Lorraine Tangie; Wayne McDonald
> Subject: Meeting postponed
>
> Hi Dean,
>
> We've had a death of one of our Band members. The family will be in
> mourning and ceremonies will be held over the weekend. It has been
> announced that the funeral will be held on Tuesday, the same day we were
> to have the community meeting. I know you and your team may have already
> made your travel arrangements, however, given what has happened, we will
> be re‐scheduling the meeting. We are very sorry about the whole
> situation. I'll be in touch.
>
> Thank you/Miigwetch,
>
> Kev Tangie, Chief,
> Brunswick House First Nation
>
> Sent from my iPad
>
5
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Chapleau Cree First Nation and Xeneca
Power Development Meeting July 12, 2010.
Kapuskasing River Project

McGraw Falls Project

Experienced and Well-Financed
Waterpower Developers
Xeneca Structure
Firelight Infrastructure
Partners
Ontario Pension Trust
Dundee Realty Corporation

Xeneca LP

Xeneca’s Senior
Management Team
Uwe Roeper, Patrick Gillette
Mark Holmes & Arnold Chan

Directors / Executive Team
Jason Lester, COO Dundee Realty Corporation / Director, Xeneca
Gavin Ingram, OP Trust / Director, Xeneca
Uwe Roeper, CEO / Director, Xeneca
Patrick Gillette, President / COO / Director, Xeneca

Xeneca and the FIT Program
• Xeneca has 19 FIT Contracts from the OPA
• McGraw Falls project west of Thunder Bay is shovel ready
and First Nation Partnership in negotiation. A further
sixteen projects are in the northeast and two in eastern
Ontario for ~72.5 MW of renewable energy
Table 1: Risk
Management mostly in Northern
• Potential investment of ~$350M
Services
Ontario
Schedule
• Additional 14 sites awaiting ECT - most are in
northwestern Ontario equal to 62 MW.
• Xeneca is in multiple First Nation business partnership
discussions
• Xeneca is working with Northern Service companies in
transition and Industry (Forestry & Mining).

Xeneca’s Waterpower
Opportunities in Ontario

Xeneca Sites with FIT Contracts
Site Name and Potential MW Output
Ivanhoe: The Chute - 3.6MW
Ivanhoe: Third Falls - 5.1MW
Outlet Kapuskasing Lake - 2.5MW
Wanatango Falls - 4.67MW
Lapinigham - 8.2MW
Middle Twp. Buchan - 5.0MW
Near North Boundary - 3.75MW
Larder & Raven - 1.25MW
Marter Twp. - 2.1MW
Half Mile - 4.8MW

Big Eddy - 5.3MW
Four Slide - 7.3MW
McCarthy - 2.0MW
Allen & Struthers - 2.8MW
Cascade Falls - 2.1MW
At Soo Crossing - 4.3MW
Wabageshik - 3.4MW
McPherson Falls - 2.0MW
McGraw Falls - 2.4MW
TOTAL: 72.57 MW

Process
(Other materials to be provides)
• Xeneca has 57 months (out of 60) to complete process or
breach FIT Contract terms (Solar and Wind have 34 out of
36 months). Waterpower timeline:
– 18 – 24 months to complete Class EA
– 12 – 18 month to acquire Location Approval and all leases, permits
and approvals
– 24 month to build a waterpower plant

Class Environmental Assessment for Waterpower:
• Key studies are Habitat (fish & raptor) and Archeological;
would like First Nation participation.
• First Nation, Agency and Public consultation.
• Submission to MOE

Process
Location Approval:
• Issuance by MNR under Lakes and River Improvement Act
• Review of draft and then detailed design by MNR regional
engineer
• Interim Waterpower Lease Agreement
• Permits and Approvals
• Water-Taking permit from MOE
Construction:
• “Water to Wire” package
• Equity & debt financing
• Construction

Process
“Water to Wire”

Misema Waterpower Plant

Misema: Past Project
Misema Headpond

Powerhouse

Kapuskasing Projects
• 4 projects totaling 15 – 19 MW with FIT
Contracts
• Road in close vicinity of the sites
• Minimal flooding upstream; minimal
downstream impacts
• Low Environmental Impacts
• Outlet Kapuskasing Lake a marginal
site

Xeneca Kapuskasing Sites

Powerhouse
Location

Example of Project Design
(Cameron Falls, Aux Sable)

Example of Project Design
(Cameron Falls, Aux Sable)

Business Relationship
• Xeneca’s process is open-ended
• Optimal to reach some agreement by
Notice to Proceed
• Government funding exists:
– OPA’s Aboriginal Renewable Energy Fund
http://www.aboriginalenergy.ca/
– Ontario Financing Authority’s Aboriginal Loan
Guarantee program
http://www.ofina.on.ca/algp/

Business Relationship
• Normally starts with First Nation outlining
preferred process for Business Relationship
and consultation
• Xeneca is open to partnerships
• Will support efforts to leverage government
funds
• Website being created to facilitate the
relationship

Sarah Raymond
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

dassinewe@xeneca.com
Wednesday, June 27, 2012 7:34 PM
FN
Fw: meeting

Hi Sam. Please log
Sent wirelessly from my BlackBerry device on the Bell network.
Envoyé sans fil par mon terminal mobile BlackBerry sur le réseau de Bell.
From: "Brian Edwards"
Date: Tue, 26 Jun 2012 08:09:21 -0400
To: 'Dean Assinewe'<DAssinewe@xeneca.com>
Subject: meeting
Hello Dean,
I understand Xeneca would like to meet with the Chief and Council August 7th just before our Homecoming event. Please
give me a call and have the reception page me to ensure I get your call.
Thanks,
Brian Edwards
Band Administrator
Chapleau Cree First Nation
P.O. Box 400
Chapleau, ON P0M 1K0

This e‐mail message is intended only for the person or entity to
which it is addressed and is confidential, subject to copyright
and may be legally privileged. Any unauthorized review, use or
disclosure is prohibited. If you received this in error, please
contact the sender and delete all copies of the e‐mail together
with any attachments.
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Ivanhoe River Sites: Aboriginal Consultation Plan

1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
Xeneca Power Development Inc. (Xeneca) is proposing to develop hydro-electric plants
at Third Falls and The Chute on the Ivanhoe River, with a total capacity of 8.7 MW.
These projects are located 39 km northeast (Third Falls) and 16 km north (The Chute)
of the town of Foleyet. These projects are subject to the provisions of the Ontario
Waterpower Association’s “Class Environmental Assessment (Class EA) for
Waterpower Projects” (March 2011) and related consultation for other Crown
processes. Pursuant to the OWA’s Class Environmental Assessment for Waterpower
Project (Class EA), these projects are considered to be associated with a managed
waterway. The existing Mattagami River Water Management Plan will be amended
before either station can commence operation. The Class EA process requires Xeneca
to undertake an evaluation of the proposed waterpower projects to determine their
potential effects to the environment (positive and negative) during their construction and
operation and prepare an Environmental Report. The project will also require review
and approval under the Canadian Environmental Assessment Act (CEAA) and post-EA
approvals are also needed from Regulatory Agencies. Aboriginal Community
consultation will be an integral component of this process. Input and questions will be
sought from Aboriginal Communities identified by the Crown or who wish to engage.
This document serves three purposes. First, is to outline Xeneca’s commitments to the
Aboriginal Communities. Second, to outline Xeneca’s responsibilities to the provincial
and federal Crown as it relates to the Class EA, Approvals, Permitting and other
processes. Third, is to outline issues of concern or challenges. This document will be
aligned with the Class EA to establish an on-going process which addresses benefits
and desired mutual engagement between Xeneca and Aboriginal Communities.
Moreover, it outlines the various junctures where the Community can intervene after the
EA Report is complete and a voluntary engagement process that Xeneca wishes to
pursue.
Xeneca’s goal is to establish and maintain a relationship with those Aboriginal
Communities that wish to engage in a mutually respectful manner. This involves:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Providing information about the projects in a timely manner.
Outlining opportunities to engage.
Answering questions and addressing concerns on an on-going basis.
Listening to input from the Communities.
Making efforts to maintain the relationship.
As required address compensation and mitigation efforts.
Be open to discussing Community benefits, where appropriate.

Xeneca Power Development Inc.
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Xeneca’s goal is to build and maintain a relationship with those Aboriginal Communities
that wish to engage to Commercial Operations of the waterpower projects; and
thereafter if desirable by the Aboriginal Communities. In Table 1: Aboriginal
Engagement Xeneca has outlined opportunities to engage.

Table 1: Aboriginal Engagement
Opportunity to Engage
MNR Engagement on
Waterpower Site release
and benefit discussions

Engagement
MNR selects those Communities it believes
are entitled to benefit discussions

Timing
MNR has a minimum 180 day
engagement period

MNR notifies Local and Identified communities

Xeneca treats this as open ended
process. See Table 2

Challenges
1. MNR has selected the Communities entitled to a benefit
which does not include all Communities entitled to
Consultation under other processes. See Table 2

Status
1. Indentified Aboriginal
Communities have been
engaged

2. Policy confusion leads to delays in starting process

2. Xeneca is seeking to work
with Communities to obtain
funding from Crown

Xeneca conducts benefit discussions
Goal is to complete process prior to
Location Approval

Class EA
Administered by the
Ontario Ministry of the
Environment
Supervised by the “One
Window” Ministry of
Energy
Discussions to establish
post-EA-Report
information exchange and
as required additional
Consultation

Project Information provided and engagement
sought to determine potential adverse effects
(on community rights; respond to efforts to
address these concerns; Accommodation
where appropriate). Copy of Final EA Report
provided and comments sought; further
engagement if necessary

Debriefing with Chief and Council and
Community for those who participated or which
expressed interest during the EA process

Aboriginal Information Center, if requested
Phase 1 completed as part of the Class EA

Ontario Ministry of Culture
and Tourism

Phase 2 and thereafter completed after the
Class EA

Requires review and
completion of specific
tasks and Letters of
Advice and/or Comfort
from other Federal and
Provincial Ministries

Provincial Approvals and
Permits

Federal Approval and
Permits

3. Open to negotiating a
partnership and/or benefits

See Process and Timelines
Section 2.3

2. Federal EA can be triggered later in the process.
3. Consultation process and crown expectations have not
been coordinated between ministries and government.
Found challenging by proponent and Aboriginal
communities.

Process to be determined with the
Community

Establish consultation and information
exchange process post-EA

Archeology Studies

Location Approval.
Request to commence
MNR Permitting and
Approvals

See Process and Timelines Section 2.3
If an Aboriginal community has asserted
that the Crown has a duty to consult
based on the potential adverse effects on
an Aboriginal or treaty right during the
course of engagement about the potential
effects of the Class EA project, the
proponent should notify the Director of
the EAAB
Voluntary on the part of Proponent

3. Does not completely align with other provincial
processes. Is based on Policy and Procedures.
Proponent aligns intent with Bill 150, Green Energy and
Green Economy Act, 2009, where the Minister of Energy
has the responsibility to enable Communities to Benefit
from FIT projects Contracts
1. Confusion that this process does not capture benefits
beyond mitigation and compensation

Request by Xeneca to begin this step by Letter
to the District Office as outlined in the Lakes
and Rivers Improvement Act

1. Aboriginal Communities provided
Phase 1 for comment

1. Phase 1 to be provided to
Communities for comment

2. Phase 2+ field studies voluntarily offer
field engagement. Xeneca will seek input
and address questions and concerns

2. Organizing Community
participation in Phase 2+
studies

3. Phase 3 studies require further Crown
consultation with Aboriginal Communities
with Proponent’s support
After EA Report is issued Statement of
Completion

To be determined

To be determined

District reviews EA Report and may make
other reasonable requests for documents and
information so District Manager can make their
decision
Will include assessing of Crown’s duty to
consult based on the Aboriginal Consultation
Record; may outline further consultation
requirements prior to proceeding
Those permits and approval studies not
captured in Class EA can require notification
and consultation. (Resource Stewardship and
Facility Development Class EAs for
complementary aspects of the integrated
project)
Detailed Project Design is submitted
during/after provincial permitting and if not
suitable can trigger a Federal EA

To be determined

1. Detailed Project Design provided to
Communities for comment
2. Review of Aboriginal Consultation

Community notified that
Construction is starting to
Commence

1. First Nation partnerships and benefit
agreements completed
2. Separate consultation process established
with Aboriginal Communities receiving benefits
or in partnership

Community notified of
Project Commissioning

3. Federal EA and consultation process if
required
Voluntary on the part of Proponent
Process to be determined with the
Community
Maybe covered in partnership or benefits
agreement (s)

3. Debriefing with Chief and Council and
Community for those entitled to consultation if
desired
1. Invited to Grand Opening

On the part of Xeneca

2. Debriefing with Chief and Council and

Process to be determined with the

Xeneca Power Development Inc.
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Community if desired
Annual Project reporting

Annual update on project if desired

Community. Maybe covered in form of
an agreement (s)
Voluntary on the part of Xeneca with
process determined by the Community.
Maybe covered in partnership or benefits
agreement (s)

Table 2: Aboriginal Communities identified by the Crown outlines those Communities that
Xeneca has engaged. Local Aboriginal community means an Aboriginal community(ies) that
may claim the area contemplated for site release as their traditional land use area.
Identified Aboriginal community means an Aboriginal community located within or adjacent
to the tertiary watershed, where a potential greenfield waterpower development on Crown
land may be located.

Table 2. Aboriginal Communities: Local and Identified
Local Aboriginal Communities
Taykwa Tagamou Nation
Flying Post First Nation
Timmins Métis Nation of Ontario Community Council
Métis Nation of Ontario
Also providing information to Moose Cree First Nation and Michipicoten First
Nation
Identified Aboriginal Communities
Chapleau Cree First Nation
Chapleau Ojibwe First Nation
Brunswick House First Nation
Mattagami First Nation
As Table 1 outlines there is a series of opportunities to engage with Aboriginal
Communities and for Agency review and comment with Aboriginal Communities and
Xeneca. Xeneca’s goal is to build and maintain these relationships while fulfilling its
support role of the Crown’s Duty to Consult and its Fiduciary responsibilities to
Aboriginal Communities.

1.2 Overview of Legal:
Xeneca responsibility is to meet required consultation responsibilities and to provide
reasonable voluntary support to the Crown’s efforts to consult and meet their fiduciary
responsibilities to the Aboriginal Communities. Xeneca has encountered different
approaches and misalignment between Agencies on consultation and meeting the
Crown’s fiduciary responsibility to the Aboriginal Communities.

Xeneca Power Development Inc.
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Aboriginal and treaty rights are protected under Section 35 of the Canadian Constitution
and affirmed by decisions of the Supreme Court of Canada. Aboriginal and treaty rights
are associated with traditional and cultural land use activities and values. Hunting,
trapping, fishing and gathering activities are examples of traditional land use. Burial
grounds, sacred/ceremonial areas, and other archaeological sites are examples of
culturally significant values that require protection.
Under case law (Haida 2004 and Taku River, 2004) the Supreme Court of Canada ruled
that the Crown has the legal duty to consult as well as the duty to accommodate First
Nation, Metis and Inuit when there is knowledge of an established or asserted
Aboriginal right. Other Case law (Mikisew Cree, 2005) also recognized the obligation to
consult when the Crown is proposing to develop natural resources. Harvesting rights of
the Metis are now protected by the Supreme Court ruling under R. v. Powley (2003).
The Supreme Court has also said that the Aboriginal Communities also have a duty to
engage with the Crown and the proponent.

Together, these Supreme Court rulings provide the legal foundation and guidance for
Aboriginal consultation for the Crown that Xeneca voluntarily supports.

Corporately, Xeneca also supports the Crown’s Fiduciary responsibility to the Aboriginal
Communities through reasonable effort to engage and develop benefits or partnerships.
This supports Ontario Bill 150, Green Energy and Green Economy Act, 2009 and is
aligned with the goals of this legislation and where possible the Ministry of Natural
Resources policy and procedures. Further, Xeneca will assist Aboriginal Communities in
accessing government programs and funding. Xeneca’s approach to consultation and
relationship building with Aboriginal Communities is clearly articulated on the company
website under the Aboriginal Relations section at www.xeneca.com.

1.3 Xeneca’s Approach:
Xeneca treats aboriginal relationships with great importance and therefore created an
Aboriginal Relations Liaison position within the company to manage the Aboriginal
Relations Policy, Guiding Principles and meet the requirements of the government
policies.
The Class EA process requires Xeneca Power Development Inc. to undertake an
evaluation of the proposed waterpower projects to determine their potential effects to
the environment (positive and negative) during their construction and operation and
prepare an Environmental Report. The project may also require review and approval
under the Canadian Environmental Assessment Act and post-EA approvals are also
needed from Regulatory Agencies.

Xeneca Power Development Inc.
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Xeneca’s goal as proponent is to support the Crown’s consultation objectives to the best
of its ability. Xeneca views these objectives to the Aboriginal Communities as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Provide information and be responsive to questions and input.
Outline process and issues to the Communities.
Maintain records of correspondence and engagement.
To reflect input questions and responses in the EA Report and subsequent
processes accurately and respectfully.
Seek to have Aboriginal Communities obtain benefits from the projects where
reasonable possible.
Respect the Aboriginal Communities right to choose not to engage.
Provide the Crown on request information concerning the proponent’s activities.

1.4 Purpose of the Aboriginal Consultation Plan
The Consultation Plan is intended to provide clearly defined goals, procedures and
schedules to ensure an effective Aboriginal Communities consultation and/or
participation program(s) and to meet the requirements of the Class EA subsequent
approvals, permits and other processes and where possible support Aboriginal Benefits
from the project. .
Xeneca’s approach to Aboriginal Consultation Planning is to be proactive and
progressive. Xeneca is aware of the dynamic relationships between Aboriginal
governments and the Crown, relationships between Aboriginal communities and policy
& regulation changes that affect energy projects.
There are a number of provincial and federal legislations and agencies governing
resource development. Xeneca will support their consultation efforts in a reasonable
manner and meet its responsibilities. The following is a list of legislation and associated
agencies that require consultation for water power projects.
Federal
• Canadian Environmental Assessment Act (CEA Agency)
• Fisheries Act (Fisheries and Oceans Canada)
• Navigable Waters Protection Act (Transport Canada)
• Historic Canals Regulations and National Parks Act (Parks Canada)
• Species at Risk Act (Environment Canada, Fisheries and Oceans Canada)
• Dominion Waterpower Act (Indian and Northern Affairs Canada)
Provincial
• Public Lands Act (Ministry of Natural Resources)
• Provincial Parks and Conservation Reserves Act (Ministry of Natural Resources)
• Endangered Species Act (Ministry of Natural Resources)

Xeneca Power Development Inc.
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•
•
•

Conservation Authorities Act (Ministry of Natural Resources)Water Resources
Act (Ministry of the Environment)
Clean Water Act (Ministry of the Environment)
Ontario Heritage Act (Ministry of Culture)

1.5 Objectives of Aboriginal Consultation
The objective of the Aboriginal Communities consultation process is to identify and
address Community concerns and issues and to provide the Aboriginal Communities
with an opportunity to receive information about and make meaningful input into the
project review and development. Additionally, Xeneca wishes to foster and sustain a
mutually respectful relationship with its neighbors outside of the need to provide
voluntary support to the Crown.

Xeneca Power Development Inc.
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2 ABORIGINAL CONSULTATION PLAN
2.1 Introduction
The Aboriginal Communities consultation program outlined in this plan is intended to
meet the proponent’s responsibilities and voluntarily support the Crown’s consultation
and fiduciary efforts. However, a clear process has yet to emerge between the
provincial and federal governments and between the Agencies. To provide clarity,
Xeneca with the Aboriginal Communities input will need to determines how best to
provide support to the Crown’s consultation efforts and to meet its fiduciary
responsibilities. Xeneca primary goal is to engage in a respectful manner with the
Aboriginal Communities. Consultation and related processes are to identify and address
Community concerns and issues and to provide the Aboriginal Communities with an
opportunity to receive information about and provide meaningful input as it relates to the
project. This information will be provided to the Crown.

2.2 Goals
The consultation program identified in this plan will provide the outreach to Identified
and Local Aboriginal Communities , engage those Communities and provide the means
and opportunity and for Community participation in the development process and
beyond.
The goals of the consultation program are to:
• Identify and notify potentially interested and affected Aboriginal Communities;
• identify and assess the range of positive and any potentially negative
environmental and socio-economic effects of the project; and
• Address the concerns of Aboriginal Community members.
To achieve these goals, the consultation program will:
• identify potentially affected Aboriginal Communities;
• describe how the project may affect the natural and socio-economic environment;
• provide appropriate notification to identified Aboriginal Communities and to those
communities expressing interest as prescribed by CEAA and the Waterpower
Class EA;
• conduct regularly scheduled meeting with Aboriginal Communities or their
representatives
• provide consistent and transparent communication between parties
• inform the Aboriginal Communities where, when and how they can engage in the
process;
• identify community benefits, concerns and issues related to the project;
Xeneca Power Development Inc.
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•
•

address concerns and issues raised regarding the development and operation;
and
Document input and how concerns are addressed, issues are avoided or
mitigation measures are put into place during project planning and development
through use of spreadsheet and programs and developing reporting documents.

The consultation program will use a variety of methods to communicate with interested
and affected Aboriginal Communities including, but not limited to,
• newspaper and other media advertising,
• Xeneca website
• community meetings,
• creation of local advisory committees, elder committees
• participation in archeological, field trips or other studies
• e-mailings,
• postal services,
• fax,
• telephone, teleconferencing and web and video conferencing
• signage
• first person contacts.

2.3 Process and Timelines
Figure 1. outlines Xeneca’s process for Aboriginal consultation. Through the completion of
the EA Report the Communities will understand the Project and the on-going process.
Once the EA Report engagement is complete the next step is to create a process of
completing future consultation not captured in the EA Report and relationship building.
Xeneca has indentified Location Approval as the optimal point to complete Benefit
discussions processes and reporting as it relates to the Crown’s involvement (refer to
Table 1).

Xeneca Power Development Inc.
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Figure 1. Aboriginal Consultation Process
The following is the general process as recommended and outlined in the OWA Class
EA, p.56. It has been modified to illustrate how Aboriginal consultation works in parallel
with the process and aligns with the Federal Screening Process.

Project Proposal
(Project Description, Environmental Context
Develop Public Consultation and
Aboriginal Engagement Plans

Determine Project Coordination Approach
(Coordination Meeting)

NOTICE OF COMMNENCEMENT

Identification of Potential Effects
Data and Information Collection

Revisit Impact /Issue
Management Strategies

ABORIGINAL CONSULTATION

Assess Effects, Identify Mitigation and Net Effects

No Significant Net Effects Remain

LRIA Review

Significant Net Effects Remain
Defer or Cancel Project

Prepare Environmental Report

LRIA REQUIREMENTS

Impact and issue Management Strategies

NOTICE OF COMPLETION

Part II Order Request(s)

Yes

Go to Part II Order Provisions

No

LRIA Decision

STATEMENT OF COMPLETION
Project Implementation and Permitting

Federal Screening
(CEAA) (DFO &
Transport Canada)

Implement Monitoring as required

Detailed Project Description

Harmful Alteration Disruption or Destruction (HADD) Assessment

Approved

Xeneca Power Development Inc.

Not Approved

Revisit Impact /Issue
Management
Strategies
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Table 4. Timeline for Public and Aboriginal Participation in Class EA and thereafter
outlines activities to date and timelines for further engagement.
Public and Aboriginal Participation Processes and Key Outcomes

Expected Deadline

Site Application

Prior to December 31,
2008

Initial meeting with MNR, MOE and DFO

Prior to April 2010

Notice of Commencement

July/August , 2010

First Nations Invitation to Participate in archaeological survey

October 2010

Initiate habitat studies

April 2010

Identify Interest Groups and Potential Stakeholders

April 2010

Initiate stakeholder consultation program

April 2010

Individual meetings with stakeholders

April 2010 and ongoing

Briefing for CEAA

August 2010

First Open House (public)

January 11 and 12, 2011

Agency Coordination meetings

January 2011

Second Open House

As required

Draft Class EA Report

May 2011

Final Class EA Report

July 1, 2011

Thirty Day review period by Aboriginal Communities

July 1, 2011 +30 days

Engagement Period over 30 day period to receive final comment,
concerns, input and address issues related to EA Report.

August 1, 2011 + 30
days.

Engagement period between Xeneca and Aboriginal Communities to
agree on process to complete balance of Consultation and process to
maintain relationship.

TBD

2.4 Issues, values and potential stakeholders
In order to identify potentially interested and affected Aboriginal Communities Xeneca
referred to MNR Site Information Packages where available. When available input on
Aboriginal Communities was also solicited from various government agencies including,
Indian and Northern Affairs Canada, Ontario Ministry of Aboriginal Affairs, Ministry of
Environment and Ministry of Natural Resources. At the Ivanhoe projects the following
communities are involved: Aboriginal community information sheets are available in the
Appendix B

Xeneca Power Development Inc.
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2.5 Aboriginal Communities Consultation
Aboriginal Communities hold a unique position in Canada, and, as such, have a legally
protected right to participate in the development and review of resource management
strategies or plans in areas they assert to be traditional territories, including Crown
lands outside areas where treaties apply.
Xeneca will give particular consideration to the concerns of First Nations and other
Aboriginal communities located in the vicinity of, or having a potential interest in, the
project. First Nations and other Aboriginal communities will be identified, notified,
consulted, and involved in an appropriate manner. In addition, Xeneca will solicit
participation of Aboriginal Communities in the archaeological study for the site and have
asked for their participation in projects co-ordination meetings for the OWA Class EA.
Mailings, phone calls, e-mails, videoconferencing, direct meetings media ads, notices
and websites will be used to provide information about the Ivanhoe Projects. The
notices will also be used to direct interested Aboriginal Communities to the website for
further information.
Newspaper ads will be placed in the Timmins Daily Press newspaper as well as the
Xeneca website. Where possible, notices will be placed on Aboriginal Communities
websites, Band Office, notice boards and at the venues where public information
sessions will be held.
The appropriate agency technical representatives from Aboriginal Communities will be
contacted regarding their requirements, concerns and technical input, and be kept
apprised of the Aboriginal Community and public consultation program and other
opportunities for their community to participate in the screening process.

2.6 Agency Consultation
The purpose of agency consultation is to inform and receive input from all government
agencies with jurisdiction or program interest related to a particular waterpower project.
For this project, relevant agencies include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

CEAA
Environment Canada (EC)
Fisheries and Oceans Canada (DFO)
Health Canada (HC)
Indian and Northern Affairs Canada (INAC)
Infrastructure Canada (IC)
Natural Resources Canada (NRCan)
Transport Canada (TC)

Xeneca Power Development Inc.
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•

Other departments as identified by CEAA

The Project Description will also be submitted to the following Provincial Ministries and
agencies:
• Ministry of Aboriginal Affairs
• Ministry of Tourism and Culture
• Ministry of Energy and Infrastructure
• Ministry of the Environment
• Ministry of Municipal Affairs and Housing
• Ministry of Natural Resources
• Ministry of Transportation
• Ministry of Northern Development, Mines and Forestry
• Ontario Waterpower Association
• Identified FN Groups, including invitation to participate in co-coordination
meetings
The appropriate agency technical representatives will be contacted regarding their
agency’s requirements, concerns and technical input, and be kept apprised of the
Aboriginal consultation program and other opportunities for their agency to participate in
the process.

2.7 Mandatory Notification
Xeneca prepared and advertised a Notice of Commencement to formally announce that
they are commencing a review under the Waterpower Class EA process and that the
project is subject to the Class EA. The Notice of Commencement included the proposed
project location, the proponent and a contact name, address and phone number as
specified in the OWA Class EA document. The notice was published in the local
newspaper (Timmins Daily Press) and/or mailed to households in the immediate vicinity
of the project and to affected government agencies (including the EA Coordinator at the
appropriate Regional Office of the MOE) and other potentially interested parties.
Further, the Notice of Commencement and other related project information is posted
on the Xeneca website which is also being advertised and promoted to stakeholders.
Updated Notices of Commencement were re-issued in October and December 2010 to
address points raised by MOE in Thunder Bay.
Upon regulatory review and completion of the Class EA, Xeneca will prepare and
distribute a Notice of Completion. This notice will inform Aboriginal communities that the
proponent has completed the EA report and that the review period is commencing. The
EA report and notice will be sent to the communities for review.

Xeneca Power Development Inc.
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2.8 Information Centres
All Public Information Centres (PICs) will be held in Foleyet, Ontario. The first
(voluntary) PIC for The Chute and Third Falls occurred on January 13th, 2011 and a
second was held for Third Falls on January 27th, 2011. An additional PIC will be held
for The Chute on July 7th, 2011.
PICs involve the display of relevant information, the provision of take-home materials
(project overview, map, comment form, etc.), and available personnel to address
questions or concerns expressed by attendees.
At all PICs, relevant background information is presented, including information about
Xeneca and the site(s) in general. This includes GS conceptual drawings, proposed
inundation maps, proposed roads and power lines maps, project benefits and results of
environmental/engineering investigations. This information is now available at
www.xeneca.com.
Aboriginal Communities were directly invited to participate in the Public Information
Centres. After submission of the EA Report, Xeneca will organize Aboriginal
Information Centers if deemed desirable by the Communities.
2.9 Field Visits:
Xeneca is coordinating field visits with Aboriginal Communities during and after the EA
Report and Archeological studies to seek Community input and address issues and
concerns.
Meetings:
Indentified Aboriginal Communities have engaged in meetings to discuss the EA
information and benefits. Meetings will be held with the Communities after submission
of EA Report if requested as part Aboriginal Information Center or as part of benefit
discussions.
Documentation
Both the Crown and Xeneca must document the effort and results of consultation
activity. Keeping accurate documentation of the activities is crucial to successful
consultation. Xeneca will maintain accurate records of all correspondence flowing from
the proponent to the Aboriginal communities and also maintain accurate records of
Xeneca Power Development Inc.
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Aboriginal communication efforts. Xeneca’s objective is to provide documentation
(Aboriginal Consultation Report) that shows its efforts to satisfactorily meet key
components of the Crown’s constitutional duty by focusing on the following questions:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Has the Community been effectively engaged?
Has the community been fully informed about the project and its impacts?
Was Xeneca fully informed about the community views on its rights and impacts?
Has the project been adapted or integrated to respond to those views
reasonably
5. Did the community meet its obligation to participate in good faith by: describing
their claims, issues, rights in a clear manner, which does not prevent Xeneca
from meeting its duty?
6. Did the Xeneca inform the community of decisions or outcome of the
consultation?

The following documentation pertaining to consultation will be included in the Class EA:
• a description of the Aboriginal Community, consultation program and chronology
of consultation activities/events;
• a list of Aboriginal Communities contacted or consulted;
• a summary of Aboriginal Community concerns or issues, and how they have
been resolved or addressed
• Summary record of community consultation (see example of consultation record
Appendix A).
• Regular updates on progress on consultation and/or the development of a
business to business agreement

Technical reports and other supporting information will be referenced in the report.
Xeneca will make supporting information and copies of all correspondence related to
the Class EA for public or agency review if requested.
In a partnership approach to assist the Crown meet its consultation duty, Xeneca will
carbon copy the pertinent agencies in emails, and correspondence being sent to the
communities when it is appropriate and necessary

Xeneca Power Development Inc.
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3 APPENDIX A
3.1 Sample of Consultation Recording

Planning
Stage

Community(s) –
identifying the
right, concern or
interest

Date

Aboriginal Community Consultation Record
Aboriginal
Contact Method Concern or
Community/Contact (Phone, E-mail,
Interest
letter, fax, mail
Identified, or
out etc.)
Information
Shared.

Response or
Information
Provided

Summary of Concerns & Responses
Right, Concern
Considerations / Mitigation/Accommodation Response by
or Interest
Options
Proposed
the Community
Identified, or
Information
Shared.

Xeneca Power Development Inc.
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4 APPENDIX B
4.1 Aboriginal Community Information Sheets
CHAPLEAU CREE FIRST NATION
(Chapleau # 75)(Fox Lake Reserve)
AFFILIATIONS:

Mushkegowuk Tribal Council
PTO: NAN

MAILING ADDRESS:

P.O. Box 400
Chapleau, ON P0M 1K0

PHONE:
FAX:

ELECTED:

Keith Corston or Wade Cachagee
& 4 councillors
(INAC has no governance information on website)
June 2007

NEXT ELECTION:

June 2010

LOCATION:

5 kilometres from the town of Chapleau. There are two other First
Nation communities located within a seven-mile radius, Brunswick
House First Nation and Chapleau Ojibwe First Nation.

CHIEF:

Historical Note
The original settlement of Chapleau Cree First Nation was connected with Chapleau and
Nebskwashi Rivers, approximately 1 mile east of the town of Chapleau. The land was of poor
quality and band members chose not to settle there, instead they settled in the town of
Chapleau.
In 1989, the Chapleau Cree First Nation negotiated with both the Federal and Provincial
governments to set aside lands for the use of the First Nation and to establish a permanent
community. Chapleau Cree First Nation is currently situated on the newly established Fox Lake
Reserve. Since band members began returning to their community, 30 homes and a senior's
residence have been built.
SIZE:

The dimension of the Fox Lake Reserve is approximately 2560
acres or 4 square miles.

POPULATION:

The registered population of Chapleau Cree is 370 of which 83
live on reserve.

HOUSING UNITS:

30

Xeneca Power Development Inc.
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COMMUNITY SERVICES:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Band Complex
Health Centre
Public works Garage
Water Treatment Plant
Gas Bar
Senior’s residence

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT: unknown
INVOLVEMENT IN ENERGY: unknown
CONSULTATION PROCESS: unknown
Note: difficult to find information on this community as nothing on INAC site and very little on
community website

Xeneca Power Development Inc.
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CHAPLEAU OJIBWE FIRST NATION
(Chapleau 61A, Chapleau 74 and 74A)
AFFILIATIONS:

Wabun Tribal Council
PTO: NAN

MAILING ADDRESS:

P.O. Box 279
Chapleau, ON P0M 1K0

PHONE:
FAX:
CHIEF:
APPOINTED:

Anita Stephens, 2 councillors
November 12, 1998

EXPIRY:

Not available

LOCATION:

2 km south of Chapleau on highway 129

Historical Note

The people of Chapleau Ojibwe First Nation (COFN) live on the only Ojibway based
reserve in the Chapleau area. Their historical kinship and relationship with the land
therefore draws them west to the shores of Lake Superior and south to the shores of
Lake Huron, rather than north into Cree territory to the shores of James Bay. As such,
much of their traditional territory was ceded to the Crown under the1850 Robinson
Treaties. These treaties cover all land whose waters drain into the north shores of lakes
Huron and Superior. Chapleau Ojibwe’s forefathers were not however signatories to
the Robinson Treaties, partly because Benjamin Robinson did not have the time to meet
with inland First Nation communities and partly because inland First Nation leaders
were reluctant to travel as a result of a cholera outbreak in 1849.
After visiting Chapleau in 1905, the Treaty No. 9 Commissioners reported that it would
not be necessary to negotiate a treaty with the Indian people of Chapleau as they
belonged to Bands residing at Moose Factory, English River and other places already
under treaty. Treaty No. 9 covers all land in the Chapleau are that drains north into
James Bay. Since large reserves had already been established in other parts of the
province for the Bands from which people at Chapleau had immigrated, the
Commissioners recommended that a small area be set aside for Chapleau Ojibwe so
that they could build small houses and cultivate garden plots. The Chapleau Ojibwe
Reserve was established in 1950.
SIZE:

759 HA

POPULATION:

40 is the total registered population of this reserve

Xeneca Power Development Inc.
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HOUSING UNITS:

11

COMMUNITY SERVICES:
•
•
•

Band Office
Health office
NAPS

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT: unable to determine
INVOLVEMENT IN ENERGY:
Wabun Tribal Council represented Chapleau Ojibway and Brunswick House in signing an
agreement in principal with Hydromega Services Inc. The First Nation communities were
identified by MNR as being affected by the development and were approached by Hydromega
to negotiate the MOU which includes financial benefits for the community. Target date for
construction was for the spring of 2008.
The developer plans to build four generating stations each with an installed capacity of about 5
megawatts, for a total of 20 megawatts – enough to supply about 5,000 homes with electricity.
“This is the kind of partnership that will help promote sustainable, self-reliant communities,” said
Shawn Batise, executive director of the Wabun Tribal Council. 1
Wabun Tribal Council negotiated a deal where the First Nations can buy into various levels of
ownership at various stages of the project. This could translate into
in annual
revenues for the communities by the agreements’ 2030 end date if these investments are made.
CONSULTATION PROCESS: unable to determine
OTHER

On July 21, 2006 COFN held a community gathering to celebrate the 100th anniversary
of Treaty No. 9. During the celebrations Chief Anita Stephens remarked that the first
one hundred years of the James Bay Treaty have not been kind to Chapleau Ojibwe,
but she was optimistic that the next one hundred years would go much better. The
community is currently advancing a strategic initiative that will return it to its traditional
relationship with the land and this will make it healthier. The strategic process also calls
for better working relationships with the other Chapleau area First Nations and the
Town, and this will make it stronger. Finally, the strategic process calls for ways to
better share resources within COFNs traditional territory and this will make it more
prosperous. These three strategic deliverables form the cornerstone to COFNs
community aspirations.

1

ww.mnr.gov.on.ca
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BRUNSWICK HOUSE FIRST NATION
( Duck Lake 76B)
AFFILIATIONS:

Wabun Tribal Council
PTO: NAN

MAILING ADDRESS:

P. O. Box 1178
Highway 101 East
CHAPLEAU, ON POM 1KO

PHONE:
FAX:

CHIEF:

Rene Ojeebah, 3 Councillors

APPOINTED:

August 11, 2009

EXPIRY:

August 10, 2011

LOCATION:

157 KM NE of Sault Ste. Marie on Hwy 101

Historical Note

After the arrival of the Europeans in the 17th century, the Ojibway economy, which had
been based on hunting, fishing and gathering, expanded to include trapping for trade as
well as for subsistence purposes. During the fur trade era, trading posts became part of
the cycle of movements for Indian people, and some groups of Bands became
associated with particular trading posts. The Ojibway people who traded primarily at the
New Brunswick House posts at Brunswick Lake and Missinaibi Lake became known as
the New Brunswick House Band (ancestors of Brunswick House First Nation people).
The James Bay Treaty of 1905 - Treaty No. 9 was signed with the New Brunswick
House Band on July 25th 1906. An Ontario Order-in-Council, dated February 13, 1907,
confirmed a selection of Indian reserves, including New Brunswick House No. 76, which
was set aside for the Band and surveyed at 17 280 acres.
On June 1, 1925 the Ontario government established the Chapleau Game Preserve
which surrounded (and did not explicitly exclude) the New Brunswick House reserve
and was closed to all hunting and trapping. The Ontario government subsequently
purchased reserve land from the federal government in 1928. In 1947, the federal
government purchased a tract of land in Mountbatten Township from the Ontario
government and established the Mountbatten I.R. No. 76A. The Band moved to its
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present reserve after 642 acres of the Mountbatten reserve were exchanged in 1973 for
an equivalent area of land closer to Chapleau. 2
SIZE:

The First Nations have reserved themselves the 9,054.2 hectares
(22,373.4 acres) Mountbatten 76A Indian Reserve and the
259.8 hectares (642.0 acres) Duck Lake 76B Indian Reserve.

POPULATION:

The total population is 653 of which 175 are on reserve (INAC,
2009)

HOUSING UNTS:

35 dwellings (INAC, 2001)

COMMUNITY SERVICES:
•
•
•
•

Family Resource Centre
Band Office
Economic Development Office
Nishnawbe- Aski Police Services

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

The majority of the labour force is employed in the service sector; one third in
government, and the rest in other services. Local industries include one trapline.
INVOLVEMENT IN ENERGY
Same as Chapleau Ojibway (through Wabun Tribal Council, the First Nation has an agreement
with Hydromega
CONSULTATION PROCESS
Unknown, as Wabun Tribal Council has represented the community in their agreement with
Hydromega.
OTHER
Brunswick House was one of 3 First Nation communities to sign an Exploration Agreement with
Augen Gold.
Augen Gold Corp. ("Augen Gold" or the "Company")
(TSX-V: AUJ) announced today that it has signed an Exploration Agreement
("EA") with the First Nations Partnership, which comprises the Mattagami,
Brunswick House and Flying Post First Nations. These First Nations groups
assert treaty and aboriginal rights on lands which include Augen Gold's Jerome
mining claims south-west of Timmins, Ontario.

2

www.chapleau.ca/portal/en/community/brunswickhouse
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Chris McKay, negotiator for the First Nation Partnership, said: "We believe Augen Gold is at the
leading edge of First Nation relationship-building and understanding of our Treaty and
Aboriginal Rights. Augen Gold's approach to our communities before early exploration is
something we have requested the province to make standard practice since it leads to the best
outcome for all parties, including the province." 3

3

www.turtleisland.org/discussion/viewtopic, July 2008
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MATTAGAMI FIRST NATION
AFFILIATIONS:

Wabun Tribal Council
PTO: NAN

MAILING ADDRESS:

P.O. Box 99
Gogama, ON P0M 1W0

PHONE;
FAX:
CHIEF:

Walter Naveau, 4 councillors

APPOINTED:

April 12, 2009

EXPIRY:

April 11, 2011

LOCATION:

70 KM south of Timmins

Historical Note: Mattagami, in Ojibway means “The meeting of waters." In the early 1900's these
waterways were the canoe routes for fur trappers and traders. Mattagami Lake is surrounded
by tourist camps and cottages because the lake offers an excellent choice of game and fish.
The community is very receptive to visitors, and we've received them from all over the world.
Prior to contact with the European's, the Oji-Cree lead a nomadic existence relying on hunting,
fishing and trapping.
In the 1920's as a result of hydro-electric operation, Mattagami First Nation was flooded. In
1952, an additional 200 acres of land were added to Mattagami Reserve for the purpose of
constructing a new town site.
SIZE:

5261 HA

POPULATION:

478 of which 161 live on reserve (INAC Dec 2009)

HOUSING UNITS:

65

COMMUNITY SERVICES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Band office
Health center
Police
Recreation center
Fire hall
Church
Gas bar/restaurant
Administrative complex (new)

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT:
Xeneca Power Development Inc.
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In 2002 GCDC received the business of the year award from Nishnawbe Aski Nation for its
community development. The development corporation is now fully operational with skilled and
experienced loggers and road builders. In 2004 G.C.D.C. has ventured into GIS mapping
initiative partnered with NAN creating a Resource Information Specialist position to handle
Community mapping needs along with exploring regional opportunities. Other partners in the
project are OMNR, Wabun Tribal Council and Mamo-Whichi-Heitiwen.
Mattagami is very active in the resource planning stages and would like to be involved in any
development in the Timmins district as well as the area of its traditional area and the
surrounding region. Mattagami has built its capacity in the last 5-10 years to become a major
player in Natural resource development.

INVOLVEMENT IN ENERGY: Not able to determine

CONSULTATION PROCESS: Not able to determine

OTHER
Specific land claims
Since the flooding of the Mattagami First Nation land base in 1922 Mattagami has been through
2 claims one private against Ontario Hydro and the second against the federal government of
Canada. The Ontario Hydro claim was settled in 1996 and saw a lump sum go to the reserve.
This money was used to build a new band office and complex as well as a new water pump
system to service the community. The claim was based on flooding of Mattagami First Nation
land and cultural sites. The second claim against the federal government with the
mismanagement of the timber on the reserve in the 1920’s. The timber on reserve was
harvested by a third party and none of the profits went to bettering the community. This claim is
now in the final stages and should have a positive outcome to the community.
.
SPECIFIC NATIVE VALUES THAT ARE SIGNIFICANT TO MATTAGAMI F. N.

Below is a list of Specific Native Values that are significant to Mattagami First Nation.
These values have been identified by the members of the community through consultations and
meetings with elders / users of the land.
BURIAL GROUNDS
PICTOGRAPH SITES
OLD VILLAGE SITES
TRADING POST SITES
CEREMONIAL SITES
WILD LIFE HABITAT SITES
SPAWNING SITES
HUNTING SITES
FISHING SITES
SPRING WATER SITES
PORTAGE SITES
MEDICINAL SITES
BALD EAGLE / OSPREY NESTING AREAS
WATERFOWL HABITAT SITES
HEALING AREAS
Xeneca Power Development Inc.
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WILD RICE AREAS
TRAPPING GROUNDS

These areas have been identified as areas of concern to Mattagami First Nation. It is the
request from the members of Mattagami First Nation that this document be left open for
other additional values to be added for reasons of new values in the future or over looked
values that have not been identified as of yet. 4

4

Native Background Information Report
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TAYKWA TAGAMOU NATION
(formerly New Post Nation 69 and New Post 69A)
AFFILIATIONS:

Mushkegowuk Council
PTO: NAN

MAILING ADDRESS: RR#2, Box 3310
Cochrane, ON P0L 1C0

PHONE:
FAX:
CHIEF:

Linda Job, 4 Councillors

APPOINTED:
EXPIRY:

September 29, 2013

LOCATION:

New Post 69 is 88 km NW of Cochrane
New Post 69A is 14 km SE of Cochrane

Historical Note:

The Taykwa Tagamou Nation has a reserve located 14 km
west of the Abitibi Canyon Hydro Generation Station
between Cochrane and Moosonee. Due to the isolation of
the reserve and lack of employment opportunities, the
reserve was never occupied. In the early 1980's initiatives
were taken by the Chief and Council to find a new home for
the Taykwa Tagamou Nation. In 1984, a new site was
chosen and this has become the current location for Taykwa
Tagamou. The community is located on a 177 hectare site in
Bower Township, approximately 20 km west of Cochrane on
Highway 574.

SIZE:

2072 – New Post 69 ( most populous )
116.8 – New Post 69A

POPULATION:

376 is the total registered population – INAC Dec. 2009, of which
118 on reserve

HOUSING UNITS:
COMMUNITY SERVICES:

20 as of 1996 census

•
•

Band office
Recreation centre
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•
•
•

Health centre
Fire Hall
NAPS

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT: not able to determine
INVOLVEMENT IN ENERGY:
Coral Rapids Power is wholly owned by the Taykwa Tagamou Nation and aims to plan, build
and operate a 25-MW run-of-the-river hydroelectric generation facility on nearby New Post
Creek.
CONSULTATION PROCESS: not able to determine
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Summary of SIPs for Ivanhoe - The Chute and Ivanhoe - Third Falls
Summary of First Nations’ Interests:

•
•

•
•
•
•

Business opportunity (all)
Wabun Tribal Council (WTC) will represent all First Nations in area (except for
Taykwa Tagamou?). Wabun will discuss with Xeneca which Wabun
communities Xeneca needs to be in contact with regarding business
arrangements, regardless of the direction from MNR’s policy. Wabun has an
internal agreement within their Tribal Council communities regarding this
approach
Taykwa Tagamou First Nation (TTFN) is developing a community engagement
protocol for use with proponents and governments
TTFN’s territorial mapping includes the Third Falls site but does not include the
Chutes site.
desired to know more about Xeneca’s track record with respect to water power
development (Brunswick House - BHFN and Metis - MNO)
opportunity to fly over these two proposed sites (BHFN)

Summary of First Nations’ Preliminary Concerns:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Maintain the ecosystem function of the river (Chapleau Cree-CC)
Generally does not like the concept of the concrete, permanent dam/footprint
(CC)
Concerned with terminology differences in the term ‘run of river’ (CC)
Concerned that historic data may not be a good predictor of the future water flow
due to global warming (CC)
Desire water power projects to be “as green as green can be” (CC)
Rivers and water are a big concern culturally (CC)
Recommended that Xeneca take advantage of public knowledge (especially in
the Foleyet area) to fill some info gaps on the environment around the Ivanhoe
River and area – open house, informal gatherings (CC)
Concerned with the approach of the proponent, paying consultants to gather
information which can lead to misrepresentation of the river system/ecosystem
and the impacts/benefits of a water power facility (CC)
Also inform Moose Cree First Nation of this proposal as they are downstream of
the proposal (CC)
Include potential effects on (Fish habitat, Wildlife habitat, Plant habitat,
Archaeological heritage sites) (BH)
Would the area of flooding be harvested of trees prior to flooding and who would
do this work? (BH)
Concerned about Xeneca commencing with the Class EA prior to site release
being completed. (TTFN)
Felt that discussions with First Nations need to occur prior to Class EA starting
(TTFN)
Felt there is a need to develop a good working relationship with the First Nations,
e.g. keep communities informed ahead of time. (TTFN)

Xeneca Power Development Inc.
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•
•
•
•

Concerned over environmental impacts from flooding, clearing of flooded lands,
water flow and fish habitat (TTFN)
What is the area of inundation in the current proposal? (MNO)
Felt there is a possibility of sturgeon in the river (MNO)
Very concerned with MNR’s policy approach to designation of ‘identified’ and
‘local’ communities (MNO)

Sections from Site Information Packages

Chapleau Cree First Nation

Preliminary Interests – business opportunity.
Preliminary concerns
- maintaining the ecosystem function of the river,
- generally does not like the concept of concrete,
permanent dam/footprint,
- concerned with terminology differences in the term
‘run of river’,
- concerned that historic data may not be a good
predictor of the future water flow due to global
warming,
- desire water power projects to be “as green as
green can be”,
- rivers and water are a big concern culturally
- recommended to take advantage of public
knowledge (especially in the Foleyet area) to fill
some info gaps on the environment around the
Ivanhoe River and area – open house, informal
gatherings
- concerned with the approach of the proponent paying
consultants to gather information which can lead to
misrepresentation of the river system/ecosystem and the
impacts/benefits of a water power facility

- Moose Cree First Nation also needs to be
informed of this proposal as they are downstream of
the proposal
Brunswick House First
Nation

Preliminary Interests
– Business opportunity. BHFN will likely be
represented by and take advice from the economic
development section of Wabun Tribal Council (led
by Jason Batise of Wabun)
- Wabun will discuss with Xeneca which Wabun
communities Xeneca needs to be in contact with
regarding business arrangements, regardless of the
direction from MNR’s policy. Wabun has an internal
agreement within their Tribal Council communities

Xeneca Power Development Inc.
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regarding this approach.
- desired to know more about Xeneca’s track record
with respect to water power development
- opportunity to fly over these two proposed sites
Preliminary Concerns
– included potential effects on
o Fish habitat,
o Wildlife habitat
o Plant habitat
o Archaeological heritage sites

- desired to know more about Xeneca’s track record
with respect to water power development
- would the area of flooding be harvested of trees
prior to flooding and who would do this work?
Chapleau Ojibwe First Nation

Preliminary Interests
– Business opportunity. COFN will likely be
represented by and take advice from their
economic development section of Wabun Tribal
Council (led by Jason Batise of Wabun)
- Wabun will discuss with Xeneca which Wabun
communities Xeneca needs to be in contact
with regarding business arrangements,
regardless of the direction from MNR’s policy.
Wabun has an internal agreement within their
Tribal Council communities regarding this
approach.
Preliminary Concerns
– Nothing specifically identified at this stage.

Mattagami First Nation

Xeneca Power Development Inc.

Preliminary Interests
– Business opportunity. MFN will likely be
represented by and take advice from their
economic development section of Wabun Tribal
Council (led by Jason Batise of Wabun)
- Wabun will discuss with Xeneca which Wabun
communities Xeneca needs to be in contact
with regarding business arrangements,
regardless of the direction from MNR’s policy.
Wabun has an internal agreement within their
Tribal Council communities regarding this
approach.
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Preliminary Concerns
– Nothing specifically identified at this stage.

Local Aboriginal Communities
Flying Post First Nation

Preliminary Interest and/or Concerns
Preliminary Interest
– Business opportunity. FPFN will likely be
represented by and take advice from their
economic development section of Wabun
Tribal Council (led by Jason Batise of Wabun)
- Wabun will discuss with Xeneca which
Wabun communities Xeneca needs to be in
contact with regarding business arrangements,
regardless of the direction from MNR’s policy.
Wabun has an internal agreement within their
Tribal Council communities regarding this
approach.
Preliminary Concerns
– Nothing specifically identified at this stage.

Taykwa Tagamou First Nation

Preliminary Interest - TTFN is developing a
community engagement protocol for use with
proponents and governments.

- TTFN’s territorial mapping includes the Third
Falls site but does not include the Chutes site
Preliminary Concerns
– Concern was expressed regarding Xeneca
commencing with the Class EA prior to site
release being completed. Felt that
discussions with First Nations need to occur
prior to Class EA starting.
- There is a need to develop a good working
relationship with the First Nations. Keep
communities informed ahead of time.
- Concerns were expressed over environmental
impacts from flooding, clearing of flooded lands,
water flow and fish habitat

Metis Nation of Ontario - Timmins

Preliminary Interest – nothing specifically
identified at this stage.

Preliminary Concerns
– What is the area of inundation in the current
proposal?
Xeneca Power Development Inc.
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- there is a possibility of sturgeon in the river
- What is Xeneca’s track record with respect to
water power development?
- Very concerned with MNR’s policy approach
to designation of ‘identified’ and ‘local’
communities.

Xeneca Power Development Inc.
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Chapleau Cree – Xeneca
Information meeting for Kapuskasing and Ivanhoe Projects
7 August 2012
Chapleau Cree Administration
10 AM – 2 PM
Agenda
Opening & Introductions
Ivanhoe Projects Presentation (NRSI & Xeneca)
Kapuskasing Projects Presentation (Hatch & Xeneca)
Questions & Answers
Next Steps
Closing

Chapleau Cree First Nation and Xeneca
Power Development Meeting July 12, 2010.
Kapuskasing River Project

McGraw Falls Project

Experienced and Well-Financed
Waterpower Developers
Xeneca Structure
Firelight Infrastructure
Partners
Ontario Pension Trust
Dundee Realty Corporation

Xeneca LP

Xeneca’s Senior
Management Team
Uwe Roeper, Patrick Gillette
Mark Holmes & Arnold Chan

Directors / Executive Team
Jason Lester, COO Dundee Realty Corporation / Director, Xeneca
Gavin Ingram, OP Trust / Director, Xeneca
Uwe Roeper, CEO / Director, Xeneca
Patrick Gillette, President / COO / Director, Xeneca

Xeneca and the FIT Program
• Xeneca has 19 FIT Contracts from the OPA
• McGraw Falls project west of Thunder Bay is shovel ready
and First Nation Partnership in negotiation. A further
sixteen projects are in the northeast and two in eastern
Ontario for ~72.5 MW of renewable energy
Table 1: Risk
• Potential investment of ~$350M
Management mostly in Northern
Services
Ontario
Schedule
• Additional 14 sites awaiting ECT - most are in
northwestern Ontario equal to 62 MW.
• Xeneca is in multiple First Nation business partnership
discussions
• Xeneca is working with Northern Service companies in
transition and Industry (Forestry & Mining).

Xeneca’s Waterpower
Opportunities in Ontario

Xeneca Sites with FIT Contracts
Site Name and Potential MW Output
Ivanhoe: The Chute - 3.6MW
Ivanhoe: Third Falls - 5.1MW
Outlet Kapuskasing Lake - 2.5MW
Wanatango Falls - 4.67MW
Lapinigham - 8.2MW
Middle Twp. Buchan - 5.0MW
Near North Boundary - 3.75MW
Larder & Raven - 1.25MW
Marter Twp. - 2.1MW
Half Mile - 4.8MW

Big Eddy - 5.3MW
Four Slide - 7.3MW
McCarthy - 2.0MW
Allen & Struthers - 2.8MW
Cascade Falls - 2.1MW
At Soo Crossing - 4.3MW
Wabageshik - 3.4MW
McPherson Falls - 2.0MW
McGraw Falls - 2.4MW
TOTAL: 72.57 MW

Process
(Other materials to be provides)
• Xeneca has 57 months (out of 60) to complete process or
breach FIT Contract terms (Solar and Wind have 34 out of
36 months). Waterpower timeline:
– 18 – 24 months to complete Class EA
– 12 – 18 month to acquire Location Approval and all leases, permits
and approvals
– 24 month to build a waterpower plant

Class Environmental Assessment for Waterpower:
• Key studies are Habitat (fish & raptor) and Archeological;
would like First Nation participation.
• First Nation, Agency and Public consultation.
• Submission to MOE

Process
Location Approval:
• Issuance by MNR under Lakes and River Improvement Act
• Review of draft and then detailed design by MNR regional
engineer
• Interim Waterpower Lease Agreement
• Permits and Approvals
• Water-Taking permit from MOE
Construction:
• “Water to Wire” package
• Equity & debt financing
• Construction

Process
“Water to Wire”

Misema Waterpower Plant

Misema: Past Project
Misema Headpond

Powerhouse

Kapuskasing Projects
• 4 projects totaling 15 – 19 MW with FIT
Contracts
• Road in close vicinity of the sites
• Minimal flooding upstream; minimal
downstream impacts
• Low Environmental Impacts
• Outlet Kapuskasing Lake a marginal
site

Xeneca Kapuskasing Sites

Powerhouse
Location

Example of Project Design
(Cameron Falls, Aux Sable)

Example of Project Design
(Cameron Falls, Aux Sable)

Business Relationship
• Xeneca’s process is open-ended
• Optimal to reach some agreement by
Notice to Proceed
• Government funding exists:
– OPA’s Aboriginal Renewable Energy Fund
http://www.aboriginalenergy.ca/
– Ontario Financing Authority’s Aboriginal Loan
Guarantee program
http://www.ofina.on.ca/algp/

Business Relationship
• Normally starts with First Nation outlining
preferred process for Business Relationship
and consultation
• Xeneca is open to partnerships
• Will support efforts to leverage government
funds
• Website being created to facilitate the
relationship

Chapleau Cree FN / Xeneca
Chapleau Cree First Nation
August 10, 2010

Chapleau Cree First Nation
Chief Keeter Corston
Bradley Corston, Deputy Chief
Norma Caldwell, Councilor
Marjorie Cachagee – Lee, Councilor
Regrets
Natalie Barsalou, Councilor

Xeneca
Patrick Gillette, President COO
Dean Assinewe, Aboriginal Relations Liaison

The meeting opened with introductions.
Chief Corston notified Xeneca that the MNR did a presentation to the community and stated that there
will be a dam. This caused concern to the community over the use of cement and that the system was
not run-of-the-river.
Patrick explained that it is premature to determine the construction type of the structures on site and
offered that there were alternatives such as clay and rock.
Cement is a major concern for constructing water structures for Chapleau Cree
Water Class Environmental Assessment (EA) will determine the type of construction to be used at the
sites. Xeneca will work with Chapleau Cree to determine a suitable design.
Chapleau Cree is involved with Hydro Omega, since 9 years ago) and are now in construction phase.
Chief Corston explains that any project that has smaller footprints the better it is.
First Nations don’t trust Environmental Guidelines; the government can alter their own guidelines. This
prompted a discussion about the nuclear energy sector.
Action: Xeneca can draft a letter to the Chief and MNR about construction alternatives and technical
solutions:
Content of the letter to First Nation will be to build trust by involvement in the EA and design in
the project structures.
Letter to MNR: stating their role should only be to explain the consultation process
Deputy Chief Corston spoke about consultation whereby First Nations should be at the top end of the
communication.
Xeneca needs to reaffirm their intentions with the community in light of misdirected statements on part
of MNR representatives
1

Xeneca will demonstrate transparency by working with the community through the EA and archeological
studies and keeping an open communication exchange.
Nishnawbe Aski Nation (NAN) is opposing Bill 91 Far North Act and the chiefs are going to meet with the
Premier. This may affect resource development in the territory.
Xeneca website is under development with First Nation related content to developing partnerships.
Content will relate to funding resources.
Question: What is government Enabling Funding?
Pots of money to engage communities with the company to work on the project
Need and MOU in place to trigger the funds.
Partnership
Chief: we have the resource, Xeneca have the money. The community will not invest their money.
Class EA brings the company and community together to develop the project.
Government Funding enables the community to financially benefit from the project using government
resources: enabling funding and investment.
Question: What are the strings attached to the government funding?
Don’t want to be in the scenario where the community is going to be choked
Not going to take a loan and risk
Where do the community and company agree and how do we work together?
The company is willing to work together with the community in the field work (Environmental
Assessment), assistance to obtain investment funds and determine the risk. What can Xeneca do to
help?
Xeneca Presentation
Question: is the EA only 18-24 months?
Only if everything works out smoothly but there are conditions to extent the process when required.
Action: What is the Lake and Rivers Improvement Act?
Chief Keeter: There is interest in building a relationship and interested in developing a partnership
The MOU is a simple step but the IBA is important

2

Chief Keeter explains the communities experience working on other partnerships where their influence
benefited the environmental screening process: AVNOR (700 hectare feldspar or quartz
aggregate/quarry)
At the end of the Chief and Council meeting Xeneca set up information panels at the Cree Fest event and
spent 2 days Tuesday and Wednesday meeting and answering question with the Home Coming
participants.
A

was presented to Chief Keeter to assist in sponsoring the event.

Chief Keeter Corston and Dean Assinewe, Aboriginal Relations Liaison
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Patrick Gillette, President & COO

Xeneca booth being put to good use by elder

4

Dean Assinewe, Aboriginal Relations Liaison
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Chapleau Cree First Nation / Xeneca
Chapleau Cree First Nation, Band Council Chambers
Thursday, January 27, 2011
Time: 10 a.m. to noon
Chapleau Cree First Nation
Chief Keith (Keeter Corston)
Brad Corston, Deputy Chief
Norma Caldwell, Councilor
Marjorie Cachagee - Lee, Councilor
Regrets
Natalie Barsalou, Councilor

Xeneca
Arnold Chan, VP of Legal Affairs
Dean Assinewe, Aboriginal Relations Liaison

The meeting commenced at approximately 10:15 a.m. After some brief introductions, Chief Corston
immediately made it clear that while the Chapleau Cree First Nation (“Chapleau Cree”) were interested
in pursuing a partnership with Xeneca Power Development (“Xeneca”), he made it clear that the Council
and the Chapleau Cree would only support the projects if they were “greener than green”. He made it
clear that they would outright oppose concrete styled dams. He also provided some indication that the
type of inflatable rubber (Obermeyer Dams) being proposed for the HydroMega sites on the
Kapuskasing River, might still present a problem for the Chapleau Cree. He indicated that they would
only support a “run-of-river” dam that captured the current waterflow and had as little impact as
possible in terms of impacting the river system.
Question: Related to process and timing
Dean and Arnold made it clear that we were only in the preliminary stages of the project and that no
decisions had been made about any particular operational design. Arnold noted that the decisions
about what kind of structures and the operational nature of the dam structures would require broad
consultation with the Crown agencies, First Nation communities and the public at large. In addition,
considerations related to environmental and economic impact would be incorporated into the final
design that would be submitted for regulatory approval. Chief Corston indicated that there were
substantial improvements in environmental design and that he would like to see these incorporated into
our design features that minimize impact.
Dean indicated that he spoke to Job Mullins, Lands & Resources Coordinator, Mushkegowuk Council and
that he can provide EA material to their office and that they may host a Xeneca information meeting
related to the projects in the near future.. Chief Corston agreed that Mushkegowuk would be a good
forum for information sharing and that he would be prepared to go to Timmins for a meeting.
Some discussion did continue regarding the fact that the Chapleau Cree did not agree to the concept
that these were “Crown lands”. He indicated that these lands, and in particular, the rights of the waters
were not ceded with the Treaty documents in which the Chapleau Cree were signatories under Treaty
No. 9. Consequently, Chief Corston asserted the position that the equity in the projects would be the
underlying lands.

As the conversation continued, Chief Corston noted that for there to be a true partnership between the
Chapleau Cree, other First Nations that are impacted by these projects and Xeneca, all parties would
have to have benefits from the project moving forward.
The draft non-binding MOUs, the draft Non-Disclosure Agreement, a copy of Hatch’s Environmental
Report for the Kapuskasing River, a copy of the Project Description for Ivanhoe, The Chutes, and the Site
Description packages for both Ivanhoe projects as prepared by the Ministry of Natural Resources, was
provided to the Band Council. Arnold indicated that these were simply being presented respectfully as
part of the beginning of a conversation and were marked simply as “Draft” but clearly would not reflect
all of the traditional values and other issues that the community would wish to table.
Chief Corston indicated that going forward, it was his position that Xeneca would pay for the initial legal
review and the cost of preparing the MOUs, the Impact Benefit Agreements and other related
documents as part of the negotiations moving forward. He also made it clear that he had no interest in
the Government “loan programs”.
Dean indicated that there may be some misunderstanding about any obligations being placed on the
community and that the loans were being leveraged against the underlying assets being constructed.
Arnold reinforced this position by indicating that Xeneca would also be pursuing borrowing for a
substantial amount of the underlying asset cost to build the projects. Arnold also noted that there were
a number of programs being offered by the Crown that would assist in funding the discussions and
would provide First Nation communities with a significant amount of the underlying equity to put into
these projects without placing any community assets at risk.
Chief Corston did indicate that he appreciated that all of the parties would have to have benefits for the
project, otherwise it would not move forward. We agreed that they would take the documents back
and that he would consider eventually assigning someone from within the community.
The meeting ended at approximately 11:55 a.m.

Summary of Engagement with Chapleau Cree First Nation November 28, 2011, by Xeneca Power
Development Inc. to Chapleau District MNR. CONFIDENTIAL.
Introduction:
Attendance at Meeting:
Patrick Gillette (President and COO) and Dean Assinewe (Aboriginal Relations Liaison) of Xeneca Power
Development Inc. (“Xeneca”) met with the Chapleau Cree First Nation on November 28, 2011 at
Chapleau Cree First Nation’s Band Office. In attendance were:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Chief Keith Corston
Brad Corston, Councilor
Brian Edwards, Band Manager
Marshal Tanahill, Economic Development Officer
Alexandre Litvinov, Mushkegowuk Environmental Research Centre, Fisheries Biologist
Joel Couture, Executive Assistant

The purpose of the meeting was to discuss the following:
1. A desire by the Communities to have future information on projects organized in Project
Description format.
2. Engagement of Community experts.
3. Organization of Community meeting to overview projects (date TBD).
4. Archeological and cultural issues as it relates to culturally modified trees.
5. Class EA and Ministry of Culture and Tourism processes.
6. Community desire to understand the proposed developments and their impacts and whether
the projects meet the Community’s objective of supporting sustainable development.
7. Potential of partnerships.
1. A desire by the Communities to have future information on projects organized in Project
Description format:
Xeneca agreed to the issuance of the information as requested by the Community which will be
coordinated by Dean Assinewe with the Band Office. The Hatch project description was deemed to be
sufficient. It’s worth noting that these documents have been previously issued to the Community.
Xeneca also observed that the information the Community sought for the Chute project was available in
the Class EA report in much greater detail. The Community indicated the format they desired was as a
Project Description.
Action: Project Descriptions for all projects requiring Chapleau Cree First Nation engagement will be
reissued and updated as required. Dean Assinewe to lead with E. Laratta and M. Holmes assistance.
2. Engagement of Community experts:
The Community desired their Community experts to be engaged with Xeneca consultants after review of
the documents submitted. Xeneca was agreeable to this engagement.
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Action: Dean to coordinate engagement of Community experts with Xeneca staff. Dean Assinewe to
lead with E. Laratta’s and Hatch’s assistance.
3. Organization of Community meeting to overview projects (date TBD):
The Community requested an information session and a question and answer session on all projects in
the Winter of 2012. Some issues and comparisons were made to HydroMega’s process which Xeneca
observed maybe unfair given Hydromega developed under a different process than the FIT.
Action: Dean to coordinate with Xeneca Staff. Dean Assinewe to lead with E. Laratta, Hatch’s and M.
Holmes’ assistance.
4. Archeological and cultural issues as it relates to culturally significant trees:
Community indicated that there were cultural issues in the form of culturally significant trees. The
location indicated was downstream of the proposed Chute project based on the mapping provided by
the Community. This information was provided by an amateur archeologist to the Community and was
verified by Elders. Xeneca’s archeologist indicates that he has indentified no such heritage/cultural
issues. Moreover, if the location of the trees is where indicated on the map provided by the Community
the project poses no impacts because it’s downstream.
Action: Dean to coordinate with Archeologist to meet with the Community and address the concerns
and isolate the locations of concern using detailed mapping.
Action: Archeologist to engage with MNR District Office to provide information.
5&6. Class EA and Ministry of Culture and Tourism processes & Community desire to understand the
proposed developments and their impacts and whether the projects meet the Community’s objective
of supporting sustainable development:
Xeneca at various junctures discussed the provincial processes as they relate to the Class EA and
Archeological studies administered by Ministry of Culture and Tourism. Xeneca also outlined that the
Class EA can be used as a way to conduct due-diligence on the project because the Community at that
juncture had equivalent knowledge to the proponent.
Community indicated that they were not engaged in the Class EA process or the Archeology processes
administered by the provincial Crown. As a government they would develop their own process; no
process was provided by the Community.
Xeneca outlined a willingness to continue dialogue post the Class EA and outlined that many of the
questions and issues raised are resolved during the Provincial permits and approval process; e.g.,
material used in construction are determined during MNR’s “Plans and Specifications” approval. This
would hopefully address the issues of concern raised by the Community concerning Xeneca’s projects.
Xeneca suggested a coordinated Peer Review prior to or during the CEAA Review by Federal Agencies
might be a process to consider in addressing the Community’s concerns.
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Action: Process to be developed post the Community meeting Winter 2012 that is leveraged from the
draft Aboriginal Consultation Plan.
7. Potential of partnerships:
Community indicated a willingness to engage in potential partnerships. The structure would be to
leverage government funding if possible but, to have Xeneca organize non-recourse funding leveraged
against the waterpower plant for the Community so as to pay for their participation. There was
agreement to continue dialogue on this issue. Xeneca offered to make this commitment to the
Community in writing which, the Community declined.
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March 27th 2012

Xeneca – Chapleau Cree First Nation
Location: Chapleau Cree First Nation Band Office
Attendance: (Primary Group)
Chief Corston
Bob Johnston
Colin Lachance

Chapleau Cree First Nation,
Consultant/Xeneca,
Consultant/Chapleau Cree First Nation.

Introduction: The Chief made time for me to meet with him in less than 24 hours which is a
good sign that he wanted to talk. It was an honour that he invited me to have supper with him
and a regional group of Elders representing the Northern Superior Regional Chiefs’ Forum who
had just completed a resource planning session for a large traditional area during the day. It
should be noted that he Elders can have a great deal of impact on projects such as the Chutes.
The Chief asked me to sit with him at the beginning of supper. The discussions that followed
were centered on the relationship that has been developed with Xeneca to date, with his
community and where any potential issues may exist with the Chutes Project. The Chief seemed
unaware of Xenecas organizational changes so I updated him briefly. The Chief, his consultant
and I spent two hours in discussion about Xeneca, the Chutes Project and the Chief also talked
with me one on one in his office at the closing of our discussions. He would like to be able to
continue contact with me in the future so I provided details of how he can get a hold of me if
required.
Relationship background: I felt it was important to listen to his comments and perspective on
where the current relationship is between Xeneca and the Chapleau Cree First Nation. There is
a gap that exists with trust at this time. The Chief felt that during the initial meeting with
Xeneca at Cedar Meadows, in Timmins, that some responses he received for his questions were
either evasive or Xeneca did not know what the full project vision was at that time. This has
caused a lack of credibility and trust in the relationship. The Chief and his consultant both feel
that Dean is doing a good job and he is doing the best he can with what information he has
available.
Chutes Project: The Chief and his consultant exchanged thoughts and ideas on the impacts of
development with the Chutes but are still looking for more information to make informed
decisions and offer proper feedback to Xeneca. The Chief admitted up front that he knows with
this type of development there will be impacts to the water flows in the river and the

surrounding environment, he can accept that. He positioned himself by saying that his goal is to
minimize the impacts. At this time the three main concerns he shares are:
1. Cedar trees are very important to his community and they are concerned that
culturally modified trees are going to be impacted by the project. (I do not believe any
of these types of trees have been located near the site)
2. Run of the river development is his preferred development style because it is more
natural. (I believe the proposed Q80 is run of the river???)
3. Knowing what type of structure(s) to generate power are going to be put in place for the
operation is important to him and his people to provide input and make decisions.
Community Meeting: The Chief is not well versed on the upcoming meeting that Dean has
scheduled for May. At this time what the Chief has identified above is going to be focus areas
when this meeting takes place. I asked the Chief what he would like to see brought forward at
this meeting. He indicated that he would like to see all the information about the project
identified so they can provide feedback to Xeneca.
He requested that Xeneca share all that is available with his community:
•
•
•
•
•

where the project will be located,
what are the surrounding impacts to water levels,
where will the structure be built,
what type of construction,
how will the environment be impacted/protected

Basically he is looking for an overview of the project. I am not clear what Dean has planned but
I recommend that Xeneca consider:
• plan the event with the Chiefs & Community input.
• any information that can be sent ahead of the meeting may shorten time frames for
getting responses by allowing them to review what we can make available & respond at
the meeting
• the lower level of the band offcie is designed for community meetings and meals.
• Consider including a localized supper in the band offices lower level with the meeting.
• ( The community have cooked meals and set up everything utilizing local folks.)
• lastly organize a short wrap-up meeting with the Chief immediately after the community
meeting is completed.
• If you have a small meeting with the Chief he will most likely offer you a summary of
what he feels the project challenges may be.

The best strategy I have had with Chief Corston is to be frank and honest. This can mean
advising him that some information may not be available or that you have information but it is
not ready for release for these reasons etc.... Sometimes you get egg on your face however you
also gain respect with that approach if he feels you are sincere.
The last pieces I can offer you are:
1. The Chief has requested to meet with the new President/CEO of Xeneca. Possibly the
community meeting is a good venue, if possible, and this may be the item that ensures
the Chief is in attendance. (Dean may wish to respond back to the community if a
decision is made by Xeneca (Uwe) on this request.
2. The Hydro Mega Project is fresh in the Chiefs’ mind and a model he often refers to. I
remained focused with Xeneca and the Chutes and chose not to deviate or enter into
any discussions about the Hydro Mega model.
In conclusion the Chief offered some preliminary concerns but did not identify or share any
potential infringements on Aboriginal or Treaty Rights. The community has concerns with the
environmental impacts of the projects and a desire to minimize these impacts. The Chief was
open to strengthening our relationship and feels meeting the new company lead & the
community meeting may be a good start to improving the current relationship. Additionally the
Chief had a copy made of the Northeast Superior Regional Chiefs’ communities approach to
consulting that I will forward by PDF file to all of you. Although it references the Chapleau
Crown Game Preserve it is the framework for these folks to consult with in general . I have not
reviewed it yet however the Chiefs’ consultant indicated there are areas that are negotiable.
The Chief was pleased that I had made contact with him and asked for my contact information
details.
Bob

Chapleau Cree First Nation / Xeneca
Chapleau Cree First Nation, Band Council Chambers
Tuesday, August 7, 2012
Time: 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Chapleau Cree First Nation
Chief Keith (Keeter Corston)
Brad Corston, Deputy Chief
Norma Caldwell, Councilor
Marjorie Cachagee - Lee, Councilor
Regrets
Natalie Barsalou, Councilor

Xeneca
Uwe Roeper, CEO
Arnold Chan, VP Aboriginal Relations & General
Counsel
Dean Assinewe, Aboriginal Relations Liaison

Dave Green, Natural Resources Solutions Inc.
(Ivanhoe Projects)
Jim Law, Hatch (Kapuskasing Projects)
Trion Clarke, Hatch (Kapuskasing Projects)

The meeting commenced at approximately 10:15 a.m. Chief Corston provided an opening prayer and
Uwe Roeper contributed his gratitude for meeting and being welcomed into Chapleau Cree territory.
After some brief introductions, Chief Corston discussed the contents of the Chapleau Cree Consultation
Policy (Xeneca has on file)
Arnold Chan handed out presentation and lead the group through the preliminary slides.
Arnold explained Luke Dalla Bona, Archaeologist (Woodland Heritage Services) was not available
because of his field work schedule. Dave Green, NRSI is here to present on the environmental studies
for the Ivanhoe projects. Jim Law and Trion Clarke are here to present of the engineering and
environmental work conducted on the Kapuskasing Projects.
A discussion about the comparison of size and scale of Xeneca projects to OPG Lower Mattagami
Projects was had.
Question: about the appearance of the power plant
Arnold explained how the power plant works and further explained how the peaking system meets the
demand for power when it is high. Hydropower offsets coal and nuclear power
Chief Keeter initiated a discussion that Chapleau Cree has their own process to natural resource
development and could have implications to include Natural Law and provided the example of how the
Culturally Modified Tree (CMT) issue needs to be dealt with. Chief Keeter also provided another
example of how industry is inventing its own rules (Forest Management) by deciding what habitat
Marten require

A reference was made to Ivanhoe Slides and terminology of the lands belonging to Tembec. A
correction was noted
Uwe Roeper presented on the technical aspects of the project. Methyl-mercury is a concern for the
community however Uwe reassured levels will be kept low by water circulation and be checked through
a monitoring program for mercury. Vegetation is also removed from the inundation areas which will
also minimize the amount of mercury entering the river system from decaying vegetation.
A discussion focused on if the generating station will be Run of River at The Chute as there are concerns
for water quality and temperature.
Deregulation of preservation areas was discussed and how Chapleau Cree views the environmental
purpose of provincially managed preservation areas.
Dave Green, NRSI introduced himself and proceeded to go through his slides
Dave described the walleye survey and spawning cycle. Lake sturgeon became a focus of the
conversation and the 33 gill nets that were used in the study. It was mentioned that Alexandre Litvinov,
Mushkegowuk Environmental Research Center was given a hard time by MNR when he was conducting
a study.
A question was raised about the health of the fish population. Dave’s response was that the MNR does
not have enough data. NRSI study information is given to the MNR and the MNR conducts its own creel
surveys
Chapleau Cree recommended to continue the studies if the project is constructed.
Chapleau Cree requested a visual to gain a better understanding of what the project would look like and
Xeneca responded that it could develop a set of artist’s drawing/renditions of the project and send to
Chapleau Cree.
Question: what happens if there are high levels of mercury (in the fish)?
Answer: the MNR will be notified of the elevated levels of mercury
Consumption levels of fish need to be adjusted (MOE develops consumption guide for fish)
A proactive measure would be to set up a model to predict mercury and other water contaminations
effects. The model could provide better reaction time and predict after effects
Current studies establish a baseline of information that could be used for comparison to future levels
and to anticipate and mitigate post construction monitoring.
Contingencies can be developed if mitigation measures need to be altered.
The baseline data will also provide a level of naturally occurring mercury already in the river.
James Law and Trion Clarke, Hatch presented their information on the Kapuskasing Project after lunch.
After Dave Green completed his presentation Arnold Chan continued with Xeneca’s presentation on the
economics portion.
Uwe described the economic participation model and gave history and background that led to Xeneca’s
approach
• History of OPG 25% model to settle past grievances with communities (Mattagami and Lac Seul
First Nations)

•
•

Hydromega’s model and buy in rights offered to First Nations
Northland’s two (50/50) deals with Constance Lake First Nation and Manitoulin Island First
Nations (wind power)
• White River Projects
Xeneca has explored its own reasons to pursuing the 50/50 model
Chief Keeter explained that he needs to be concerned about the loan guarantee programs and will bring
in his advisor Ross Scullion
Next Steps
Xeneca and Chapleau Cree will organize a meeting in Toronto next month and involve Tony Ross and
Kevin Scullion
Arnold explained how Xeneca is eager to work with Chapleau Cree and advisors and added it was
important for Xeneca to manage costs and agreed to work on a budget and workplan with the
community.

Draft Meeting Mintues
Chapleau Cree First Nation & Xeneca Power Development Inc.
September 25th 2012
Particpants:
Chief Keeter Corston
Deputy Chief Brad Corston
Administrative Assistant – Stephanie Scott
Chapleau Cree Cultural Staff – Pat Tangie
Arnold Chan – Vice President Aboriginal & Legal Services/Xeneca Power Development Inc.
Bob Johnston – Consultant/Xeneca Power Development Inc.
Opening Remarks:
Chief Corston – Chapleau Cree First Nation welcomed Xeneca Staff to the community.
Arnold Chan – presented tobacco to the Chief, Deputy Chief and staff as a sign of good faith and
openness.
Chief Corston reiterated the need to address the Culturally Modified Cedar Trees in the area of the
project, the type of materials for the project site and construction. He also shared with us the
knowledge that Hydro Mega development is up for sale. Arnold noted that he was aware of the pending
purchase by Innergex.
Arnold supported the concerns that were tabled and asked about the location and identification of the
Cedar Trees. He also asked for an understanding of the significance of these trees to the Chapleau Cree
First Nation.
It was shared that the trees are located directly on the site, they are living and need protection. Chief
Corston offered an overview of Turtle Island and described geographically the boundaries of Turtle
Island. As stewards of the lands they have a role to minimize the impacts of any development that
occurs on the land in their traditional area. He emphasised that you can take from the land but not
overtake what you need. The connection to the land, water, plants is different to their culture then ours
they have a responsibility to provide protection in their traditional area.
Deputy Chief Corston shared with us that Europeans question their culture and approach and they need
to accept what is brought forward from their culture.
Chief Corston indicated that Mushkegowuk Tribal Council is now developing an EA process. Inside this
process there will be sites that are off limits for development and other site locations that are ok but will
be protected by minimizing impacts from development. Chapleau Cree First Nations’ equity in any

project is the resources, the environment is a priority for protection from impacts and money is not the
top priority in any project within their territory. He indicated that many matters related to their rights
have gone before the courts, they have found out in the decisions that Aboriginal Rights were upheld
however governments have not acted upon them to enact laws in support of the legal decisions. He
cited the Sparrow Case, Ontario’s Interim Enforcement policy that has remained as an interim measure
since the early 1990s and remains that way to this day.
He further indicated that a need exists for any project to follow these steps:
Consult
Accommodate
Communities consent to the project
Development of a partnership if appropriate
The process needs to be more than just talking, the environment needs to be protected and impacts
minimized. The land and water are our equity. The Chief then discussed that he would have Pat Tangie
come in to the meeting after lunch to explain the importance of the Cedar trees to their culture and
suggested that a tour of the Cedars on the project site be done with Elders and that Xeneca would be
expected to pay for the event.
Arnold Chan accepted the tour approach and discussed the dam construction considerations. The limits
of the dam construction are the safety of the structure. A structure can have various approaches but
safety considerations will offer them the span of variations that may be considered. Potentially a
combination of rock and concrete, if it is safe in the construction design, would reduce the impacts of
the structure.
Chief Corston also suggested that a meeting with pertinent participants should happen (ie. the Chief,
some Councillors, Chapleau Cree’s legal counsel (Kevin Scullion from Ross Scullion), Xeneca staff &
where possible, a board member to discuss other items of significance such as Non-Disclosure
Agreement, work plan, funding etc.... The plan to be developed needs to be done in a legal context &
Kevin Scullion involve ahead of the meeting to review items of agreement.
Chief Corston shared with us the four most Sacred Medicines are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Sweet Grass;
Cedar;
Tobacco;
Sage.

Lunch was ready and tentatively the action items at this point were:
Arrange with Pat Tangie a tour of the Cedars located near the project site with the Regional
Elders Group and Xeneca Staff along with a Board Member. This will allow Xeneca to understand
better the importance/significance of the Cedar Trees and see where they are located.

Arrange a larger meeting to be held at Chapleau Cree First nation with the appropriate
participants to make decisions and discuss key items.
Send a copy of the Xeneca’s Non-Disclosure Agreement (NDA) to the Chief and their legal
counsel Kevin Scullion. Arnold was open to receiving a copy of any NDA and the consultation
protocol that they already were comfortable with in use with resource/development companies.
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
The Chapleau Cree arranged for a homemade lunch that everyone enjoyed, thanks to the cook & the
great conversation.
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
After lunch Pat Tangie attended the meeting for its duration. She started the afternoon by discussing
the importance of the Cedar after performing a smudging ceremony.
Pat and some Elders along with William Allen toured the site area and located some Cedars that she
indicated were Culturally Modified. These trees were very close to the project site and they are
concerned that they will be impacted and that they need to be protected.
Cedar Trees are highly regarded as one of the Sacred Medicines that having healing properties for both
physical and mental areas.
The Culturally Modified trees are a result of our ancestors and symbolic of our ancestors still being with
us. Chief Corston reemphasised that they need to be protected.
Pat described the area of these Cedar Trees as related to the project. The trees are near where the
trucks turnaround is proposed for the project.
Deputy Chief Corston stated the trees need to be respected and usually where you find one you will find
more in the same area.
Chief Corston asked Pat Tangie if the site was accessible to drive the Elders there. She said a truck would
get you to the site, the road was a little rough. He asked that Xeneca deal directly with Pat to arrange
the tour and that he may also be part of this event. A target date should be done soon before the
weather turns cold so the area of mid October was agreed upon. (Oct 15th )
The Chief reviewed the agenda and moved onto Peer Review. Arnold explained what this subject was
about and covered that as reports and products are completed by Xeneca a community may wish to
review these items on their completion and readiness for release. The Chief said that he would use
Elders and Council members to assist with these types of reviews.
The Chief revisited the new approach to EAs and shared with us that the Chapleau Cree would move in
advance of the Tribal Council. Arnold committed to providing some funding to support this new
approach for EAs. He asked that a project description and itemized funding request with activities be

submitted to him so he can seek approval to provide funds. It appeared that Pat Tangie may develop the
request for the funding and project description.
Community Consultation was on the agenda however the Chief indicated that we need to complete the
tour of the Cedars at the site area, complete the next pertinent meeting and when the homework is
done then consult with the community. Everyone agreed.
The Chief asked about the Non Disclosure Agreement (NDA) and Letter of Intent (LOI). Arnold explained
that there are items that Xeneca do not want their competitors to see so they use the NDA to protect
this from happening and it is basically a Confidentiality Agreement. The LOI can be the start & scope of
the Work Plan. Again Arnold will share examples with their legal counsel Kevin Scullion.
The subject of jurisdiction over the project site was tabled. Arnold explained that he realized this was a
sensitive topic and traditional areas overlap. He advised that the designation of communities that
Xeneca is committed to deal with is from the Crown. The Chief understood the Crowns’ responsibility is
the duty to consult and the Crown delegates some of that responsibility to the industry handling a
project. Arnold outlined who the other communities were and recommended that the Chief consider
discussing and coming to agreement on how they wish to potentially approach business to business
agreements on this project. The Chief recognized this approach and said they had done this with a Hydro
Mega Project in the past.
The Chief indicated that were no further issues or items.
Next Steps
Final Action Items:
Arrange with Pat Tangie a tour of the Cedars located near the project site with the Regional
Elders Group and Xeneca Staff along with a Xeneca Board Member. This will allow Xeneca to
understand better the importance/significance of the Cedar Trees and see where they are
located. It was agreed that the target date would be around the week of October 15th;
Arrange a larger meeting to be held at Chapleau Cree First Nation with the appropriate
participants to make decisions and discuss key items. The target area for this meeting will be
around the first week of November. Arnold to address availability of Xeneca staff and schedule
the meeting. It was agreed that the target date would be the week of November 5th;
Arnold will send the NDA and LOI samples to the Chapleau Cree Legal Counsel and Chief Corston
will advise their legal counsel these items will be coming to him for review from Xeneca;
Arnold requested a financial package be forwarded to be him regarding costs required for
various parts of the process (ie. Elders Tour of the Cedars, Legal Costs... with itemized details so
that he can seek internal approval).
An EA project description and itemized funding request with activities be submitted to him so he
can seek approval to provide funds in support of this work.
The lunch bill for this meeting will be forwarded to Xeneca.

AGENDA used for the meeting
Chapleau Cree – Xeneca
Information meeting for Kapuskasing and Ivanhoe Projects
Tuesday, September 25, 2012
Commencing at 10:00 a.m.
Chapleau Cree, Band Office
1. Opening Remarks – Chief Corston / Arnold Chan;
2. Develop Action / Work Plan:
a. Identification of key items of cultural and environmental interest;
b. Peer Review Approach;
c. Determination of date for community consultation meeting / session;
d. Non-Disclosure Agreement;
e. Letter of Intent;
f. Financial considerations & plan;
g. Jurisdictional considerations – Aboriginal communities identified by
the Ministry of Natural Resources whom Xeneca has been directed to
consult or develop/offer economic participation
3. Other issues.
4. Next steps.
5. Closing.

FN
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Dean Assinewe
Tuesday, November 12, 2013 4:38 PM
Arnold Chan; Bob Johnston; F N
'Leah Deveaux'
RE: Note to File re Meeting with Tony Ross - Chapleau Cree First Nation

Good job Arn. Thanks for the update
From: Arnold Chan
Sent: Tuesday, November 12, 2013 3:20 PM
To: Dean Assinewe; Bob Johnston; F N
Cc: 'Leah Deveaux'
Subject: Note to File re Meeting with Tony Ross - Chapleau Cree First Nation

I just wanted to note today’s (Tuesday, November 12, 2013) meeting with Tony Ross, counsel for the Chapleau Cree First
Nation.
We had our meeting here at Xeneca’s offices starting at about 9:45 a.m. We met for about one hour.
It was a frank and good discussion about how Tony could help us move his client to better understanding Xeneca’s
position.
I reiterated the outcomes of the recent meeting in Chapleau with Chief Corston and two of the Councillors. I noted that
there were basically two main concerns:



Insufficient detail about what Xeneca was proposing to build;
Seeking additional benefits above and beyond the transaction reached with the Wabun communities – namely
the inclusion of additional short term benefits other than possible contracting or jobs;

I made it clear to Tony that what was on the table was the maximum benefits we could put. I indicated that we could
create an immediate revenue stream, but it would either dilute the equity or lengthen considerably the period of
repayment of the senior loan and equity payments.
Tony indicated that this was more a function of historical grievances (how the Crown and other proponents in the past
may have taken advantage of these communities) and that he could play a role in mediating these misunderstandings.
I also mentioned that the Xeneca team was traveling to Chapleau on Monday, November 25th and that we were willing
to meet with Chief Corston if this was desired. Tony suggested that until he spoke with the Chief, it would be premature
to have another meeting. We also agreed that we would dialogue more frequently, until an understanding was reached.
It was agreed that Tony would speak to Chief Corston and I would follow up next week Friday.

/agc

Arnold G. Chan
Xeneca Power Development Inc.
1

Vice‐President, Aboriginal Affairs & General Counsel
Yonge‐Norton Centre
5255 Yonge Street, Suite 1200
Toronto, Ontario M2N 6P4
Direct: (416) 590‐3067
Office: (416) 590‐9362 (ext. 3067)
Fax: (416) 590‐9955
achan@xeneca.com
www.xeneca.com
This transmission is intended only for the addressee and contains PRIVILEGED or CONFIDENTIAL information. Any
unauthorized disclosure, use or retention is strictly prohibited. Xeneca does not accept liability for any errors, omissions,
corruption or virus in contents or attachments. Information is provided for use "as is" by the addressee. Revised
documents must not be represented as Xeneca work product, without express, written permission of a Xeneca Director.
If you have received this electronic mail in error, please immediately notify the sender. Thank you.
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5160 Yonge St., Suite 520, Toronto,

teI416-590-9362

ON M2N 6L9

fax 416-590-9955 www.xeneca.com

June 24, 2010
Chief Anita Stephens
Chapleau Ojibwa
P.O. Box 279

Chapleau

ON

POM 1KO

Dear Chief Anita Stephens:
By way of introduction, Xeneca Power Development (IiXeneca") is a leading, independent company
created to develop environmentally responsible renewable energy projects. Under the recent Green
Energy Act ("GEA"), the Government of Ontario is encouraging the development of renewable and
cleaner forms of energy production to replace aging energy infrastructure and tb eliminate dirty coal
power. Under programs developed by the government, Xeneca was awarded F~ed-in-Tariff contracts
for 19 projects throughout Ontario, and has a further 14 projects that are curreptly in production
reserve.
As President of Xeneca, we wish to enter into respectful and meaningful discussion with your
Community about these projects that include:
•
•
•

Near North Boundary
Middle Twp. Buchan
Outlet Kapuskasing Lake

•
•

Lapinigam Rapids
Ivanhoe: The Chute

•

Ivanhoe: Third Falls

To address environmental concerns, Xeneca is preparing the necessary documents for the Class
Environmental Assessment for Waterpower projects (IiClass EA"). Advancing to ~he Class EA in no way
guarantees a project will be built but it does develop the information required for the issuance of
permits and approvals. The Class EA will include draft project descriptions that eneca will forward to
your Community in order to solicit initial comments.
Hopefully, this will create a broader understanding
of the projects and elicit comment and suggestions prior to wider regional consultation. Please advise
what other information you require and Xeneca will do its best to address that need.

~

Xeneca will shortly engage in Class EA consultation, which will provide the Chapleau Ojibwa Community
a full understanding of the environmental, cultural and socioeconomic issues; and provide the
opportunity to engage Xeneca with comments and concerns on projects within Chapleau Ojibwa
Traditional lands. Xeneca has contacted the various Federal and Provincial Ministries concerning
Aboriginal consultation on our projects, but any assistance you can provide would be very much
appreciated in isolating projects within the Traditional lands. If you have any issues or concerns you
may wish to also contact the Ministry of Energy and Infrastructure (IIMEI") that is the 1I0ne Window" for
this process.

P age
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The purpose of the Class EA is to also engage all levels of government, including the Chapleau Ojibwa
Community, in this multi-year process (averages 18 months) so all issues of concern are addressed. If
your Community has a preferred consultation policy please advise us of the means and manner in which
you would like to proceed once the Crown has isolated the projects that affect Chapleau Ojibwa
Traditional lands. Any insights you can provide in advance of the Crown process would be very much
appreciated.
As these projects are in the very early stages, and we have only recently been enabled to share
preliminary information and will continue to do so as it becomes available. Xeneca has begun the
process of posting information to our website at www.xeneca.com. Information includes:
•

Project information

that is updated regularly.

•

Xeneca's Aboriginal Consultation

•

Outlines of, and links to, government
programs.

and business practices.
programs that provide information

and/or funding

Additionally, the Crown, under a separate process for Projects on Crown lands, is determining
Communities eligible for benefits under the GEA and Ministry of Natural Resource (IfMNR") 2010 policy,
and, once MNR has completed that process, they may be contacting your office.
Please direct any
queries to Martha Heidenheim, District Manager, Hearst MNR, or Paul Bernier, District Manager,
Chapleau MNR, and to the Ministry of Energy and Infrastructure (MEI). MEI is responsible under GEA for
Aboriginal benefits related to FIT contracts. You may also want to review the various government
programs related to FIT projects.
If the Chapleau Ojibwa Community is eligible for benefits, Xeneca will engage in a separate, parallel set
of discussions that include partnerships or benefits sharing. Xeneca will be leveraging the Class EA
process to provide the necessary due-diligence information to those Communities that engage in benefit
or partnership discussions, and this will occur in parallel with the Class EA process. Xeneca can
commence this process once MNR informs Xeneca of the Communities eligible for benefits and allows
Xeneca to proceed.
The principals of the company have long been supporters of working closely with Aboriginal Peoples and
have developed numerous relationships throughout
participation as we enter this five year process.

Ontario.

Xeneca is seeking your input and possible

Thank you for your kind consideration and please direct your initial
venskaitis@xeneca.com or (416) 590-9362 ext. 104.

queries to Vanesa Enskaitis at

Patrick W. Gillette
President and COO
cc:

MNR District Managers:
Paul Bernier - Chapleau MNR
Martha Heidenheim - Hearst MNR
P age
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5160 Yonge St.. Suite 520. Toronto. ON M2N 6L9
tel 416-590-9362

fax 416-590-9955 www.xeneca.com

July 8,2010

Chief Anita Stephens
Chapleau Ojibwa
PO Box 279.,
Chapleau, ON POM 1KO
Dear Chief Anita Stephens:

RE: Clarification,
In follow-up
Development

Update and Enquiries concerning Traditional

Knowledge studies.

to recent letters and issues raised by First Nation Communities,
Inc. is preparing for and issuing the Notice of Commencement

Assessment for Waterpower

Projects ("Class EA") for the following

~
~

Ivanhoe: 3rd Falls
Ivanhoe: The Chute

~
~
~
~

Lapinigam
Near North Boundary
Outlet Lake Kapuskasing
Middle Twp. Buchan

The Class EA is administered

by the Ministry of the Environment

Release which is administrated

Xeneca Power
for the Class Environmental

projects:

and is a separate process from Site

by the Ministry of Natural Resources. No permits, approvals or tenure

are issued by the Class EA as it is designed to provide information

on project impacts and viability.

EA also allows for comment and dialogue between the proponent

and First Nations Communities,

Federal and Provincial governments,

as well as additional

Eligibility for benefits, the right to seek partnership,

stakeholders.

and the means to acquire funding is determined

the Ministry of Natural Resources. However, it is our understanding
~
~

Class

by

that funding requires:

Consent from other Aboriginal Communities.
Traditional Knowledge studies.

As outlined in previous correspondence,
government

programs.

Xeneca will be posting information

on its website regarding

Xeneca will also be working with the First Nation Communities

to identify where

P age
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We respectfully

urge you to visit Xeneca's website at www.Xeneca.com

to review the projects as new

information becomes available over the next few weeks. We welcome your comments on our projects
and on the best process of working with First Nation Communities.

Your Community's

eligibility and interest in pursuing benefit discussions, and, moreover, your

Community's willingness to support Traditional
immediate concern to Xeneca.

Knowledge studies where our projects are located, is of

Please feel free to contact Mark Holmes, Vice President, Corporate Affairs or Vanesa Enskaitis,

~,

Corporate Affairs Liaison, at the addresses and contact numbers listed within our letterhead.

Patrick W. Gillette
President & COO

Xeneca Power Development
5160 Yonge Street
North York, ON
M2N 6L9
Tel: 416-590-9362
Fax: 416-590-9955

Inc.
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September 16, 2010

Chief Anita Stephens
Chapleau Ojibwa First Nation
PO Box 279
Chapleau, ON POM 1KO
Dear Chief Anita Stephens:
As you are aware, recent notices, letters and newspaper advertisements have been posted in regard to
Xeneca Power Development’s proposal to build a waterpower facility in proximity to your Community.
The projects of interest to you and your Community are:







Ivanhoe: 3rd Falls
Ivanhoe: The Chute
Lapinigam Rapids
Near North Boundary
Outlet Lake Kapuskasing
Middle Twp. Buchan

By now, your Community should have received from the Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources
notification of our proposed project(s). Additionally, you should have also received correspondence
from Xeneca providing contact names and numbers, basic information about the proposed projects and
the development process, as well as an invitation to visit our website for regular updates.
Xeneca fully respects First Nations treaties, claims and traditional land use in the vicinity of our projects,
and, as such, we endeavor to proceed in an open, transparent and respectful manner. Our approach
includes meaningful, upfront consultation and First Nation participation in the development process.
Communities with interest in our projects need information in order that well informed decisions can be
made. We also believe that traditional, multigenerational knowledge of First Nations can be extremely
important in ensuring any development is conducted in a way that strikes an appropriate balance
between environmental, social and economic needs.
Given the extensive knowledge that members of your Community have on the history of your area, we
invite you or an appropriate member of your Community to participate in archeological studies that are
to be conducted in your area.
P a g e | 1 of 2

Archeological studies are normally conducted under four phases. Phase One studies provide an
overview based mainly on historical record and are quite preliminary in nature. When completed, we
would be pleased to send these to your Community for review and comment. The remaining phases
(Phase 2, 3 or 4, if required, would include an inspection or possibly extensive digging at the project site
and your presence (or an assigned representative) would be essential at these phases of the work.
Typically, all projects will require a Phase Two study which involves on-the-ground investigation and
would greatly benefit from input from members of your Community. Phase 2 involves some sampling of
soils. Phase 3 and 4, if required, can include extensive digging and possibly removal of artifacts. Copies
of the Phase Two report will also be sent to your Community for review and comment. A
recommendation from the archeologist on the need for Phase 3 and 4 would be contained in the Phase
2 report. The Phase 2 report would be shared with you and your views on any further work would be
sought.
Should a significant archeological find be uncovered during the Phase Two investigation, your
Community would be consulted on the preferred means to move forward.
If there is interest in participating in the archeological studies in your area, please contact Dean
Assinewe, Xeneca’s Aboriginal Relations Liaison, through phone (705-863-1969) or e-mail,
dassinewe@xeneca.com . Mark Holmes, Vice President of Corporate Affairs, along with Dean and the
archeologist will ensure the work is done thoroughly and meets your needs as well the quality
requirements from the Ministry of Culture.
Best regards,

Patrick W. Gillette
President & COO
Xeneca Power Development Inc.
5160 Yonge Street
North York, ON
M2N 6L9
Tel: 416-590-9362
Fax: 416-590-9955
CC - Gerry Webber, Coordinator, Northern Policy Planning Unit, Ministry of Tourism and Culture
Paul Bernier, Chapleau District Manager, Ministry of Natural Resources
Martha Heidenheim, Hearst District Manager, Ministry of Natural Resources
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October 13, 2010
Chief Anita Stephens
Chapleau Ojibwa First Nation
PO Box 279
Chapleau, ON POM 1KO
Dear Chief Anita Stephens:
RE: Invitation to Attend Public Information Centres.
As promised in previous correspondence to your Community, Xeneca Power Development is writing to
inform your Community that Public Information Centres (PICs) are being set up in your area with respect
to the following waterpower developments:







Lapinigam Rapids project on the Kapuskasing River
Middle Twp Buchan project on the Kapuskasing River
Near North Boundary project on the Kapuskasing River
Outlet Kapuskasing Lake project on the Kapuskasing River
Ivanhoe: The Chute project on the Ivanhoe River
Ivanhoe: Third Falls project on the Ivanhoe River

As you may be aware, Xeneca has issued a Notice of Commencement for the Class Environmental
Assessment for Waterpower Projects (Class EA) for the above noted projects. Public Information
meetings are an important part of that process.
Xeneca invites you to attend our Public Information Centre where you will have the opportunity to learn
more about the project and provide your input to our project team. Please join us on:
Kapuskasing River Projects:
Monday, November 1st, 2010
Time: 4:00 to 8:00 pm
Kapuskasing Council Chambers
88 Riverside Drive, Kapuskasing

Tuesday, November 2nd, 2010
Time: 4:00 to 8:00 pm
Royal Canadian Legion
33 Legion Street, Chapleau

Ivanhoe River Projects:
Wednesday, November 3rd, 2010
Time: 4:00 to 8:00 pm
Foleyet Community Hall
25 Sherry Avenue, Foleyet
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Your Community’s participation in the PICs is greatly valued, as is First Nations engagement in
archeological, environmental and social-economic aspects of the projects. Communities with interest in
our projects need information so that well informed decisions can be made. We also believe that
traditional, multigenerational knowledge of First Nations can be extremely important in ensuring any
future development is conducted in a way to provide an appropriate balance between environmental,
social and economic needs.
Overall, the Class EA is administered by the Ministry of the Environment and is a separate process from
Site Release which is administrated by the Ministry of Natural Resources. No permits, approvals or
tenure are issued through the Class EA as it is designed to provide information on potential impacts and
viability for each of the projects. The Class EA also allows for comment and dialogue between Xeneca
and Aboriginal Communities, Federal and Provincial governments, as well as any additional
stakeholders.
Eligibility for benefits, the right to seek partnership, and the means to acquire funding is determined by
the Ministry of Natural Resources.
We will be posting information regarding our projects, access to information and government programs
on our website at www.xeneca.com. Xeneca will also be working with the Aboriginal Communities to
identify where government programs can be improved.
Xeneca fully respects Aboriginal treaties, claims and traditional land use in the vicinity of our projects,
and endeavors to proceed in an open, transparent and respectful manner. Our approach includes
meaningful, upfront consultation and First Nation participation throughout the development process.
Given the extensive knowledge that members of your Community have on the history of your area, we
invite you or as designated member of your Community to participate in archeological studies that are
to be conducted in your area.
If there are questions or comments regarding the Public Information session, the undersigned can be
contacted at any of the numbers listed on our letterhead. If there is an interest to participate in the
archeological studies or additional Class EA components of the projects within your area, please contact
Dean Assinewe, Xeneca’s Aboriginal Relations Liaison via phone at (705) 863-1969 or e-mail
dassinewe@xeneca.com .
Best regards,

Mark Holmes
Vice President, Corporate Affairs
Xeneca Power Development Inc.
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October 25, 2010
Chief Anita Stephens
Chapleau Ojibwa First Nation
PO Box 279
Chapleau, ON POM 1KO
Dear Chief Anita Stephens:
Your Community will have recently received an October 13th notice and invitation to attend Public
Information Centres (PICs) regarding our proposed waterpower developments:







Lapinigam Rapids project on the Kapuskasing River
Middle Twp Buchan project on the Kapuskasing River
Near North Boundary project on the Kapuskasing River
Outlet Kapuskasing Lake project on the Kapuskasing River
Ivanhoe: The Chute project on the Ivanhoe River
Ivanhoe: Third Falls project on the Ivanhoe River

Please be advised that Xeneca Power Development will be rescheduling the Public Information Centre to
which your community has been invited. We fully expect to confirm dates for January or early February
and will provide advance notice. The change in meeting date will provide the necessary time to address
government agency comments and further develop information related to our projects.
In the meantime, we continue to seek your Community’s input on archaeological studies being
conducted around the above noted sites, and we invite you to visit our website at www.xeneca.com for
project information, updates and notices.
If you have questions please contact the undersigned, or Vanesa Enskaitis at any of the numbers
provided in our letterhead.
We look forward to meeting the members of your Community in the coming weeks.
Best regards,

Mark Holmes
Vice President, Corporate Affairs
Xeneca Power Development Inc.
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December 20, 2010

Chief Anita Stephens
Chapleau Ojibwe First Nation
PO Box 279
Chapleau, ON POM 1KO
Dear Chief Stephens:
Welcome to the start-up activities on development of the Class Environmental Assessment for
Waterpower Projects (Class EA) for the proposed projects:







Lapinigam Rapids on the Kapuskasing River
Middle Twp. Buchan on the Kapuskasing River
Near North Boundary on the Kapuskasing River
Outlet Kapuskasing Lake on the Kapuskasing River
Ivanhoe: Third Falls on the Ivanhoe River
Ivanhoe: The Chute on the Ivanhoe River

This first step of the EA process is intended to establish the initial conceptual design, start a dialogue on
regulatory approval requirements and initiate public consultation and Aboriginal engagement in the
Class EA process. To this purpose, Xeneca and its consultants from OEL-HydroSys Inc. are pleased to
present you with the Project Description for this proposed project.
This Project Description is provided to assist the proponent in ensuring that all aspects of the project are
accounted for in enough detail to allow your community and government agencies to provide
meaningful comment throughout the Class EA process. This document attempts to delineate the
’footprint” of the project within the environmental context of the study area and initially identify
features of the environment that may be affected (directly and indirectly) by the proposed project.
Xeneca acknowledges that additional potential effects may be identified throughout subsequent phases
of the Class EA process and we will also incorporate those comments when input is received.
In the early stages of this engagement process, a proponent-led EA coordination meeting will be
undertaken with key government agencies and your community to coordinate an integrated planning
process and to identify environmental concerns and diverse regulatory and management planning
requirements that may be associated with the proposed project. This document is intended to assist
you in preparing for this engagement process. A detailed list of the federal and provincial regulatory
agencies, municipalities, and Aboriginal communities which are receiving a copy of this document
directly is included within the document. We will be contacting this distribution group shortly to inquire
as to their availability for participation in a Class EA Coordination meeting for this proposed small-scale
waterpower development project. Please indicate if you or the Community you represent have interest
in participating in this coordination meeting.
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The general public and other groups are also invited to review this document. The document will be
provided to these parties through postings on the Xeneca website or, upon request, by direct mail. If
you require additional copies of this document you may access our FTP site by completing the following
instructions:
Site: ftp://clientftp.wesa.ca
Username: XENECA
Password: WESA.2010
An attached word document guide will assist you with the download process. You will need to activate
passive mode in your Internet Explorer browser to be able to access the FTP site behind our corporate
firewall.
If you have any questions or comments in relation to the Class EA for Waterpower Projects planning
process or environmental impact assessment related matters, please do not hesitate to contact OELHydroSys Inc. Environmental Assessment Manager, Ms. Tami Sugarman at
and
or Xeneca’s Manager of Environmental Studies and Assessment, Edmond
Laratta, at (416) 590-9362 ext. 106 and
For questions or comments in relation to all other aspects of the development proposal, please contact
Xeneca’s President, Mr. Patrick Gillette at
or Xeneca’s Aboriginal Relations
Liaison, Mr. Dean Assinewe at dassinewe@xeneca.com.
Respectfully submitted,

Patrick Gillette
President & COO
Xeneca Power Development Inc.
c.c. Jason Batise, Economic Development & Technical Services Advisor, Wabun Tribal Council
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August 10, 2011

Chief Anita Stephens
Chapleau Ojibwe First Nation
PO Box 279
Chapleau, ON P0M 1K0
Dear Chief Stephens:
We are now completing the Waterpower Class Environmental Assessment for project(s) in your area.
We want to ensure that your community has ample opportunity to provide input to our projects and to
ensure proper consultation is occurring.
In addition to the copy of the Waterpower Class EA for The Chute project on the Ivanhoe River, sent July
18th, 2011, please find attached for your review and consideration a copy of the Ivanhoe River Aboriginal
Consultation Plan (ACP) authored by Xeneca Power Development. The Aboriginal Consultation Plan
summarizes the objectives and strategies developed to meet the consultation requirements of the Class
Environmental Assessment for both the proposed Third Falls and The Chute Falls waterpower
development on the Ivanhoe River and a process of engagement thereafter up to Commercial
Operations.
Your community’s input is important and Xeneca welcomes any questions, issues or concerns as they
relate to the submitted EA Report. Xeneca is requesting written comments be submitted as soon as
possible but no later than September 16, 2011. If the Community can submit written comment in
August 2011 Xeneca is happy to set-up a meeting to address the issues and concerns raised prior to
September 16, 2011. Xeneca has added an additional 30 days to the review process in the hopes that
this will allow for further engagement so as to meet the Crown’s consultation responsibilities.
ACP in its draft form also commits Xeneca to an ongoing engagement after the EA Report is completed.
Xeneca is also open to making further changes to the ACP so as to finalize a process to engage with the
Communities. While the Community is encouraged to engage in the review of the EA Report within the
established timeframe and within the Ministry of Environment’s process; the ACP process does allow
the Community to engage and raise issues throughout the permitting and approval process after the EA
Report is complete and issued Statement of Completion.
Please contact Dean Assinewe with any questions or to discuss how best to move forward with either
the EA Report or the ACP.
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Thank you in advance for your contributions and consideration.
Respectfully submitted,

Patrick Gillette
President
Xeneca Power Development Inc.
CC.

Electronic copies sent to the following:
Jason Batise, Economic Development & Technical Service Advisor, Wabun Tribal Council
Paul Bernier, District Manager, MNR Chapleau District
Tim Mutter, District Planner & Conservation Reserve Mgr , MNR Chapleau District
Dan McDonell, Project Manager, CEAA
Laurie Brownlee, Environmental Planner / EA Coordinator, MOE
Paula Allen, Supervisor, Air, Pesticides Environmental Planning, MOE Sudbury
Tami Sugarman, Principal, Senior Environmental Approvals Advisor, OEL-HydroSys
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UPDATES TO PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The Chute Hydroelectric Generating Station on Ivanhoe River
(February 2012)
Since the Chute Project Description was issued in late 2010, a few changes have been made to the
project. The changes are summarized below.
1. Project Site Layout
The auxiliary dam location was relocated about 200 m further north in order to avoid any
impoundment north of the dam. Dam and powerhouse locations remain the same.
A second option was proposed with the powerhouse on the west channel and the dam on the east
channel. The final project design would depend on the geotechnical evaluation of the river banks.
The updated conceptual site layout drawings are attached in Appendix A.
2. Area of Inundation
After detail HEC-RAS modelling, the inundation area was identified to be 6.4 km, instead of 2.8 km
presented in the previous Project Description. The updated headpond inundation map is attached in
Appendix A. This information was presented in the PIC held in July, 2011 in Chapleau and in the
EA.
3. Power Lines
A new east-west line route for the Chute project connection was determined instead of the previous
north-south option shown on both the previous Project Description and the Environmental Report.
The preferred route will travel east from the site, cross-country and on road allowances in a slightly
curved route to connect up with the existing Hydro One 27.6 kV feeder line located on the west side
of the Groundhog River, directly east of the Vimy Lake Uplands Conservation Area. This slightly
curved route avoids many of the larger water bodies in the region and where it crosses streams, it
does so in proximity to existing tertiary roads to minimize clearing impacts along waterways.
Further, as the connection feeder is located in proximity to the Vimy Lake Uplands Conservation
Reserve, a new more northerly connection point which eliminates the required expansion of the
HONI line along the park boundary has been chosen featuring a much reduced overall line length
and a reduced length adjacent to the park perimeter. Overall the new Xeneca line features a much
reduced overall line length and a reduced length adjacent to the park perimeter. Specifically, the line
routing has been reduced from 39 km to approximately 30 km and the routing adjacent to the park
has been reduced from 10 km to approximately 3.5 km from earlier options considered.
The updated power line maps are attached in Appendix B.

Appendix A

1.

Project Conceptual Site Layout Drawing (Option 1)

2.

Project Conceptual Site Layout Drawing (Option 2)

3.

General Headpond Inundation Map
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Appendix B

1. Power Line Maps
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Wabun Tribal Council / Xeneca Teleconference
September 2, 2010
9:00 AM – 10:30 AM
Wabun Tribal Council
Jason Batise, Wabun TC
David Flood, Matachewan FN
Kevin Tangie, Brunswick House FN
Chris McKay, Mattagami FN
Ryan Ray, Flying Post FN
Regrets
Chief Anita Stephens, Chapleau Ojibwe FN

Xeneca
Patrick Gillette, President & COO
Dean Assinewe, Liaison

Meeting opened with introductions from the participants and review of the agenda.
Discussion began about arranging the face to face meeting to exchange knowledge. There is
the issue that there are other communities involved at the project sites that are not members
of Wabun.
David Flood discussed his inquiries with the MNR and their process to identify First Nations
involved in the projects and noted there is value in including how they do it at the face to face
meeting. There is concern from the First Nations about how they do it.
Do the First Nations want to have that discussion at the Xeneca / Wabun TC meeting or is that
an internal matter that needs to be addressed on a government to government basis? There
is a suggestion to bring the MNR to the table. Will that be a separate meeting?
•

There was additional comment that this discussion would happen but maybe not with
the proponent in the room or prior to or after the “face to face” meeting with Xeneca.

Jason Batise explained MNR’s policy used tertiary watershed analysis to identify communities
but it does not take into account traditional territories. All Northeastern Ontario are within the
territory and not necessarily in the watersheds. There is a concern about the government’s
internal process and how they notify the First Nations
•

There is an alternative to agree upon a process where the company accept the First
Nation territory and jointly go to the MNR with the First Nation(s). Xeneca was willing
to support that option and wanted more information. Xeneca outlined that it believed
that benefits from projects related to Crown programs are an issue between the Crown
1

and First Nations and is tied to the fiduciary obligations of the Crown to the First
Nations. Xeneca’s role is to support the Crown’s efforts in the same way its supports
consultation, but before it can execute on that task the First Nation and Crown need to
be in agreement on who benefits and what is the process.
Xeneca is working with the MNR on these matters to see who the company should be working
with and to sort out how this is all supposed to work out with all ministries and welcomes
dialogue and mutual support to gain clarity on this issue.
For the face to face meeting strategic direction is required to move forward and to provide the
company with clear interest after the meeting.
Action Item: Patrick will provide some material. Also information will be loaded on the
company website about government programs. The company is gaining experience working
with other First Nation and can relate to the challenges we had.
Face to Face Meeting dates
There was general agreement on October 4th and 8th and 14th. Wabun Tribal Council office will
host the meeting.
Prepare agenda, strategic planning in Timmins, Suggestion to establish a protocol with First
Nations and beef up the agenda

Next Steps
The company is meeting with Ministry of Aboriginal Affairs (MAA) and we are prepared to ask
questions on your behalf and pass along the information back to the First Nations.
Two main questions from the company will be:
•
•

How does the process work and fit together?
How are the government funding programs supposed to work?

One question could be for MAA: What is the MNR policy and is the crown looking at that as the
iron clad solution or is their process used for direction?
There is the suggestion for the Wabun First Nations to get on the phone and internally work on
the issues and concerns and the company will move together.
For the next meeting the Tribal Council would like to see a good description of the sites (vicinity
and size of the power stations)
2

•
•
•

•
•

There are 10 sites and one or more of the communities are involved at each of them.
The government’s internal policy does not reflect this relationship.
This needs to be brought forward to Xeneca.
Reiterate that the First Nations and Xeneca go to MNR together with a strategy to
identify the communities and MAA will take that as a proactive approach. This is
occurring in other jurisdictions (Sudbury District) consensus is important.
This type of approach provides proponent with certainty moving forward and avoid
confusion.
Traditional maps are more reliable when entering into business discussion compared to
the MNR process

The company does not want to get sideswiped and sees the need to work with local programs.
The company wants to make sure there is a tight working group and end up with what the
banks want. If government programs don’t line up this could cause uncertainty with banks and
loan programs.
•

Together we can come up with a solution that will be accepted and meet their needs; a
group voice is better

Mining, forestry, even water power development; there is experience moving forward with
companies who work with Wabun and the communities.
Jason Batise and Kevin Tangie are meeting with Sue Lindquist next week
Action: Respond to Jason’s email related to the face to face meeting
Patrick offers to be available for calls and emails about any related inquires
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Chapleau Ojibwe First Nation/Xeneca Meeting
Kapuskasing & Ivanhoe Projects
25 November 2013
Chapleau Ojibwe First Nation, ON
2-3:30PM
Chapleau Ojibwe First Nation
Leona Picody , Councilor
Connie Picody, Secretary
Johanne Wesley, Community Health
Representative

Xeneca
Arnold Chan, VP Aboriginal Affairs &
General Counsel
Trion Clarke, Hatch Energy
Melissa Gibson, Hatch Energy
Brett Woodman, NRSI
Dean Assinewe, Aboriginal Relations Liaison

Arnold Chan began by introducing himself and the Xeneca team. Hard copies of the
presentation were handed out
Arnold led through the presentation and overview of Xeneca and general information about the
proposed projects.
Ivanhoe:
Arnold turned the Ivanhoe environmental presentation to Brett Woodman
After Brett completed the environmental slides Arnold described the cultural heritage (C&H)
slides and discussed the culturally modified trees (CMT) investigation
Kapuskasing:
Trion Clarke delivered the presentation about the environmental studies. Mr. Clarke went
through the slides and concluded by stating that the team is prepared to come back to the
community for more dialogue on issues and concerns
Arnold continued with a presentation of the C&H slides.
Economics
Arnold described the potential benefits for equity positions, jobs and contracting opportunities
with the projects. He also described the term sheets and Xeneca’s desire to have a definitive
agreement with the communities by early 2014.
Arnold concluded the presentation and offered to come back to the community for another
meeting and field trip (and ceremony). Xeneca’s commitment is to keep the community
informed.
Action Item: Xeneca will send a copy of the PowerPoint to Leona so she can distribute to the
community
Next Steps:

1

Xeneca and Chapleau Ojibwe will arrange to have a consultant to provide professional assistance
to conduct a third party review of the EA and associated reports
The meeting adjourned at 3:30 PM
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5160 Yonge St.,Suite 520, Toronto, ON M2N 6L9
tel 416-590-9362

fax 416-590-9955 www.xeneca.com

June 24, 2010

Chief Ray Murray
Flying Post First Nation
PO Box 1027
Nipigon, ON POT2JO
Dear Chief Ray Murray:
By way
created
Energy
cleaner
power.

of introduction, Xeneca Power Development ("Xeneca") is a leading, independent company
to develop environmentally responsible renewable energy projects. uneer the recent Green
Act ("GEA"), the Government of Onta~io is encouraging the development of renewable and
forms of energy production to replace aging energy infrastructure and ~oeliminate dirty coal
Under programs developed by the government, Xeneca was awarded Feed-in-Tariff contracts

for 19 projects throughout
reserve.

Ontario, and has a further 14 projects that are currentlv in production

As President of Xeneca, we wish to enter into respectful and meaningful discussion with your
Community about these projects that include:
•

Near North Boundary

•

Middle Twp. Buchan

•

Outlet Kapuskasing Lake

•

Lapinigham Rapids

•

Ivanhoe: The Chute

•

Ivanhoe: Third Falls

To address environmental

I

concerns, Xeneca is preparing the necessary documlts

for the Class

Environmental Assessment for Waterpower ~rojects ("Class EA"). Advancing to the Class EA in no way
guarantees a project will be built but it does ~evelop the information required or the issuance of
permits and approvals. The Class EA will include draft project descriptions that Xeneca will forward to
your Community in order to solicit initial comments.
Hopefully, this will create a broader understanding
of the projects and elicit comment and suggestions prior to wider regional cons1ultation. Please advise
what other information you require and Xeneca will do its best to address that need.
Xeneca will shortly engage in Class EA consultation,

which will provide the Flying Post Community

a full

understanding of the environmental, cultural and socioeconomic issues; and provide the opportunity to
engage Xeneca with comments and concerns on projects within Flying Post Traditional lands. Xeneca
has contacted the various Federal and Provincial Ministries concerning Aboriginal consultation on our
projects, but any assistance you can provide would be very much appreciated in isolating projects within
the Traditional lands. If you have any issues or concerns you may wish to also contact the Ministry of
Energy and Infrastructure ("MElli) that is the "One Window" for this process.
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The purpose of the Class EA is to also engage all levels of government, including the Flying Post
Community, in this multi-year process (averages 18 months) so all issues of concern are addressed. If
your Community has a preferred consultation policy please advise us of the means and manner in which
you would like to proceed once the Crown has isolated the projects that affect Flying Post Traditional
lands. Any insights you can provide in advance ofthe Crown process would be very much appreciated.
As these projects are in the very early stages, and we have only recently been enabled to share
preliminary information and will continue to do so as it becomes available. Xeneca has begun the
process of posting information to our website at www.xeneca.com. Information includes:
I

•
•

Project information that is updated regularly.
Xeneca's Aboriginal Consultation and business practices.

•

Outlines of, and links to, government
programs.

programs that provide information

and/or funding

Additionally, the Crown, under a separate process for Projects on Crown lands, is determining
Communities eligible for benefits under the GEA and Ministry of Natural Resource ("MNR") 2010 policy,
and, once MNR has completed that process, they may be contacting your office.
Please direct any
queries to Martha Heidenheim, District Manager, Hearst MNR, or Paul Bernier, District Manager,
Chapleau MNR, and to the Ministry of Energ~ and Infrastructure (MEI). MEI is responsible under GEA for
Aboriginal benefits related to FIT contracts. You may also want to review the various government
programs related to FIT projects.
If the Flying Post Community is eligible for benefits. Xeneca will engage in a separate. parallel set of
discussions that include partnerships or benefits sharing. Xeneca will be leveraging the Class EA process
to provide the necessary due-diligence information to those Communities that engage in benefit or
partnership discussions, and this will occur in parallel with the Class EA process. Xeneca can commence
this process once MNR informs Xeneca of the Communities eligible for benefits and allows Xeneca to
proceed.
The principals of the company have long been supporters of working closely with Aboriginal Peoples and
have developed numerous relationships throughout
participation as we enter this five year process.
Thank you for your kind consideration
venskaitis@xeneca.com

Ontario.

Xeneca is seeking your input and possible

and please direct your initial qUeriJs to Vanesa Enskaitis at

or (416) 590-9362 ext. 104.

~

#If~
Patrick W. Gillette
President and COO
Cc:

MNR District Managers:
Paul Bernier - Chapleau MNR
Martha Heidenheim - Hearst MNR
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5160 Yonge St.•Suite 520, Toronto. ON M2N 6L9
f<IX 416-590-9955
_w.xeneca.com
tel 416-590-9362

July 8,2010
Chief Ray Murray
Flying Post First Nation
PO Box 1027
Nipigon, ON POT2JO
Dear Chief Ray Murray:
RE: Clarification,
In follow-up
Development

Update and Enquiries concerning Traditional

Knowledge studies.

to recent letters and issues raised by First Nation Communities,
Inc. is preparing for and issuing the Notice of Commencement

Assessment for Waterpower

Projects ("Class EA") for the following

~
~

Ivanhoe: 3rd Falls
Ivanhoe: The Chute

~
~
~
~

Lapinigam
Near North Boundary
Outlet Lake Kapuskasing
Middle Twp. Buchan

The Class EA is administered
Release which is administrated

by the Ministry of the Environment

Xeneca Power
for the Class Environmental

projects:

and is a separate process from Site

by the Ministry of Natural Resources. No permits, approvals or tenure

are issued by the Class EA as it is designed to provide information

on project impacts and viability.

EA also allows for comment and dialogue between the proponent

and First Nations Communities,

Federal and Provincial governments,

as well as additional stakeholders.

Eligibility for benefits, the right to seek partnership,

and the means to acquire funding is determined

the Ministry of Natural Resources. However, it is our understanding
~
~

Class

by

that funding requires:

Consent from other Aboriginal Communities.
Traditional Knowledge studies.

As outlined in previous correspondence,
government

programs.

government

programs can be improved.

Xeneca will be posting information

on its website regarding

Xeneca will also be working with the First Nation Communities
One of the identified

to identify where

areas is the need for the Crown to

mediate if benefit discussions reach an impasse.
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We respectfully
information

urge you to visit Xeneca's website at www.Xeneca.com

to review the projects as new

becomes available over the next few weeks. We welcome your comments on our projects

and on the best process of working with First Nation Communities.
Your Community's

eligibility and interest in pursuing benefit discussions, and, moreover, your

Community's willingness to support Traditional
immediate concern to Xeneca.

Knowledge studies where our projects are located, is of

Please feel free to contact Mark Holmes, Vice President, Corporate Affairs or Vanesa Enskaitis,
Corporate Affairs Liaison, at the addresses and contact numbers listed within our letterhead.

Best~:~:r~
Patrick W. Gillette
President & COO
Xeneca Power Development
5160 Yonge Street
North York, ON
M2N 6L9
Tel: 416-590-9362
Fax: 416-590-9955

Inc.

2

September 16, 2010

Chief Ray Murray
Flying Post First Nation
PO Box 1027
Nipigon, ON P0T 2J0
Dear Chief Murray:
As you are aware, recent notices, letters and newspaper advertisements have been posted in regard to
Xeneca Power Development’s proposal to build a waterpower facility in proximity to your Community.
The projects of interest to you and your Community are:







Ivanhoe: 3rd Falls
Ivanhoe: The Chute
Lapinigam Rapids
Near North Boundary
Outlet Lake Kapuskasing
Middle Twp. Buchan

By now, your Community should have received from the Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources
notification of our proposed project(s). Additionally, you should have also received correspondence
from Xeneca providing contact names and numbers, basic information about the proposed projects and
the development process, as well as an invitation to visit our website for regular updates.
Xeneca fully respects First Nations treaties, claims and traditional land use in the vicinity of our projects,
and, as such, we endeavor to proceed in an open, transparent and respectful manner. Our approach
includes meaningful, upfront consultation and First Nation participation in the development process.
Communities with interest in our projects need information in order that well informed decisions can be
made. We also believe that traditional, multigenerational knowledge of First Nations can be extremely
important in ensuring any development is conducted in a way that strikes an appropriate balance
between environmental, social and economic needs.
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Given the extensive knowledge that members of your Community have on the history of your area, we
invite you or an appropriate member of your Community to participate in archeological studies that are
to be conducted in your area.
Archeological studies are normally conducted under four phases. Phase One studies provide an
overview based mainly on historical record and are quite preliminary in nature. When completed, we
would be pleased to send these to your Community for review and comment. The remaining phases
(Phase 2, 3 or 4, if required, would include an inspection or possibly extensive digging at the project site
and your presence (or an assigned representative) would be essential at these phases of the work.
Typically, all projects will require a Phase Two study which involves on-the-ground investigation and
would greatly benefit from input from members of your Community. Phase 2 involves some sampling of
soils. Phase 3 and 4, if required, can include extensive digging and possibly removal of artifacts. Copies
of the Phase Two report will also be sent to your Community for review and comment. A
recommendation from the archeologist on the need for Phase 3 and 4 would be contained in the Phase
2 report. The Phase 2 report would be shared with you and your views on any further work would be
sought.
Should a significant archeological find be uncovered during the Phase Two investigation, your
Community would be consulted on the preferred means to move forward.
If there is interest in participating in the archeological studies in your area, please contact Dean
Assinewe, Xeneca’s Aboriginal Relations Liaison, through phone (705-863-1969) or e-mail,
dassinewe@xeneca.com . Mark Holmes, Vice President of Corporate Affairs, along with Dean and the
archeologist will ensure the work is done thoroughly and meets your needs as well the quality
requirements from the Ministry of Culture.
Best regards,

Patrick W. Gillette
President & COO
Xeneca Power Development Inc.
5160 Yonge Street
North York, ON
M2N 6L9
Tel: 416-590-9362
Fax: 416-590-9955
CC - Gerry Webber, Coordinator, Northern Policy Planning Unit, Ministry of Tourism and Culture
Paul Bernier, Chapleau District Manager, Ministry of Natural Resources
Martha Heidenheim, Hearst District Manager, Ministry of Natural Resources
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October 13, 2010
Chief Ray Murray
Flying Post First Nation
PO Box 1027
Nipigon, ON P0T 2J0
Dear Chief Murray:
RE: Invitation to Attend Public Information Centres
As promised in previous correspondence to your Community, Xeneca Power Development is writing to
inform your Community that Public Information Centres (PICs) are being set up in your area with respect
to the following proposed waterpower developments:







Lapinigam Rapids project on the Kapuskasing River
Middle Twp Buchan project on the Kapuskasing River
Near North Boundary project on the Kapuskasing River
Outlet Kapuskasing Lake project on the Kapuskasing River
Ivanhoe: The Chute project on the Ivanhoe River
Ivanhoe: Third Falls project on the Ivanhoe River

As you may be aware, Xeneca has issued a Notice of Commencement for the Class Environmental
Assessment for Waterpower Projects (Class EA) for the above noted projects. Public Information
meetings are an important part of that process.
Xeneca invites you to attend our Public Information Centre where you will have the opportunity to learn
more about the project and provide your input to our project team. Please join us on:
Kapuskasing River Projects:
Monday, November 1st, 2010
Time: 4:00 to 8:00 pm
Kapuskasing Council Chambers
88 Riverside Drive, Kapuskasing

Tuesday, November 2nd, 2010
Time: 4:00 to 8:00 pm
Royal Canadian Legion
33 Legion Street, Chapleau

Ivanhoe River Projects:
Wednesday, November 3rd, 2010
Time: 4:00 to 8:00 pm
Foleyet Community Hall
25 Sherry Avenue, Foleyet
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Your Community’s participation in the PICs is greatly valued, as is First Nations engagement in
archeological, environmental and social-economic aspects of the projects. Communities with interest in
our projects need information so that well informed decisions can be made. We also believe that
traditional, multigenerational knowledge of First Nations can be extremely important in ensuring any
future development is conducted in a way to provide an appropriate balance between environmental,
social and economic needs.
Overall, the Class EA is administered by the Ministry of the Environment and is a separate process from
Site Release which is administrated by the Ministry of Natural Resources. No permits, approvals or
tenure are issued through the Class EA as it is designed to provide information on potential impacts and
viability for each of the projects. The Class EA also allows for comment and dialogue between Xeneca
and Aboriginal Communities, Federal and Provincial governments, as well as any additional
stakeholders.
Eligibility for benefits, the right to seek partnership, and the means to acquire funding is determined by
the Ministry of Natural Resources.
We will be posting information regarding our projects, access to information and government programs
on our website at www.xeneca.com. Xeneca will also be working with the Aboriginal Communities to
identify where government programs can be improved.
Xeneca fully respects Aboriginal treaties, claims and traditional land use in the vicinity of our projects,
and endeavors to proceed in an open, transparent and respectful manner. Our approach includes
meaningful, upfront consultation and First Nation participation throughout the development process.
Given the extensive knowledge that members of your Community have on the history of your area, we
invite you or as designated member of your Community to participate in archeological studies that are
to be conducted in your area.
If there are questions or comments regarding the Public Information session, the undersigned can be
contacted at any of the numbers listed on our letterhead. If there is an interest to participate in the
archeological studies or additional Class EA components of the projects within your area, please contact
Dean Assinewe, Xeneca’s Aboriginal Relations Liaison via phone at (705) 863-1969 or e-mail
dassinewe@xeneca.com .
Best regards,

Mark Holmes
Vice President, Corporate Affairs
Xeneca Power Development Inc.
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October 25, 2010
Chief Ray Murray
Flying Post First Nation
PO Box 1027
Nipigon, ON P0T 2J0
Dear Chief Murray:
Your Community will have recently received an October 13th notice and invitation to attend Public
Information Centres (PICs) regarding our proposed waterpower developments:







Lapinigam Rapids project on the Kapuskasing River
Middle Twp Buchan project on the Kapuskasing River
Near North Boundary project on the Kapuskasing River
Outlet Kapuskasing Lake project on the Kapuskasing River
Ivanhoe: The Chute project on the Ivanhoe River
Ivanhoe: Third Falls project on the Ivanhoe River

Please be advised that Xeneca Power Development will be rescheduling the Public Information Centre to
which your community has been invited. We fully expect to confirm dates for January or early February
and will provide advance notice. The change in meeting date will provide the necessary time to address
government agency comments and further develop information related to our projects.
In the meantime, we continue to seek your Community’s input on archaeological studies being
conducted around the above noted sites, and we invite you to visit our website at www.xeneca.com for
project information, updates and notices.
If you have questions please contact the undersigned, or Vanesa Enskaitis at any of the numbers
provided in our letterhead.
We look forward to meeting the members of your Community in the coming weeks.
Best regards,

Mark Holmes
Vice President, Corporate Affairs
Xeneca Power Development Inc.
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December 20, 2010

Chief Murray Ray
Flying Post First Nation
PO Box 1027
Nipigon, ON P0T 2J0
Dear Chief Ray:
Welcome to the start-up activities on development of the Class Environmental Assessment for
Waterpower Projects (Class EA) for the proposed projects:







Lapinigam Rapids on the Kapuskasing River
Middle Twp. Buchan on the Kapuskasing River
Near North Boundary on the Kapuskasing River
Outlet Kapuskasing Lake on the Kapuskasing River
Ivanhoe: Third Falls on the Ivanhoe River
Ivanhoe: The Chute on the Ivanhoe River

This first step of the EA process is intended to establish the initial conceptual design, start a dialogue on
regulatory approval requirements and initiate public consultation and Aboriginal engagement in the
Class EA process. To this purpose, Xeneca and its consultants from OEL-HydroSys Inc. are pleased to
present you with the Project Description for this proposed project.
This Project Description is provided to assist the proponent in ensuring that all aspects of the project are
accounted for in enough detail to allow your community and government agencies to provide
meaningful comment throughout the Class EA process. This document attempts to delineate the
’footprint” of the project within the environmental context of the study area and initially identify
features of the environment that may be affected (directly and indirectly) by the proposed project.
Xeneca acknowledges that additional potential effects may be identified throughout subsequent phases
of the Class EA process and we will also incorporate those comments when input is received.
In the early stages of this engagement process, a proponent-led EA coordination meeting will be
undertaken with key government agencies and your community to coordinate an integrated planning
process and to identify environmental concerns and diverse regulatory and management planning
requirements that may be associated with the proposed project. This document is intended to assist
you in preparing for this engagement process. A detailed list of the federal and provincial regulatory
agencies, municipalities, and Aboriginal communities which are receiving a copy of this document
directly is included within the document. We will be contacting this distribution group shortly to inquire
as to their availability for participation in a Class EA Coordination meeting for this proposed small-scale
waterpower development project. Please indicate if you or the Community you represent have interest
in participating in this coordination meeting.
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The general public and other groups are also invited to review this document. The document will be
provided to these parties through postings on the Xeneca website or, upon request, by direct mail. If
you require additional copies of this document you may access our FTP site by completing the following
instructions:
Site: ftp://clientftp.wesa.ca
Username: XENECA
Password: WESA.2010
An attached word document guide will assist you with the download process. You will need to activate
passive mode in your Internet Explorer browser to be able to access the FTP site behind our corporate
firewall.
If you have any questions or comments in relation to the Class EA for Waterpower Projects planning
process or environmental impact assessment related matters, please do not hesitate to contact OELHydroSys Inc. Environmental Assessment Manager, Ms. Tami Sugarman at
and
or Xeneca’s Manager of Environmental Studies and Assessment, Edmond
Laratta, at
.
For questions or comments in relation to all other aspects of the development proposal, please contact
Xeneca’s President, Mr. Patrick Gillette at
or Xeneca’s Aboriginal Relations
Liaison, Mr. Dean Assinewe at dassinewe@xeneca.com.
Respectfully submitted,

Patrick Gillette
President & COO
Xeneca Power Development Inc.
c.c.

Ryan Ray, Natural Resources
Jason Batise, Economic Development & Technical Services Advisor, Wabun Tribal Council
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August 10, 2011

Chief Murray Ray
Flying Post First Nation
PO Box 1027
Nipigon, ON P0T 2J0
Dear Chief Ray:
We are now completing the Waterpower Class Environmental Assessment for project(s) in your area.
We want to ensure that your community has ample opportunity to provide input to our projects and to
ensure proper consultation is occurring.
In addition to the copy of the Waterpower Class EA for The Chute project on the Ivanhoe River, sent July
18th, 2011, please find attached for your review and consideration a copy of the Ivanhoe River Aboriginal
Consultation Plan (ACP) authored by Xeneca Power Development. The Aboriginal Consultation Plan
summarizes the objectives and strategies developed to meet the consultation requirements of the Class
Environmental Assessment for both the proposed Third Falls and The Chute Falls waterpower
development on the Ivanhoe River and a process of engagement thereafter up to Commercial
Operations.
Your community’s input is important and Xeneca welcomes any questions, issues or concerns as they
relate to the submitted EA Report. Xeneca is requesting written comments be submitted as soon as
possible but no later than September 16, 2011. If the Community can submit written comment in
August 2011 Xeneca is happy to set-up a meeting to address the issues and concerns raised prior to
September 16, 2011. Xeneca has added an additional 30 days to the review process in the hopes that
this will allow for further engagement so as to meet the Crown’s consultation responsibilities.
ACP in its draft form also commits Xeneca to an ongoing engagement after the EA Report is completed.
Xeneca is also open to making further changes to the ACP so as to finalize a process to engage with the
Communities. While the Community is encouraged to engage in the review of the EA Report within the
established timeframe and within the Ministry of Environment’s process; the ACP process does allow
the Community to engage and raise issues throughout the permitting and approval process after the EA
Report is complete and issued Statement of Completion.
Please contact Dean Assinewe with any questions or to discuss how best to move forward with either
the EA Report or the ACP.
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Thank you in advance for your contributions and consideration.
Respectfully submitted,

Patrick Gillette
President
Xeneca Power Development Inc.
CC.

Electronic copies sent to the following:
Jason Batise, Economic Development & Technical Service Advisor, Wabun Tribal Council
Ryan Ray, Lands & Resources Coordinator, Flying Post First Nation
Paul Bernier, District Manager, MNR Chapleau District
Tim Mutter, District Planner & Conservation Reserve Mgr , MNR Chapleau District
Dan McDonell, Project Manager, CEAA
Laurie Brownlee, Environmental Planner / EA Coordinator, MOE
Paula Allen, Supervisor, Air, Pesticides Environmental Planning, MOE Sudbury
Tami Sugarman, Principal, Senior Environmental Approvals Advisor, OEL-HydroSys
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5160 Yonge St.,Suite 520, Toronto, ON M2N 6L9
teI416-590-9362

fax 416-590-9955 www.xeneca.com

June 24, 2010
Chief Walter Naveau
Mattagami First Nation
75 Helen Street
PO Box 99
Gogama, ON POM 1WO
Dear Chief Walter Naveau:
By way of introduction, Xeneca Power Development ("Xeneca") is a leading, independent company
created to develop environmentally responsible renewable energy projects. Under the recent Green
Energy Act ("GEA"), the Government of Ontario is encouraging the development of renewable and
cleaner forms of energy production to replace aging energy infrastructure and to eliminate dirty coal
power. Under programs developed by the government, Xeneca was awarded Feed-in-Tariff contracts
for 19 projects throughout Ontario, and has a further 14 projects that are currently in production
reserve.
As President of Xeneca, we wish to enter into respectful and meaningful dlscussion with your
Community about these projects that include:
•

Near North Boundary

•

Middle Twp. Buchan

•

Outlet Kapuskasing Lake

•

Lapinigam Rapids

•
•

Ivanhoe: The Chute
Ivanhoe: Third Falls

~
To address environmental concerns, Xeneca is preparing the necessary documents for the Class
Environmental Assessment for Waterpower projects ("Class EA"). Advancing to the Class EA in no way
guarantees a project will be built but it does develop the information required for the issuance of
permits and approvals. The Class EA will include draft project descriptions that Xeneca will forward to
your Community in order to solicit initial comments.
Hopefully, this will create a broader understanding
of the projects and elicit comment and suggestions prior to wider regional consultation. Please advise
what other information you require and Xeneca will do its best to address that need.
Xeneca will shortly engage in Class EA consultation,

which will provide the Mattagami

Community a full

understanding of the environmental, cultural and socioeconomic issues; and p{ovide the opportunity to
engage Xeneca with comments and concerns on projects within Mattagami Traditional lands. Xeneca
has contacted the various Federal and Provincial Ministries concerning Aboriginal consultation on our
projects, but any assistance you can provide would be very much appreciated in isolating projects within
the Traditional lands. If you have any issues or concerns you may wish to also contact the Ministry of
Energy and Infrastructure ("MEI") that is the "One Window" for this process.
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The purpose of the Class EA is to also engage all levels of government, including the Mattagami
Community, in this multi-year process (averages 18 months) so all issues of concern are addressed. If
your Community has a preferred consultation policy please advise us of the means and manner in which
you would like to proceed once the Crown has isolated the projects that affect Mattagami Traditional
lands. Any insights you can provide in advance of the Crown process would be very much appreciated.
As these projects are in the very early stages, and we have only recently been enabled to share
preliminary information and will continue to do so as it becomes available. Xeneca has begun the
process of posting information to our website at www.xeneca.com. Information includes:
•
•
•

Additionally,
Communities

Project information that is updated regularly.
Xeneca's Aboriginal Consultation and business practices.
Outlines of, and links to, government programs that provide information
programs.

and/or funding

the Crown, under a separate process for Projects on Crown lands, is determining
eligible for benefits under the GEA and Ministry of Natural Resource (UMNR") 2010 policy,

and, once MNR has completed that process, they may be contacting your office.
Please direct any
queries to Martha Heidenheim, District Manager, Hearst MNR, or Paul Bernier, District Manager,
Chapleau MNR, and to the Ministry of Energy and Infrastructure (MEI). MEI is responsible under GEA for
Aboriginal benefits related to FIT contracts. You may also want to review the various government
programs related to FIT projects.
If the Mattagami Community is eligible for benefits, Xeneca will engage in a separate, parallel set of
discussions that include partnerships or benefits sharing. Xeneca will be leveraging the Class EA process
to provide the necessary due-diligence information to those Communities that engage in benefit or
partnership discussions, and this will occur in parallel with the Class EA process. Xeneca can commence
this process once MNR informs Xeneca of the Communities eligible for benefitsl~nd allows Xeneca to
proceed.

~

The principals of the company have long been supporters of working closely with Aboriginal Peoples and
have developed numerous relationships throughout
participation as we enter this five year process.

Ontario.

Xeneca is seeking your input and possible

Thank you for your kind consideration and please direct your initial
• •
venskaltls@xeneca.com or (416) 590-9362 ext. 104.

queries to Vanesa Enskaitis at
Ii

Patrick W. Gillette
President and COO
cc:

MNR District Managers:
Paul Bernier - Chapleau MNR
Martha Heidenheim - Hearst MNR
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5160 Yonge St.. Suite 520, Toronto, ON M2N 6L9
teI416-590-9362
fax 416-590-9955 www.xeneca.com

July 8, 2010
Chief Walter Naveau
Mattagami

First Nation

75 Helen Street., PO Box 99
Gogama, ON POM1WO
Dear Chief Walter Naveau:

RE: Clarification,
In follow-up
Development

Update and Enquiries concerning Traditional

Knowledge studies.

to recent letters and issues raised by First Nation Communities,
Inc. is preparing for and issuing the Notice of Commencement

Assessment for Waterpower

Projects ("Class EA") for the following

~
~

Ivanhoe: 3rd Falls
Ivanhoe: The Chute

~
~
~
~

Lapinigam
Near North Boundary
Outlet Lake Kapuskasing
Middle Twp. Buchan

The Class EA is administered
Release which is administrated

by the Ministry of the Environment

Xeneca Power
for the Class Environmental

projects:

and is a separate process from Site

by the Ministry of Natural Resources. No permits, approvals or tenure

are issued by the Class EA as it is designed to provide information

on project impacts and viability.

EA also allows for comment and dialogue between the proponent

and First Nations Communities,

Federal and Provincial governments,

as well as additional stakeholders.

Eligibility for benefits, the right to seek partnership,

and the means to acquire funding is determined

the Ministry of Natural Resources. However, it is our understanding
~
~

Class

by

that funding requires:

Consent from other Aboriginal Communities.
Traditional Knowledge studies.

As outlined in previous correspondence,
government

programs.

government

programs can be improved.

Xeneca will be posting information

on its website regarding

Xeneca will also be working with the First Nation Communities to identify where
One of the identified

areas is the need for the Crown to

mediate if benefit discussions reach an impasse.
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We respectfully urge you to visit Xeneca's website at www.Xeneca.com to review the projects as new
information becomes available over the next few weeks. We welcome your comments on our projects
and on the best process of working with First Nation Communities.
Your Community's

eligibility and interest in pursuing benefit discussions, and, moreover, your

Community's willingness to support Traditional
immediate concern to Xeneca.

Knowledge studies where our projects are located, is of

Please feel free to contact Mark Holmes, Vice President, Corporate Affairs or Vanesa Enskaitis,
Corporate Affairs Liaison, at the addresses and contact numbers listed within our letterhead.
Best regards,

Xeneca Power Development

Inc.

5160 Yonge Street
North York, ON
M2N 6L9
Tel: 416-590-9362
Fax: 416-590-9955

2

September 16, 2010

Chief Walter Naveau
Mattagami First Nation
75 Helen Street
PO Box 99
Gogama, ON P0M 1W0
Dear Chief Naveau:
As you are aware, recent notices, letters and newspaper advertisements have been posted in regard to
Xeneca Power Development’s proposal to build a waterpower facility in proximity to your Community.
The projects of interest to you and your Community are:







Ivanhoe: 3rd Falls
Ivanhoe: The Chute
Lapinigam Rapids
Near North Boundary
Outlet Lake Kapuskasing
Middle Twp. Buchan

By now, your Community should have received from the Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources
notification of our proposed project(s). Additionally, you should have also received correspondence
from Xeneca providing contact names and numbers, basic information about the proposed projects and
the development process, as well as an invitation to visit our website for regular updates.
Xeneca fully respects First Nations treaties, claims and traditional land use in the vicinity of our projects,
and, as such, we endeavor to proceed in an open, transparent and respectful manner. Our approach
includes meaningful, upfront consultation and First Nation participation in the development process.
Communities with interest in our projects need information in order that well informed decisions can be
made. We also believe that traditional, multigenerational knowledge of First Nations can be extremely
important in ensuring any development is conducted in a way that strikes an appropriate balance
between environmental, social and economic needs.
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Given the extensive knowledge that members of your Community have on the history of your area, we
invite you or an appropriate member of your Community to participate in archeological studies that are
to be conducted in your area.
Archeological studies are normally conducted under four phases. Phase One studies provide an
overview based mainly on historical record and are quite preliminary in nature. When completed, we
would be pleased to send these to your Community for review and comment. The remaining phases
(Phase 2, 3 or 4, if required, would include an inspection or possibly extensive digging at the project site
and your presence (or an assigned representative) would be essential at these phases of the work.
Typically, all projects will require a Phase Two study which involves on-the-ground investigation and
would greatly benefit from input from members of your Community. Phase 2 involves some sampling of
soils. Phase 3 and 4, if required, can include extensive digging and possibly removal of artifacts. Copies
of the Phase Two report will also be sent to your Community for review and comment. A
recommendation from the archeologist on the need for Phase 3 and 4 would be contained in the Phase
2 report. The Phase 2 report would be shared with you and your views on any further work would be
sought.
Should a significant archeological find be uncovered during the Phase Two investigation, your
Community would be consulted on the preferred means to move forward.
If there is interest in participating in the archeological studies in your area, please contact Dean
Assinewe, Xeneca’s Aboriginal Relations Liaison, through phone (705-863-1969) or e-mail,
dassinewe@xeneca.com . Mark Holmes, Vice President of Corporate Affairs, along with Dean and the
archeologist will ensure the work is done thoroughly and meets your needs as well the quality
requirements from the Ministry of Culture.
Best regards,

Patrick W. Gillette
President & COO
Xeneca Power Development Inc.
5160 Yonge Street
North York, ON
M2N 6L9
Tel: 416-590-9362
Fax: 416-590-9955
CC - Gerry Webber, Coordinator, Northern Policy Planning Unit, Ministry of Tourism and Culture
Paul Bernier, Chapleau District Manager, Ministry of Natural Resources
Martha Heidenheim, Hearst District Manager, Ministry of Natural Resources
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October 13, 2010
Chief Walter Naveau
Mattagami First Nation
75 Helen Street
PO Box 99
Gogama, ON P0M 1W0
Dear Chief Naveau:
RE: Invitation to Attend Public Information Centres
As promised in previous correspondence to your Community, Xeneca Power Development is writing to
inform your Community that Public Information Centres (PICs) are being set up in your area with respect
to the following proposed waterpower developments:







Lapinigam Rapids project on the Kapuskasing River
Middle Twp Buchan project on the Kapuskasing River
Near North Boundary project on the Kapuskasing River
Outlet Kapuskasing Lake project on the Kapuskasing River
Ivanhoe: The Chute project on the Ivanhoe River
Ivanhoe: Third Falls project on the Ivanhoe River

As you may be aware, Xeneca has issued a Notice of Commencement for the Class Environmental
Assessment for Waterpower Projects (Class EA) for the above noted projects. Public Information
meetings are an important part of that process.
Xeneca invites you to attend our Public Information Centre where you will have the opportunity to learn
more about the project and provide your input to our project team. Please join us on:
Kapuskasing River Projects:
Monday, November 1st, 2010
Time: 4:00 to 8:00 pm
Kapuskasing Council Chambers
88 Riverside Drive, Kapuskasing

Tuesday, November 2nd, 2010
Time: 4:00 to 8:00 pm
Royal Canadian Legion
33 Legion Street, Chapleau

Ivanhoe River Projects:
Wednesday, November 3rd, 2010
Time: 4:00 to 8:00 pm
Foleyet Community Hall
25 Sherry Avenue, Foleyet
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Your Community’s participation in the PICs is greatly valued, as is First Nations engagement in
archeological, environmental and social-economic aspects of the projects. Communities with interest in
our projects need information so that well informed decisions can be made. We also believe that
traditional, multigenerational knowledge of First Nations can be extremely important in ensuring any
future development is conducted in a way to provide an appropriate balance between environmental,
social and economic needs.
Overall, the Class EA is administered by the Ministry of the Environment and is a separate process from
Site Release which is administrated by the Ministry of Natural Resources. No permits, approvals or
tenure are issued through the Class EA as it is designed to provide information on potential impacts and
viability for each of the projects. The Class EA also allows for comment and dialogue between Xeneca
and Aboriginal Communities, Federal and Provincial governments, as well as any additional
stakeholders.
Eligibility for benefits, the right to seek partnership, and the means to acquire funding is determined by
the Ministry of Natural Resources.
We will be posting information regarding our projects, access to information and government programs
on our website at www.xeneca.com. Xeneca will also be working with the Aboriginal Communities to
identify where government programs can be improved.
Xeneca fully respects Aboriginal treaties, claims and traditional land use in the vicinity of our projects,
and endeavors to proceed in an open, transparent and respectful manner. Our approach includes
meaningful, upfront consultation and First Nation participation throughout the development process.
Given the extensive knowledge that members of your Community have on the history of your area, we
invite you or as designated member of your Community to participate in archeological studies that are
to be conducted in your area.
If there are questions or comments regarding the Public Information session, the undersigned can be
contacted at any of the numbers listed on our letterhead. If there is an interest to participate in the
archeological studies or additional Class EA components of the projects within your area, please contact
Dean Assinewe, Xeneca’s Aboriginal Relations Liaison via phone at (705) 863-1969 or e-mail
dassinewe@xeneca.com .
Best regards,

Mark Holmes
Vice President, Corporate Affairs
Xeneca Power Development Inc.
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October 25, 2010
Chief Walter Naveau
Mattagami First Nation
75 Helen Street - PO Box 99
Gogama, ON P0M 1W0
Dear Chief Naveau:
Your Community will have recently received an October 13th notice and invitation to attend Public
Information Centres (PICs) regarding our proposed waterpower developments:







Lapinigam Rapids project on the Kapuskasing River
Middle Twp Buchan project on the Kapuskasing River
Near North Boundary project on the Kapuskasing River
Outlet Kapuskasing Lake project on the Kapuskasing River
Ivanhoe: The Chute project on the Ivanhoe River
Ivanhoe: Third Falls project on the Ivanhoe River

Please be advised that Xeneca Power Development will be rescheduling the Public Information Centre to
which your community has been invited. We fully expect to confirm dates for January or early February
and will provide advance notice. The change in meeting date will provide the necessary time to address
government agency comments and further develop information related to our projects.
In the meantime, we continue to seek your Community’s input on archaeological studies being
conducted around the above noted sites, and we invite you to visit our website at www.xeneca.com for
project information, updates and notices.
If you have questions please contact the undersigned, or Vanesa Enskaitis at any of the numbers
provided in our letterhead.
We look forward to meeting the members of your Community in the coming weeks.
Best regards,

Mark Holmes
Vice President, Corporate Affairs
Xeneca Power Development Inc.
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December 20, 2010

Chief Walter Naveau
Mattagami First Nation
75 Helen Street - PO Box 99
Gogama, ON P0M 1W0
Dear Chief Naveau:
Welcome to the start-up activities on development of the Class Environmental Assessment for
Waterpower Projects (Class EA) for the proposed projects:








Lapinigam Rapids on the Kapuskasing River
Middle Twp. Buchan on the Kapuskasing River
Near North Boundary on the Kapuskasing River
Outlet Kapuskasing Lake on the Kapuskasing River
Ivanhoe: Third Falls on the Ivanhoe River
Ivanhoe: The Chute on the Ivanhoe River
Wanatango Falls: on the Frederickhouse River

This first step of the EA process is intended to establish the initial conceptual design, start a dialogue on
regulatory approval requirements and initiate public consultation and Aboriginal engagement in the
Class EA process. To this purpose, Xeneca and its consultants from OEL-HydroSys Inc. are pleased to
present you with the Project Description for this proposed project.
This Project Description is provided to assist the proponent in ensuring that all aspects of the project are
accounted for in enough detail to allow your community and government agencies to provide
meaningful comment throughout the Class EA process. This document attempts to delineate the
’footprint” of the project within the environmental context of the study area and initially identify
features of the environment that may be affected (directly and indirectly) by the proposed project.
Xeneca acknowledges that additional potential effects may be identified throughout subsequent phases
of the Class EA process and we will also incorporate those comments when input is received.
In the early stages of this engagement process, a proponent-led EA coordination meeting will be
undertaken with key government agencies and your community to coordinate an integrated planning
process and to identify environmental concerns and diverse regulatory and management planning
requirements that may be associated with the proposed project. This document is intended to assist
you in preparing for this engagement process. A detailed list of the federal and provincial regulatory
agencies, municipalities, and Aboriginal communities which are receiving a copy of this document
directly is included within the document. We will be contacting this distribution group shortly to inquire
as to their availability for participation in a Class EA Coordination meeting for this proposed small-scale
waterpower development project. Please indicate if you or the Community you represent have interest
in participating in this coordination meeting.
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The general public and other groups are also invited to review this document. The document will be
provided to these parties through postings on the Xeneca website or, upon request, by direct mail. If
you require additional copies of this document you may access our FTP site by completing the following
instructions:
Site: ftp://clientftp.wesa.ca
Username: XENECA
Password: WESA.2010
An attached word document guide will assist you with the download process. You will need to activate
passive mode in your Internet Explorer browser to be able to access the FTP site behind our corporate
firewall.
If you have any questions or comments in relation to the Class EA for Waterpower Projects planning
process or environmental impact assessment related matters, please do not hesitate to contact OELHydroSys Inc. Environmental Assessment Manager, Ms. Tami Sugarman at
and
or Xeneca’s Manager of Environmental Studies and Assessment, Edmond
Laratta, at
and
.
For questions or comments in relation to all other aspects of the development proposal, please contact
Xeneca’s President, Mr. Patrick Gillette at
or Xeneca’s Aboriginal Relations
Liaison, Mr. Dean Assinewe at dassinewe@xeneca.com.
Respectfully submitted,

Patrick Gillette
President & COO
Xeneca Power Development Inc.
c.c.

Chris McKay, Natural Resources
James Naveau, Natural Resources Coordinator
Jason Batise, Economic Development & Technical Services Advisor
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August 10, 2011
Chief Walter Naveau
Mattagami First Nation
75 Helen Street - PO Box 99
Gogama, ON P0M 1W0
Dear Chief Naveau:
We are now completing the Waterpower Class Environmental Assessment for project(s) in your area.
We want to ensure that your community has ample opportunity to provide input to our projects and to
ensure proper consultation is occurring.
In addition to the copy of the Waterpower Class EA for The Chute project on the Ivanhoe River, sent July
18th, 2011, please find attached for your review and consideration a copy of the Ivanhoe River Aboriginal
Consultation Plan (ACP) authored by Xeneca Power Development. The Aboriginal Consultation Plan
summarizes the objectives and strategies developed to meet the consultation requirements of the Class
Environmental Assessment for both the proposed Third Falls and The Chute Falls waterpower
development on the Ivanhoe River and a process of engagement thereafter up to Commercial
Operations.
Your community’s input is important and Xeneca welcomes any questions, issues or concerns as they
relate to the submitted EA Report. Xeneca is requesting written comments be submitted as soon as
possible but no later than September 16, 2011. If the Community can submit written comment in
August 2011 Xeneca is happy to set-up a meeting to address the issues and concerns raised prior to
September 16, 2011. Xeneca has added an additional 30 days to the review process in the hopes that
this will allow for further engagement so as to meet the Crown’s consultation responsibilities.
ACP in its draft form also commits Xeneca to an ongoing engagement after the EA Report is completed.
Xeneca is also open to making further changes to the ACP so as to finalize a process to engage with the
Communities. While the Community is encouraged to engage in the review of the EA Report within the
established timeframe and within the Ministry of Environment’s process; the ACP process does allow
the Community to engage and raise issues throughout the permitting and approval process after the EA
Report is complete and issued Statement of Completion.
Please contact Dean Assinewe with any questions or to discuss how best to move forward with either
the EA Report or the ACP.
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Thank you in advance for your contributions and consideration.
Respectfully submitted,

Patrick Gillette
President
Xeneca Power Development Inc.
CC.

Electronic copies sent to the following:
Jason Batise, Economic Development & Technical Service Advisor, Wabun Tribal Council
Chris McKay, Consultant, Mattagami First Nation
James Naveau, Lands Manager, Mattagami First Nation
Paul Bernier, District Manager, MNR Chapleau District
Tim Mutter, District Planner & Conservation Reserve Mgr , MNR Chapleau District
Dan McDonell, Project Manager, CEAA
Laurie Brownlee, Environmental Planner / EA Coordinator, MOE
Paula Allen, Supervisor, Air, Pesticides Environmental Planning, MOE Sudbury
Tami Sugarman, Principal, Senior Environmental Approvals Advisor, OEL-HydroSys
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Mattagami First Nation/Xeneca Meeting
Ivanhoe, Wanatango and Kapuskasing Projects
20 February 2014
Mattagami First Nation, ON
5 - 8 PM
Mattagami First Nation
James Naveau, Councilor / Natural Resources
Coordinator
Deanna Heyde
Tracy Harnack
Trevor Echum
Jason Batise, Wabun

Xeneca
Arnold Chan, VP Aboriginal Affairs &
General Counsel
Trion Clarke, Hatch Energy
Brett Woodman, NRSI
Dean Assinewe, Aboriginal Relations Liaison

The presentation commenced around 6:20 p.m.
Introductions:
Arnold Chan began by introducing himself and the Xeneca team. Hard copies of the
presentation were handed out. Arnold led through the presentation and overview of who is
Xeneca and general information about hydro-electric projects and about how the community
wishes to be consulted.
After the preliminary overview, Arnold turned towards a project specific discussion by river
system.
Ivanhoe River:
Arnold provided an overview of the Ivanhoe River projects (Ivanhoe, The Chutes and Ivanhoe,
Third Falls). Arnold first provided locational information and some project status updates.
James asked about the spawning areas are affected by the operation in the downstream zone of
influence. Arnold replied that the generating stations will be operated as a run of river (no hold
back of water) during the spawning season. Water flow will be managed between Third Falls
and The Chute generating stations.
Arnold turned the environmental component of the presentation over to Brett. James asked if
there are different species of fish that spawn at differing times of the year. The question started a
discussion about construction schedules and how it happens during restricted times of the year to
avoid spawning. Also coffer dams are set up to prevent further sedimentation and disturbance.
A question about the purpose of the Fish Habitat Offsetting Plan was raised. Brett replied that it
is new terminology for Compensation Habitat
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Arnold then covered the cultural heritage and archaeological presentation materials in the
absence of Dr. John Pollock of Woodland Heritage Services, who could not be present. Arnold
noted that the Mattagami community was very familiar with Dr. Pollock who has previously
retained numerous community members on archaeological field surveys. Arnold, also covered
information related to cultural modified trees and the findings of another archaeologist, Martin
Cooper of ASI.
Wanatango Falls:
Arnold provided an overview of the Wanatango Falls project. Arnold first provided locational
information and some project status updates. He also noted that the project has two development
options (high and low dam). The high dam is subject to landowner consent (land agreements)
affecting three private properties.
He then gave an overview of the development concept around Wanatango Falls (with the
assistance from Brett Woodman). Arnold then covered the Woodland Heritage Services
presentation about the presence of 3 cultural heritage sites within the project impact footprint.
He noted that at least two sites (labeled as Wanatango 1 and Wanatango 2) would need to be
fully excavated to proceed, but that this could be deferred through the EA process, but would
have to be completed prior to commercial operation, as the sites do not have an impact on the
construction zone. A discussion also ensued about the third location, Chert Beach which there is
the possibility of avoiding direct impacts, but would be subject to further investigation by WHS.
Arnold turned the presentation over to Brett Woodman to deliver the environmental component.
Kapuskasing River:
Arnold provided an overview of the Kapuskasing River projects (Lapinigam Rapids, Middle
Twp. Buchan and Near North Boundary). Arnold did note that unlike the Ivanhoe River project
and Wanatango Falls, these were not projects which the MNR has listed for economic benefits
but solely for consultation purposes.
He first provided locational information and some project status updates. Arnold also gave a
short overview of the changes to the initial project concept (dropping of Outlet Kapuskasing
Lake, but expansion of Lapinigam Rapids).
Arnold then discussed the relationship with Tembec which owns a significant portion of the
Gordon Cosens Forest. He noted that agreements were nearly in place and that we have been
working collaboratively with the company.
Arnold turned the presentation over to Trion Clarke to deliver the environmental component.
Arnold then covered the cultural heritage/archaeological component on behalf of WHS and noted
that there was no evidence uncovered for these sites, other than assertions coming from the
Kapuskasing Cree Aboriginal Community in proximity to the Near North Boundary site. Arnold
noted that in working with this community, we have amended the construction plan and will
2

continue to consult with this community. He also noted that Brunswick House may also have
some additional burial issues and that Xeneca was following up to determine the location of
these sites.
Kamiskotia Falls
Arnold briefly introduced a potential project that Xeneca applied for a FIT contract but did not
get one during the initial contract rounds with the OPA. Arnold simply noted that he would be
looking with the communities including Mattagami to ascertain whether this project might be
within their traditional territories and that Xeneca remained open to a similar economic
arrangement as with the existing portfolio.
Economic Opportunities and Challenges
Arnold went through a series of slides and opened the room to discussion.
Arnold noted that Mattagami delegated the economic relationship discussion to the Wabun
Tribal Council. He noted that they have negotiated an attractive deal for the participating
communities. He reported that the communities including Mattagami have already signed a nonbinding Letter of Intent and Term Sheet and that we are moving forward to negotiate the
definitive legal agreements to give effect to the economic arrangements.
Arnold gave an overview of the arrangement, and noted how the deal will also address the
potential for contracting and employment opportunities being built into the definitive
agreements.
Arnold concluded the presentation by describing the next steps and process that Xeneca and
Mattagami need to complete. Xeneca needs to start a process to identify the issues and
concerns and response to addressing them.
Xeneca Display Panel
Members of the community mingled with the Xeneca team and reviewed the information panels.
These were set up by 5:15 p.m. and afforded the opportunity before the presentation for some
discussion. Also, additional youth walked into the room during the presentation and Dean
Assinewe walked and explained some of these to those in attendance.
The meeting adjourned at 8:00 PM
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Xeneca Power Development
Project Update for Proposed Hydro‐Electric sites within the
Traditional Territories of the Mattagami First Nation

Presentation to the Mattagami First Nation
February 20, 2014

Presentation Overview
• Introductions of the Presenters;
• Who is Xeneca Power and what do we do?
• How does Mattagami wish to be consulted and the
consultation protocol?
• Overview and Project Timelines for the Current Proposed
Hydro‐electric Projects:
– Ivanhoe River projects (economic benefits/consultation);
– Wanatango Falls project (economic benefits/consultation);
– Kapuskasing River projects (consultation).

•
•
•
•

Future Potential Project: Kamiskotia Falls
The Economic Benefits for the Community;
Key Issues;
Next Steps.
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Experienced and Well‐Financed
Waterpower Developers
Xeneca Structure
$_____ in financial resources and an experienced team

Firelight Infrastructure
Partners
Ontario Pension Trust
Dundee Realty Corporation

Xeneca LP
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Xeneca’s Senior
Management Team
Uwe Roeper (CEO), Mark
Holmes (VP Corporate
Affairs) Arnold Chan (VP
Aboriginal/General Counsel),
Anil Grover (VP Finance)

Past Experience ‐ Misema 2005
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Xeneca’s Development Philosophy
Xeneca is committed to:
1. Build safe and reliable renewable energy
through waterpower;
2. Build and operate our proposed projects in an
environmentally conscientious and sustainable
manner;
3. Manage our proposed projects in accordance
with social, economic and environmental
objectives.
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Development Approach
• Xeneca is mindful of the Mattagami’s desire to
build environmentally advanced projects and to
reduce the ecological footprint of its projects;
• Xeneca strives to make its small waterpower
projects green through the following criteria:
–
–
–
–

Under 10 MW;
Minimal or no storage (less than 48 hrs);
Minimal environmental impact (e.g. fish);
Small physical and ecological footprint.
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Environment Due Diligence:
Modeling and Studies
• The effects of operation are well studied to
understand:
– Effects of fish spawning and year‐round habitat.
– Effects on terrestrial animals such as beaver, turtles,
waterfowl and other birds.
– Movement of ice causing sediment scouring and other
contributors to erosion.
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Why Hydro Projects within the Traditional
Territories of First Nation Communities?
• Reliable and predictable, waterpower can help stabilize the
electricity transmission and distribution system;
• Like water, electricity flows to the nearest outlet, so it is
consumed first locally, reducing the need for more large
power plants;
• Waterpower comes from a renewable source;
• Green energy is an important consideration for our future and
the region can enhance its green reputation;
• These are legacy projects that last for many generations.
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Xeneca’s Consultation Approach
for First Nation Communities
• Xeneca recognizes that First Nation communities are stewards
of land over their traditional territories;
• Xeneca commits to ongoing dialogue throughout the process
including before and after proposed commercial operation;
• Xeneca is prepared to provide reasonable support to
understand proposed project impacts;
• Xeneca seeks community input through a community forum
by bringing Xeneca staff/consultants to answer questions, if so
desired on proposed project impacts.
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Ivanhoe River:
Overview of Projects
• Work progressing since 2008
• Hydrology and topography show the
Ivanhoe sites have good generation
potential with a total installed capacity
of about 7+ MW
• Sites known as Ivanhoe, The Chutes,
located 7 km north of Foleyet and
Ivanhoe, Third Falls, a further 44 km
north, abutting the south end of the
Northern Claybelt Forest Complex
Conservation Reserve
• Transmission lines connecting at
Weston Lake TS/DS to the east
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Ivanhoe River: Overview of
Projects cont’d
• FIT Contract Capacity:
– Ivanhoe, The Chute: 3.6 MW
– Ivanhoe, Third Falls: 5.1 MW

• FIT COD Dates (including 4 year contract
extension for waterpower projects):
– Ivanhoe, The Chute: October 11, 2018
– Ivanhoe, Third Falls: October 9, 2018
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Ivanhoe River: Project Timelines
Current & Projected Status
• Environmental Field Work: Mostly completed in 2012 with
additional cold water investigation in tributaries for brook
trout;
• Archaeology (Stage 2): Completed Summer 2012;
• Geophysical Investigations: Completed Fall 2012;
• Notice of Completion of EA: Likely 1st week of March 2014;
• Geo‐technical investigations: Spring/Summer 2014;
• Plans & Specs Approval: After completion of the EA – Mid‐
2014 to Mid‐2015;
• Start of Construction: Mid 2015;
• Projected COD: Spring 2017.
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Ivanhoe, The Chute: Project Proposal
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Ivanhoe: Inundation Profile
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Ivanhoe, Third Falls: Project Proposal
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Ivanhoe, Third Falls: Inundation
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Overview of Environmental Studies
The Chute and Third Falls Projects ‐
Ivanhoe River
Presentation to the Mattagami First
Nation

Study Areas
The Chute
•

2010 to 2013 – 6.5km upstream to 500m
downstream of the proposed GS

Third Falls
•

2010 to 2013 – 44km upstream to 25km
downstream of the proposed GS

•

Includes all lands within 120m of ZOI and all
tributaries up to 400m from confluence with the
Ivanhoe River

Aquatic Studies 2010-2013
The Chute
•
•
•
•
•

Background Records Review (2010, 2011)
Walleye Spawning (2010, 2011, 2012)
Walleye Aging Analysis (2012)
Lake Sturgeon Spawning (2010, 2011)
Summer Fish Community Sampling (2010, 2011)
–

•
•
•
•
•

Riverine Index Netting (2011)

Aquatic Habitat Characterization (2010, 2011, 2012, 2013)
Benthic Macro-invertebrate Sampling (2011)
Bathymetric Mapping (2011)
Fish Tissue Mercury Analysis (2011)
Water Temperature Analysis (2011, 2012)

Aquatic Studies 2010-2013
Third Falls
•
•
•
•
•

Background Records Review (2010, 2011)
Walleye Spawning (2010, 2011)
Walleye Aging Analysis (2012)
Lake Sturgeon Spawning (2010, 2011)
Summer Fish Community Sampling (2010, 2011)
–

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Riverine Index Netting (2011)

Aquatic Habitat Characterization (2010, 2011, 2012, 2013)
Benthic Macro Invertebrate Sampling (2011)
Bathymetric Mapping (2011)
Lake Sturgeon Distribution (2011)
Fish Tissue Mercury Analysis (2011)
Brook Trout Tributary Potential and Spawning (2013)
Water Temperature Analysis (2011, 2012, 2013)

Terrestrial Studies 2010-2012

•
•
•
•
•
•

Background Records Review (2010, 2011)
Breeding Bird Surveys (2010, 2011)
Vegetation Community Assessments (2010, 2011)
General Wildlife Surveys (2010, 2011, 2012)
Snake Coverboard Surveys (2010)
Reconnaissance Survey (2012)

Fish Species Collected
Coolwater Fish Species
• Lake Sturgeon
• Walleye
• White Sucker
• Brook Stickleback
• Blacknose Dace
• Northern Pike
• Iowa Darter
• Johnny Darter
• Spottail Shiner
• Yellow Perch
• Longnose Dace

Coldwater Fish Species
• Lake Whitefish
• Mottled Sculpin
• Burbot
• Brook Trout
• Blackfin Cisco
Warmwater Fish Species
• Smallmouth Bass
• Logperch

Key Findings
•

•
•
•
•

Critical Walleye spawning habitats in the east and
west channels at the base of The Chute and upstream
at Oates Road Bridge
Confirmation of spawning habitat below Third Falls
and ~1.6 km downstream
Lake Sturgeon restricted to within 8km of the
Groundhog River
No Brook Trout spawning habitat or evidence of
spawning
Presence of coldwater fish species within a 3km reach
near Joe Lake and downstream of Third Falls

Key Findings Cont’d
•
•
•

Blackfin Cisco (extirpated/data deficient)
No rare plants
Four Species at Risk animals
–
–
–
–

Bald Eagle
Canada Warbler
Olive-sided Flycatcher
Common Nighthawk

Known Cultural Heritage Values
on the Ivanhoe River
• No significant issues found by Woodland Heritage Services
(Luke Dalla Bona) with a completed Stage 2 assessment
accepted by the Ministry of Tourism, Culture & Sport;
• Chapleau Cree (CCFN) have claims of culturally modified trees
(CMTs) near The Chutes and recently also investigated
possible CMTs at Third Falls on October 31, 2013 with a
cultural heritage expert (Martin Cooper of Archaeological
Services Inc.) – determined not to be CMTs;
• Xeneca sponsored a field visit in October, 2012 with CCFN to
look at cultural modified trees at The Chute site;
• Xeneca undertook a cedar tree inventory study.
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Local Economic Opportunities
•

•

•

Each project is expected to cost
between _____ per MW. Half of cost
is expected to be spent locally on
providing a wide range of goods and
services including construction,
survey services, consulting, labour,
concrete, steel and trucking
There are contracting opportunities
available to First Nation contractors,
on a competitive basis
Xeneca seeks to provide First Nation
employment opportunities where
possible during construction and
subsequent maintenance of the
plants, where appropriate
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Economic Partnership
• (confidential business discussions have been removed)
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Economic Partnership, cont’d
• (confidential business discussions have been
removed)
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First Nation Participation: Additional
Considerations
• (confidential business discussions have been
removed)
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Employment and
Contracting Opportunities
• (confidential business discussions have been
removed)
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Current Status
• (confidential business discussions have been
removed)
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Next Steps
• Close to finalization of the definitive legal agreements;
• Need a Band Council Resolution or a letter of support to
indicate that Mattagami is satisfied with the economic
arrangements and the consultation process to date;
• Need a process of consultation related to the EA Reports for
Ivanhoe, Wanatango Falls and Kapuskasing – Xeneca is
prepared to work with the community in whatever fashion it
wishes to table and address issues of concern;
• Need to try to avoid any delays in the Environmental
Assessment approval process as this will likely have significant
economic impacts on the projects and may affect their
viability;
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Thank You!
• Questions?
• If you have any concerns or follow up issues , please contact:
Arnold Chan, Vice‐President, Aboriginal Affairs
email: achan@xeneca.com
Dean Assinewe, Aboriginal Affairs Liaison
email: dassinewe@xeneca.com
Cellular: (705) 863‐1969
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5160 Yonge St., Suite 520, Toronto, ON M2N 6L9
tel 416-590-9362

fax 416-590-9955 www.xeneca.com

June 24, 2010

Chief Joe Buckell
Michipicoten First Nation
PO Box 1, Site 8, RR# 1
Wawa, ON pas 1KO
Dear Chief Joe Buckell:
By way of introduction, Xeneca Power Devel pment ("Xeneca") is a leading, independent company
created to develop environmentally responsi Ie renewable energy projects. Under the recent Green
Energy Act ("GEA"), the Government of OntatiO is encouraging the development of renewable and
cleaner forms of energy production to replacr aging energy infrastructure and to eliminate dirty coal
power. Under programs developed by the g~vernment, Xeneca was awarded Feed-in-Tariff contracts
for 19 projects throughout Ontario, and has a further 14 projects that are currently in production
reserve.
As President of Xeneca, we wish to enter int~ respectful and meaningful discussion with your
Community
•

about these projects that includ

:

Near North Boundary

•

Middle Twp. Buchan

•

Outlet Kapuskasing Lake

•
•
•

Lapinigam Rapids
Ivanhoe: The Chute
Ivanhoe: Third Falls

To address environmental concerns, Xeneca
Environmental Assessment for Waterpower
guarantees a project will be built but it does
permits and approvals. The Class EA will incl
your Community in order to solicit initial co

s preparing the necessary documents for the Class
rojects ("Class EA"). Advancing to the Class EA in no way
evelop the information required for the issuance of
de draft project descriptions that Xeneca will forward to
ments. Hopefully, this will create a broader understanding

I

of the projects and elicit comment and suggJstions prior to wider regional consultation.
what other information you require and Xen ca will do its best to address that need.
Xeneca will shortly engage in Class EA consul ation, which will provide the Mic~ipicoten
full understanding

of the environmental,

cul~ural and socioeconomic

Please advise

Community

a

issues; and provide the opportunity

to engage Xeneca with comments and concerns on projects within Michipicoten Traditional lands.
Xeneca has contacted the various Federal and Provincial Ministries concerning Aboriginal consultation
on our projects, but any assistance you can dlrovide would be very much appreciated in isolating projects
within the Traditional lands. If you have any issues or concerns you may wish to also contact the
Ministry of Energy and Infrastructure ("MEI" that is the "0ne Window" for this process.

P age
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The purpose of the Class EA is to also engage all levels of government, including the Michipicoten
Community, in this multi-year process [averages 18 months) so all issues of concern are addressed. If
your Community has a preferred consultation r.0liCY please advise us of the means and manner in which
you would like to proceed once the Crown hasl isolated the projects that affect Michipicoten Traditional
lands. Any insights you can provide in advance of the Crown process would be very much appreciated.
As these projects are in the very early stages, ~nd we have only recently been enabled to share
preliminary information and will continue to do so as it becomes available. Xeneca has begun the
process of posting information to our website r,t www.xeneca.com. Information include"
•

Project information

•

Xeneca's Aboriginal Consultation

nd business practices.

•

Outlines of, and links to, governm
programs.

nt programs that provide information

Additionally,

that is update

regularly.
and/or funding

the Crown, under a separate proFess for Projects on Crown lands, is determining

Communities eligible for benefits under the G~A and Ministry of Natural Resource ("MNR") 2010 policy,
and, once MNR has completed that process, t~ey may be contacting your office.
Please direct any
queries to Martha Heidenheim, District Manager, Hearst MNR, or Paul Bernier, District Manager,
Chapleau MNR, and to the Ministry of Energy 1nd Infrastructure (MEI). MEI is responsible under GEA for
Aboriginal benefits related to FIT contracts. Ylu may also want to review the various government
programs related to FIT projects.
If the Michipicoten

Community

is eligible for

.enefits, Xeneca will engage in a se!parate, parallel set of

discussions that include partnerships or benef~ts sharing. Xeneca will be leveragIng the Class EA process
to provide the necessary due-diligence informrtion to those Communities that engage in benefit or
partnership discussions, and this will occur in parallel with the Class EA process. Xeneca can commence
this process once MNR informs Xeneca of the tommunities eligible for benefits and allows Xeneca to
proceed.
The principals of the company have long been supporters of working closely with Aboriginal Peoples and
have developed numerous relationships thro ghout Ontario. Xeneca is seeking your input and possible
participation as we enter this five year proces .
Thank you for your kind consideration and please direct your initial
venskaitis@xeneca.com or (416) 590-9362 ext. 104.

queries to Vanesa Enskaitis at

7/~
Patrick W. Gillette

President and COO
cc:

MNR District Managers:
Paul Bernier - Chapleau MNR
Martha Heidenheim - Hearst MNR
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July 8,2010
Chief Joe Buckell
Michipicoten

First Nation

PO Box 1, Site 8, RR#l
Wawa, ON POS1KO
Dear Chief Joe Buckell

RE: Clarification,
In follow-up
Development

Update and Enquiries concerning Traditional

Knowledge studies.

to recent letters and issues raised by First Nation Communities,
Inc. is preparing for and issuing the Notice of Commencement
Projects ("Class EA") for the following

Assessment for Waterpower
~
~

Ivanhoe: 3rd Falls
Ivanhoe: The Chute

~
~
~
~

Lapinigam
Near North Boundary
Outlet Lake Kapuskasing
Middle Twp. Buchan

The Class EA is administered

by the Ministry of the Environment

Release which is administrated

Xeneca Power
for the Class Environmental

projects:

and is a separate process from Site

by the Ministry of Natural Resources. No permits, approvals or tenure

are issued by the Class EA as it is designed to provide information

on project impacts and viability.

EA also allows for comment and dialogue between the proponent

and First Nations Communities,

Federal and Provincial governments,

as well as additional stakeholders.

Eligibility for benefits, the right to seek partnership,

and the means to acquire funding is determined

the Ministry of Natural Resources. However, it is our understanding
~
~

Class

by

that funding requires:

Consent from other Aboriginal Communities.
Traditional Knowledge studies.

As outlined in previous correspondence,
government

programs.

government

programs can be improved.

Xeneca will be posting information

on its website regarding

Xeneca will also be working with the First Nation Communities
One of the identified

to identify where

areas is the need for the Crown to

mediate if benefit discussions reach an impasse.
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We respectfully
information

urge you to visit Xeneca's website at www.Xeneca.com

to review the projects as new

becomes available over the next few weeks. We welcome your comments on our projects

and on the best process of working with First Nation Communities.
Your Community's

eligibility and interest in pursuing benefit discussions, and, moreover, your

Community's willingness to support Traditional
immediate concern to Xeneca.

Knowledge studies where our projects are located, is of

Please feel free to contact Mark Holmes, Vice President, Corporate Affairs or Vanesa Enskaitis,
Corporate Affairs Liaison, at the addresses and contact numbers listed within our letterhead.
Best regards

,

~
Patrick W. Gillette
President & COO
Xeneca Power Development
5160 Yonge Street
North York, ON
M2N 6L9
Tel: 416-590-9362
Fax: 416-590-9955

Inc.
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September 16, 2010

Chief Joe Buckell
Michipicoten First Nation
PO Box 1, Site 8, RR# 1
Wawa, ON P0S 1K0
Dear Chief Buckell:
As you are aware, recent notices, letters and newspaper advertisements have been posted in regard to
Xeneca Power Development’s proposal to build a waterpower facility in proximity to your Community.
The projects of interest to you and your Community are:







Near North Boundary
Middle Twp. Buchan
Outlet Kapuskasing Lake
Lapinigam Rapids
Ivanhoe: The Chute
Ivanhoe: Third Falls

By now, your Community should have received from the Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources
notification of our proposed project(s). Additionally, you should have also received correspondence
from Xeneca providing contact names and numbers, basic information about the proposed projects and
the development process, as well as an invitation to visit our website for regular updates.
Xeneca fully respects First Nations treaties, claims and traditional land use in the vicinity of our projects,
and, as such, we endeavor to proceed in an open, transparent and respectful manner. Our approach
includes meaningful, upfront consultation and First Nation participation in the development process.
Communities with interest in our projects need information in order that well informed decisions can be
made. We also believe that traditional, multigenerational knowledge of First Nations can be extremely
important in ensuring any development is conducted in a way that strikes an appropriate balance
between environmental, social and economic needs.
Given the extensive knowledge that members of your Community have on the history of your area, we
invite you or an appropriate member of your Community to participate in archeological studies that are
to be conducted in your area.
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Archeological studies are normally conducted under four phases. Phase One studies provide an
overview based mainly on historical record and are quite preliminary in nature. When completed, we
would be pleased to send these to your Community for review and comment. The remaining phases
(Phase 2, 3 or 4, if required, would include an inspection or possibly extensive digging at the project site
and your presence (or an assigned representative) would be essential at these phases of the work.
Typically, all projects will require a Phase Two study which involves on-the-ground investigation and
would greatly benefit from input from members of your Community. Phase 2 involves some sampling of
soils. Phase 3 and 4, if required, can include extensive digging and possibly removal of artifacts. Copies
of the Phase Two report will also be sent to your Community for review and comment. A
recommendation from the archeologist on the need for Phase 3 and 4 would be contained in the Phase
2 report. The Phase 2 report would be shared with you and your views on any further work would be
sought.
Should a significant archeological find be uncovered during the Phase Two investigation, your
Community would be consulted on the preferred means to move forward.
If there is interest in participating in the archeological studies in your area, please contact Dean
Assinewe, Xeneca’s Aboriginal Relations Liaison, through phone (705-863-1969) or e-mail,
dassinewe@xeneca.com . Mark Holmes, Vice President of Corporate Affairs, along with Dean and the
archeologist will ensure the work is done thoroughly and meets your needs as well the quality
requirements from the Ministry of Culture.
Best regards,

Patrick W. Gillette
President & COO
Xeneca Power Development Inc.
5160 Yonge Street
North York, ON
M2N 6L9
Tel: 416-590-9362
Fax: 416-590-9955
CC - Gerry Webber, Coordinator, Northern Policy Planning Unit, Ministry of Tourism and Culture
Paul Bernier, Chapleau District Manager, Ministry of Natural Resources
Martha Heidenheim, Hearst District Manager, Ministry of Natural Resources
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October 13, 2010
Chief Joe Buckell
Michipicoten First Nation
PO Box 1, Site 8, RR# 1
Wawa, ON P0S 1K0
Dear Chief Buckell:
RE: Invitation to Attend Public Information Centres.
As promised in previous correspondence to your Community, Xeneca Power Development is writing to
inform your Community that Public Information Centres (PICs) are being set up in your area with respect
to the following waterpower developments:







Lapinigam Rapids project on the Kapuskasing River
Middle Twp Buchan project on the Kapuskasing River
Near North Boundary project on the Kapuskasing River
Outlet Kapuskasing Lake project on the Kapuskasing River
Ivanhoe: The Chute project on the Ivanhoe River
Ivanhoe: Third Falls project on the Ivanhoe River

As you may be aware, Xeneca has issued a Notice of Commencement for the Class Environmental
Assessment for Waterpower Projects (Class EA) for the above noted projects. Public Information
meetings are an important part of that process.
Xeneca invites you to attend our Public Information Centre where you will have the opportunity to learn
more about the projects and provide your input to our project team. Please join us on:
Kapuskasing River Projects:
Monday, November 1st, 2010
Time: 4:00 to 8:00 pm
Kapuskasing Council Chambers
88 Riverside Drive, Kapuskasing

Tuesday, November 2nd, 2010
Time: 4:00 to 8:00 pm
Royal Canadian Legion
33 Legion Street, Chapleau

Ivanhoe River Projects:
Wednesday, November 3rd, 2010
Time: 4:00 to 8:00 pm
Foleyet Community Hall
25 Sherry Avenue, Foleyet
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Your Community’s participation in the PICs is greatly valued, as is First Nations engagement in
archeological, environmental and social-economic aspects of the projects. Communities with interest in
our projects need information so that well informed decisions can be made. We also believe that
traditional, multigenerational knowledge of First Nations can be extremely important in ensuring any
future development is conducted in a way to provide an appropriate balance between environmental,
social and economic needs.
Overall, the Class EA is administered by the Ministry of the Environment and is a separate process from
Site Release which is administrated by the Ministry of Natural Resources. No permits, approvals or
tenure are issued through the Class EA as it is designed to provide information on potential impacts and
viability for each of the projects. The Class EA also allows for comment and dialogue between Xeneca
and Aboriginal Communities, Federal and Provincial governments, as well as any additional
stakeholders.
Eligibility for benefits, the right to seek partnership, and the means to acquire funding is determined by
the Ministry of Natural Resources.
We will be posting information regarding our projects, access to information and government programs
on our website at www.xeneca.com. Xeneca will also be working with the Aboriginal Communities to
identify where government programs can be improved.
Xeneca fully respects Aboriginal treaties, claims and traditional land use in the vicinity of our projects,
and endeavors to proceed in an open, transparent and respectful manner. Our approach includes
meaningful, upfront consultation and First Nation participation throughout the development process.
Given the extensive knowledge that members of your Community have on the history of your area, we
invite you or as designated member of your Community to participate in archeological studies that are
to be conducted in your area.
If there are questions or comments regarding the Public Information session, the undersigned can be
contacted at any of the numbers listed on our letterhead. If there is an interest to participate in the
archeological studies or additional Class EA components of the projects within your area, please contact
Dean Assinewe, Xeneca’s Aboriginal Relations Liaison via phone at (705) 863-1969 or e-mail
dassinewe@xeneca.com .
Best regards,

Mark Holmes
Vice President, Corporate Affairs
Xeneca Power Development Inc.
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October 25, 2010
Chief Joe Buckell
Michipicoten First Nation
PO Box 1, Site 8, RR# 1
Wawa, ON P0S 1K0
Dear Chief Buckell:
Your Community will have recently received an October 13th notice and invitation to attend Public
Information Centres (PICs) regarding our proposed waterpower developments:







Lapinigam Rapids project on the Kapuskasing River
Middle Twp Buchan project on the Kapuskasing River
Near North Boundary project on the Kapuskasing River
Outlet Kapuskasing Lake project on the Kapuskasing River
Ivanhoe: The Chute project on the Ivanhoe River
Ivanhoe: Third Falls project on the Ivanhoe River

Please be advised that Xeneca Power Development will be rescheduling the Public Information Centre to
which your community has been invited. We fully expect to confirm dates for January or early February
and will provide advance notice. The change in meeting date will provide the necessary time to address
government agency comments and further develop information related to our projects.
In the meantime, we continue to seek your Community’s input on archaeological studies being
conducted around the above noted sites, and we invite you to visit our website at www.xeneca.com for
project information, updates and notices.
If you have questions please contact the undersigned, or Vanesa Enskaitis at any of the numbers
provided in our letterhead.
We look forward to meeting the members of your Community in the coming weeks.
Best regards,

Mark Holmes
Vice President, Corporate Affairs
Xeneca Power Development Inc.
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December 20, 2010

Chief Joe Buckell
Michipicoten First Nation
PO Box 1, Site 8, RR# 1
Wawa, ON P0S 1K0
Dear Chief Buckell:
Welcome to the start-up activities on development of the Class Environmental Assessment for
Waterpower Projects (Class EA) for the proposed projects:







Lapinigam Rapids on the Kapuskasing River
Middle Twp. Buchan on the Kapuskasing River
Near North Boundary on the Kapuskasing River
Outlet Kapuskasing Lake on the Kapuskasing River
Ivanhoe: Third Falls on the Ivanhoe River
Ivanhoe: The Chute on the Ivanhoe River

This first step of the EA process is intended to establish the initial conceptual design, start a dialogue on
regulatory approval requirements and initiate public consultation and Aboriginal engagement in the
Class EA process. To this purpose, Xeneca and its consultants from OEL-HydroSys Inc. are pleased to
present you with the Project Description for this proposed project.
This Project Description is provided to assist the proponent in ensuring that all aspects of the project are
accounted for in enough detail to allow your community and government agencies to provide
meaningful comment throughout the Class EA process. This document attempts to delineate the
’footprint” of the project within the environmental context of the study area and initially identify
features of the environment that may be affected (directly and indirectly) by the proposed project.
Xeneca acknowledges that additional potential effects may be identified throughout subsequent phases
of the Class EA process and we will also incorporate those comments when input is received.
In the early stages of this engagement process, a proponent-led EA coordination meeting will be
undertaken with key government agencies and your community to coordinate an integrated planning
process and to identify environmental concerns and diverse regulatory and management planning
requirements that may be associated with the proposed project. This document is intended to assist
you in preparing for this engagement process. A detailed list of the federal and provincial regulatory
agencies, municipalities, and Aboriginal communities which are receiving a copy of this document
directly is included within the document. We will be contacting this distribution group shortly to inquire
as to their availability for participation in a Class EA Coordination meeting for this proposed small-scale
waterpower development project. Please indicate if you or the Community you represent have interest
in participating in this coordination meeting.
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The general public and other groups are also invited to review this document. The document will be
provided to these parties through postings on the Xeneca website or, upon request, by direct mail. If
you require additional copies of this document you may access our FTP site by completing the following
instructions:
Site: ftp://clientftp.wesa.ca
Username: XENECA
Password: WESA.2010
An attached word document guide will assist you with the download process. You will need to activate
passive mode in your Internet Explorer browser to be able to access the FTP site behind our corporate
firewall.
If you have any questions or comments in relation to the Class EA for Waterpower Projects planning
process or environmental impact assessment related matters, please do not hesitate to contact OELHydroSys Inc. Environmental Assessment Manager, Ms. Tami Sugarman at
and
or Xeneca’s Manager of Environmental Studies and Assessment, Edmond
Laratta, at
and
.
For questions or comments in relation to all other aspects of the development proposal, please contact
Xeneca’s President, Mr. Patrick Gillette at
or Xeneca’s Aboriginal Relations
Liaison, Mr. Dean Assinewe at dassinewe@xeneca.com.
Respectfully submitted,

Patrick Gillette
President & COO
Xeneca Power Development Inc.
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5255 Yonge St., Suite 1200, North York, ON M2N 6P4
tel 416-590-9362 fax 416-590-9955 www.xeneca.com

Monday, December 17, 2012
Chief Joseph Buckell
Michipicoten First Nation
Box 1, Site 8
RR # 1
Wawa, ON P0S 1K0

Dear Chief Buckell:
Re:

Proposed Ivanhoe River Hydro-Electric Developments: “The Chute” & “Third Falls”

As you may be aware, Xeneca is committed to providing your Community the necessary and current
information to assist your Community to accurately assess the potential impact on your Community’s
traditional land use, if any, as a result of the proposed development of the above-noted Ivanhoe River
developments.
We are currently in the process of completing our DRAFT Environmental Report for the proposed
Ivanhoe River waterpower developments. Xeneca would like to provide you the opportunity in advance
to review the information gathered throughout the Class Environmental Assessment for Waterpower
Projects (the “Class EA”) process prior to issuing the Environmental Report.
Xeneca’s intention of providing these study reports is to provide you time to review the studies that
have been conducted and initiate the dialogue with your community surrounding the studies performed
on the proposed project area. Please find enclosed a CD which contains the following study reports/
diagrams for your review and comment:
•

•

•

Archaeology Stage 1 Summary
o The Chute Summary
o Third Falls Summary
Construction Management Plan - DRAFT
o Ivanhoe River – Drawings DRAFT
o CMP Part A
o CMP Part B
Downstream Feature Maps
o The Chute Downstream Features Map
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•

•

•

•

•
•

•

o Third Falls Downstream Features Map
Drawings & Maps
o The Chute
 2012 Feb – The Chute Innundation
 Drawings for Embankmant Dam
• Plate 3
• Plate 5
o Third Falls
 2012 Oct -Third Falls Innundation
 Option 1
• Option 1: Plates 1-3
 Option 2
• Option 2: Plates 5 - 8
Environmental Baseline Reports
o The Chute 2012
 Natural Environment Report: The Chute
 Natural Environment Report: The Chute - Appendices
 Natural Environment Report Figure 1: Study Area
o Third Falls 2012
 Natural Environment Report: Third Falls
 Natural Environment Report: Third Falls - Appendices
HEC RAS Hydraulic Modeling
o The Chute - Hydraulic Modeling
o Third Falls - Hydraulic Modeling
Hydrology
o Ivanhoe River Hydrology Report
o The Chute – Hydrology Analysis Update
o Third Falls – Hydrology Analysis Update
Lines & Roads
o Line and Roads Report
Operating Plan - DRAFT
o Ivanhoe: The Chute / Ivanhoe: Third Falls Operating Plan – DRAFT document Option 1
o Ivanhoe: The Chute / Ivanhoe: Third Falls Operating Plan – DRAFT document Option 1
Surface Water Quality & Fish Sampling
o The Chute: Surface Water Quality & Fish Sampling Guidance Report
o Third Falls: Surface Water Quality & Fish Sampling Guidance Report
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As each of these reports are quite large in size, we have provided you the electronic copies of the
documents for ease in navigation. If you community would prefer a hard copy of any of the reports
listed above, please feel free to contact Xeneca’s Aboriginal Affairs Liaison, Dean Assinewe at the
contact information noted below as we would be more than happy to provide the document(s) in paper
form directly to your community.
Please be advised that the Stage 2 Archaeological and Cultural Heritage Resources Assessment
document has not been included since it has not yet received formal approval from the Ontario Ministry
of Tourism Culture and Sport (MTCS). A copy of this report will be sent to you in the future once we
have received MTCS’ clearance letter.
In addition to the CD enclosed, a hard copy of the panels that were displayed at the most recent Public
Information Centre (PIC) have been provided. These panels provide information related to the updated
modeling on the project and help to provide your community additional information related to
upstream and downstream inundation for the proposed Ivanhoe River projects. The PIC panels provide
a good summary of the location of key features of the proposed Ivanhoe River developments and
potential impacts.
Xeneca’s intention is to provide the documents to assist in continuing the dialogue surrounding the
potential impacts the project may have on our Community. As an extension to providing you the
information, Xeneca would like to put forward an invitation to meet with your community to further
discuss the information, whether this be in the form of a formal presentation, a face-to-face meeting, or
engaging in a teleconference.
Xeneca also recognizes that for many communities, there are significant pressures and capacity issues to
digest the disclosed information. To that end, Xeneca is prepared to provide such necessary assistance
so as to readily understand the information that is being presented. If this would be of interest, again,
please contact Dean Assinewe at the contact information noted below.
Please advise should your community wish to take advantage of any of the above invitations and we
would be more than willing to work with your Community to find an agreeable date and time.
If you have questions or comments about the foregoing, please to not hesitate to contact Dean
Assinewe, Aboriginal Relations Liaison at 705-863-1969 or dassinewe@xeneca.com. Dean will make
contact with your community in the near future as a follow up to this package to address any questions
or concerns that you may have at that time.
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Respectfully submitted,

Arnold Chan
Vice President, Aboriginal Affairs & General Counsel
Xeneca Power Development Inc.
/encls.
cc.

Carol Sanders, Band Administrator & Manager, Michipicoten First Nation
Dean Assinewe, Aboriginal Affairs Liaison, Xeneca Power Development
Paul Bernier, District Manager, MNR – Chapleau District
Tim Mutter, District Planner & Conservatoin Reserve Mgr, MNR Chapleau District
Laurie Brownlee, Environmental Planner/ EA Coordinator, MOE
Lianne Kentish, Senior Environmental Officer, MOE - Timmins
Tami Sugarman, Principal, Senior Environmental Approvals Advisor, OEL-Hdrosys
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FN
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Arnold Chan
Thursday, May 09, 2013 2:17 PM
Dean Assinewe; Leah Deveaux; Bob Johnston
'Mohammad T Hansa'; F N
Meeting with Chief Joe Buckell - Michipicoten First Nation
Michipicoten FN Final May 9 2013.pptx; Project Location map for Kap River may 9 2013.pdf

Categories:

Michipicoten

Had a brief lunch today with Chief Joseph Buckell. This was a meeting set up by Dean who was aware that the Chief was
going to be in town this week.
This was essentially an introductory meeting. The Chief did acknowledge that Dean has made many previous attempts
to contact him, but that they have been focused elsewhere.
We did not go into the details of the projects. The nature of the venue (Le Prep) where we met at the base of the
Ministry of Aboriginal Affairs, was not the easiest place to go into any details, and it was clear that this would not have
been helpful.
After the usual preliminary introductions, the Chief indicated that they have a consultation protocol that they expect
proponents to follow. I asked that he send us a copy, as he indicated that he had left his last copy with one of the ADMs,
Doug Carr at the Ministry.
We talked at some length about Michipicoten’s interest in renewable power. He made it clear that they were in a
dispute with Blue Earth over their proposed Wind Farm. He also indicated that his community was in partnership with
Brookfield and OPG on the proposed east‐west transmission tie. He mentioned that the community has a small 2 MW
facility and that there was some potential within their territories to expand this to increase this to a series of facilities
totaling 6 MWs.
I showed him the Kapuskasing Map only. Showed him the location of the projects at the various rapids. Advised that we
would not be proceeding with the Outlet Kap Lake site. He said that going forward, the only sites that would be built
were run‐of‐the‐river. I indicated to him that this was not the proposed operation for all of Xeneca’s sites but that we
would be considering intermittent operations, but that water would pass within 24 hours. I explained that the grouping
of the Kapuskasing/Ivanhoe sites could not connect northward as in the HydroMega projects, but that the only available
connection capacity run to the east, necessitating some peaking capacity for the economics to make sense. I left him
the attached presentation along with the following map.
He agreed to send along the consultation protocol. I will send a thank you note to him shortly. We also discussed the
opportunity of us coming up to visit in the near future. He also mentioned that he is in town quite a bit because of their
partnership with Brookfield and OPG. I invited him to visit us at our offices, if he had the time, or that we would go and
visit him downtown if time did not permit.
He indicated that he needed a little bit of time because there have been some changes to his Council. He noted that
there are three (3) new Councilors (including Pat Tangie who has been our contact while she was working for the
Chapleau Cree, although I chose not to raise it), as he seemed to indicate that he hasn’t yet decided on the allocation of
responsibilities to each of the new Councilors.
The meeting lasted about 45 minutes.
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Arnold G. Chan
Xeneca Power Development Inc.
Vice‐President, Aboriginal Affairs & General Counsel
Yonge‐Norton Centre
5255 Yonge Street, Suite 1200
Toronto, Ontario M2N 6P4
Direct: (416) 590‐3067
Office: (416) 590‐9362 (ext. 3067)
Fax: (416) 590‐9955
achan@xeneca.com
www.xeneca.com
This transmission is intended only for the addressee and contains PRIVILEGED or CONFIDENTIAL information. Any
unauthorized disclosure, use or retention is strictly prohibited. Xeneca does not accept liability for any errors, omissions,
corruption or virus in contents or attachments. Information is provided for use "as is" by the addressee. Revised
documents must not be represented as Xeneca work product, without express, written permission of a Xeneca Director.
If you have received this electronic mail in error, please immediately notify the sender. Thank you.
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October 13, 2010
Mr. Gary Lipinski
President
Métis Nation of Ontario
500 Old St. Patrick Street, Unit 3
Ottawa, ON K1N 9G4
Dear Mr. Lipinski,
RE: Invitation to Attend Public Information Centres
As promised in previous correspondence to your Community, Xeneca Power Development is writing to
inform your Community that Public Information Centres (PICs) are being set up in your area with respect
to the following waterpower developments:


















Lapinigam Rapids project on the Kapuskasing River
Middle Twp Buchan project on the Kapuskasing River
Near North Boundary project on the Kapuskasing River
Outlet Kapuskasing Lake project on the Kapuskasing River
Ivanhoe: The Chute project on the Ivanhoe River
Ivanhoe: Third Falls project on the Ivanhoe River
Wanatango Falls project on the Frederick House River
Larder & Raven project on the Larder River
Marter Twp project on the Blanche River
Big Eddy project on the Petawawa River
Allen & Struthers project on the Wanapitei River
At Soo Crossing project on the Vermillion River
Cascade Falls project on the Vermillion River
McPherson Falls project on the Vermillion River
Wabageshik Rapids project on the Vermillion River
Four Slide Falls project on the Serpent River
McCarthy Chute project on the Serpent River

As you may be aware, Xeneca has issued a Notice of Commencement for the Class Environmental
Assessment for Waterpower Projects (Class EA) for the above noted projects. Public Information
meetings are an important part of that process.
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Xeneca Power Development Inc invites you to attend our Public Information Centres for each of
proposed our projects, where you will have the opportunity to learn more about the projects and
provide your input to our project team. Please join us on the following dates:
Kapuskasing River Projects:
Monday, November 1st, 2010
Time: 4:00 to 8:00 pm
Kapuskasing Council Chambers
88 Riverside Drive, Kapuskasing

Tuesday, November 2nd, 2010
Time: 4:00 to 8:00 pm
Royal Canadian Legion
33 Legion Street, Chapleau

Ivanhoe River Projects:
Wednesday, November 3rd, 2010
Time: 4:00 to 8:00 pm
Foleyet Community Hall
25 Sherry Avenue, Foleyet
Frederick House River Project:
Tuesday, November 9th, 2010
Time: 4:00 to 8:00 pm
Transfiguration Church
316 7th Avenue, Cochrane
Larder River & Blanche River Projects:
Wednesday, November 10th, 2010
Time: 4:00 to 8:00 pm
Royal Canadian Legion
1 Summerhayes Avenue, Kirkland Lake

Thursday, November 11th, 2010
Time: 4:00 to 8:00 pm
Englehart Community Hall
80 Seventh Avenue, Englehart

Petawawa River Project:
Tuesday, November 16th, 2010
Time: 4:00 to 8:00 pm
Quality Inn & Suites
3119 –B Petawawa Boulevard, Petawawa
Wanapitei River Project:
Thursday, November 18th, 2010
Time: 4:00 to 8:00 pm
Killarney Veteran`s Memorial Hall
52 Charles Street, Killarney
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Vermillion River Projects:
Monday, November 22nd, 2010
Time: 4:00 to 8:00 pm
Fielding Memorial Park
345 Fielding Road, Lively

Tuesday, November 23rd, 2010
Time: 4:00 to 8:00 pm
Fielding Memorial Park
345 Fielding Road, Lively

Serpent River Projects:
Thursday, November 25th, 2010
Time: 4:00 to 8:00 pm
Hampton Inn
279 Highway 108 North, Elliot Lake
Your Community’s participation in the PICs is greatly valued, as is First Nations engagement in
archeological, environmental and social-economic aspects of the projects. Communities with interest in
our projects need information so that well informed decisions can be made. We also believe that
traditional, multigenerational knowledge of First Nations can be extremely important in ensuring any
future development is conducted in a way to provide an appropriate balance between environmental,
social and economic needs.
Overall, the Class EA is administered by the Ministry of the Environment and is a separate process from
Site Release which is administrated by the Ministry of Natural Resources. No permits, approvals or
tenure are issued through the Class EA as it is designed to provide information on potential impacts and
viability for each of the projects. The Class EA also allows for comment and dialogue between Xeneca
and Aboriginal Communities, Federal and Provincial governments, as well as any additional
stakeholders.
Eligibility for benefits, the right to seek partnership, and the means to acquire funding is determined by
the Ministry of Natural Resources.
We will be posting information regarding our projects, access to information and government programs
on our website at www.xeneca.com. Xeneca will also be working with the Aboriginal Communities to
identify where government programs can be improved.
Xeneca fully respects Aboriginal treaties, claims and traditional land use in the vicinity of our projects,
and endeavors to proceed in an open, transparent and respectful manner. Our approach includes
meaningful, upfront consultation and First Nation participation throughout the development process.
Given the extensive knowledge that members of your Community have on the history of your area, we
invite you or as designated member of your Community to participate in archeological studies that are
to be conducted in your area.
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If there are questions or comments regarding the Public Information session, the undersigned can be
contacted at any of the numbers listed on our letterhead. If there is an interest to participate in the
archeological studies or additional Class EA components of the projects within your area, please contact
Dean Assinewe, Xeneca’s Aboriginal Relations Liaison via phone at (705) 863-1969 or e-mail
dassinewe@xeneca.com .
Best regards,

Mark Holmes
Vice President, Corporate Affairs
Xeneca Power Development Inc.
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October 25, 2010

Mr. Gary Lipinski
President
Métis Nation of Ontario
500 Old St. Patrick Street, Unit 3
Ottawa, ON K1N 9G4
Dear Mr. Lipinski,
Your Community will have recently received an October 13th notice and invitation to attend Public
Information Centres (PICs) regarding our proposed waterpower developments:


















Lapinigam Rapids project on the Kapuskasing River
Middle Twp Buchan project on the Kapuskasing River
Near North Boundary project on the Kapuskasing River
Outlet Kapuskasing Lake project on the Kapuskasing River
Ivanhoe: The Chute project on the Ivanhoe River
Ivanhoe: Third Falls project on the Ivanhoe River
Wanatango Falls project on the Frederickhouse River
Larder & Raven project on the Larder River
Marter Twp project on the Blanche River
Big Eddy project on the Petawawa River
Allen & Struthers project on the Wanapitei River
At Soo Crossing project on the Vermillion River
Cascade Falls project on the Vermillion River
McPherson Falls project on the Vermillion River
Wabageshik Rapids project on the Vermillion River
Four Slide Falls project on the Serpent River
McCarthy Chute project on the Serpent River

Please be advised that Xeneca Power Development will be rescheduling the Public Information Centre to
which your community has been invited. We fully expect to confirm dates as soon as possible and will
provide advance notice. The change in meeting date will provide the necessary time to address
government agency comments and further develop information related to our projects.
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In the meantime, we continue to seek your Community’s input on our projects, and we invite you to visit
our website at www.xeneca.com for project information, updates and notices.
If you have questions please contact the undersigned, or Vanesa Enskaitis at any of the numbers
provided in our letterhead.
We look forward to meeting the members of your Community in the coming weeks.
Best regards,

Mark Holmes
Vice President, Corporate Affairs
Xeneca Power Development Inc.
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June 18, 2011
Melanie Paradis
Director of Lands, Resources and Consultation
Metis Nation of Ontario
75 Sherbourne St., Suite 222
Toronto, ON M5A 2P9
Dear Ms. Paradis:
RE: Archaeological Studies for:
• Wanatango Project on the Frederick House River
• Larder and Raven on the Larder River
• Third Falls and The Chute Project on the Ivanhoe River
• Outlet Kapuskasing Lake, Middle Township Buchan, Near North Boundary,
Lapinigam Rapids Projects on the Kapuskasing River
• Half Mile and Big Eddy Projects on the Petawawa River
• Allen & Struthers on the Wanapitei River
• Wabageshik on the Vermillion River
• Four Slide and McCarthy Chutes on the Serpent River
• Marter Township on the Blanche River
• Cascade Falls, McPherson Falls and At Soo Crossing on the Vermillion River
Xeneca Power Development is undertaking archaeological studies at each of its Feed in Tariff (FIT)
project areas. Xeneca has contracted the services of Woodland Heritage Services to complete this
work.
The first component in these studies is called a Stage I Archaeological Impact Assessment which involves
a desk-top analysis which compares available information from the Ministry of Culture database and
also uses computer modelling to identify areas of High Cultural Heritage Potential. Before these
studies can be released to your community we recommend they pass a review by the Ministry of
Tourism and Culture (MTC) for completeness and accuracy.
Xeneca appreciates the value the Aboriginal Communities place on their culture, traditions and is
prepared to offer advance information that comes in the form of a summary report. Once the Stage I
report has received approval from the MTC we will provide a copy for your review and files.
As described in our September letter, Woodland Heritage will also be conducting on-the-ground
investigations (Stage II and reporting) and would benefit from your community participation. We
anticipate this work to commence in the near future. We will contact your community as soon as these
dates have been determined to gain your representative participation. Please keep in mind we will also
offer a presentation and/or follow-up field tour to your community should participation be not available
during the demanding fieldwork schedules.
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If there is interest in participating in the archeological studies in your areas, please contact Dean
Assinewe, Aboriginal Relations Liaison at (705) 863-1969 or email dassinewe@xeneca.com anytime.
Meegwetch

Patrick Gillette
President & COO
Xeneca Power Development Inc.
Attachment:

Summary Report: Stage 1 Archaeological And Cultural Heritage Resource Assessment Of
A Proposed Hydro Development On The Frederick House River, Mann Township,
Cochrane District Ontario. F‐000643‐Wat‐130‐301. MNR Site #4md02.
Summary Report: Stage 1 Archaeological Impact Assessment of Proposed Third Falls
Dam, Ivanhoe River Hydroelectric Project, Fit-2LDW1, Township of Belford, District of
Timmins
Summary Report: Stage 1 Archaeological Impact Assessment of Proposed Chute Dam,
Ivanhoe River Hydroelectric Project, FIT-N89BM, Township of Oates, District of Timmins
Summary Report: Stage 1 Archaeological Impact Assessment of Kapuskasing Lake Outlet
Dam Hydroelectric Project, FIT-SLHZY, Township of Kapuskasing, District of Algoma
Summary Report: Stage 1 Archaeological Impact Assessment of Kapuskasing River -
Middle Township Buchan Hydroelectric Project, FIT-NAPF4, Buchan Township, District
of Algoma
Summary Report: Stage 1 Archaeological Impact Assessment of Kapuskasing River -
Near North Boundary Cedar Rapids Hydroelectric Project, FIT-3HSJ8, Buchan Township,
District of Algoma
Summary Report: Stage 1 Archaeological Impact Assessment of Proposed Lapinigam
Rapids Dam Hydroelectric Project, FIT-MKQJL, Township of Buchan, District of Algoma
Summary Report: Stage 1 Archaeological And Cultural Heritage Resource Assessment Of
A Proposed Hydro Development On The Larder River, McFadden Township, Timiskaming
District Ontario. Fit‐000657‐Wat‐130‐301. MNR Site # 2jc21, 2jc22.
Summary Report: Stage 1 Archaeological Impact Assessment of Proposed Half Mile
Rapids Petawawa River Hydroelectric Project, FIT-KQLWL, CFB Petawawa, Renfrew
County
Summary Report: Stage 1 Archaeological Impact Assessment of Proposed Big Eddy,
Petawawa River Hydroelectric Project, Fit-7PCDC, Township of Petawawa, Renfrew
County
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Summary Report: Stage 1 Archaeological Impact Assessment of Proposed Wanapitei
River, Allen & Struthers Hydroelectric Project, Fit-FFT235S, Township of Allen and
Township of Struthers, District of Sudbury
Summary Report: Stage 1 Archaeological Impact Assessment of Proposed Vermillion
River, Wabagishik Hydroelectric Project, FIT-G0BZK, Township of Foster, District of
Sudbury
Summary Report: Stage 1 Archaeological Impact Assessment of Proposed Four Slide
Dam, Serpent River Hydroelectric Project, FIT-IZW4L, Township of Proctor, District of
Sudbury
Summary Report: Stage 1 Archaeological Impact Assessment of Proposed McCarthy
Chute Dam, Serpent River Hydroelectric Project, FIT-16DFG, Township of Proctor,
District of Sudbury
Summary Report: Stage 1 Archaeological Impact Assessment of Proposed Vermillion
River, At Soo Crossing Hydroelectric Project, FIT-QW913, Township of Graham, District
of Sudbury
Summary Report: Stage 1 Archaeological Impact Assessment of Proposed Vermillion
River, Cascade Falls Hydroelectric Project, FIT-PVFYK, Township of Graham, District of
Sudbury
Summary Report: Stage 1 Archaeological Impact Assessment of Proposed Vermillion
River, McPherson Falls Hydroelectric Project, FIT-ANIT2, Township of Creighton, District
of Sudbury
Summary Report: Stage 1 Archaeological And Cultural Heritage Resource Assessment Of
A Proposed Hydro Development On The Blanche River, Marter Township, Timiskaming
District Ontario. Fit # F‐000650‐Wat‐130‐301. MNR Site #2jc16, 2jc17.
c.c.

Jennifer Telford, District Planner, MNR Cochrane District
Tim Mutter, District Planner & Conservation Reserve Mgr. MNR Chapleau District
Rick Gordon, A/District Planner, MNR Kirkland Lake
Nicole Woolnough, Resource Planner, MNR Hearst District
Joanna Samson, Water Resources Coordinator
Bob Robinson, Renewable Energy Planner, MNR Sudbury District
Kim Mihell, Renewable Energy Planner, MNR Sault Ste. Marie District
Vicki Mitchell, Environmental Assessment Coordinator, MOE Eastern Region
Laurie Brownlee, Environmental Planner / EA Coordinator, MOE
Paula Allen, Supervisor, Air, Pesticides Environmental Planning, MOE Sudbury
Karen Blackbourn, Archaeological Resource Management Analyst, Parks Canada
Michelle Perry, Base Environment Officer, DND - CFB Petawawa
Stephanie Davis, Environmental Assessment Analyst, CEAA
Dave Bell, Project Manager, CEAA
Amy Liu, Project Manager, CEAA
Tami Sugarman, Principal, Senior Environmental Approvals Advisor, OEL-HydroSys
Luke Della Bona, Partner, Woodland Heritage Services
Andy Lefebvre, Consultation and Community Relations Coordinator, Métis Nation of Ontario
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June 18, 2011
Melanie Paradis
Director of Lands, Resources and Consultation
Metis Nation of Ontario
75 Sherbourne St., Suite 222
Toronto, ON M5A 2P9
Dear Ms. Paradis:
We are pleased to present you with the Environmental Report (“ER”) for the proposed Ivanhoe River The Chute Generating Station. It has been prepared as required under the Class Environmental
Assessment for Waterpower Projects. The ER incorporates the planning principles as outlined in the
Class Environmental Assessment for MNR Resource Stewardship and Facility Development Projects,
under the Ontario Environmental Assessment Act. Furthermore, it meets requirements of a federal
screening under the Canadian Environmental Assessment Act (CEAA).
The ER will be available for a 60-calendar day review period. This is an extension from the usual 30calendar day review period as required in the Class EA process. This extended review period is meant to
allow increased opportunity for Aboriginal communities and stakeholders to identify issues. Thus, this
ER is being made available for review and comment from July 14, 2011 through to September 12, 2011.
Xeneca must receive all comments in writing regarding the proposed Project and/or the ER no later than
September 12, 2011. It is preferred that all comments be received during the first 30-calender days of
the review period, if possible, to allow all involved parties a significant period for resolving any issues
during the remainder of the review.
The Environmental Report may be viewed electronically at: www.xeneca.com
All comments and correspondence should be sent to:
Dean Assinewe
Aboriginal Affairs Liaison
Xeneca Power Development Inc.
T: 705 863 1969
E: dassinewe@xeneca.com
As per the process outlined in the Class EA and Aboriginal Consultation Plan, interested parties must first
attempt to resolve any outstanding issues with the proponent during the review period. In the event
that issues cannot be resolved, the concerned party may make a written request to the Minister of the
Environment at the address noted below for a Part II Order under the Environmental Assessment Act. A
copy of the Part II Order request must also be sent to Xeneca at the address noted above.
Minister of the Environment
12th Floor, 135 St. Clair Avenue West
Toronto, ON M4V 1P5
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Requests for Part II Orders must be made in accordance with the provisions set out in the Class
Environmental Assessment and must be received by the Minister of the Environment and Xeneca no
later than September 12, 2011.
Under the Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act and the Environmental Assessment Act,
unless otherwise stated in the submission, any personal information such as name, address, telephone
number and property location included in a submission will become part of the public record files for
this matter and will be released, if requested, to any person.
Overall, this Class EA and the conceptual plans for the proposed project meet requirements of the
Ontario and Federal environmental assessment process and the objectives of the Green Energy and
Green Economy Act, 2009. It creates positive environmental and socio-economic benefits for the people
of Ontario.
Xeneca looks forward to comments by reviewers of this Class EA and if written comment is being
submitted requests that it is copied.
Thank you to all participants in advance for your kind consideration of this Class EA.
Respectfully submitted,

Patrick Gillette
President
Xeneca Power Development Inc.
CC.

Tim Mutter, District Planner & Conservation Reserve Mgr. MNR Chapleau District
Laurie Brownlee, Environmental Planner / EA Coordinator, MOE
Paula Allen, Supervisor, Air, Pesticides Environmental Planning, MOE Sudbury
Dan McDonell, Project Manager, CEAA
Tami Sugarman, Principal, Senior Environmental Approvals Advisor, OEL-HydroSys
Andy Lefebvre, Consultation and Community Relations Coordinator, Métis Nation of Ontario
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5255 Yonge St., Suite 1200, North York, ON M2N 6P4
tel 416-590-9362 fax 416-590-9955 www.xeneca.com

Monday, December 17, 2012
Mr. Mark Bowler
Director of Lands, Resources & Consultation
Métis Nation of Ontario
311-75 Sherbourne Street
Toronto, ON M5A 2P9

Dear Mr. Bowler:
Re:

Proposed Ivanhoe River Hydro-Electric Developments: “The Chute” & “Third Falls”

As you may be aware, Xeneca is committed to providing your Community the necessary and current
information to assist your Community to accurately assess the potential impact on your Community’s
traditional land use, if any, as a result of the proposed development of the above-noted Ivanhoe River
developments.
We are currently in the process of completing our DRAFT Environmental Report for the proposed
Ivanhoe River waterpower developments. Xeneca would like to provide you the opportunity in advance
to review the information gathered throughout the Class Environmental Assessment for Waterpower
Projects (the “Class EA”) process prior to issuing the Environmental Report.
Xeneca’s intention of providing these study reports is to provide you time to review the studies that
have been conducted and initiate the dialogue with your community surrounding the studies performed
on the proposed project area. Please find enclosed a CD which contains the following study reports/
diagrams for your review and comment:
•

•

•

Archaeology Stage 1 Summary
o The Chute Summary
o Third Falls Summary
Construction Management Plan - DRAFT
o Ivanhoe River – Drawings DRAFT
o CMP Part A
o CMP Part B
Downstream Feature Maps
o The Chute Downstream Features Map
o Third Falls Downstream Features Map
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•

•

•

•

•
•

•

Drawings & Maps
o The Chute
 2012 Feb – The Chute Innundation
 Drawings for Embankmant Dam
• Plate 3
• Plate 5
o Third Falls
 2012 Oct -Third Falls Innundation
 Option 1
• Option 1: Plates 1-3
 Option 2
• Option 2: Plates 5 - 8
Environmental Baseline Reports
o The Chute 2012
 Natural Environment Report: The Chute
 Natural Environment Report: The Chute - Appendices
 Natural Environment Report Figure 1: Study Area
o Third Falls 2012
 Natural Environment Report: Third Falls
 Natural Environment Report: Third Falls - Appendices
HEC RAS Hydraulic Modeling
o The Chute - Hydraulic Modeling
o Third Falls - Hydraulic Modeling
Hydrology
o Ivanhoe River Hydrology Report
o The Chute – Hydrology Analysis Update
o Third Falls – Hydrology Analysis Update
Lines & Roads
o Line and Roads Report
Operating Plan - DRAFT
o Ivanhoe: The Chute / Ivanhoe: Third Falls Operating Plan – DRAFT document Option 1
o Ivanhoe: The Chute / Ivanhoe: Third Falls Operating Plan – DRAFT document Option 1
Surface Water Quality & Fish Sampling
o The Chute: Surface Water Quality & Fish Sampling Guidance Report
o Third Falls: Surface Water Quality & Fish Sampling Guidance Report
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As each of these reports are quite large in size, we have provided you the electronic copies of the
documents for ease in navigation. If you community would prefer a hard copy of any of the reports
listed above, please feel free to contact Xeneca’s Aboriginal Affairs Liaison, Dean Assinewe at the
contact information noted below as we would be more than happy to provide the document(s) in paper
form directly to your community.
Please be advised that the Stage 2 Archaeological and Cultural Heritage Resources Assessment
document has not been included since it has not yet received formal approval from the Ontario Ministry
of Tourism Culture and Sport (MTCS). A copy of this report will be sent to you in the future once we
have received MTCS’ clearance letter.
In addition to the CD enclosed, a hard copy of the panels that were displayed at the most recent Public
Information Centre (PIC) have been provided. These panels provide information related to the updated
modeling on the project and help to provide your community additional information related to
upstream and downstream inundation for the proposed Ivanhoe River projects. The PIC panels provide
a good summary of the location of key features of the proposed Ivanhoe River developments and
potential impacts.
Xeneca’s intention is to provide the documents to assist in continuing the dialogue surrounding the
potential impacts the project may have on our Community. As an extension to providing you the
information, Xeneca would like to put forward an invitation to meet with your community to further
discuss the information, whether this be in the form of a formal presentation, a face-to-face meeting, or
engaging in a teleconference.
Xeneca also recognizes that for many communities, there are significant pressures and capacity issues to
digest the disclosed information. To that end, Xeneca is prepared to provide such necessary assistance
so as to readily understand the information that is being presented. If this would be of interest, again,
please contact Dean Assinewe at the contact information noted below.
Please advise should your community wish to take advantage of any of the above invitations and we
would be more than willing to work with your Community to find an agreeable date and time.
If you have questions or comments about the foregoing, please to not hesitate to contact Dean
Assinewe, Aboriginal Relations Liaison at 705-863-1969 or dassinewe@xeneca.com. Dean will make
contact with your community in the near future as a follow up to this package to address any questions
or concerns that you may have at that time.
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Respectfully submitted,

Arnold Chan
Vice President, Aboriginal Affairs & General Counsel
Xeneca Power Development Inc.
/encls.
cc.

Andy Lefebvre, Consultation & Community Relations Coordinator, Métis Nation of Ontario
Steven Sarrazin, Consultation Assessment Coordinator, Métis Nation of Ontario
Dean Assinewe, Aboriginal Affairs Liaison, Xeneca Power Development
Paul Bernier, District Manager, MNR – Chapleau District
Tim Mutter, District Planner & Conservatoin Reserve Mgr, MNR Chapleau District
Laurie Brownlee, Environmental Planner/ EA Coordinator, MOE
Lianne Kentish, Senior Environmental Officer, MOE - Timmins
Tami Sugarman, Principal, Senior Environmental Approvals Advisor, OEL-Hdrosys
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Métis Nation of Ontario / Xeneca
February 21, 2013
Teleconference
11:00 AM – 1:00 PM
MNO
James Wager, Supervisor, Lands & Resources

Xeneca
Arnold Chan, VP Aboriginal Affairs & General
Counsel
Leah Deveaux, EA Consultant
Dean Assinewe, Liaison

The meeting began at 10:20 AM with introductions to Leah Deveaux, EA Coordinator.
James opened the conversation by stating the MOU is being prepared and under progress is continuing.
James also spoke about the TEK work and splitting the cost between other proponents and
supplementing the work. Region 5 could be split with Cliffs and Xeneca
MNO could bill Xeneca the cost of meetings as they are completed.
The timelines are very pressed and priorities need to be determined
TEK is managed by Brian Tucker and he needs to get Cliffs and Xeneca on board for third quarter of
2013.
Arnold said that Xeneca needs to get their EAs filed
MNO can provide support to the committees to identifying impacts and to satisfy members concerns.
The horse is the MOU for the MNO.
The discussion turned to Region 4, Sault Ste. Marie and need to reply to Alden Barty formally and his
inquiry to the Serpent River projects
James is helping to coordinate the Ottawa Region and the Big Eddy project. Arnold stated that the Half
Mile has been rejected to continue because of CFB operation initiatives.
James spoke about Riel Day and the upcoming AGA and opportunity for Xeneca to sponsor the event or
community dinner. There could be an opportunity to make a presentation

Workplan for consultation should include a communication plan at operates at the regional level and
community engagement function at the local level
The objective should be sustainable towards supporting engagement functions and wanting
communities to thrive

1

The 2013 AGA is in Ottawa in late August. Communities have strong acceptance towards corporate
sponsorship. Arnold, agreed but Xeneca does not have any operating assets to do a sponsorship. A
discussion about the Voyageur Fund and opportunities for Xeneca to provide investment followed.
James recommended Arnold speak to Doug Wilson, CEO of MNO about AGA funding and sponsorship.
The discussion turned to the Big Eddy Project (Petawawa River) and James will coordinate on initiating
the process
The Mattawa Region is conducting research to identify historical significant Metis settlements. Xeneca
is advised not to contact them at this time . they are not making assertions like Region 3 or 5 but they
are willing to listen and be supportive.
Arnold stated that the Algonquins of Ontario (AOO) are very assertive and need to be engaged
appropriately.
James spoke about Chalk River and the petroglyphs (very interesting). [Montrealer would camp with the
Algonquins]
A discussion about Stage III archaeology and mandatory consultation followed
At Wanatango, Dr. Pollock will need to discuss with Andy Lefebvre. Glass beads are Metis artifacts. It is
important that all values are treated with respect (and not sold). The values could be in well known
locations
Big Eddy: When could MNO meet with Xeneca?
Arnold replied that the draft EA is in development.
James replied that after March Break is opportunistic
Xeneca needs to capture initial concerns.
James said he can provide a general list of Metis impacts (VEC valued ecosystem component)
Cultural components need to be drawn out of TEK
Example: Metis business or outfitter could be affected (Social economic study)
James reiterated that the horse is the MOU and currently Andy Lefebvre is busy with end of year
accounting
Arnold stated that the MOU could be sent without prejudice
Xeneca Action Item (AI) draft response letter to Region 4 to Alden Barty re: Serpent River Project
MNO AI: MOU will address commitment related to TEK. James will send Xeneca the draft MOU
MNO AI: Draft letter of support related to Xeneca committed to completing consultation and TEK study
(to be completed after MOU is complete)
MNO AI: James will follow up with Region 6 for meeting schedule.
Support letter will identify level of confidence working with Xeneca

2

Timelines
Ivanhoe: Draft EA completed Early March
Wabagishik: Draft EA completed end of March/early April
Big Eddy: maybe before end of March
Wanatango: unknown
Marter: unknown
Kapuskasing: Unknown
James stated that it is Important in relationships to work with communities and their capacities and
their support comes easier to companies who addressed them.
AI: Need Region 5 and 6 consultation protocol.
A discussion followed about the regions and council organization

The meeting ended at 1 PM
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February 15, 2011

Timmins Métis Nation of Ontario Community Council
347 Spruce St. South
Timmins, ON
P4N 2N2
Dear Ms. Natalie Durocher:
Welcome to the start-up activities on development of the Class Environmental Assessment for
Waterpower Projects (Class EA) for the proposed projects:







Lapinigam Rapids on the Kapuskasing River
Middle Twp. Buchan on the Kapuskasing River
Near North Boundary on the Kapuskasing River
Outlet Kapuskasing Lake on the Kapuskasing River
Ivanhoe: Third Falls on the Ivanhoe River
Ivanhoe: The Chute on the Ivanhoe River

This first step of the EA process is intended to establish the initial conceptual design, start a dialogue on
regulatory approval requirements and initiate public consultation and Aboriginal engagement in the
Class EA process. To this purpose, Xeneca and its consultants from OEL-HydroSys Inc. are pleased to
present you with the Project Description for this proposed project.
This Project Description is provided to assist the proponent in ensuring that all aspects of the project are
accounted for in enough detail to allow your community and government agencies to provide
meaningful comment throughout the Class EA process. This document attempts to delineate the
’footprint” of the project within the environmental context of the study area and initially identify
features of the environment that may be affected (directly and indirectly) by the proposed project.
Xeneca acknowledges that additional potential effects may be identified throughout subsequent phases
of the Class EA process and we will also incorporate those comments when input is received.
In the early stages of this engagement process, a proponent-led EA coordination meeting will be
undertaken with key government agencies and your community to coordinate an integrated planning
process and to identify environmental concerns and diverse regulatory and management planning
requirements that may be associated with the proposed project. This document is intended to assist
you in preparing for this engagement process. A detailed list of the federal and provincial regulatory
agencies, municipalities, and Aboriginal communities which are receiving a copy of this document
directly is included within the document. We will be contacting this distribution group shortly to inquire
as to their availability for participation in a Class EA Coordination meeting for this proposed small-scale
waterpower development project. Please indicate if you or the Community you represent have interest
in participating in this coordination meeting.
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The general public and other groups are also invited to review this document. The document will be
provided to these parties through postings on the Xeneca website or, upon request, by direct mail. If
you require additional copies of this document you may access it on our website (www.xeneca.com)
under the “Projects” link.
If you have any questions or comments in relation to the Class EA for Waterpower Projects planning
process or environmental impact assessment related matters, please do not hesitate to contact
OEL-HydroSys Inc. Environmental Assessment Manager, Ms. Tami Sugarman at
and
or Xeneca’s Manager of Environmental Studies and Assessment,
Edmond Laratta, at
and
.
For questions or comments in relation to all other aspects of the development proposal, please contact
Xeneca’s President, Mr. Patrick Gillette at
or Xeneca’s Aboriginal Relations
Liaison, Mr. Dean Assinewe at dassinewe@xeneca.com.
Respectfully submitted,

Patrick Gillette
President & COO
Xeneca Power Development Inc.
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June 18, 2011
Timmins Metis Nation of Ontario Community Council
347 Spruce St. South
Timmins, ON
P4N 2N2
Dear Natalie Durocher:
RE: Archaeological Studies for:
• Third Falls and The Chute Project on the Ivanhoe River
• Outlet Kapuskasing Lake, Middle Township Buchan, Near North Boundary,
Lapinigam Rapids Projects on the Kapuskasing River
Xeneca Power Development is undertaking archaeological studies at each of its Feed in Tariff (FIT)
project areas. Xeneca has contracted the services of Woodland Heritage Services to complete this
work.
The first component in these studies is called a Stage I Archaeological Impact Assessment which involves
a desk-top analysis which compares available information from the Ministry of Culture database and
also uses computer modelling to identify areas of High Cultural Heritage Potential. Before these
studies can be released to your community we recommend they pass a review by the Ministry of
Tourism and Culture (MTC) for completeness and accuracy.
Xeneca appreciates the value the Aboriginal Communities place on their culture, traditions and is
prepared to offer advance information that comes in the form of a summary report. Once the Stage I
report has received approval from the MTC we will provide a copy for your review and files.
As described in our September letter, Woodland Heritage will also be conducting on-the-ground
investigations (Stage II and reporting) and would benefit from your community participation. We
anticipate this work to commence in the near future. We will contact your community as soon as these
dates have been determined to gain your representative participation. Please keep in mind we will also
offer a presentation and/or follow-up field tour to your community should participation be not available
during the demanding fieldwork schedules.
If there is interest in participating in the archeological studies in your areas, please contact Dean
Assinewe, Aboriginal Relations Liaison at (705) 863-1969 or email dassinewe@xeneca.com anytime.
Meegwetch

Patrick Gillette
President & COO
Xeneca Power Development Inc.
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Attachment:

Summary Report: Stage 1 Archaeological Impact Assessment of Proposed Third Falls
Dam, Ivanhoe River Hydroelectric Project, Fit-2LDW1, Township of Belford, District of
Timmins
Summary Report: Stage 1 Archaeological Impact Assessment of Proposed Chute Dam,
Ivanhoe River Hydroelectric Project, FIT-N89BM, Township of Oates, District of Timmins
Summary Report: Stage 1 Archaeological Impact Assessment of Kapuskasing Lake Outlet
Dam Hydroelectric Project, FIT-SLHZY, Township of Kapuskasing, District of Algoma
Summary Report: Stage 1 Archaeological Impact Assessment of Kapuskasing River -
Middle Township Buchan Hydroelectric Project, FIT-NAPF4, Buchan Township, District
of Algoma
Summary Report: Stage 1 Archaeological Impact Assessment of Kapuskasing River -
Near North Boundary Cedar Rapids Hydroelectric Project, FIT-3HSJ8, Buchan Township,
District of Algoma
Summary Report: Stage 1 Archaeological Impact Assessment of Proposed Lapinigam
Rapids Dam Hydroelectric Project, FIT-MKQJL, Township of Buchan, District of Algoma

c.c.

Jennifer Telford, District Planner, MNR Cochrane District
Tim Mutter, District Planner & Conservation Reserve Mgr, MNR Chapleau District
Nicole Woolnough, Resource Planner, MNR Hearst District
Laurie Brownlee, Environmental Planner / EA Coordinator, MOE
Paula Allen, Supervisor, Air, Pesticides Environmental Planning, MOE Sudbury
Dan McDonell, Project Manager, CEAA
Tami Sugarman, Principal, Senior Environmental Approvals Advisor, OEL-HydroSys
Luke Dalla Bona, Partner, Woodland Heritage Services
Andy Lefebvre, Consultation and Community Relations Coordinator, Métis Nation of Ontario
Melanie Paradis, Director of Lands, Resources & Consultations, Métis Nation of Ontario
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5255 Yonge St., Suite 1200, North York, ON M2N 6P4
tel 416-590-9362 fax 416-590-9955 www.xeneca.com

Monday, December 17, 2012
Ms. Natalie Durocher
Timmins Métis Community Council
347 Spruce Street South
Timmins, ON P4N 2N2

Dear Ms. Durocher:
Re:

Proposed Ivanhoe River Hydro-Electric Developments: “The Chute” & “Third Falls”

As you may be aware, Xeneca is committed to providing your Community the necessary and current
information to assist your Community to accurately assess the potential impact on your Community’s
traditional land use, if any, as a result of the proposed development of the above-noted Ivanhoe River
developments.
We are currently in the process of completing our DRAFT Environmental Report for the proposed
Ivanhoe River waterpower developments. Xeneca would like to provide you the opportunity in advance
to review the information gathered throughout the Class Environmental Assessment for Waterpower
Projects (the “Class EA”) process prior to issuing the Environmental Report.
Xeneca’s intention of providing these study reports is to provide you time to review the studies that
have been conducted and initiate the dialogue with your community surrounding the studies performed
on the proposed project area. Please find enclosed a CD which contains the following study reports/
diagrams for your review and comment:
•

•

•

Archaeology Stage 1 Summary
o The Chute Summary
o Third Falls Summary
Construction Management Plan - DRAFT
o Ivanhoe River – Drawings DRAFT
o CMP Part A
o CMP Part B
Downstream Feature Maps
o The Chute Downstream Features Map
o Third Falls Downstream Features Map
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•

•

•

•

•
•

•

Drawings & Maps
o The Chute
 2012 Feb – The Chute Innundation
 Drawings for Embankmant Dam
• Plate 3
• Plate 5
o Third Falls
 2012 Oct -Third Falls Innundation
 Option 1
• Option 1: Plates 1-3
 Option 2
• Option 2: Plates 5 - 8
Environmental Baseline Reports
o The Chute 2012
 Natural Environment Report: The Chute
 Natural Environment Report: The Chute - Appendices
 Natural Environment Report Figure 1: Study Area
o Third Falls 2012
 Natural Environment Report: Third Falls
 Natural Environment Report: Third Falls - Appendices
HEC RAS Hydraulic Modeling
o The Chute - Hydraulic Modeling
o Third Falls - Hydraulic Modeling
Hydrology
o Ivanhoe River Hydrology Report
o The Chute – Hydrology Analysis Update
o Third Falls – Hydrology Analysis Update
Lines & Roads
o Line and Roads Report
Operating Plan - DRAFT
o Ivanhoe: The Chute / Ivanhoe: Third Falls Operating Plan – DRAFT document Option 1
o Ivanhoe: The Chute / Ivanhoe: Third Falls Operating Plan – DRAFT document Option 1
Surface Water Quality & Fish Sampling
o The Chute: Surface Water Quality & Fish Sampling Guidance Report
o Third Falls: Surface Water Quality & Fish Sampling Guidance Report
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As each of these reports are quite large in size, we have provided you the electronic copies of the
documents for ease in navigation. If you community would prefer a hard copy of any of the reports
listed above, please feel free to contact Xeneca’s Aboriginal Affairs Liaison, Dean Assinewe at the
contact information noted below as we would be more than happy to provide the document(s) in paper
form directly to your community.
Please be advised that the Stage 2 Archaeological and Cultural Heritage Resources Assessment
document has not been included since it has not yet received formal approval from the Ontario Ministry
of Tourism Culture and Sport (MTCS). A copy of this report will be sent to you in the future once we
have received MTCS’ clearance letter.
In addition to the CD enclosed, a hard copy of the panels that were displayed at the most recent Public
Information Centre (PIC) have been provided. These panels provide information related to the updated
modeling on the project and help to provide your community additional information related to
upstream and downstream inundation for the proposed Ivanhoe River projects. The PIC panels provide
a good summary of the location of key features of the proposed Ivanhoe River developments and
potential impacts.
Xeneca’s intention is to provide the documents to assist in continuing the dialogue surrounding the
potential impacts the project may have on our Community. As an extension to providing you the
information, Xeneca would like to put forward an invitation to meet with your community to further
discuss the information, whether this be in the form of a formal presentation, a face-to-face meeting, or
engaging in a teleconference.
Xeneca also recognizes that for many communities, there are significant pressures and capacity issues to
digest the disclosed information. To that end, Xeneca is prepared to provide such necessary assistance
so as to readily understand the information that is being presented. If this would be of interest, again,
please contact Dean Assinewe at the contact information noted below.
Please advise should your community wish to take advantage of any of the above invitations and we
would be more than willing to work with your Community to find an agreeable date and time.
If you have questions or comments about the foregoing, please to not hesitate to contact Dean
Assinewe, Aboriginal Relations Liaison at 705-863-1969 or dassinewe@xeneca.com. Dean will make
contact with your community in the near future as a follow up to this package to address any questions
or concerns that you may have at that time.
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Respectfully submitted,

Arnold Chan
Vice President, Aboriginal Affairs & General Counsel
Xeneca Power Development Inc.
/encls.
cc.

Mark Bowler, Director of Lands, Resources & Consultation, Métis Nation of Ontario
Andy Lefebvre, Consultation & Community Relations Coordinator, Métis Nation of Ontario
Steven Sarrazin, Consultation Assessment Coordinator, Métis Nation of Ontario
Dean Assinewe, Aboriginal Affairs Liaison, Xeneca Power Development
Paul Bernier, District Manager, MNR – Chapleau District
Tim Mutter, District Planner & Conservatoin Reserve Mgr, MNR Chapleau District
Laurie Brownlee, Environmental Planner/ EA Coordinator, MOE
Lianne Kentish, Senior Environmental Officer, MOE - Timmins
Tami Sugarman, Principal, Senior Environmental Approvals Advisor, OEL-Hdrosys
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5160 Yonge St., Suite 520, Toronto,

teI416-590-9362

ON M2N 6L9

fax 416-590-9955 www.xeneca.com

June 24, 2010

Chief Norm Hardisty
Moose Cree First Nation
PO Box 190
Moose Factory, ON POL1WO
Dear Chief Norm Hardisty:
By way of introduction, Xeneca Power Development ("Xeneca") is a leading, independent company
created to develop environmentally responsible renewable energy projects. Under the recent Green
Energy Act ("GEAJI), the Government of Ontario is encouraging the development of renewable and
cleaner forms of energy production to replace aging energy infrastructure and to eliminate dirty coal
power. Under programs developed by the government, Xeneca was awarded Feed-in-Tariff contracts
for 19 projects throughout Ontario, and has a further 14 projects that are currently in production
reserve.
As President of Xeneca, we wish to enter into respectful and meaningful discussion with your
Community about these projects that include:
•

Near North Boundary

•

Middle Twp. Buchan

•

Outlet Kapuskasing Lake

•

Lapinigam Rapids

•
•

Ivanhoe: The Chute
Ivanhoe: Third Falls

To address environmental concerns, Xeneca is preparing the necessary documJnts for the Class
Environmental Assessment for Waterpower projects ("Class EA"). Advancing to the Class EA in no way
guarantees a project will be built but it does develop the information required for the issuance of
permits and approvals. The Class EA will include draft project descriptions that Xeneca will forward to
your Community in order to solicit initial comments.
Hopefully, this will creat9 a broader understanding
of the projects and elicit comment and suggestions prior to wider regional consultation. Please advise
what other information you require and Xeneca will do its best to address that need.
Xeneca will shortly engage in Class EA consultation, which will provide the Moose Cree Community a full
understanding of the environmental, cultural and socioeconomic issues; and provide the opportunity to
engage Xeneca with comments and concerns on projects within Moose Cree Traditional lands. Xeneca
has contacted the various Federal and Provincial Ministries concerning Aborigiaal consultation on our
projects, but any assistance you can provide would be very much appreciated in isolating projects within
the Traditional lands. If you have any issues or concerns you may wish to also contact the Ministry of
Energy and Infrastructure ("MElli) that is the "One Window" for this process.
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The purpose of the Class EA is to also engage all levels of government, including the Moose Cree
Community, in this multi-year process (averages 18 months) so all issues of concern are addressed. If
your Community has a preferred consultation policy please advise us of the means and manner in which
you would like to proceed once the Crown has isolated the projects that affect Moose Cree Traditional
lands. Any insights you can provide in advance ofthe

Crown process would be very much appreciated.

As these projects are in the very early stages, and we have only recently been enabled to share
preliminary information and will continue to do so as it becomes available. Xeneca has begun the
process of posting information to our website at www.xeneca.com. Information includes:
•

Project information

•

Xeneca's Aboriginal Consultation

that is updated regularly.

•

Outlines of, and links to, government
programs.

and business practices.
programs that provide information

and/or funding

Additionally, the Crown, under a separate process for Projects on Crown lands, liSdetermining
Communities eligible for benefits under the GEA and Ministry of Natural Resource ("MNR") 2010 policy,
and, once MNR has completed that process, they may be contacting your office.
Please direct any
queries to Martha Heidenheim, District Manager, Hearst MNR, or Paul Bernier, District Manager,
Chapleau MNR, and to the Ministry of Energy and Infrastructure (ME!). MEI is responsible under GEA for
Aboriginal benefits related to FIT contracts.
programs related to FIT projects.

You may also want to review the v~rious government

If the Moose Cree Community is eligible for benefits, Xeneca will engage in a separate, parallel set of
discussions that include partnerships or benefits sharing. Xeneca will be leveraging the Class EA process
to provide the necessary due-diligence information to those Communities that engage in benefit or
partnership discussions, and this will occur in parallel with the Class EA process.l Xeneca can commence
this process once MNR informs Xeneca of the Communities eligible for benefits and allows Xeneca to
proceed.
The principals of the company have long been supporters of working closely with Aboriginal Peoples and
have developed numerous relationships throughout Ontario. Xeneca is seeking your input and possible
participation

as we enter this five year process.

Thank you for your kind consideration and please direct your initial queries to Vanesa Enskaitis at
venskaitis@xeneca.com or (416) 590-9362 ext. 104.

~LdlAf
Patrick W. Gillette
President and COO

cc:

MNR District Managers:
Paul Bernier - Chapleau MNR
Martha Heidenheim - Hearst MNR
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5160 Yonge St.. Suite 520. Toronto. ON M2N 6L9
tel 416-590-9362 fax 416-590-9955 www.xeneca.com

July 8, 2010

Chief Norm Hardisty
Moose Cree First Nation
PO Box 190,
Moose Factory, ON POL1WO
Dear Chief Norm Hardisty
RE: Clarification, Update and Enquiries concerning Traditional Knowledge studies.

In follow-up
Development

to recent letters and issues raised by First Nation Communities,
Inc. is preparing for and issuing the Notice of Commencement

Assessment for Waterpower

Projects ("Class EA") for the following

~
~

Ivanhoe: 3rd Falls
Ivanhoe: The Chute

~
~
~
~

Lapinigam
Near North Boundary
Outlet Lake Kapuskasing
Middle Twp. Buchan

The Class EA is administered

by the Ministry of the Environment

Release which is administrated

Xeneca Power
for the Class Environmental

projects:

and is a separate process from Site

by the Ministry of Natural Resources. No permits, approvals or tenure

are issued by the Class EA as it is designed to provide information

on project impacts and viability.

EA also allows for comment and dialogue between the proponent

and First Nations Communities,

Federal and Provincial governments,

as well as additional stakeholders.

Eligibility for benefits, the right to seek partnership,

and the means to acquire funding is determined

the Ministry of Natural Resources. However, it is our understanding
~
~

Class

by

that funding requires:

Consent from other Aboriginal Communities.
Traditional Knowledge studies.

As outlined in previous correspondence,
government

programs.

Xeneca will be posting information

on its website regarding

Xeneca will also be working with the First Nation Communities

to identify where
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government

programs can be improved.

One of the identified

areas is the need for the Crown to

mediate if benefit discussions reach an impasse.
We respectfully
information

urge you to visit Xeneca's website at www.Xeneca.com

to review the projects as new

becomes available over the next few weeks. We welcome your comments on our projects

and on the best process of working with First Nation Communities.

Your Community's

eligibility and interest in pursuing benefit discussions, and, moreover, your

Community's willingness to support Traditional
immediate concern to Xeneca.

Knowledge studies where our projects are located, is of

Please feel free to contact Mark Holmes, Vice President, Corporate Affairs or Vanesa Enskaitis,
Corporate Affairs Liaison, at the addresses and contact numbers listed within our letterhead.

~J
Patrick W. Gillette
President & COO
Xeneca Power Development
5160 Yonge Street
North York, ON
M2N 6L9
Tel: 416-590-9362
Fax: 416-590-9955

Inc.
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September 16, 2010

Chief Norm Hardisty
Moose Cree First Nation
PO Box 190
Moose Factory, ON P0L 1W0
Dear Chief Hardisty:
As you are aware, recent notices, letters and newspaper advertisements have been posted in regard to
Xeneca Power Development’s proposal to build a waterpower facility in proximity to your Community.
The projects of interest to you and your community are:







Near North Boundary
Middle Twp. Buchan
Outlet Kapuskasing Lake
Lapinigam Rapids
Ivanhoe: The Chute
Ivanhoe: Third Falls

By now, your Community should have received from the Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources
notification of our proposed project(s). Additionally, you should have also received correspondence
from Xeneca providing contact names and numbers, basic information about the proposed projects and
the development process, as well as an invitation to visit our website for regular updates.
Xeneca fully respects First Nations treaties, claims and traditional land use in the vicinity of our projects,
and, as such, we endeavor to proceed in an open, transparent and respectful manner. Our approach
includes meaningful, upfront consultation and First Nation participation in the development process.
Communities with interest in our projects need information in order that well informed decisions can be
made. We also believe that traditional, multigenerational knowledge of First Nations can be extremely
important in ensuring any development is conducted in a way that strikes an appropriate balance
between environmental, social and economic needs.
Given the extensive knowledge that members of your Community have on the history of your area, we
invite you or an appropriate member of your Community to participate in archeological studies that are
to be conducted in your area.
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Archeological studies are normally conducted under four phases. Phase One studies provide an
overview based mainly on historical record and are quite preliminary in nature. When completed, we
would be pleased to send these to your Community for review and comment. The remaining phases
(Phase 2, 3 or 4, if required, would include an inspection or possibly extensive digging at the project site
and your presence (or an assigned representative) would be essential at these phases of the work.
Typically, all projects will require a Phase Two study which involves on-the-ground investigation and
would greatly benefit from input from members of your Community. Phase 2 involves some sampling of
soils. Phase 3 and 4, if required, can include extensive digging and possibly removal of artifacts. Copies
of the Phase Two report will also be sent to your Community for review and comment. A
recommendation from the archeologist on the need for Phase 3 and 4 would be contained in the Phase
2 report. The Phase 2 report would be shared with you and your views on any further work would be
sought.
Should a significant archeological find be uncovered during the Phase Two investigation, your
Community would be consulted on the preferred means to move forward.
If there is interest in participating in the archeological studies in your area, please contact Dean
Assinewe, Xeneca’s Aboriginal Relations Liaison, through phone (705-863-1969) or e-mail,
dassinewe@xeneca.com . Mark Holmes, Vice President of Corporate Affairs, along with Dean and the
archeologist will ensure the work is done thoroughly and meets your needs as well the quality
requirements from the Ministry of Culture.
Best regards,

Patrick W. Gillette
President & COO
Xeneca Power Development Inc.
5160 Yonge Street
North York, ON
M2N 6L9
Tel: 416-590-9362
Fax: 416-590-9955
CC - Gerry Webber, Coordinator, Northern Policy Planning Unit, Ministry of Tourism and Culture
Paul Bernier, Chapleau District Manager, Ministry of Natural Resources
Martha Heidenheim, Hearst District Manager, Ministry of Natural Resources
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October 13, 2010
Chief Norm Hardisty
Moose Cree First Nation
PO Box 190
Moose Factory, ON P0L 1W0
Dear Chief Hardisty:
RE: Invitation to Attend Public Information Centres.
As promised in previous correspondence to your Community, Xeneca Power Development is writing to
inform your Community that Public Information Centres (PICs) are being set up in your area with respect
to the following proposed waterpower developments:







Lapinigam Rapids project on the Kapuskasing River
Middle Twp Buchan project on the Kapuskasing River
Near North Boundary project on the Kapuskasing River
Outlet Kapuskasing Lake project on the Kapuskasing River
Ivanhoe: The Chute project on the Ivanhoe River
Ivanhoe: Third Falls project on the Ivanhoe River

As you may be aware, Xeneca has issued a Notice of Commencement for the Class Environmental
Assessment for Waterpower Projects (Class EA) for the above noted projects. Public Information
meetings are an important part of that process.
Xeneca invites you to attend our Public Information Centre where you will have the opportunity to learn
more about the project and provide your input to our project team. Please join us on:
Kapuskasing River Projects:
Monday, November 1st, 2010
Time: 4:00 to 8:00 pm
Kapuskasing Council Chambers
88 Riverside Drive, Kapuskasing

Tuesday, November 2nd, 2010
Time: 4:00 to 8:00 pm
Royal Canadian Legion
33 Legion Street, Chapleau
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Ivanhoe River Projects:
Wednesday, November 3rd, 2010
Time: 4:00 to 8:00 pm
Foleyet Community Hall
25 Sherry Avenue, Foleyet

Your Community’s participation in the PICs is greatly valued, as is First Nations engagement in
archeological, environmental and social-economic aspects of the projects. Communities with interest in
our projects need information so that well informed decisions can be made. We also believe that
traditional, multigenerational knowledge of First Nations can be extremely important in ensuring any
future development is conducted in a way to provide an appropriate balance between environmental,
social and economic needs.
Overall, the Class EA is administered by the Ministry of the Environment and is a separate process from
Site Release which is administrated by the Ministry of Natural Resources. No permits, approvals or
tenure are issued through the Class EA as it is designed to provide information on potential impacts and
viability for each of the projects. The Class EA also allows for comment and dialogue between Xeneca
and Aboriginal Communities, Federal and Provincial governments, as well as any additional
stakeholders.
Eligibility for benefits, the right to seek partnership, and the means to acquire funding is determined by
the Ministry of Natural Resources.
We will be posting information regarding our projects, access to information and government programs
on our website at www.xeneca.com. Xeneca will also be working with the Aboriginal Communities to
identify where government programs can be improved.
Xeneca fully respects Aboriginal treaties, claims and traditional land use in the vicinity of our projects,
and endeavors to proceed in an open, transparent and respectful manner. Our approach includes
meaningful, upfront consultation and First Nation participation throughout the development process.
Given the extensive knowledge that members of your Community have on the history of your area, we
invite you or as designated member of your Community to participate in archeological studies that are
to be conducted in your area.
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If there are questions or comments regarding the Public Information session, the undersigned can be
contacted at any of the numbers listed on our letterhead. If there is an interest to participate in the
archeological studies or additional Class EA components of the projects within your area, please contact
Dean Assinewe, Xeneca’s Aboriginal Relations Liaison via phone at (705) 863-1969 or e-mail
dassinewe@xeneca.com .
Best regards,

Mark Holmes
Vice President, Corporate Affairs
Xeneca Power Development Inc.
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October 25, 2010
Chief Norm Hardisty
Moose Cree First Nation
PO Box 190
Moose Factory, ON P0L 1W0
Dear Chief Hardisty:
Your Community will have recently received an October 13th notice and invitation to attend Public
Information Centres (PICs) regarding our proposed waterpower developments:







Lapinigam Rapids project on the Kapuskasing River
Middle Twp Buchan project on the Kapuskasing River
Near North Boundary project on the Kapuskasing River
Outlet Kapuskasing Lake project on the Kapuskasing River
Ivanhoe: The Chute project on the Ivanhoe River
Ivanhoe: Third Falls project on the Ivanhoe River

Please be advised that Xeneca Power Development will be rescheduling the Public Information Centre to
which your community has been invited. We fully expect to confirm dates for January or early February
and will provide advance notice. The change in meeting date will provide the necessary time to address
government agency comments and further develop information related to our projects.
In the meantime, we continue to seek your Community’s input on archaeological studies being
conducted around the above noted sites, and we invite you to visit our website at www.xeneca.com for
project information, updates and notices.
If you have questions please contact the undersigned, or Vanesa Enskaitis at any of the numbers
provided in our letterhead.
We look forward to meeting the members of your Community in the coming weeks.
Best regards,

Mark Holmes
Vice President, Corporate Affairs
Xeneca Power Development Inc.
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December 20, 2010

Chief Norm Hardisty
Moose Cree First Nation
PO Box 190
Moose Factory, ON P0L 1W0
Dear Chief Hardisty:
Welcome to the start-up activities on development of the Class Environmental Assessment for
Waterpower Projects (Class EA) for the proposed projects:







Lapinigam Rapids on the Kapuskasing River
Middle Twp. Buchan on the Kapuskasing River
Near North Boundary on the Kapuskasing River
Outlet Kapuskasing Lake on the Kapuskasing River
Ivanhoe: Third Falls on the Ivanhoe River
Ivanhoe: The Chute on the Ivanhoe River

This first step of the EA process is intended to establish the initial conceptual design, start a dialogue on
regulatory approval requirements and initiate public consultation and Aboriginal engagement in the
Class EA process. To this purpose, Xeneca and its consultants from OEL-HydroSys Inc. are pleased to
present you with the Project Description for this proposed project.
This Project Description is provided to assist the proponent in ensuring that all aspects of the project are
accounted for in enough detail to allow your community and government agencies to provide
meaningful comment throughout the Class EA process. This document attempts to delineate the
’footprint” of the project within the environmental context of the study area and initially identify
features of the environment that may be affected (directly and indirectly) by the proposed project.
Xeneca acknowledges that additional potential effects may be identified throughout subsequent phases
of the Class EA process and we will also incorporate those comments when input is received.
In the early stages of this engagement process, a proponent-led EA coordination meeting will be
undertaken with key government agencies and your community to coordinate an integrated planning
process and to identify environmental concerns and diverse regulatory and management planning
requirements that may be associated with the proposed project. This document is intended to assist
you in preparing for this engagement process. A detailed list of the federal and provincial regulatory
agencies, municipalities, and Aboriginal communities which are receiving a copy of this document
directly is included within the document. We will be contacting this distribution group shortly to inquire
as to their availability for participation in a Class EA Coordination meeting for this proposed small-scale
waterpower development project. Please indicate if you or the Community you represent have interest
in participating in this coordination meeting.
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The general public and other groups are also invited to review this document. The document will be
provided to these parties through postings on the Xeneca website or, upon request, by direct mail. If
you require additional copies of this document you may access our FTP site by completing the following
instructions:
Site: ftp://clientftp.wesa.ca
Username: XENECA
Password: WESA.2010
An attached word document guide will assist you with the download process. You will need to activate
passive mode in your Internet Explorer browser to be able to access the FTP site behind our corporate
firewall.
If you have any questions or comments in relation to the Class EA for Waterpower Projects planning
process or environmental impact assessment related matters, please do not hesitate to contact OELHydroSys Inc. Environmental Assessment Manager, Ms. Tami Sugarman at
and
or Xeneca’s Manager of Environmental Studies and Assessment, Edmond
Laratta, at
and
For questions or comments in relation to all other aspects of the development proposal, please contact
Xeneca’s President, Mr. Patrick Gillette at
or Xeneca’s Aboriginal Relations
Liaison, Mr. Dean Assinewe at dassinewe@xeneca.com.
Respectfully submitted,

Patrick Gillette
President & COO
Xeneca Power Development Inc.
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August 10, 2011

Chief Norm Hardisty
Moose Cree First Nation
PO Box 190
Moose Factory, ON P0L 1W0
Dear Chief Hardisty:
We are now completing the Waterpower Class Environmental Assessment for project(s) in your area.
We want to ensure that your community has ample opportunity to provide input to our projects and to
ensure proper consultation is occurring.
In addition to the copy of the Waterpower Class EA for The Chute project on the Ivanhoe River, sent July
18th, 2011, please find attached for your review and consideration a copy of the Ivanhoe River Aboriginal
Consultation Plan (ACP) authored by Xeneca Power Development. The Aboriginal Consultation Plan
summarizes the objectives and strategies developed to meet the consultation requirements of the Class
Environmental Assessment for both the proposed Third Falls and The Chute Falls waterpower
development on the Ivanhoe River and a process of engagement thereafter up to Commercial
Operations.
Your community’s input is important and Xeneca welcomes any questions, issues or concerns as they
relate to the submitted EA Report. Xeneca is requesting written comments be submitted as soon as
possible but no later than September 16, 2011. If the Community can submit written comment in
August 2011 Xeneca is happy to set-up a meeting to address the issues and concerns raised prior to
September 16, 2011. Xeneca has added an additional 30 days to the review process in the hopes that
this will allow for further engagement so as to meet the Crown’s consultation responsibilities.
ACP in its draft form also commits Xeneca to an ongoing engagement after the EA Report is completed.
Xeneca is also open to making further changes to the ACP so as to finalize a process to engage with the
Communities. While the Community is encouraged to engage in the review of the EA Report within the
established timeframe and within the Ministry of Environment’s process; the ACP process does allow
the Community to engage and raise issues throughout the permitting and approval process after the EA
Report is complete and issued Statement of Completion.
Please contact Dean Assinewe with any questions or to discuss how best to move forward with either
the EA Report or the ACP.
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Thank you in advance for your contributions and consideration.
Respectfully submitted,

Patrick Gillette
President
Xeneca Power Development Inc.
CC.

Electronic copies sent to the following:
Lillian Trapper, Land Use Planner, Moose Cree First Nation
Paul Bernier, District Manager, MNR Chapleau District
Tim Mutter, District Planner & Conservation Reserve Mgr , MNR Chapleau District
Dan McDonell, Project Manager, CEAA
Laurie Brownlee, Environmental Planner / EA Coordinator, MOE
Paula Allen, Supervisor, Air, Pesticides Environmental Planning, MOE Sudbury
Tami Sugarman, Principal, Senior Environmental Approvals Advisor, OEL-HydroSys
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UPDATES TO PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The Chute Hydroelectric Generating Station on Ivanhoe River
(February 2012)
Since the Chute Project Description was issued in late 2010, a few changes have been made to the
project. The changes are summarized below.
1. Project Site Layout
The auxiliary dam location was relocated about 200 m further north in order to avoid any
impoundment north of the dam. Dam and powerhouse locations remain the same.
A second option was proposed with the powerhouse on the west channel and the dam on the east
channel. The final project design would depend on the geotechnical evaluation of the river banks.
The updated conceptual site layout drawings are attached in Appendix A.
2. Area of Inundation
After detail HEC-RAS modelling, the inundation area was identified to be 6.4 km, instead of 2.8 km
presented in the previous Project Description. The updated headpond inundation map is attached in
Appendix A. This information was presented in the PIC held in July, 2011 in Chapleau and in the
EA.
3. Power Lines
A new east-west line route for the Chute project connection was determined instead of the previous
north-south option shown on both the previous Project Description and the Environmental Report.
The preferred route will travel east from the site, cross-country and on road allowances in a slightly
curved route to connect up with the existing Hydro One 27.6 kV feeder line located on the west side
of the Groundhog River, directly east of the Vimy Lake Uplands Conservation Area. This slightly
curved route avoids many of the larger water bodies in the region and where it crosses streams, it
does so in proximity to existing tertiary roads to minimize clearing impacts along waterways.
Further, as the connection feeder is located in proximity to the Vimy Lake Uplands Conservation
Reserve, a new more northerly connection point which eliminates the required expansion of the
HONI line along the park boundary has been chosen featuring a much reduced overall line length
and a reduced length adjacent to the park perimeter. Overall the new Xeneca line features a much
reduced overall line length and a reduced length adjacent to the park perimeter. Specifically, the line
routing has been reduced from 39 km to approximately 30 km and the routing adjacent to the park
has been reduced from 10 km to approximately 3.5 km from earlier options considered.
The updated power line maps are attached in Appendix B.

Appendix A

1.

Project Conceptual Site Layout Drawing (Option 1)

2.

Project Conceptual Site Layout Drawing (Option 2)

3.

General Headpond Inundation Map
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Appendix B

1. Power Line Maps
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5255 Yonge St., Suite 1200, North York, ON M2N 6P4
tel 416-590-9362 fax 416-590-9955 www.xeneca.com

Monday, December 17, 2012
Chief Norm Hardisty
Moose Cree First Nation
PO Box 190
107 Mookijuneibeg Street
Moose Factory, ON P0L 1W0

Dear Chief Hardisty:
Re:

Proposed Ivanhoe River Hydro-Electric Developments: “The Chute” & “Third Falls”

As you may be aware, Xeneca is committed to providing your Community the necessary and current
information to assist your Community to accurately assess the potential impact on your Community’s
traditional land use, if any, as a result of the proposed development of the above-noted Ivanhoe River
developments.
We are currently in the process of completing our DRAFT Environmental Report for the proposed
Ivanhoe River waterpower developments. Xeneca would like to provide you the opportunity in advance
to review the information gathered throughout the Class Environmental Assessment for Waterpower
Projects (the “Class EA”) process prior to issuing the Environmental Report.
Xeneca’s intention of providing these study reports is to provide you time to review the studies that
have been conducted and initiate the dialogue with your community surrounding the studies performed
on the proposed project area. Please find enclosed a CD which contains the following study reports/
diagrams for your review and comment:
•

•

•

Archaeology Stage 1 Summary
o The Chute Summary
o Third Falls Summary
Construction Management Plan - DRAFT
o Ivanhoe River – Drawings DRAFT
o CMP Part A
o CMP Part B
Downstream Feature Maps
o The Chute Downstream Features Map
o Third Falls Downstream Features Map
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•

•

•

•

•
•

•

Drawings & Maps
o The Chute
 2012 Feb – The Chute Innundation
 Drawings for Embankmant Dam
• Plate 3
• Plate 5
o Third Falls
 2012 Oct -Third Falls Innundation
 Option 1
• Option 1: Plates 1-3
 Option 2
• Option 2: Plates 5 - 8
Environmental Baseline Reports
o The Chute 2012
 Natural Environment Report: The Chute
 Natural Environment Report: The Chute - Appendices
 Natural Environment Report Figure 1: Study Area
o Third Falls 2012
 Natural Environment Report: Third Falls
 Natural Environment Report: Third Falls - Appendices
HEC RAS Hydraulic Modeling
o The Chute - Hydraulic Modeling
o Third Falls - Hydraulic Modeling
Hydrology
o Ivanhoe River Hydrology Report
o The Chute – Hydrology Analysis Update
o Third Falls – Hydrology Analysis Update
Lines & Roads
o Line and Roads Report
Operating Plan - DRAFT
o Ivanhoe: The Chute / Ivanhoe: Third Falls Operating Plan – DRAFT document Option 1
o Ivanhoe: The Chute / Ivanhoe: Third Falls Operating Plan – DRAFT document Option 1
Surface Water Quality & Fish Sampling
o The Chute: Surface Water Quality & Fish Sampling Guidance Report
o Third Falls: Surface Water Quality & Fish Sampling Guidance Report
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As each of these reports are quite large in size, we have provided you the electronic copies of the
documents for ease in navigation. If you community would prefer a hard copy of any of the reports
listed above, please feel free to contact Xeneca’s Aboriginal Affairs Liaison, Dean Assinewe at the
contact information noted below as we would be more than happy to provide the document(s) in paper
form directly to your community.
Please be advised that the Stage 2 Archaeological and Cultural Heritage Resources Assessment
document has not been included since it has not yet received formal approval from the Ontario Ministry
of Tourism Culture and Sport (MTCS). A copy of this report will be sent to you in the future once we
have received MTCS’ clearance letter.
In addition to the CD enclosed, a hard copy of the panels that were displayed at the most recent Public
Information Centre (PIC) have been provided. These panels provide information related to the updated
modeling on the project and help to provide your community additional information related to
upstream and downstream inundation for the proposed Ivanhoe River projects. The PIC panels provide
a good summary of the location of key features of the proposed Ivanhoe River developments and
potential impacts.
Xeneca’s intention is to provide the documents to assist in continuing the dialogue surrounding the
potential impacts the project may have on our Community. As an extension to providing you the
information, Xeneca would like to put forward an invitation to meet with your community to further
discuss the information, whether this be in the form of a formal presentation, a face-to-face meeting, or
engaging in a teleconference.
Xeneca also recognizes that for many communities, there are significant pressures and capacity issues to
digest the disclosed information. To that end, Xeneca is prepared to provide such necessary assistance
so as to readily understand the information that is being presented. If this would be of interest, again,
please contact Dean Assinewe at the contact information noted below.
Please advise should your community wish to take advantage of any of the above invitations and we
would be more than willing to work with your Community to find an agreeable date and time.
If you have questions or comments about the foregoing, please to not hesitate to contact Dean
Assinewe, Aboriginal Relations Liaison at 705-863-1969 or dassinewe@xeneca.com. Dean will make
contact with your community in the near future as a follow up to this package to address any questions
or concerns that you may have at that time.
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Respectfully submitted,

Arnold Chan
Vice President, Aboriginal Affairs & General Counsel
Xeneca Power Development Inc.
/encls.
cc.

Jack Rickard, Resources Manager, Moose Cree First Nation
Fred Hunter, Consultant, Moose Cree First Nation
Dean Assinewe, Aboriginal Affairs Liaison, Xeneca Power Development
Paul Bernier, District Manager, MNR – Chapleau District
Tim Mutter, District Planner & Conservatoin Reserve Mgr, MNR Chapleau District
Laurie Brownlee, Environmental Planner/ EA Coordinator, MOE
Lianne Kentish, Senior Environmental Officer, MOE - Timmins
Tami Sugarman, Principal, Senior Environmental Approvals Advisor, OEL-Hdrosys
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Meeting Notes
From the Meeting of the Moose Cree First Nation, the Ministry of Natural
Resources and Xeneca Power Development
Location: Meeting Room, Super 8 Motel, Kapuskasing, Ontario
Date & Time: Thursday, June 2, 2011 at 10:45 a.m.
Moose Cree First Nation
Lillian Trapper, Resource
Coordinator
Peter Wesley, Executive
Assistant to the Chief

Ministry of Natural Resources

Xeneca Power Development

Martha Heidenheim, District
Manager, Hearst District
Roger P. Roy. District Manager (A),
Cochrane District
Lina Pozzebon, Resource Liaison
Officer, Kapuskasing Area
Larry Clarke, Resource Liaison
Officer, Cochrane District
Patrick Spezowka, Kapuskasing Area
Supervisor

Patrick Gillette, President & COO
Arnold Chan, Vice President,
Legal Affairs
Dean Assinewe, Aboriginal
Relations Liaison

The meeting was already in progress when Xeneca staff joined the meeting at approximately 11 a.m.
Martha made introductions around the table. Patrick echoed Martha’s welcome. Patrick introduced
Xeneca Power Development. He then provided a quick overview of the private energy development
market.
Martha noted that the Moose Cree is very engaged in Lower Mattagami Dam which is a redevelopment
project. She noted that Xeneca’s development work is primarily greenfield sites.
Patrick then provided an overview of Xeneca Power’s development footprint. He then described the
process of development to get these projects built and the various challenges under the legislation. He
also noted that the volume of orders for equipment is now longer because so many plants are being
built.
Patrick then discussed at length Xeneca’s approach on the environmental assessment and the
archaeological processes. Patrick described the EA as serving two functions: 1: it’s a guideline that sets
a maximum for what they can do in an engineering context. 2: it serves as a contract with Ontario that
binds how the project will be managed and give context to that. The EA also combines provincial and
federal regulations that must be followed (Federals agencies example: Canadian Environmental
Assessment Agency (CEAA), DFO and Transport Canada). Furthermore, he spent some length of time in
terms of the archaeological / cultural heritage assessment process. He then outlined the process for
permits and approvals under the Lakes and Rivers Improvement Act.
Next, Patrick took some time to describe a previous project built by the principals of Xeneca who were
involved in another company known as Canadian Renewable Energy Corporation which had built the
Mesima Dam near Englehart. This dam is closest to Kirkland Lake.

Patrick then described the Kapuskasing projects. Lillian noted that it is more than a “user” basis for its
mapping. The community would also engage in looking at the historical uses by the community and that
there may be historical burial grounds and other uses that constituted part of the Moose Cree’s
traditional territories.
Patrick then noted that the Aboriginal Consultation process is very important to Xeneca. He provided a
draft copy of the Aboriginal Consultation Plan. The ACP has two main objectives:
1 supports the Crown’s consultation
2 supports building relationships and to strike the right balance with Aboriginal communities
It is missing the chart which Dean will provide to Lillian subsequent to the meeting. More
documentation related to the projects are available
The discussion then moved to looking at how development is an evolving process. For example, he
noted that there are some hydro-electric facilities that allow the use of more natural materials but that
this must also be approved by the regulatory agencies.
Martha noted that the Green Energy Act and the environmental regulatory processes are proponent
driven. She then wanted to outline the consultation responsibilities of the Crown. She noted that this is
early in the process and that this will be an evolving process. Martha indicated that she was pleased to
see Xeneca is trying to develop its own aboriginal consultation plan. She notes that the MNR has not
issued any permits or approvals at this stage. She pointed to Dean from Xeneca and Lina from the MNR
in order to try to answer of the Moose Cree’s concerns.
Patrick indicated that construction of any facilities for Xeneca on the Kapuskasing River is still at least
one year away.
Lillian reiterated that the Kapuskasing River is involved and concerned about future hydro-electric
development. She particularly expressed concerned about the cumulative impacts on the river and
expressed her community’s desire to conduct a study on the overall cumulative impact on the river
system. It cannot be done by the companies in isolation. The main issue is that there is so much
development occurring on the river that these might collectively have a negative impact on her
community.
Patrick thanked Lillian for these concerns. He noted that the Water Management Plan which governs
the river system would constrain developers from what they can do. Martha indicated that it is the
Mattagami Water Management Plan (WMP) that governs these projects. She also noted that there are
some emerging requirements about cumulative development. A question then ensued as to how do
any studies which look at cumulative impacts get incorporated into the EA planning? Martha
acknowledged that this is an area of work that the Government needs to engage in.
Patrick discussed the WMP for the Mattagami – and noted that there needs to be a conversation under
the WMP that deals with how all of the operators within the watershed – so that all of the users needs
are able to be addressed. Martha notes that OPG is the chair of the WMP, and Tembec also has a
facility.

The key is making sure that all players need to at the table through the system. Are there cumulative
impacts throughout the river system? Can we leverage the existing EA document to help address these
situations? Martha also noted that there is a public advisory committee – and government should
come back to the table with that plan.
Martha noted that these future monitoring is a key part of the Government’s business. It would be part
of the next meeting with the Moose Cree FN.
Patrick noted that there is a similar dialogue with Tim Mutters at Chapleau District in terms of how the
same issues on the Ivanhoe River.
Lillian said that they would bring it back, review our documentation and figure out what approach they
wish to take on Xeneca’s projects. Peter reminded the forum – this is not considered as a consultation
with the Moose Cree. So this is the context of how we “call this meeting”. We view this as information
sharing. That’s why Xeneca has a consultation plan and how the dialogue will continue.
Time to break: 12:20 p.m.

FN
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Dean Assinewe
Tuesday, October 15, 2013 4:41 PM
FN
FW:
Meeting Notes Moose Cree FN Aug 26 2013.docx

Kap and Ivanhoe projects
DEAN ASSINEWE, R.P.F. Aboriginal Relations Liaison Xeneca Power Development Inc.
5160 Yonge Street
Suite 520
North York, ON, M2N 6L9
Tel: 416 590 9362
Cell: 705 863 1969
Fax: 416 590 9955
Email: dassinewe@xeneca.com
www.xeneca.com

‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐
From: Dean Assinewe
Sent: Tue 10/15/2013 4:07 PM
To: Ron Spencer
Subject:
Hi Ron
here are our meeting notes from our meeting in August.
sorry for the delay, I've been doing a quite of bit of travel and meetings and finally
catching up on duties.
by the way, I have also attached the full version of the PPT (recall that there were a few
slide missing from the beginning).
thanks again for the meeting and helping me out with the names.
do you have any upcoming dates to continue our discussions?
Meegwetch
Dean

DEAN ASSINEWE, R.P.F. Aboriginal Relations Liaison Xeneca Power Development Inc.
5160 Yonge Street
Suite 520
North York, ON, M2N 6L9
Tel: 416 590 9362
Cell: 705 863 1969
Fax: 416 590 9955
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Email: dassinewe@xeneca.com
www.xeneca.com
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August 10, 2011
Chief Linda Job
Taykwa Tagamou First Nation
RR # 2, Box 3310
Cochrane, ON P0L 1C0
Dear Chief Job:
We are now completing the Waterpower Class Environmental Assessment for project(s) in your area.
We want to ensure that your community has ample opportunity to provide input to our projects and to
ensure proper consultation is occurring.
In addition to the copy of the Waterpower Class EA for The Chute project on the Ivanhoe River, sent July
18th, 2011, please find attached for your review and consideration a copy of the Ivanhoe River Aboriginal
Consultation Plan (ACP) authored by Xeneca Power Development. The Aboriginal Consultation Plan
summarizes the objectives and strategies developed to meet the consultation requirements of the Class
Environmental Assessment for both the proposed Third Falls and The Chute Falls waterpower
development on the Ivanhoe River and a process of engagement thereafter up to Commercial
Operations.
Your community’s input is important and Xeneca welcomes any questions, issues or concerns as they
relate to the submitted EA Report. Xeneca is requesting written comments be submitted as soon as
possible but no later than September 16, 2011. If the Community can submit written comment in
August 2011 Xeneca is happy to set-up a meeting to address the issues and concerns raised prior to
September 16, 2011. Xeneca has added an additional 30 days to the review process in the hopes that
this will allow for further engagement so as to meet the Crown’s consultation responsibilities.
ACP in its draft form also commits Xeneca to an ongoing engagement after the EA Report is completed.
Xeneca is also open to making further changes to the ACP so as to finalize a process to engage with the
Communities. While the Community is encouraged to engage in the review of the EA Report within the
established timeframe and within the Ministry of Environment’s process; the ACP process does allow
the Community to engage and raise issues throughout the permitting and approval process after the EA
Report is complete and issued Statement of Completion.
Please contact Dean Assinewe with any questions or to discuss how best to move forward with either
the EA Report or the ACP.
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Thank you in advance for your contributions and consideration.
Respectfully submitted,

Patrick Gillette
President
Xeneca Power Development Inc.
CC.

Electronic copies sent to the following:
Merv McLeod, Consultant, McLeod Wood Associates Inc.
Paul Bernier, District Manager, MNR Chapleau District
Tim Mutter, District Planner & Conservation Reserve Mgr , MNR Chapleau District
Dan McDonell, Project Manager, CEAA
Laurie Brownlee, Environmental Planner / EA Coordinator, MOE
Paula Allen, Supervisor, Air, Pesticides Environmental Planning, MOE Sudbury
Tami Sugarman, Principal, Senior Environmental Approvals Advisor, OEL-HydroSys
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5255 Yonge St., Suite 1200, North York, ON M2N 6P4
tel 416-590-9362 fax 416-590-9955 www.xeneca.com

Monday, December 17, 2012
Chief Linda Job
Taykwa Tagamou Nation
RR # 2
PO Box 3310
Cochrane, ON P0L 1C0
Dear Chief Job:
Re:

Proposed Ivanhoe River Hydro-Electric Developments: “The Chute” & “Third Falls”

As you may be aware, Xeneca is committed to providing your Community the necessary and current
information to assist your Community to accurately assess the potential impact on your Community’s
traditional land use, if any, as a result of the proposed development of the above-noted Ivanhoe River
developments.
We are currently in the process of completing our DRAFT Environmental Report for the proposed
Ivanhoe River waterpower developments. Xeneca would like to provide you the opportunity in advance
to review the information gathered throughout the Class Environmental Assessment for Waterpower
Projects (the “Class EA”) process prior to issuing the Environmental Report.
Xeneca’s intention of providing these study reports is to provide you time to review the studies that
have been conducted and initiate the dialogue with your community surrounding the studies performed
on the proposed project area. Please find enclosed a CD which contains the following study reports/
diagrams for your review and comment:
•

•

•

Archaeology Stage 1 Summary
o The Chute Summary
o Third Falls Summary
Construction Management Plan - DRAFT
o Ivanhoe River – Drawings DRAFT
o CMP Part A
o CMP Part B
Downstream Feature Maps
o The Chute Downstream Features Map
o Third Falls Downstream Features Map
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•

•

•

•

•
•

•

Drawings & Maps
o The Chute
 2012 Feb – The Chute Innundation
 Drawings for Embankmant Dam
• Plate 3
• Plate 5
o Third Falls
 2012 Oct -Third Falls Innundation
 Option 1
• Option 1: Plates 1-3
 Option 2
• Option 2: Plates 5 - 8
Environmental Baseline Reports
o The Chute 2012
 Natural Environment Report: The Chute
 Natural Environment Report: The Chute - Appendices
 Natural Environment Report Figure 1: Study Area
o Third Falls 2012
 Natural Environment Report: Third Falls
 Natural Environment Report: Third Falls - Appendices
HEC RAS Hydraulic Modeling
o The Chute - Hydraulic Modeling
o Third Falls - Hydraulic Modeling
Hydrology
o Ivanhoe River Hydrology Report
o The Chute – Hydrology Analysis Update
o Third Falls – Hydrology Analysis Update
Lines & Roads
o Line and Roads Report
Operating Plan - DRAFT
o Ivanhoe: The Chute / Ivanhoe: Third Falls Operating Plan – DRAFT document Option 1
o Ivanhoe: The Chute / Ivanhoe: Third Falls Operating Plan – DRAFT document Option 1
Surface Water Quality & Fish Sampling
o The Chute: Surface Water Quality & Fish Sampling Guidance Report
o Third Falls: Surface Water Quality & Fish Sampling Guidance Report
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As each of these reports are quite large in size, we have provided you the electronic copies of the
documents for ease in navigation. If you community would prefer a hard copy of any of the reports
listed above, please feel free to contact Xeneca’s Aboriginal Affairs Liaison, Dean Assinewe at the
contact information noted below as we would be more than happy to provide the document(s) in paper
form directly to your community.
Please be advised that the Stage 2 Archaeological and Cultural Heritage Resources Assessment
document has not been included since it has not yet received formal approval from the Ontario Ministry
of Tourism Culture and Sport (MTCS). A copy of this report will be sent to you in the future once we
have received MTCS’ clearance letter.
In addition to the CD enclosed, a hard copy of the panels that were displayed at the most recent Public
Information Centre (PIC) have been provided. These panels provide information related to the updated
modeling on the project and help to provide your community additional information related to
upstream and downstream inundation for the proposed Ivanhoe River projects. The PIC panels provide
a good summary of the location of key features of the proposed Ivanhoe River developments and
potential impacts.
Xeneca’s intention is to provide the documents to assist in continuing the dialogue surrounding the
potential impacts the project may have on our Community. As an extension to providing you the
information, Xeneca would like to put forward an invitation to meet with your community to further
discuss the information, whether this be in the form of a formal presentation, a face-to-face meeting, or
engaging in a teleconference.
Xeneca also recognizes that for many communities, there are significant pressures and capacity issues to
digest the disclosed information. To that end, Xeneca is prepared to provide such necessary assistance
so as to readily understand the information that is being presented. If this would be of interest, again,
please contact Dean Assinewe at the contact information noted below.
Please advise should your community wish to take advantage of any of the above invitations and we
would be more than willing to work with your Community to find an agreeable date and time.
If you have questions or comments about the foregoing, please to not hesitate to contact Dean
Assinewe, Aboriginal Relations Liaison at 705-863-1969 or dassinewe@xeneca.com. Dean will make
contact with your community in the near future as a follow up to this package to address any questions
or concerns that you may have at that time.
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Respectfully submitted,

Arnold Chan
Vice President, Aboriginal Affairs & General Counsel
Xeneca Power Development Inc.
/encls.
cc.

Francis Archibald, Taykwa Tagamou Nation
Peter Archibald, Taykwa Tagamou Nation
Tina Gagnon, Taykwa Tagamou Nation
Dean Assinewe, Aboriginal Affairs Liaison, Xeneca Power Development
Paul Bernier, District Manager, MNR – Chapleau District
Tim Mutter, District Planner & Conservatoin Reserve Mgr, MNR Chapleau District
Laurie Brownlee, Environmental Planner/ EA Coordinator, MOE
Lianne Kentish, Senior Environmental Officer, MOE - Timmins
Tami Sugarman, Principal, Senior Environmental Approvals Advisor, OEL-Hdrosys
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Taykwa Tagamou Nation / Xeneca
Teleconference Meeting Minutes
May 10, 2011
Taykwa Tagamou Nation
Chief Linda Job
Roger Archibald, Councilor
Peter Archibald, Councilor
Bruce Archibald, Councilor
Tina Gagnon, Councilor
Justine Prevost, Executive Assistant

Xeneca Power Development
Arnold Chan, VP Aboriginal Relations &
General Counsel
Dean Assinewe, Liaison
Bob Johnston, Consultant
Samantha Leavitt, Communications Liaison

Start Time: 1:50 p.m.
Teleconference between Xeneca Power Development & Taykwa Tagamou Nation
Introductions to the Councilors and Xeneca Team
Taykwa Tagamou Nation (TTN) introduced themselves as participants of teleconference. Arnold
introduced the members of the Xeneca team participating in the meeting with apologies of
having teleconference as opposed to visiting the TTN members within their community.
Xeneca identified intent to follow agenda items with invitation to Community to incorporate
additional items if they so wished.
Update of Status of Wanatango Falls proposed hydro-electric project
Arnold discussed the Waterpower Class EA submission to the Ministry of the Environment
(MOE) last fall while identifying the constraints within the FIT contract which led to the
expedited submission for the proposed Wanatango Falls proposed project (the “EA Report”).
Arnold notified community of its withdraw of Class EA submission for the project and
identifying the additional timing awarded under the FIT contact creating more time to go
through this process and allow additional time to individuals to absorb the information to date.
Arnold also explained that the company will also use this time to determine the economic
viability of the project.
Xeneca recognizes the challenge to engage with communities observes that TTN is involved
with its own power and mining development opportunities in the area.
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After discussing extension of FIT contract by 1 year (Fall 2013 operation deadline), Xeneca
continued to discuss the TTN consultation protocol and budget as provided previously by TTN
highlighting Xeneca’s respect for the Community’s protocol while recognizing the process
outlined for the proponent by the Crown. Xeneca is mandated by the Crown to work with other
communities whom are identified by the MNR as to who is eligible for economic benefits from
the project. Arnold identified that in the case where communities assert their sole jurisdiction
related to economic benefits and identified community related to the project, the Crown is the
appropriate authority to be consulted as this is determined by the Crown and First Nation
treaties.
Arnold indicated that it was Xeneca’s intention to consult and meet and discuss these projects
with all potentially impacted communities. Disagreements amongst communities identified are
to be taken up directly with the Crown; which Xeneca is willing to help where possible.
Arnold indicated that Xeneca understands and respects that communities have better
understanding of the historical use of waterways and potential impacts the project may have
on the traditional lands. Arnold highlighted that it was the responsibility of proponents like
Xeneca to explain their proposed project proposals and to dialogue with communities such as
TTN. On the same token, it is hoped that communities can share the anticipated impacts caused
by a proposed project. It would then become the responsibility of the proponent to provide
mitigation recommendations and/or compensation offers.
Arnold identified that the information communicated today will be communicated to all
communities associated with the project and will make information available to all
communities at the same time and keep them updated of the process and stage in the project.
If communities wish to make agreements amongst each other re: issues of economic benefits –
this is deferred to the communities where Xeneca would assist in dialogue but would not drive
that process due to respect with jurisdictions.
TTN asked what other communities were identified on the Wanatango Falls project?
Dean Assinewe informed TTN that the Mattagami and Matachewan Communities are identified
on the Wanatango Falls project and are represented by Wabun Tribal Council. A discussion
followed about the consultation communities and the need for a common process to determine
who should be involved.
TTN identified the concern that these communities are removed from the environment of the
project and they would not included in their jurisdiction in relation to the Wanatango Falls
project
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Arnold informed TTN that Xeneca has had a number of projects where communicates are
included in the list supplied by the Crown whom are not close in proximity to the project.
Xeneca will be happy to pass on the concern to the MNR where the determination comes from
the district level. The decision of the government is part of the risk Xeneca assumes and by
adding new communities it causes fractions within communities. With respect to the other
Identified communities, Matachewan and Mattagami, they have appointed Wabun to be their
representation.
TTN asserted that Tribal Councils have no traditional territory to speak of and individual
communities must assert their claims.
Arnold continued to say that once the projects are built they are good but many factors can
change or curtail the project. Wanatango is marginal because of the length of distance to get to
a connection point where there is capacity.
Xeneca had included TTN with the Ivanhoe project and the Community did not make claims as
they are so far removed from project but remained interested to see what the project was up
to. TTN asked where the Ivanhoe river flows to?
Arnold clarified that Ivanhoe River flows to Groundhog. Arnold continued to assert that the
Crown dictates to the proponent who is to be consulted with and who information to. Both
provincial and Federal lists of identified Aboriginal Communities exist and even those don’t
match up. Arnold further clarified that proponents working on crown land – have to operate
within both jurisdictional frameworks. If TTN feels project is exclusively in TTN territory – needs
to be taken up with Crown where Xeneca will provide support and assistance where they can.
TTN asked if it is the MNR in Timmins who determines the eligible communities?
Arnold responded that it’s his belief that the local MNR District determines which communities
are identified eligible for benefits. Timmins may have a say – but ultimately it’s at district level
where the MNR uses watershed as a determining factor. Arnold elaborated that with many
communities claiming overlapping jurisdiction it becomes problematic for the proponent to
move projects forward. The best Xeneca can do is try to provide information equally and hope
that communities can understand the limited economics with small hydro electric projects.

Arnold noted that Wanatango Falls, unlike other resource development opportunities (like gold
mines) have limited upfront resources. The economics of waterpower projects is determined
by the long-term revenue stream, but that there is a lot of upfront capital risk, which is why
3
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significant expenditures earlier in the process is difficult. He also noted that the particulars of
waterpower projects are determined by the cost to connect projects. Wanatango Falls was a
particularly difficult project economically because of the required long transmission line to
connect the project to the Hoyle Distribution Station to the south. As a result, the returns on
this project are not as lucrative.
Arnold stated that the community concerns re: identification of eligibility for benefits and their
traditional jurisdiction can be reported to the MNR in Xeneca’s meeting in Timmins this month.
TTN asked for the jurisdiction related to the Wanatango Falls project be exclusive to TTN?
Arnold replied that jurisdiction is community based and with the Wabun Tribal Council, all the
communities associated with Wabun have agreed to have them represent their Community as
it relates to their project.
Councilor Tina Gagnon stated that TTN is willing to work with Chief Batise & Chief Naveau - not
with the Wabun Council. TTN asserted for Xeneca to let both Chiefs know they will only speak
with them regarding anything in TTN territory. Refuses to speak with Wabun Tribal Council at
all.
Arnold informed TTN that Xeneca respects their position.
Councilor Peter Archibald and Arnold continued to discuss the meeting Xeneca is having with
MNR in Timmins this month clarifying that the meeting is on broader topics and not specifically
project based. As dialogue relates to First Nations, Xeneca is obligated to report the positions as
they are asserted by the communities. TTN noted that if discussion re: FN are to take place, the
Communities should be present. Arnold affirmed that Xeneca does not take a position and are
essentially the middle man. The discussion between the Crown and First Nation treaties are to
be taken up with the Crown and TTN will represent itself.
Arnold put forth the invitation to meet with the Community while the Xeneca team is in the
Timmins area to provide the opportunity for a face to face meeting at the Communities
discretion.
Councilor Archibald asserted that in Xeneca’s meeting with MNR, all 3 parties should be there
to ensure positions are addressed. Arnold assured TTN the purpose of the meeting is for
reporting and administration purposes and that Xeneca does not take a position and that treaty
discussions are to take place between the Crown and the FN Community where Xeneca
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basically acts as a middle man. Determination of site release is determined by Crown and as a
proponent, Xeneca are under obligation to report positions asserted by communities, however
dialogue in this respect is left to the Crown and the Communities.
Taykwa Tagamou budget for consideration by Xeneca
Arnold thanked TTN for supplying budget and informed Community that numbers provided
were initially startling. Discussion commenced around the field work funding amounts spent
over last several years ($450,000) in comparison to budget provided by TTN ($264, 500) to
identify the amounts provided by the community challenging for Xeneca. Xeneca recognizes
communities are resource challenged to determine if they can support projects.
TTN advised Xeneca of similar budget for project closer to community with a different
proponent that was larger than what was supplied to Xeneca and the proponent had no
difficulty with the numbers. Xeneca and TTN continued to discuss items and numbers supplied
on budget. Xeneca acknowledged the items that will have to be funded and proposed the
question of timing and activities that need to be done in which order; suggesting to
systematically address each item. All of the support expenditures is coming from the lenders
and Xeneca will have to report back to the Board of Directors.
Xeneca explained that consultants have already engaged in several years of field data
collection, and the professional consultants used that are experts in preparing these type of
reports for the government. TTN noted that these studies have been performed without
coming to Community once when project is in within their immediate area. Xeneca expressed
their efforts to communicate each of the stages, trying to invite communities to participate and
provide comment (Ex. Invitation to participate in archaeology studies), in addition to coming to
visit the Community last March to introduce self and company.
Xeneca explained intent of field studies initially are more around whether or not there is a
project and whether it is viable enough to then present to the Community. Xeneca offered to
bring professionals in to explain what were thinking of doing and what we feel potential
impacts would be and gain insight on how this would impact the community through a
presentation to the Community.
TTN informed Xeneca that the water rights were never given up by the First Nation and treaties
so it belongs to them. Discussion took place between Xeneca and TTN around crown and the
process of Community raising issues of jurisdiction with the MNR directly.
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Part II order request no longer needed as EA report has been withdrawn
Xeneca notified TTN of their withdrawal of the Class EA report previously submitted to the MOE
and informed the community that eventually the ministry should be issuing a notification that
the proponent has withdrawn the document.
Xeneca discussed with TTN that the previous report includes several years of season field data –
Xeneca proceeded with the 1 yr of data for this project due to constraints of FIT contract
timeline. Felt only way to meet FIT timeline was to get EA report in faster than would have
ideally like. More time will allow for field data from 2010 & 2011 into report. Any additional
data gap studies conducting right now and will be incorporated into the report when
resubmitted by Xeneca.
TTN asserted the need for Xeneca to have a face to face meeting with the Chief and Community
to ensure their concerns are heard and addressed. Xeneca expressed their intent to try to work
with the TTN Community to work out a protocol or path to support TTN building a relationship
with not only the project, but with Xeneca as well.
Discussion commenced around the NDA and MOU documents to be resent to community for
review and input and the OPA funding available to Aboriginal communities through the
Aboriginal Renewable Energy Fund (AREF).
Web-X Teleconference System
Xeneca proposed using the Web-X teleconference system once a measure of dialogue had been
agreed to between the parties, and after a series of initial face-to-face meetings. It was
suggested by Xeneca that increased frequency of communication would be useful and that the
use of a teleconference system would expedite matters. It would also provide a means of visual
teleconference to help with the consultation and communication between Xeneca and the
Community. Xeneca presented the offer to have the system set up at the band office which
would enhance the teleconference experience by allow both parties to share documentation
while allowing each other to see one another. Xeneca offered to cover the costs associated and
have the tech support come to the Community to install and test the system. Xeneca informed
TTN that the system is one that could be used with other parties – not just Xeneca and this
system would encourage more dialogue with less travelling. TTN expressed an interest in this
system.
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TTN requested the date that Xeneca is meeting with MNR Region.. Arnold advised that May
23rd was tentative and that the purpose was to discuss the Xeneca’s entire portfolio of projects
in the Northeast and not exclusively issues related to Wanatango Falls.
Action Item: Xeneca will notify the Community of the MNR meeting date when logistics
confirmed, and will work with Community to arrange a meeting while in the area.
TTN asked Xeneca to send documents to provide opportunity to review and ensure the First
Nations are protected.
Action Item: Xeneca to send NDA and MOU drafts for TTN review.
Meeting adjourned at 3:05pm.
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cc.

Chief Andrew Neshawabin, Brunswick House First Nation
Chief Anita Stephens, Chapleau Ojibwe First Nation
Chief Murray Ray, Flying Post First Nation
Chief Alex Batisse, Matachewan First Nation
Chief Walter Naveau, Mattagami First Nation
Kevin Tangie, Economic Development Manager, Brunswick House First Nation
Ryan Ray, Lands & Resources Coordinator, Flying Post First Nation
Chris McKay, Mattagami First Nation
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Wabun Tribal Council / Xeneca Teleconference
September 2, 2010
9:00 AM – 10:30 AM
Wabun Tribal Council
Jason Batise, Wabun TC
David Flood, Matachewan FN
Kevin Tangie, Brunswick House FN
Chris McKay, Mattagami FN
Ryan Ray, Flying Post FN
Regrets
Chief Anita Stephens, Chapleau Ojibwe FN

Xeneca
Patrick Gillette, President & COO
Dean Assinewe, Liaison

Meeting opened with introductions from the participants and review of the agenda.
Discussion began about arranging the face to face meeting to exchange knowledge. There is
the issue that there are other communities involved at the project sites that are not members
of Wabun.
David Flood discussed his inquiries with the MNR and their process to identify First Nations
involved in the projects and noted there is value in including how they do it at the face to face
meeting. There is concern from the First Nations about how they do it.
Do the First Nations want to have that discussion at the Xeneca / Wabun TC meeting or is that
an internal matter that needs to be addressed on a government to government basis? There
is a suggestion to bring the MNR to the table. Will that be a separate meeting?
•

There was additional comment that this discussion would happen but maybe not with
the proponent in the room or prior to or after the “face to face” meeting with Xeneca.

Jason Batise explained MNR’s policy used tertiary watershed analysis to identify communities
but it does not take into account traditional territories. All Northeastern Ontario are within the
territory and not necessarily in the watersheds. There is a concern about the government’s
internal process and how they notify the First Nations
•

There is an alternative to agree upon a process where the company accept the First
Nation territory and jointly go to the MNR with the First Nation(s). Xeneca was willing
to support that option and wanted more information. Xeneca outlined that it believed
that benefits from projects related to Crown programs are an issue between the Crown
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and First Nations and is tied to the fiduciary obligations of the Crown to the First
Nations. Xeneca’s role is to support the Crown’s efforts in the same way its supports
consultation, but before it can execute on that task the First Nation and Crown need to
be in agreement on who benefits and what is the process.
Xeneca is working with the MNR on these matters to see who the company should be working
with and to sort out how this is all supposed to work out with all ministries and welcomes
dialogue and mutual support to gain clarity on this issue.
For the face to face meeting strategic direction is required to move forward and to provide the
company with clear interest after the meeting.
Action Item: Patrick will provide some material. Also information will be loaded on the
company website about government programs. The company is gaining experience working
with other First Nation and can relate to the challenges we had.
Face to Face Meeting dates
There was general agreement on October 4th and 8th and 14th. Wabun Tribal Council office will
host the meeting.
Prepare agenda, strategic planning in Timmins, Suggestion to establish a protocol with First
Nations and beef up the agenda

Next Steps
The company is meeting with Ministry of Aboriginal Affairs (MAA) and we are prepared to ask
questions on your behalf and pass along the information back to the First Nations.
Two main questions from the company will be:
•
•

How does the process work and fit together?
How are the government funding programs supposed to work?

One question could be for MAA: What is the MNR policy and is the crown looking at that as the
iron clad solution or is their process used for direction?
There is the suggestion for the Wabun First Nations to get on the phone and internally work on
the issues and concerns and the company will move together.
For the next meeting the Tribal Council would like to see a good description of the sites (vicinity
and size of the power stations)
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•
•
•

•
•

There are 10 sites and one or more of the communities are involved at each of them.
The government’s internal policy does not reflect this relationship.
This needs to be brought forward to Xeneca.
Reiterate that the First Nations and Xeneca go to MNR together with a strategy to
identify the communities and MAA will take that as a proactive approach. This is
occurring in other jurisdictions (Sudbury District) consensus is important.
This type of approach provides proponent with certainty moving forward and avoid
confusion.
Traditional maps are more reliable when entering into business discussion compared to
the MNR process

The company does not want to get sideswiped and sees the need to work with local programs.
The company wants to make sure there is a tight working group and end up with what the
banks want. If government programs don’t line up this could cause uncertainty with banks and
loan programs.
•

Together we can come up with a solution that will be accepted and meet their needs; a
group voice is better

Mining, forestry, even water power development; there is experience moving forward with
companies who work with Wabun and the communities.
Jason Batise and Kevin Tangie are meeting with Sue Lindquist next week
Action: Respond to Jason’s email related to the face to face meeting
Patrick offers to be available for calls and emails about any related inquires
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Wabun Tribal Council / Xeneca
October 14, 2010
Wabun Tribal Council, Timmins ON.
9:00 AM – 3:00 PM
Wabun Tribal Council
Jason Batise, Wabun TC
David Flood, Matachewan FN
Kevin Tangie, Brunswick House FN
Chris McKay, Mattagami FN
Chief Walter Naveau, Mattagami FN
James Naveau, Mattagami FN
Ryan Ray, Flying Post FN
Regrets
Chief Anita Stephens, Chapleau Ojibwe FN

Xeneca
Patrick Gillette, President & COO
Dean Assinewe, Liaison

Meeting opened with introductions from the participants and a review of the agenda.
A hardcopy of the presentation was distributed to the group and Patrick went through the
slides.
Question: What is ECT?
Electrical Connection Test; FIT Contract was not issued to the project because of lack of space
on the distribution or transmission system. Determined by Ontario Power Authority (“OPA”)
and Hydro One.
Xeneca is working with a number of firms and consultants to quantify and resolve ECT issues
e.g. KBM.
Question: Location of Projects?
Xeneca has produced maps and are happy to share them. Wabun has landscape maps with
project areas (see Tim Mudder, MNR Cochrane). The MNR can produce with the sites and
include the First Nation community location for reference. Xeneca has provided positive
feedback to the MNR and their maps.
MNR representation on renewable energy:
•
•

Ken Cain, Manager, Renewable Energy Program
Jim Beal, Regional Renewable Energy Program Coordinator.

Action: Follow-up with MNR on mapping; contact Tim Mutters at Chapleau MNR District.
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Maps and other information will be released to Wabun and the Communities as part of the
Class EA process in the Project Descriptions.
Question: What is the status on the Kamiskotia?
ECT.
Question: How much information is available for the sites?
•
•
•
•
•

•

Site status; i.e., FIT or ECT.
Mapping.
Notices to Proceed have been issued at 9 Wabun sites, which lead to the issuances of
Project Descriptions and the release of related Class EA information.
MNR sites are under the New Site Release Policy and there should have been some
degree of Crown consultation.
Ministry of Environment Class Environmental Assessment for Waterpower Projects (EA):
project descriptions and phase one archeological studies will be issued; Wabun and
Communities can participate in the Archeological Field studies. Looking for questions
and input from Wabun and the Communities.
Patrick provided an explanation of the Crown processes
• FIT
• There is misalignment in the policy and this
is causing some frustration to developers
• 2009 Applicant of Record occurs before
Location Approval

A discussion followed about the Applicant of Record status and its definition. How does
Applicant of Record relate to permitting and establishing business relationship?
Jason provides his experience dealing with MNR biologist and is cautious about the process and
development related to the business discussion. There is the potential to be burned.
•

Wabun can support the Applicant of Record at some point in the process

Patrick provided a discussion about an upcoming meeting with the Ontario Power Authority
(OPA) on October 15th that will provide more clarity on funding arrangements
Jason expresses caution about the risks involved in setting up business relationships ahead of
EA work
Discussion about Q80 on the Ivanhoe and how a decision can kill the project
• Wabun has experience in a Disentanglement Process
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•

Arnold Chan, VP Legal Affairs is working on this project

3 Falls Project: Xeneca is happy to work with Wabun
Larder Raven Project (example) daily peaking plant
Wanatango: central dam, conversion to power
Marter: things are good related to land issues
James Naveau, Mattagami request a copy of the EA work to date
• Xeneca can provide project description to the First Nation. It is a 20 page document
• It can provide an opportunity for feedback from the community
• Archeology work: invitations have been mailed out to go out with Woodland Heritage: Luke
Della Bona & John Pollock. Community members could be hired to assist with the study
• Mattagami FN has experience working through Phase IV study
Habitat Study should be completed by December; examining endangered species. There are some
issues with delays on permits and consultations. These could be available early 2011 for the
communities.
• Xeneca is open to an engagement at a comprehensive level with communities
• Consultation is separate from the business discussions but, can inform the process and act as
due-diligence.
• Need to set up a process for consultation with Wabun
• There is urgency to create a formalized relationship, Wabun is progressive and experienced
Ministry of Environment (MOE) EA process feeds into the MNR business process by providing
information on the projects for due-diligence purposes.
Continuity of dealing with traditional land use areas versus tertiary watershed. Sagamok Anishnawbek
example
Wabun: Wantango example involving Matachewan
• Taykwa Tagamou involvement at Wanatango provides some challenges however Wabun
included/invited Chapleau Cree in a previous development.
David Flood provides a discussion on his conversation with Larry Clark, Resource Liaison – Cochrane
District
Wabun developed a formal agreement to deal with exploration and mineral development
• Xeneca is comfortable with a conglomerate approach to projects. They may minimize risk.
• Wabun Chiefs may support and they are meeting again in late December (Christmas party)
• May be easier
ACTION: Wabun to assemble and advise Xeneca of the communities who are involved
• Require a reference map.
• Send the files to Chris McKay, Mattagami
3

Chief Walter Naveau provided insight on development in the territories. His discussion included the
following topics:
• Nation building in the traditional territories, the importance of protocols and experience has
been pretty good. Going forward, consider the opportunities and are seeking to be active in
stewardship. MNR management (e.g. acronyms) are frustrating – stall tactics
• Focus on building relationships, create win-win situations (e.g. Timmins economic recovery)
• Forestry lands, strength in numbers, obligation for the chiefs to take leadership. Communities
have the template to show the government
• Northern relations, people don’t know who northern people are – traditional practices,
ceremonies
• First Nations can walk in both worlds – business and their culture
• Virgin territory but there is years of experience here to bring the team forward
• Wish the ancestors could be here to judge what we are doing, we are just starting to move
forward
Business to business relationship
• Commercial relationships, Kapuskasing agreement
• Progressive for First Nation development
• Key: equity position - work towards the application for funding.
• Company shares with the First Nation a percentage of the project (handed over)
• Economics of the project can vary – work with financial limitation
• Difficulty entering into the discussion without financial variables and the details
• Discussion about accurate numbers and willingness to share preliminary financial estimates
QUESTION: what are the limitations on the loan guarantee?
• Feedback on Program funding
• Share electronic copy of presentation
Hydro Omega: 2 years to reach agreement, support from the government to get to the table with
company
• MOU in place to support Applicant of Record
• ACTION: Relay Xeneca MOU to Jason
May need to complete a simple non-binding MOU to obtain funding for engagement; confirming with
OPA.
ACTION:
•
•
•

Send project description by end of November
Require feedback from the First Nations
Conglomeration my cause challenges to the board from a lenders perspective. Patrick has to sell
the idea to the board

When Hydro Omega and Wabun expressed interest in working together they approached the
government at Ministerial level and gained the support.
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•
•
•

Fall out of the OPG
Around for a long time
Substantial ownership: start with minority to majority ownership

Xeneca Board is there; need to work at the details of the structure
Investment sheet is a good tool and good starting point for Wabun
ACTION: Create Information Sheet for the Communities on Projects.
There is a concern from Wabun about the strings attached to the programs (there are no guarantees)
• There are limitations of the programs to offer alternative financial options like royalties
QUESTION: What are possible structures and related term sheets
•

Patrick followed up with an explanation...

•

Wabun explains that, where it relates to room for investment, communities do not have the
financial resources

•

First Nation expect an equity position

ACTION: Wabun will work to get a commitment from the communities to negotiate
Communities are sophisticated and have great knowledge of their values
Term sheet will form part of the agreement and structure
Recommendation for the company to produce an activity report
Xeneca can start with producing the notices to the government and package up the descriptions for the
9 sites
ACTION: get organized into how to approach the field work. Develop an agenda to meet with the
Chiefs
• Could take 2 years to develop a good relationship and good understanding with the
communities and company
ACTION: see Vanesa Enskaitis, Public Affairs Liaison about recirculating the correspondence to the First
Nation technicians
• Share MOU template with Jason, Wabun
• Provide confidentiality Agreement from Arnold Chan, VP Legal Affairs to Wabun
Discussion about Metis involvement: Metis have no treaty and no title. Metis are being managed on
consultation basis.
ACTION: Provide Wabun with a list of work and the related scope for the projects.
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MINUTES OF TELECONFERENCE
BETWEEN WABUN TRIBAL COUNCIL
AND XENECA POWER DEVELOPMENT INC.
Date:

February 17, 2011

Time of Conference Call:

10:00 a.m.

In Attendance on the Conference Call:
Wabun Tribal Council
Xeneca
Jason Batise, Wabun TC
Patrick Gillette, President & COO
Kevin Tangie, Brunswick House FN
Arnold Chan, VP Legal Affairs
Chief Rene Ojeebah, Brunswick House FN
Dean Assinewe, Liaison
Chris Venedam, Councilor Brunswick House FN
Chris McKay, Mattagami FN
Chief Murray Ray, Flying Post FN
Ryan Ray, Flying Post FN
Regrets
Chief Anita Stephens, Chapleau Ojibwe FN
David Flood, Matachewan FN
James Naveau, Mattagami FN
1. Introductions:
The teleconference commenced at approximately 10:14 a.m. Copies of the agenda were
circulated in advance of the meeting.
2. Information
Patrick/Arnold expressed appreciation for everyone joining the call. Arnold briefly outlined the
agenda.
Patrick confirmed what has been circulated to Wabun Tribal Council (“Wabun”) which included
the Project Descriptions for the various projects within the traditional territories of
communities represented by Wabun. Patrick also indicated that he would circulate a letter
from Xeneca to the Ministry of Natural Resources (MNR) that Xeneca would remain at the table
in an open-ended process to consult and where identified, to form the appropriate business to
business relationships.
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Jason expressed appreciation on getting preliminary information on the environmental
assessment and looked forward to receiving any outstanding information. He indicated that
this information was an essential pre-condition to discussing a business relationship in order to
assess whether the communities could support the projects.
Patrick indicated that the basic information for the projects will be summarized into
Information Sheets. He indicated that this is worked on by one of our engineering consultants,
Karen McGhee.
Jason reported that at a recent meeting of the Chiefs – it was agreed that there would be
collective approach for the 8-9 Xeneca projects within its traditional territories. Jason noted
that communities would provide Xeneca some certainty as to who we were dealing with and
that the communities needed to be honoured in these agreements. Jason reported that Wabun
has received band council resolutions from the Chiefs to move forward to discuss potential
partnership.
Jason went on to note that on the issue of consultation – it is impossible for the communities to
move forward without a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) in place. The communities
indicated that they were not interested in Information Centres until a business to business
MOU that sets up the principles of the partnership between the communities and Xeneca has
been formalized. Jason used the metaphor “once bitten” to describe the communities
experience and how the communities would be cautious and that the initial work needed to
focus in developing an instrument to meet their initial concerns on the relationship. It was
agreed that the bi-monthly calls were a good starting point and that Wabun is prepared to sit
down to get working on that relationship.
Jason noted that the issue would turn to “How do we resource the participation of the
communities?” He indicated that this was not an unusual ask for contributions from developers
to fund that process and would be part of the package.
Action Item: Wabun would present a budget for this process to provide some framework to
Xeneca.
Patrick thanked Jason for his comments. He noted however that one of Xeneca’s first
responsibilities is to build a trust. He noted that Xeneca is prepared to provide financial
contributions to the negotiations process, and that one of the first requirements was to put
Non-Disclosure Agreements in place to protect sensitive business information of the company –
but that once that was in place, Xeneca was very comfortable with providing full disclosure. It
was Patrick’s view that this was the only way to get important feedback and dialogue to create
a common input process.
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As it related to the MOU – it was agreed that each party should put their respective issues in
writing. Patrick noted that he was amenable to any reasonable mechanism that outlines the
kind of commitments – and the issues that are important to both parties.
Patrick went on to note that on the issue of funding, Xeneca was prepared to work with Wabun
to provide it support, but that as a first step, we should approach the Ontario Power Authority
(OPA) under a program called the Aboriginal Renewable Energy Fund (AREF) to see what
support they can put into the discussions/negotiations phase. Patrick noted that under the
AREF program, in the first stage of the process, up to
might be available to the
communities. What was not clear from the OPA was whether this up to
figure was per
project or by community. But even if it were just
per project, given that Xeneca has up
to 9 projects within the traditional territories of the Wabun communities – this would be a
substantial amount of money approaching up to
to fund negotiations and preliminary
review on the viability and issues surrounding these projects. Xeneca indicated that it would be
willing to put up some money for this process as well but Patrick noted that there are upper
limits on how much money could be put into these discussions by the company.
Jason agreed with Patrick’s comments and note that a lot of the expectations hinged on what
the OPA could to for the process. Jason noted that the communities were particularly
concerned about any strings attached placed on the communities in order to have access to the
AREF funding. But he noted that if this funding helped develop capacity and leverage
community knowledge, this would be a positive step forward. Wabun needs to measure the
government’s commitment but is willing to work with Xeneca.
Action Item: Wabun will provide a copy of the BCR supporting Wabun working with Xeneca to
Xeneca to apply to AREF
Patrick reported that Xeneca has been very critical with the Government – and in particular
with the Ministries of Aboriginal Affairs, Natural Resources, Environment and Energy, along
with agencies like the OPA. Patrick noted that Xeneca has had a number of meetings noting the
confusing expectations which have been set by the Crown and by the lack of clarity in terms of
the commitments being made by the Government. Patrick noted that in setting up this process,
the Government should also put resources to facilitate discussions between proponents and
the communities. As Patrick noted, we’re already engaged in these discussions. Xeneca and
the First Nation communities are already doing their part. Now the OPA has to do its part.
Jason further noted that it was important to get the right instruments in place. He noted that
by working together to get an agreement, we could copy this across the 9 projects. Once we
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establish a framework or instrument, this would act as the benchmark to move all the
communities forward. Patrick said that Xeneca would make its contribution to that process.
Going to the public open houses, Jason explained the experience working with Hydromega and
and how the communities assisted in the process and also noted the concern of the
communities about Xeneca moving forward in this fashion prematurely. He noted that it was
his preference that Xeneca go hand in hand with the communities into this process.
Arnold responded that the rationale in Xeneca moving forward had to do with the Crown’s
process and that this was a necessary first step to gathering information as part of the
Waterpower Class Environmental Assessment (EA). Patrick noted that in order to answer many
of the questions about the environment, we had to begin work on the EA and that this input
from other stakeholders (ie. the public) was just a part of the process. The purpose of the Open
Houses is only to solicit information from the public.
Patrick noted that the agreements could take some time to complete and that because of the
OPA’s contracting process and time limits, we could not wait to finalize these first – otherwise
we risk losing the FIT contracts due to delay. Jason did note that it took over one year just to
finalize the business to business agreements with Hydro Mega.
Patrick again reiterated Xeneca’s commitment to an open-ended process of discussions. He
noted that Xeneca has made this commitment to the Crown and was saying today that this
commitment remains the same with the communities.
A discussion then ensued about expectations on potential equity interests in the projects.
Jason asked about how the communities could invest and increase their equity over time? He
wanted some sense about how the communities could participate in a meaningful way in
projects within their traditional territories. He also noted that other issues would need to be
address such as training and employment. It was agreed that these elements would have to go
into some form of an agreement.
Patrick noted that on the equity issue, Xeneca is already committed to the principle of the
communities participating in an economic arrangement including equity participation. He
noted that the issue would have to be resolved in the details of the negotiations. He also noted
that there were some parameters placed on his negotiation rooming and that any requests that
went beyond those parameters would have to be re-tabled with the equity investors in Xeneca.
On the issue of training and employment, again Patrick indicated that Xeneca has no problem in
principle with providing these opportunities, even on a preferential basis. He noted that we are
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still fairly early within the process, so that it was difficult to provide immediate commitments to
First Nation vendors, and that much would depend on capacity and on what issues. However,
Patrick noted that as part of the negotiations process, if community skills / FN businesses were
tabled, we could provide a framework for preferential treatment, so long as certain standards
be met. On more complex business arrangements, these would have to be negotiated.
However, as Patrick noted, in most cases, construction on these projects were at least 2 years
away.
Jason advised that on the HydroMega projects within the Kapuskasing River, equity was granted
through a loan on the projects. Again, Patrick indicated a willingness to look at this similar type
of arrangement, or if there was another way to approach it, he would be happy to entertain or
suggest alternatives.
A discussion then ensured about loan guarantees that we being offered through the Ontario
Financing Authority (OFA) from the Ministry of Finance. Patrick indicated that Xeneca had
already approached the OFA to pursue the issue to understand more about the Aboriginal Loan
Guarantee Program. We were advised that the guarantee would only apply to the First
Nation’s portion of the equity in a project, but would not cover any of the proponent’s equity.
Patrick advised however, that some form cross from guarantee could be applied to further
provide security to a lender through the project or through some other means.
Patrick advised that in Xeneca’s organization structure, Dean would help facilitate and lead the
discussions. Arnold would assist Dean in managing the legal framework. As a board member
on Xeneca’s corporate side, Patrick indicated that he has been given some leeway to negotiate,
but that Arnold would act as a reminder of the limits placed on his authority.
Jason then raised the issue that a MOU with some certainty for equity in the projects would be
key for their support in the MNR issuing Applicant of Record for the projects. Patrick expressed
his appreciation for Jason’s position and noted that while Xeneca respects the Crown’s process
on site release, he noted that these were already undergoing review at this time. He stressed
the importance of moving forward collaboratively in the spirit of today’s discussion leading to a
successful conclusion in the negotiations.
Chief Murray Ray expressed that the level of the conversation is highly technical and he prefers
a face to face meeting over teleconference calls because it allows him a better chance for
raising concerns and asking questions. However he did assert that Wabun is responsible for
managing the discussions and reporting back to the communities.
Chris McKay expressed that he views the key principles are in place and that Mattagami
continues to support Jason as the lead.
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On that front, it was agreed by the parties that we would work collaboratively. It was agreed
that Arnold would seek to move forward with meetings with the OPA and the OFA. Arnold
reported that he had already made a request to the OPA, although a number of Xeneca’s
assigned contacts were currently on vacation, but he agreed to follow up. It was agreed that
one of the main points of clarification was whether every community was entitled to
or
whether this was limited by project.
Action Item: In the meanwhile, Patrick would start the process of “white boarding” the core
principles of a MOU and present to Wabun.
Action Item: Arnold would then craft some high level document to provide a framework for
the MOU.
Jason agreed to front end the process to establish the relationship to build community capacity.
Action Item: It was agreed that once a meeting was set up with the OPA, Jason would fly into
Toronto and we would sit down after the meeting to start to craft the framework. (Requires a
budget)
It was also agreed that establishing a regular table of teleconference, and where possible, faceto-face dialogue was an important start to the negotiations process.
Xeneca also offered to Wabun and the communities the opportunity to participate in the
Environmental Assessment and archaeological process – which were moving forward because
of seasonal and regulatory approval limitations. It was agreed that Dean would continue to
provide information to Wabun so that they could assess whether they wanted to participate or
input into those processes.
The meeting concluded with the agreed upon action items. It was also agreed that the minutes
of this meeting would be circulated once drafted for review and comment.
Action Item: It was agreed that the next meeting would be established after a meeting with
the OPA was set up.
3. Adjournment:
The teleconference adjourned at appropriately 11:45 a.m.

Prepared by: Arnold Chan
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Date:

February 23, 2010
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Wabun Tribal Council / Xeneca
Teleconference
22 August, 2011
3:00 PM – 4:00 PM
Wabun Tribal Council
Jason Batise, Wabun TC

Xeneca
Patrick Gillette, President
Arnold Chan, VP Legal
Dean Assinewe, Liaison

The meeting began at 2:55 PM
The meeting began with a discussion about the

% equity partnership

Jason spoke about Wabun and the language from the Hydromega project on the Kapuskasing
River and introducing it to Xeneca. There are control issues rising from the board about
increasing more equity to Wabun (Net Present Value discussion)
The IBA funds are significant, could First Nations bring more money towards purchasing the
increased equity shares. Could be done by:
•
•

Maximize the adder
And satisfy the funders

The IBA can go back to the lender
Patrick replied if the money is significant and terms put in place a deal could be placed. They
may sell the asset to the First Nations. Need to factor in legal costs
Xeneca can keep the door open. Xeneca can increase the Adder to maximize community equity
Management would be

%

What does the OPA think?
Jason states that the relationship will take years to build but its important to keep the door
open
Patrick will take another crack at the whiteboard to shape into an MOU. Xeneca will avoid legal
costs on the onset

1

Xeneca can support Wabun and First Nations to after their own hydropower sites to develop
Fort William First Nation example: % Xeneca and % Fort William (Xeneca will fund the exploration
exercise

Jason asked about Yellow Falls and TransAlta
Good spot to signing off to discuss the MOU
Jason said he will get Chris, David, Kevin and Ryan back to the table with a MOU Draft and
discuss how they will split the assets in an MOU
Xeneca will clean up the whiteboard and integrate into a MOU that would also include project
economics, estimated costs of the structures and how to share TEK
Xeneca would like to move ahead with the trust and set an Aboriginal trust in place
The MOU serves as a mechanism to set off the trust structure. Jason can be a trustee
Jason wants certainty around the table (lenders and other First Nation communities)
Xeneca will set up a meeting with Sandy Roberts ALGP with Jason when Jason is in Toronto
next.
Jason asked if there is room with the trust corporation for capacity building within the OPA AREF
The OPA Stage II can be used for capacity building
Prorated shares locks in the community (this will be First Nation to First Nation discussions)
Phase II and III can apply for
k/project

How much can be leveraged ALGP
Jason said Wabun doesn’t have the resources to prepare the applications
Patrick said Xeneca can prepare and Wabun can review it and sign them

Action item (AI): Arnold will take a crack at the MOU in a couple of weeks
AI: Jason can work and make recommendations to his technical team with the next MOU draft
Plans to meet in the second week in September

The meeting ended at approximately 4PM
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Wabun Tribal Council / Xeneca
Teleconference
April 2, 2012
9 – 10 AM
Wabun Tribal Council
Jason Batise, Wabun TC
Eric Coombs, Wabun TC advisor

Xeneca
Arnold Chan, VP Aboriginal Affairs & General
Counsel
Dean Assinewe, Liaison

The meeting began at 9 AM with introductions to Uwe Roeper as Xeneca’s CEO.
Arnold began by providing an update with Xeneca management and departure of Patrick
Gillette and Uwe Roeper as CEO. Arnold will now be responsible for aboriginal engagement
Jason recapped the previous meeting;
•
•
•
•

Discussion on the rationale to create a First Nation partnership
Assess the opportunity
And signed NDA
Eric has received the white board (information)

Arnold added that Xeneca may have better (updated) numbers from finance that are more
indicative and remodeled projections (revenues and cost)
•
•
•

Projections are created by modeling hydrology revenue set against operation
constraints.
Xeneca may have more detailed costs
However it is still a theoretical model (Kapuskasing example of building a trail)

Xeneca has been busy internally to refine a process but there is still a lot of unknowns /
variability e.g. civil engineering, geotechnical programs and cost of aggregates. Patrick
Gillette’s information is a good start
Eric asked for the high level estimates and details about: size of the projects, what the
Operation and Maintenance (O&M) costs, revenue models and percentage of ownerships to
enable him to evaluate the financials
Arnold replied that factors such as hydrology and operating regime (modified peaking) (
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•
•

Q80) and pulsing with Hydromega to operate Near North Boundary (on the
Kapuskasing) can affect revenue projections
Also carrying costs, regulators are struggling to work with all developers (not just hydro
power)

Hydromega is developing under a different set of rules.
Xeneca is working with ministries proactively to advance projects through the process and work
backlog. Mark Holmes, VP Public Relations and Arnold are meeting with MTCS about dealing
with regulatory bottlenecks
Xeneca is working on the best projects first (behind Hydromega by five years)
Jason: Wabun communities have received letters and would like to be at the table, on the
same side of the table (with Xeneca). Need to go hand in hand, First Nations have tremendous
influence because of the positive social impact the projects can have in the north
Arnold spoke about working towards agreements on rough (preliminary) term sheets and avoid
misunderstandings on how the First Nations are not committing to get funding. Traditional
Aboriginal Rights is the equity. FIT is not as lucrative
% needs to be agreed upon
How do we finance is the issue
Arnold provided the following example:
$

Million total for the project
Million would come from loans
Million would come from Xeneca (

% goes to First Nation or $

)

First Nations can mitigate the risk by entering into the partnership at commercial operation
FIT contracts require a minimum 10% Aboriginal share at NTP
There’s no recognition of Aboriginal and Treaty Rights (at the 10 %)
Partnership opportunities
•
•
•

Aboriginal Adder
AREF (treated as equity)
Xeneca IBA (free $)
2

For Xeneca the partnership must make commercial sense
Eric added the First Nation partnership funds must come from a realistic source of funds. There
are questions about AREF
What is the hurtle rate?
Market is at 12%. 11% return on equity
The project that Wabun communities could be involved with total $
Where will that amount come from?

million in investment.

Xeneca can structure a loan that involves the First Nation Adder to lock in at NTP (10%) and the
buy in at operations that will equal %
Action Item (AI): Eric to provide Arnold with Hydromega
AI: Arnold to provide Eric with the latest information from the northern project portfolio

A discussion about limited partnerships and set up a next meeting for week of the 16th
concluded the meeting

The meeting ended at approximately 11:30 AM.
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Wabun Tribal Council / Xeneca
June 26, 2012
Wabun Tribal Council, Timmins
1:30 – 2:10 PM

Wabun Tribal Council
Jason Batise, Wabun TC

Xeneca
Dean Assinewe, Liaison

The meeting began at 1:30 PM
The discussion focused mostly on the business relationship and need to move things forward. I
explained the deliberations Xeneca is having internally and situation where a model needs to be
presented to the Board (in July).
Jason explains that he hears from the communities regularly and he tells them that “nothing” is
happening. He explains that when the MNR calls him to gain Wabun’s opinion about the project he
explains the same thing. There is some frustration but its pointed at the province for setting this up in a
manner that is very loose-ended. He explained that there should be limits and when conditions are not
met, the contracts should be cancelled and the resources placed back so that a new developer has the
opportunity.
Jason says the offer is still very much like the one offered by Patrick Gillette had offered originally but
now it is presented differently. Wabun could meet with the Board and speak to them on their own
behalf and speak from their experience working with Hydromega. Wabun had take similar action in the
Hydromega negotiation. Jason offered to go on a field trip with the board to one of the project
locations to demonstrate that this can be done. He again reiterated that Wabun is willing to do funding
applications but will not put the FNs at risk to borrow money from lenders.
With regard to TTN, Wabun is holding firm, they want the deal to be cut with them and they will openly
invite or cut away the piece of the pie. It is Wabun’s position that it was the government who created
this situation.

The meeting ended at approximately 2:10 PM.
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Wabun Tribal Council / Xeneca
Teleconference
August 8, 2012
1:00 – 2:00 PM
Wabun Tribal Council
Jason Batise, Wabun TC
Eric Coombs, Wabun TC Financial Advisor

Xeneca
Arnold Chan, VP Aboriginal Affairs & General
Counsel
Anil Grover, VP Finance
Dean Assinewe, Liaison

The meeting began at 10 AM with introductions to Anil Grover, VP Finance. A power point was
distributed prior to the teleconference
Arnold began by apologizing for the long time to get the model out to Wabun and the need to
answer Eric Coombs questions
Arnold led through the PowerPoint
The OPA’s Aboriginal Adder requires some level of risk related to interest rate and future
revenue streams. A discussion about the risk factors associated with hydro power followed.
Jason is open to having a conversation with the OPA to determine what could be legitimate
risks
Eric asked about cost overruns such as delays in construction, increasing project costs. Over
runs could be handled by contingency planning. Eric inquired about the cash flow models for
Kapuskasing, Ivanhoe, and Wanatango. To date, nobody has gotten access to AREF money.
The discussion turned to the legal structure and challenges. Xeneca is promoting an LP
structure across the portfolio. Wabun communities make up 60% of Aboriginal participation
across the board. Xeneca recommends a JV as their entity that can partner up. Example:
Xeneca LP + First Nation LP that enter into a JV. (need to meet the OPA test of business
structure)
Eric asked about the senior debt and the one lender to Xeneca LP
Arnold replied about the option to negotiate after the senior debt is paid off to allow the First
Nations to hold title.
Eric requested Arnold to flush out the white board and have the dialogue related to challenges
of dealing with OPA
1

Eric continued to ask about the cash flow to First Nations
Arnold replied that there will be a 15 year amortization. There will be little cash until after the
debt is repaid ($ million)
Jason added that he has experience with ownership deals but none that are so prolonged
Next Steps
Create a Rough draft of the terms sheet can be developed from the PowerPoint
Develop the Term sheet for the OPA and go to the meet hand in hand. Wabun will need to go
back to the member communities
Jurisdictional issues: Arnold will have further discussion with Jason on managing issues. Jason
added there are no issues with other First Nations (speaking from experience with the
Kapuskasing projects)
A Discussion followed related to 2 smaller projects
Action Item (AI): Arnold will send Jason and email to set up time to discuss
Eric Coombs seems fine with the model
Contracting and business opportunity, first rights of refusal
Xeneca has predetermined contracts with few contractors (civil engineering, water-to-wire
equipment); as the financers will demand high criteria and cost parameters
Jason understands the process
Arnold further explained other criteria: on time and on budget
Arnold offered at timeline: 2-3 weeks to work the financers/funders

The meeting ended at approximately 2 PM
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Wabun Tribal Council / Xeneca
August 8, 2012
10:00 AM – 12:00 PM
Wabun Tribal Council
Jason Batise, Wabun TC
Kevin Tangie, Brunswick House FN

Xeneca
Uwe Roeper, CEO
Arnold Chan, VP Aboriginal Affairs & General
Counsel
Dean Assinewe, Liaison

The meeting began at 10 AM with introductions to Uwe Roeper as Xeneca’s CEO.
Uwe’s explained the change in management and emphasized the need for Xeneca to progress
internally and was asked to take control of company direction and to focus on the MNR,
Landowner issues and Aboriginal relations.
Uwe provided background on how Xeneca has arrived at gaining First Nation participation and
lists the examples of the Lower Mattagami Project and the % equity position for past
grievances.
Some discussion ensued about the Hydromega and Wabun participation.
Uwe noted that he had discussions with Discussions with John Brace, CEO at Northland Power.
He noted the Northland % deals with Constance Lake at the Kabinakagami River which was
then leveraged with its deal with the Manitoulin Island communities. There was also some
discussion about the efforts of Tim Richardson at Northland Power to build that relationship.
Availablilty of government funds: Aboriginal Loans Guarantee Program. Jason explained his
experience with Hydromega in terms of seeking to get support under the Aboriginal Loan
Guarantee Fund and the difficulty with the process.
Jason explained it is necessary to bring in Eric Coombs to help evaluate the deal and the next
step of assembling the communities.
Uwe explained and compared hydropower economics and partnerships between mining
projects and hydropower development. Gaining benefit from hydropower is like paying off the
mortgage in the beginning. You don’t get returns until the capital expense has been paid off.
Hydro projects have longer term value (example a plant built in 1906 has significant value
because of the legacy.
1

Uwe explained the 50/50 participation model in detail to Kevin and Jason.
Arnold offered to work with Eric Coombs and to explain the model so that there was an
assurance to not mislead the communities about the deal structure. It’s important to avoid a
model that not doable but a model that’s achievable.
Jason explained that the communities would come together if the deal was satisfactory by a
Community Accord (or Band Council Resolution).

The meeting ended at approximately 11:30 AM.
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Xeneca Power Development
Project Update for Proposed Hydro-Electric Sites within the First Nation communities
represented by Wabun Tribal Council and the Chapleau Cree First Nation

Presentation to Wabun Tribal Council and the
Chapleau Cree First Nation
September 16, 2013

Presentation Outline for
the next 1 ½ days
•
•
•
•

Who is Xeneca Power? Background and Experience;
Mission Statement/Development Philosophy;
Consultation approach;
Project Overviews:
–
–
–
–

Ivanhoe River;
Kapuskasing River;
Marter Twp;
Wanatango Falls;

• Archaeology/Cultural Heritage;
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Outline, cont’d
•
•
•
•

Environmental Studies summaries;
Economic Challenges for the various projects;
Economic Participation Model;
Current Status of Discussions with other First
Nation / Aboriginal communities;
• Next Steps;
• Questions?
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Experienced and Well-Financed
Waterpower Developers
Xeneca Structure
___________ in financial resources and an experienced team

Firelight Infrastructure
Partners
Ontario Pension Trust
Dundee Realty Corporation

Xeneca LP
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Xeneca’s Senior Management
Team
Uwe Roeper (CEO), Mark
Holmes (VP Corporate Affairs)
Arnold Chan (VP
Aboriginal/General Counsel),
Anil Grover (VP Finance)

Past Experience - Misema 2005
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Xeneca’s Mission Statement: Identify and
Build Multiple Small Waterpower Projects
Throughout Ontario

We have been working for several years now to identify
potential small waterpower sites on “general use” rivers.
The map above shows the key projects we are working
on. Each is small (1 MW to 10 MW) and each is being
carefully engineered to address stakeholder questions,
limit environmental footprint and allow EcoLogo
Certification. We strongly believe that small waterpower
is an important part of the solution for Ontario’s supply
mix and the right thing to do from a sustainability point
of view.
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Xeneca’s Development Philosophy
Xeneca is committed to:
1. Build safe and reliable renewable energy
through waterpower;
2. Build and operate our proposed projects in an
environmentally conscientious and sustainable
manner;
3. Manage our proposed projects in accordance
with social, economic and environmental
objectives.
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Development Approach
• Xeneca strives to make its small waterpower projects green
through the following criteria:
–
–
–
–

Under 10 MW;
Minimal or no storage (less than 48 hrs);
Minimal environmental impact (e.g. fish);
Small physical and ecological footprint.

• Facilities that meet green criteria are eligible
for “EcoLogo Certification” from the Canada government;
• Xeneca strives to obtain EcoLogo Certification for each project
as a reflection of our efforts to be green.
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Local Economic Opportunities
•

•

•

Each project is expected to cost
between ___________ per MW. Half
of cost is expected to be spent
locally on providing a wide range of
goods and services including
construction, survey services,
consulting, labour, concrete, steel
and trucking
There are contracting opportunities
available to First Nation contractors,
on a competitive basis
Xeneca seeks to provide First Nation
employment opportunities where
possible during construction and
subsequent maintenance of the
plants, where appropriate
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Why Hydro Projects within the Traditional
Territories of First Nation Communities?
• Reliable and predictable, waterpower can help stabilize the
electricity transmission and distribution system;
• Like water, electricity flows to the nearest outlet, so it is
consumed first locally, reducing the need for more large
power plants;
• Waterpower comes from a renewable source;
• Green energy is an important consideration for our future and
the region can enhance its green reputation;
• These are legacy projects that last for many generations.
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Xeneca’s Consultation Approach
for First Nation Communities
• Xeneca recognizes that First Nation communities are stewards
of land over their traditional territories;
• Xeneca commits to ongoing dialogue throughout the process
including before and after proposed commercial operation;
• Xeneca is prepared to provide reasonable support to
understand proposed project impacts;
• Xeneca seeks community input through a community forum
by bringing Xeneca staff/consultants to answer questions, if so
desired on proposed project impacts.
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Public Input to Proposed Projects
• Developers are required to consult the broader public as part
of the Environmental Assessment process. The purpose is to
let proponents know:
(a) How many people are using this section of river? Is this use
sustainable/ desirable?
(b) When are people using the river?
(c) Where are any the preferred launch site(s)
(d) What are the activities on this part of the river?
(e) How can these activities be maintained and/or enhanced?
(f) What are safety concerns and how they will be addressed?

•

Xeneca respects that First Nation communities have
traditional land use concerns above and beyond public input
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Archaeology & Cultural Heritage:
Overview
• Xeneca has completed Stage 1 desktop exercises for all
projects and accepted by the Ministry of Tourism Culture &
Sport;
• Stage 2 was completed last year for Marter Twp.
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Environment Due Diligence:
Modeling and Studies
• The effects of operation are well studied to
understand:
– Effects of fish spawning and year-round habitat.

– Effects on terrestrial animals such as beaver, turtles,
waterfowl and other birds.
– Movement of ice causing sediment scouring and other
contributors to erosion.
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Proposed Plant Operations:
Modified Run-of-River
• During certain times, certain plants will operate as
“run-of-river,” utilizing flows as provided by nature.
• During high flow periods (i.e. spring freshet) flow exceeds
plant capacity and water spilled. No variance from natural
flow.
• During low flow periods the plant may operate at a reduced
capacity to store water for plant operation the following
day(s). Xeneca is striving for EcoLogo Certification under
which storage will not exceed 48 hrs.
• Design and operational elements will avoid erosion and
ensure ecological flows are maintained.
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Proposed Plant Operations:
Modified Run-of-River
Modified Run of River – Plant
Operation Diagrams
A. River Plan View – Prior to
Project
Construction
High
Water
[Flood]

Future Location of
Power Plant

Level – [IDF] River Level @ Average
Flow [LTAF]
River Level @
Low Flow
Upstream
property

Dam

FLOW
DIRECTION

River Level @ Average Flow
[LTAF]
River Level @ Low
Flow

Weir &
Sluiceway
[Weir]
OverFlow

Headpo
nd

UPSTREAM FLOW
Min’m Affected
Reach
Avg Affected
Reach
Flood Affected
Reach [IDF]
Downstream Flow = Plant Flow + [Weir]
Overflow
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Plant Flow
Powerhouse w.
Turbine/Generator

Navigation
• Portage routes, landing and
rest areas, proper signage
and put in sites need to be
considered in design
phases.
• Design can also
contemplate low velocity
intake channels and other
safety considerations
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Kapuskasing River:
Overview of Projects
• Work progressing since 2008
• Hydrology and topography show
the Kapuskasing sites have good
generation potential with a total
installed capacity of about 19 MW
• Sites known as Near North
Boundary, Middle Township Buchan
and Lapinigam Rapids are upstream
of the HydroMega developments
• Transmission lines connecting at
Weston Lake TS/DS to the east
through Tembec lands
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Kapuskasing River: Overview of
Projects cont’d
• FIT Contract Capacity:
– Outlet Lake Kapuskasing / Lapinigam Rapids (merged FIT contract):
9.99 MW
– Middle Twp. Buchan / Near North Boundary (merged FIT contracts):
8.75 MW

• FIT COD Dates (with 1-year extension):
– Outlet Lake Kapuskasing / Lapinigam Rapids (merged): October 5,
2015
– Middle Twp. Buchan / Near North Boundary (merged): October 11,
2015

• Minister of Energy recently announced 3-year extensions for
waterpower projects;
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Kapuskasing River:
Current & Projected Status
• Applicant of Record: Outstanding
• Access trails to sites: Completed in summer 2012 – mostly
through Tembec lands;
• Environmental Field Work: Completed 2012 (some minor
updates in 2013);
• Archaeology (Stage 2): Summer 2012
• Notice of Commencement of EA: Late 2013
• Plans & Specs Approval: 2014-Early 2015
• Start of Construction: Mid to Late 2014
• Projected COD: Early to Mid 2016
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Kapuskasing River:
Current & Projected Status cont’d
• Proposed Operation:
– Lapinigam: Modified run-of-river
– Middle Twp Buchan: Modified-run-of-river
– Near North Boundary: Modified run-of-river

• Xeneca is seeking to arrive at consensus with HydroMega on
water sharing arrangements on the Kapuskasing River;
• Xeneca proposes 2 operating scenarios:
– With consent of HydroMega (with operations);
– Without consent of HydroMega (we will re-engineer the flows back to
run-of-river) at the Near North Boundary site.
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Lapinigam: Project Proposal
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Lapinigam: Inundation Profile
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Middle Twp Buchan: Project Proposal
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Middle Twp Buchan: Inundation Profile
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Near North Boundary: Project Proposal
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Near North Boundary: Inundation Profile
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Ivanhoe River:
Overview of Projects
• Work progressing since 2008
• Hydrology and topography show the
Ivanhoe sites have good generation
potential with a total installed capacity
of about 7+ MW
• Sites known as Ivanhoe, The Chutes,
located 7 km north of Foleyet and
Ivanhoe, Third Falls, a further 44 km
north, abutting the south end of the
Northern Claybelt Forest Complex
Conservation Reserve
• Transmission lines connecting at
Weston Lake TS/DS to the east through
Tembec lands
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Ivanhoe River: Overview of
Projects cont’d
• FIT Contract Capacity:
– Ivanhoe, The Chute: 3.6 MW
– Ivanhoe, Third Falls: 5.1 MW

• FIT COD Dates (with one-year extension):
– Ivanhoe, The Chute: October 11, 2015
– Ivanhoe, Third Falls: October 9, 2015

• Minister of Energy (Ontario) recently issued a new directive
on June 26, 2013 for a further 3-year extension for all
waterpower FIT contracts – details of implementation not yet
released by the Ontario Power Authority.
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Ivanhoe River,
Current & Projected Status
• Applicant of Record: Outstanding
• Environmental Field Work: Substantially completed summer
2012 with some residual follow up in 2013
• Archaeology (Stage 2): Summer 2012
• Notice of Commencement of EA: Fall of 2013
• Plans & Specs Approval: 2014 to early 2015
• Start of Construction: Late 2014
• Projected COD: Early 2016
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Ivanhoe River,
Current & Projected Status, cont’d
• Proposed Operation:
– Ivanhoe, The Chute: Modified run-of-river (Q80)
– Ivanhoe, Third Falls (Option 1): Modified run-ofriver (outside the Conservation Reserve version)
– Ivanhoe, Third Falls (Option 2 – Preferred): Runof-river (powerhouse/roads within the
Conservation Reserve version)
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Ivanhoe, The Chute: Project Proposal
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Ivanhoe The Chute:
Inundation Profile
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Ivanhoe, Third Falls: Project Proposal
(Outside the Conservation Reserve)
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Ivanhoe, Third Falls: Inundation
Profile (Outside the CR)
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Blanche River (Marter Twp):
Overview of Project
• Work progressing since 2008
• Located in close proximity to the
Mesima Dam site (developed by
Canadian Renewable Energy
Corporation);
• Project located and impacts primarily
private lands;
• Hydrology and topography show good
energy generation potential;
• Transmission line and road
connecting 1 km immediately to the
west of the project site at Feeder
16M62;
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Blanche River (Marter Twp):
Overview of Project, cont’d
• FIT Contract Capacity:
– Marter Twp: 2.1 MW

• FIT COD Dates (with 1-year extension):
– Outlet Lake Kapuskasing: October 11, 2015

• Minister of Energy recently announced 3-year
extensions for waterpower projects;
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Blanche River (Marter Twp):
Overview of Project cont’d
• Two option approach, subject to land consent
from private landowners;
• Option 1 requires land consent from 2 private
land owners upstream (dam height at 196 m);
• Option 2 requires land consent from 5 private
land owners upstream (dam height at 201 m);
• Status: Some have executed consents /
agreements, others still in discussions
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Blanche River – Marter Twp.
Current & Anticipated Status
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Applicant of Record: Outstanding
Environmental Field Work: Completed Summer 2012
Archaeology (Stage 2): Completed Summer 2011
Notice of Commencement of EA: Late 2013
Plans & Specs Approval: 2014-early 2015
Start of Construction: Late 2014
Projected COD: Early 2016
Proposed Operations: Modified Run-of-River;
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Marter Twp: Project Proposal
Presentation to
Jason Batise,
Wabun Tribal
Council
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Option 1 – Inundation Profile
(Dam at 196 m)
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Option 2 – Inundation Profile
(Dam at 201 m)
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Frederick House River (Wanatango
Falls): Overview of Project
• Work progressing since 2008
•Located between Cochrane and
Timmins;
•Project is approximately 7 km north
of the OPG Control Dam at Frederick
House Lake;
• Hydrology and topography show
reasonable returns
•Very long transmission line
approximately 43 km south to Hoyle
DS ;
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Frederick House River (Wanatango
Falls): Overview of Project cont’d
• FIT Contract Capacity:
– Wanatango Falls: 4.67 MW

• FIT COD Dates (with 1-year extension):
– October 11, 2015

• Minister of Energy recently announced a 3
year extension of waterpower contracts;
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Frederick House River (Wanatango
Falls): Current & Projected Status
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Applicant of Record: Outstanding
Environmental Field Work: Completed through 2013;
Archaeology (Stage 3): Commencing Shortly
Geo-technical investigations: Fall 2013
Notice of Commencement of EA: Fall 2012
Plans & Specs Approval: 2014
Start of Construction: Late 2014
Projected COD: Fall 2016
Proposed Operation: Modified run-of-river
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Frederick House River (Wanatango
Falls): Overview of Project, cont’d
• Two option approach, subject to land consent from
private landowners;
• Option 1 requires does not require land consent
from private land owners (dam height at 257.5 m) ;
• Option 2 requires land consent from 3 private land
owners upstream (dam height at 259 m);
• Status: Two parties are prepared to negotiate
consent, third party just recently located.
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Wanatango Falls: Project Proposal
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Option 1 – Site Concept Inundation
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Option 2 – Site Concept Inundation
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Kamiskotia Falls:
Overview of Project
• Proposed Contract Capacity: 3.8 MW;
• Does not have a FIT contract;
• Was originally proposed to connect to Timmins TS and we
learned that it was originally 4th in the cue;
• Would be part of the soon to be announced new procurement
process since the announcement by the Ministry of Energy of
the end of the FIT process for projects over 500 kW;
• Xeneca is prepared to treat this project on the same terms as
the other FIT contracts – subject to proposed pricing terms
from the Ontario Power Authority;
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Kamiskotia Falls:
Project Location
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Kamiskotia Falls:
Preliminary Site Plan
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Kamiskotia Falls:
Inundation Profile
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Archaeology & Cultural Heritage
• Xeneca has completed Phase 1 desktop exercises for
all projects;
• Phase 2 was completed last year for:
– Ivanhoe River;
– Marter Twp;

• Phase 2 proceeding this year for:
– Kapuskasing River;

• Phase 3 and 4 proceeding for:
– Wanatango Falls – likely to happen in Spring of 2014;
– Ceremony
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Archaeology Consultation
• Xeneca’s consultant is Woodland Heritage
Services;
– Luke Dalla Bona has conducted work on the
Kapuskasing and Ivanhoe Rivers
– Dr. John Pollock has conducted work at
Wanatango Falls and Marter Twp;
– Both are prepared to attend community forums to
address concerns (including the concern about
cultural modified trees on the Ivanhoe River).
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Environmental Summary
• Xeneca has substantially completed all
environmental field studies for its projects;
• Some small residual studies remaining to complete
small gaps (Ivanhoe – maybe Wanatango Falls);
• Some projects have already had draft EA’s Reports
prepared for:
– Ivanhoe River projects;
– Marter Twp.;
– Wanatango Falls;
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Environmental Summary cont’d
• The Kapuskasing River projects are now in
production for the draft EA Report to be completed
end of 2013 by Hatch Energy;
• In the process of preparing final EA reports for:
–
–
–
–

Marter Twp. project – likely end of October, 2013;
The Ivanhoe River projects – likely end of November, 2013;
Wanatango Falls project – mid-November 2013;
Kapuskasing River projects – likely end of April, 2014.

• More detail to be covered tomorrow in the Project
Status Update.
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Economic Challenges for the Projects
• Much higher anticipated capital costs due to:
– Ivanhoe, Kapuskasing and Wanatango Falls all
have very long transmission lines to connect;
– Remoteness of projects are increasing projected
capital costs (including limited availability of
aggregate);
– Availability of contractors due to high demand for
skilled labour in Northern Ontario;
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Additional Issues
• Amalgamated FIT contracts to optimize FIT capacity within
projects:
– Outlet Kapuskasing Lake merged with Lapinigam (new joint
FIT capacity: 9.99 MW)
– Middle Twp Buchan merged with Near North Boundary
(new joint FIT capacity: 8.75 MW)
• Future plan to amalgamate Ivanhoe, The Chutes merged with
Ivanhoe, Third Falls (new joint FIT capacity: 8.7 MW)
• Kapuskasing projects require consent and purchase of private
lands held by Tembec for additional development size at
Lapinigam, and preferred line/road access & timber licensing.
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Jurisdiction – Kapuskasing Projects
• The Ministry of Natural Resources has tabled the
“identified communities” as being Chapleau Ojibwe
FN, Brunswick House FN and Chapleau Cree FN;
• May get some kind of assertions from the Moose
Cree FN and Michipicoten FN;
• Missinabie Cree FN and TTN will likely not assert
jurisdiction;
• Haven’t received a position from Constance Lake FN;
• Métis are seeking an MOU/IBA;
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Jurisdiction – Ivanhoe Projects
• The Ministry of Natural Resources has tabled
the “identified communities” as being
Chapleau Ojibwe FN, Brunswick House FN,
Mattagami FN and Chapleau Cree FN;
• We understand that Flying Post FN should also
be considered as part of their territory;
• TTN will likely not assert jurisdiction;
• Métis are seeking an MOU/IBA;
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Jurisdiction – Marter Twp. Project
• Xeneca has not been formally advised as to the First Nation
communities that require consultation and accommodation at
Marter Twp by the Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources at
Kirkland Lake;
• Our current assumption is that the following communities
should be consulted which include Timiskaming FN,
Beaverhouse Aboriginal Community, Matachewan FN,
Wahgoshig FN and the Metis Nation of Ontario;
• We understand that Timiskaming FN has made a land claim
and appreciate being advised of its position and claim of
jurisdiction over this project.
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Jurisdiction – Wanatango
Falls Project
• The Ministry of Natural Resources has tabled the “identified
communities” as being Taykwa Tagamou Nation, Mattagami
FN and Matachewan FN;
• We understand that Wahgoshig FN should also be considered
as part of their territory;
• Pikogan has some sort of arrangement with Wahgoshig FN but
we haven’t anything formal yet;
• TTN has made some very strong assertions that they should
be the only or dominant partner on this project;
• The Métis are seeking an MOU/IBA;
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Jurisdiction – Kamiskotia
Falls Project
• Xeneca has not conducted any meaningful work since 2009;
• Originally was considered a low priority project because there
were 3 other projects ahead of it in the connection cue to
Timmins TS;
• Have learned that two of the projects will likely not proceed;
• Key from FIT 2.0 review was obtaining points from project
partners – particularly getting support from municipalities and
First Nation communities;
• Xeneca would propose to proceed on the same basis as its
other projects (50-50 basis) but subject to actual procured
price;
• Issue of FN jurisdiction needs to be resolved.
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Thank You!
• Questions?
• If you have any concerns or follow up issues , please contact:
Arnold Chan, Vice-President, Aboriginal Affairs & General Counsel
email: achan@xeneca.com
Dean Assinewe, Aboriginal Affairs Liaison
email: dassinewe@xeneca.com
Cellular:
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Financial Models
Proposed First Nations & Xeneca Partnership

Summary
Legal Structure
Project Details
How projects would be financed
Sources of First Nations’ Equity
Project Timelines
Financial Details
Assumptions/Risks
Q&A

2

Legal Structure
Separate LP (‘Project LP’) for each project(s)
First Nations via InvestCoLP will own its share in Project LP
InvestCoLP - 100% owned by First Nations

3

Legal Structure
Xeneca is proposing 50:50 structure (precisely 49.95%)
First Nations to acquire 10% stake shortly after signing of
definitive partnership agreement
First Nations will use borrowed funds to purchase
additional 40% just before COD

4

Legal Structure

5

Project Details
•

TOTAL 7 PROJECTS

•

Kapuskasing River
1.

1. Lapinigam

2.

2. Middle TWP

3.

3. Near North Boundary

Ivanhoe RIver

•
1.

4. The Chute

2.

5. Third Falls

Blanche River

•
1.

Frederickhouse River

•
1.

6

6. Marter

7. Wanatango

The 3
Projects on
the same
river system

The 2
Projects on
the same
river system

Estimated Project Size/Output
Project
The table summarizes estimated:
1.

1. Project Size (in MW)

2.

2. Output Numbers

has been provided in the table. These
are based on the hydrology data
available.

Estimated
Output (MwH)

Lapinigam

9.90

37,979

Middle TWP

5.60

21,791

Near N Boundary

4.50

17,443

The Chute

3.00

12,575

Third Falls

4.00

16,590

Marter

2.30

9,173

Wanatango

3.70

15,453

32.90

131,404

TOTALS
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Estimated
Size (MW)

Estimated Project Costs
Cost in $ Million
Xeneca’s affiliate will be
EPC for the construction
of all the projects

Xeneca will provide
fixed cost model i.e.
Xeneca will bear any
costs over run.

250.00

211.12
200.00
150.00
100.00
50.00

17.57

29.70

Kapuskasing/
Ivanhoe

8

Marter

Wanatango

How project(s) financed?
•

9

Project(s) are estimated to be
financed by:

•

1) Senior Debt -78%

•

2) Equity (First Nations) – 11%

•

3) Equity (Xeneca) – 11%

How project(s) financed?
Example:
Project Cost - __________

Equity
(First
Nations)
11%

Equity
(Xeneca)
11%

1. Senior Debt - _________
2. Equity (First Nations) - ______
3. Equity (Xeneca) - ________
Senior
Debt
78%
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Summary – How projects are financed

In $Million
Project

Kapuskasing/Ivanhoe
Marter
Wanatango
TOTALS

11

Debt

Equity Xeneca

Equity First
Nations

Total

The table outlines
how Estimated
Project Costs
would be
financed

How First Nations' Equity Financed?

•

12

The sources of First Nations' equity
would be:

•

1) Loan under ALGP -75%

•

2) Loan from Xeneca – 15%

•

3) Impact/Benefit Consideration – 10%

How First Nations' Equity
Financed?
Using the above example:
Project Cost –
______________
First Nations' Equity – _________

Loan
from
Xeneca
15%

I/B
Conside
ration
10%

1. Loan under ALGP2. Loan from Xeneca 3. I/B Consideration _____________
Total
==========
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Loan
under
ALGP
75%

ALGP
Million Provincial program administered by OFA
Supports aboriginal participation in renewable projects.
Available to corporations owned 100% by Ab.Comm.
Provide guarantee up to 75% of equity funding
FI/Bank would provide equity loan against this guarantee
Xeneca will provide necessary administrative support
More information on www.ofina.on.ca/algp/
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Loan from Xeneca – Proposed Terms
Assumed to cover 15% of First Nations' equity
Assumed interest rate of 8.00% per year
Assumed repayment period of 15/16 years
Repayment period based on cash flow available after
service of ALGP loan
Loan would be subordinate to loan under ALGP
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Summary – Projected Sources of First Nations’ Equity

In $Million
Project

ALGP

X’ Loan

I/B

Kapuskasing/Ivanhoe

Total

The table
outlines
how First
Nations’
equity
would be
funded

Marter
Wanatango
TOTALS

ALGP – Loan under ALGP

16

X’Loan – Loan from Xeneca

I/B – Impact/Benefit Consideration

17

Estimated Project Timelines
EA

DDE & POST EA

CONSTRUCTION

Kapuskasing/
Ivanhoe

Marter

Wanatango

EA – Environmental Assessment
18

DDE – Detailed Design & Engineering

Financial Summary
Here is the summary of projected
average annual(based on 40
years from COD):

1)1.

Revenue

2)2.

Operating Cost with GRC

Gross Revenue charge is a
charge in lieu of property tax
and water usage. There is a
tax holiday for the first 10
years.

Table 1: Risk Management Services
Schedule
Revenue

Kapuskasing/
Ivanhoe

Project
19

Marter

Op. Cost

Wanatango

Av. Cash Flow – Before & After repayment of debt

In $Million
Project

EBIDTA
Repayment of Debt

Net Cash Flow
First Nations’ Share () –
Before equity loan
repayments

Xeneca’s Share ()

20

Kapuskasing/
Ivanhoe

Marter

Wanatango

Total

Net Cash Flow- First Nations
First Nations’ share of Cash flow from the project(s)
Less: Equity Loan Repayments including
1. Interest on ALGP

21

6.

2. Principal repayment of ALGP

7.

3. Reserve for ALGP Loan

8.

4. Interest on loan from Xeneca

9.

5. Principal repayment of loan from Xeneca

10.

6. Reserve for Xeneca Loan

Projected Net Cash Flow to First Nations
Kapuskasing/Ivanhoe

ALGP loan payments
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Xeneca loan payments

Cash distribution

Summary - Projected Yearly Net Cash Flow to First
Nations after debt repayment
Kapuskasing/Ivanhoe
Project

In $Million
01-15
Years

16-40
Years

41-80
Years

First Nations’ Share
Less: Repayment ALGP Loan

Less: Repayment of Xeneca Loan
Net Cash Flow (Av. Yearly)
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-

Projected Net Cash Flow to First Nations
Marter

ALGP loan payments
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Xeneca loan payments

Cash distribution

Summary - First Nations’ Projected Yearly Net
Cash Flow after debt
Marter
Project

First Nations' Share
Less: Repayment ALGP Loan

Less: Repayment of Xeneca Loan
Net Cash Flow (Av. Yearly)
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In $Million
01-15
Years

16-40
Years

41-80
Years

Projected Net Cash Flow to First Nations
Wanatango

ALGP loan payments

26

Xeneca loan payments

Cash distribution

Summary - First Nations’ Projected Yearly Net
Cash Flow after debt
Wanatango
Project

First Nations' Share
Less: Repayment ALGP Loan

Less: Repayment of Xeneca Loan
Net Cash Flow (Av. Yearly)
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In $Million
01-15
Years

16-40
Years

41-80
Years

Assumptions/Risks
CPI increase in FIT prices assumed at 2%
Restriction by agencies
Revenue based on average output
Operating Cost based on industry standard

GRC based on existing rules
Debt based on DSCR of 1.35 with increments of .005/year

Senior lender may specify reserves for debt, repair etc.
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Assumptions/Risks
Interest rate based on current market conditions
Lower amount of loan under ALGP
Interest/Repayment term of ALGP loan may vary
Commercial Operation Date (COD)
Cross Collateralization
Partnership interest held by senior lender

29

Recap- First Nations
Partnership in 32.9 MW with total project cost of
No Capital Cost Risk to First Nations
With zero cash investment can own project worth up to
Project will be built & operated by Xeneca
After repayment of loan, significant stream of cash flow

30

31

Questions & Answers
32

Contact Information
•

Anil Grover CPA, CA

•

V.P. – Finance

•
•

•

•
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5255 Yonge Street, Suite # 1200
North York ON M2N 6P4
Tel
Fax: Email:
agrover@xeneca.com

Term Sheet and Letter of Intent
Presentation to the Wabun Tribal Council
communities/Chapleau Cree First Nation
September 16, 2013
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Agenda
• The Process to Date

• Term Sheet
• Letter of Intent
• Current Status
• Questions & Answers / Next Steps
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Background to Current Discussions
How we got here
• In 2010, Xeneca proposed an initial __% economic
partnership consistent with OPG equity arrangements
with FNs (Lower Mattagami, Lac Seul) on hydro projects;
• Xeneca received Board approval to increase position to
50-50 partnership in the middle of 2012;
• Xeneca presented the draft economic models to Wabun
and its advisors in December 2012;
• Comments led to draft Letter of Intent / Term Sheet in
March 2013;
• Today is the culmination of the negotiations since March.
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Balancing the Needs of the Parties
• Arrangements are subject to the following issues
that the negotiating teams needed to consider:
–
–
–
–
–

FIT Contract requirements;
Xeneca’s current legal structure;
Xeneca’s proposed financing structure;
Compliance with available financing programs (ALGP);
Anticipating the requirements that will be imposed by the Senior
Lender and the Equity Lender for the Aboriginal Loan;
– Managing the overall risk to the parties and ensuring that there is
a reasonable return rate;
– Getting the kind of outcomes that all parties need.
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The Term Sheet
Basic Legal Framework
• Xeneca Limited Partnership currently holds the Feed-in-Tariff (FIT)
Contract with the Ontario Power Authority;
• A Project Limited Partnership would be formed for each FIT
contract(s) where there are the same project partners;
• The First Nations would create its own First Nations Limited
Partnership (“InvestCoLP”);
• The First Nations LP must be ___% owned by First Nation
communities/parties;
• Xeneca LP would transfer the FIT contract to the Project LP;
• Xeneca would subscribe to an initial __% of the units in the Project
LP and the First Nations LP would take __% shortly after the
definitive agreements stage (prior to Notice to Proceed under the
FIT contract);
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The Term Sheet
Basic Legal Framework, cont’d
• The First Nations LP has an option to acquire an additional __%
stake from Xeneca LP at commercial operation;
• Xeneca LP would continue to be responsible for delivering a
constructed hydro-electric plant to the Project LP;
• Xeneca LP (or its affiliate, Xeneca Power Development) would be
retained after construction to manage and operate each hydroelectric facility upon commercial operation;
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Why Not an Immediate __% Ownership?

• We need time to obtain the sources of funding for the First Nations
equity;
• Presumption is that __% of the FN equity will come through a
commercial loan guaranteed by the Aboriginal Loan Guarantee
Program offered by the Ontario Financing Authority (Ministry of
Finance – Ontario); already discussed in Financial Model
presentation;
• The FIT contract also grants a small increase in revenue (increase
in contract price) if there is First Nations/Aboriginal equity in the
project – called the Aboriginal Adder;
• For waterpower, it is a sliding scale of up to __/MWH at __% FN
ownership;
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Why Not an Immediate 50% Ownership, cont’d?

• Aboriginal Adder requires the First Nations/Aboriginal
Partner to hold a minimum of 10% interest before Notice
to Proceed under the FIT contract;
• The initial 10% interest will be a nominal interest;
• An initial lower equity holding also eliminates the need
for the aboriginal equity loan until just prior to
commercial operation – reduces risk and carrying costs;
• Xeneca assumes the risk of permitting and construction;
• Buy-up occurs only at commercial operation when there
is potential revenue;
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The Various Stages of the Project LP
The Four Stages of the Project

Stage 3:

Stage 1:

Stage 2:
Asset
Construction
and
Acquisition

Stage 4:
Post-FIT
Continuance

FIT
Operation

Project
Formation
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The Various Stages of the Project LP
The Four Stages of the Project, cont’d
• Stage 1: Formation:
– This is basically the creation of the legal entities and setting up
of the arrangements;

• Stage 2: Construction & Acquisition:
– Xeneca would basically drive the process in this stage;
– This includes the key opportunities for contracting and jobs;

• Stage 3: Management during the FIT contract period:
– This will include the right for Xeneca to operate and manage the
assets;
– Sets up the process of distribution of proceeds;
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The Various Stages of the Project LP
The Four Stages, cont’d
• Stage 3 FIT Operation, cont’d:
– There is a restriction on the sale of the aboriginal portion
because of its impact on the Aboriginal Adder (unless the sale is
to another qualifying party to retain the financial adder);

• Stage 4: Post-FIT Period:
– Contemplates the future after the end of the FIT contract and the
assumption of the full repayment of all loans to build the facility
and how the parties will continue to manage the assets;
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The Letter of Intent
Basic Intent
• Letter of Intent is intended to be non-binding until the
definitive legal agreements are signed;
• Xeneca assumes all reasonable costs until the definitive
legal agreements are signed (but are then rolled into the
project costs);
• Assumption is that the final agreements can be
completed in under six months;
• Attaches the agreed upon Term Sheet for each Project
LP;
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Current Status

• Draft Letters of Intent and Term Sheets are before you by
community;
• Xeneca is working on initial drafts of the definitive legal
agreements in accordance with the terms of the Letters
of Intent/Term Sheets;
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Next Steps

1. Hopefully today, you will sign the Non-Binding Letters of
Intent;
2. Move to finalize the definitive agreements;
3. Establish and form the corporate framework;
4. Apply to the Aboriginal Loan Guarantee Program for the
funding;
5. Seek an expedited process for consultation with your
communities on cultural heritage and environmental
issues for the projects (if this has not already occurred).
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Questions and Answers

Contact Information:
Arnold Chan, M.A., LL.B., M.Sc.Pl.
V.P. - Aboriginal Affairs & General Counsel
5255 Yonge Street, Suite 1200
North York, ON M2N 6P4
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MEEGWETCH!
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Xeneca Power Development
Project Status for Proposed Hydro-Electric sites on the
Kapuskasing, Ivanhoe, Blanche and Frederick House Rivers

Presentation to Wabun Tribal Council and the
Chapleau Cree First Nation
September 17, 2013

Summary of Presentation
• Overview of Project Status for:
– Kapuskasing River projects (Lapinigam Rapids, Middle Twp.
Buchan & Near North Boundary);
– Ivanhoe River projects (The Chutes and Third Falls);
– Blanche River project (Marter Twp.);
– Frederick House River project (Wanatango Falls).

•
•
•
•

Schedule / timing;
Key remaining issues with the regulatory agencies;
Key Issues with external stakeholders;
Discussion – Question & Answers.
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Kapuskasing River:
Overview of Projects
• Lapinigam GS (Buchan Falls): 9.99 MW
• Middle Twp. Buchan GS (Clouston
Rapids): 5 MW
• Near North Boundary GS (Cedar
Rapids): 3.75 MW
• Location Overview:
• The HydroMega site “Old Woman Falls”
is in closest proximity.
• Transmission lines will connect at
Weston Lake TS/DS to the east through
Tembec lands.
• Indefinite deferral of Outlet
Kapuskasing Lake project (which was a
2.5 MW project);
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Lapinigam Rapids (Buchan)
Artists’ Renderings
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Middle Twp. Buchan (Clouston)
Artists’ Renderings
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Near North Boundary (Cedar)
Artists’ Renderings
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Proposed Schedule
A five year journey so far…
• Draft EA Report: end of 2013;
• Final EA Report: Q1 2014;
• Statement of Completion: Q2 2014;
• Detailed Design & Engineering / Permits and
Approvals: Q3 2014 to Q2 2015;
• Construction: Q3 2015 to end of Q4 2016;
• COD: Early 2017
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Environmental Due Diligence
on the Kapuskasing River
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Spring Spawning Survey 2010-2012;
Riverine Index Netting 2010;
Benthic Invertebrate Collections 2010/2011;
Terrestrial Surveys 2010/2012;
Water Quality Sampling 2010/2011;
Walleye Habitat Utilization Survey 2011;
Sturgeon Survey 2012;
Temperature Monitoring 2010 to 2012.
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Archaeology at Kapuskasing
• Completed Stages 1 and 2 of Assessment with clearance
letters from the Ministry of Tourism, Culture & Sport;
• Woodland Heritage’s recommendation is that there is no
requirement for Stage 3 (no evidence of cultural heritage
within the zone of impact);
• Some Aboriginal members living in Kapuskasing have raised
concerns regarding a possibly burial ground in the proximity
with Near North Boundary site – which has been investigated
and will not be impacted.
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Key Concerns from the
Regulatory Agencies
• Mitigation of effects;
• Maintenance of ecological functioning;
• Consultation;
• Landowner/ Operator consent.
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Stakeholder Concerns: Tembec
• Tembec Forestry owns all of the lands 200
meters east of the Kapuskasing River and any
flooding into their private freehold requires
their consent;
• Our roads and lines access also requires
Tembec consent;
• Xeneca is close to completing a land purchase
agreement, roads agreement and easement
for the powerlines;
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Stakeholder Concerns: HydroMega
• Xeneca’s proposed operating regime requires HydroMega
consent to operate in the optimum capacity – otherwise we
are not using the resource as effectively as possible;
• Xeneca continues to strive for an operating consensus with
HydroMega with detailed hydraulic modeling performed by
Hatch;
• Xeneca is proposing two operating scenarios:
– Option 1: Optimized peaking with HydroMega likely benefitting and if
not, Xeneca will compensate for any loss;
– Option 2: Xeneca will re-engineer the flows at the last plant (Near
North Boundary) back to run-of-river conditions (does not optimize
the available flows)
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Other Concerns:
• Kapuskasing Cree Aboriginal Community indicate a
burial ground near Near North Boundary – Xeneca
has worked with this community to create an
avoidance strategy;
• Remote tourism operators near the abandoned
Outlet Kapuskasing Lake project – no longer a direct
issue.
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Ivanhoe River:
Overview of Projects
• Work progressing since 2008
• Hydrology and topography show the
Ivanhoe sites have decent generation
potential with a total installed capacity
of about 7+ MW;
• CCFN has taken a very active interest in
these projects and Xeneca has worked
closely with Chief & Council / community
to address these concerns to date;
• The Chutes is proposed to be Q80
operations and Ivanhoe, Third Falls will
be run-of-river;
• Some loss of potential due to inability
to deregulate a small portion of the
Northern Claybelt Conservation Reserve
(around 5-8 ha) at the very southern tip
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Proposed Schedule:
Ivanhoe River
• Final EA Report: Q4 2013;
• Statement of Completion: Q1 2014;
• Detailed Design & Engineering / Permits and
Approvals: Q2 2014 to Q1 2015;
• Construction: Q2 2015 to end of Q3 2016;
• COD: Q4 2016.
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Key Environmental Issues
on the Ivanhoe River
• Brook trout studies;
• Maintenance of ecological function;
• Maintenance of a vibrant walleye fishery;
• Downstream Zone of Influence ???
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Archaeology on the Ivanhoe
• Completed Stages 1 and 2 of Assessment with clearance
letters from the Ministry of Tourism, Culture & Sport;
• Woodland Heritage’s recommendation is that there is no
requirement for Stage 3 (no evidence of cultural heritage
within the zone of impact);
• The Chapleau Cree First Nation has raised concerns regarding
the significance of cultural modified cedar trees at Ivanhoe,
The Chutes;
• Xeneca is working with the Chapleau Cree on this issue
including conducting an inventory count;
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Stakeholder Concerns
on the Ivanhoe River
• Tourism;
• Access to site;
• Effects on fishing;
• Effects on local cottages.
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Blanche River – Marter Twp.
Project Overview
• Work progressing since 2008;
• Hydrology and topography show Marter
Twp. has reasonable generation potential
with a total installed capacity of about
around 2+ MW;
• The site is located near the Town of
Englehart in close proximity to the
existing Misema Dam on the Misema
River;
•Significant privately held lands around
and upstream of the project;
• The transmission line is a very short
connection immediately to the west at
the municipal road approximately 1 km
away but is subject to significant capital
upgrades as required by Hydro One.
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Proposed Schedule for
Marter Twp.
• Final EA Report: Q4 2013;
• Statement of Completion: Q1 2014;
• Detailed Design & Engineering / Permits and
Approvals: Q2 2014 to Q1 2015;
• Construction: Q2 2015 to end of Q2 2016;
• COD: Q3 2016.
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Archaeology & Cultural Heritage:
Overview
• Xeneca has completed Stage 1 desktop exercises for all
projects and accepted by the Ministry of Tourism Culture &
Sport;
• Stage 2 was completed last year for Marter Twp.
• No significant cultural heritage values identified;
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Biology Studies
2011 Survey Locations

Bobolink: Image © Lisa Uskov
(ORMG)

Ongoing 2012 surveys
•

Surface water quality sampling in zone of
influence

•

Nocturnal insect surveys utilizing light traps

•

Targeted broadcast calling for Canada Warbler,
Rusty Blackbird & Golden-winged Warbler

•

Passive call monitoring for target & incidental
species using acoustic receivers

•

Targeted Bobolink surveys in suitable habitat

•

Methyl mercury fish tissue sampling (July 2012)

•

Extended inundation and downstream area
habitat surveys

•

General fish community sampling surveys in
Blanche River using 4’ trap nets

Key Environmental Issues
for Marter Twp.
•
•
•
•
•

Downstream Zone of Influence ???
Water level fluctuations;
Ecological functioning;
Water quality;
Sedimentation and Erosion.
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Stakeholder Issues
• Roads - Road improvement & maintenance, road routing;
• Economy – Impact on local economy, job creation;
• Environmental Impacts - Fish/other aquatic species in
Blanche River, Bobolink presence in proximity to the site;
• Blanche River - Water flows, seasonal water levels;
• Remoteness of site;
• Gross Revenue Charge*
• Private landowners.

Key Outstanding Regulatory Issues
for Marter Twp.
•
•
•
•
•

Downstream Zone of Influence;
Minimum Flow Requirements;
Flow Splitting – Tailrace & Spillway;
Operating around TransAlta;
Erosion and Sedimentation Monitoring.
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Private Land Rights
• Marter Twp. is surrounded by private landholders;
• Current project proposal requires landowner consent
from 5 owners for project to proceed;
• Xeneca has land deals with 3 and is in discussions
with the other 2 and are close to finalization;
• Mining Consent is already obtained for this site;
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Frederick House River (Wanatango
Falls): Overview of Project
• Work progressing since 2008
• Located between Cochrane and
Timmins;
• Project is approximately 7 km north
of the OPG Control Dam at Frederick
House Lake;
• Hydrology and topography show
reasonable returns
• Very long transmission line
approximately 43 km south to Hoyle
DS ;
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Proposed Schedule for
Wanatango Falls
• Final EA Report: Q4 2013;
• Statement of Completion: Q1 2014;
• Detailed Design & Engineering / Permits and
Approvals: Q2 2014 to Q1 2015;
• Construction: Q2 2015 to end of Q2 2016;
• COD: Q3 2016.
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Archaeology & Cultural Heritage
• Xeneca has retained Woodland Heritage Services (Dr. John Pollock and
Ryan Primrose) as our lead consultant for this project – Woodland has
worked for many years with TTN and is well known in the community;
• Xeneca has completed Phase 1 desktop and Phase 2 cursory surface
exercises for all projects and accepted by the Ministry of Tourism Culture
& Sport;
• Phase 3 and 4 is required for Wanatango Falls;
• Xeneca met with interest First Nation communities (TTN, Wahgoshig,
Matachewan and Mattagami) on July 17, 2013 in Timmins to discuss the
go-forward approach;
• TTN has been approached to provide logistical and technical support for
the archaeological digs;
• There is a planned ceremony being set for this fall (mid-October) with
community Elders.
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Key Environmental Issues
at Wanatango Falls
• Fish passage
• Downstream Zone of Influence
• Flow and water level fluctuations
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Wanatango Falls 2010 & 2011
Ecological Field Studies
Aquatic Fish Community Surveys
√
Riverine Index Netting (RIN) Sampling
Walleye Spawning Surveys √
Lake Sturgeon Surveys
√
Northern Pike Spawning Surveys
Fish Passage Study √
Mercury Fish Tissue Analysis √
Fish Habitat Characterization √
Benthic Macroinvertebrate Sampling
Terrestrial
Breeding Bird Surveys
Incidental Wildlife Surveys √
Vegetation Community Assessments

√
√
√

√
√
√
√

Scientific Name

Wanatango Falls Fish Survey Results
Common Name
S-Rank SARA
ESA

Acipenserfulvescens
Lake Sturgeon
Catostomuscatostomus Longnose Sucker
Catostomus commersoni White Sucker
Coregonus artedii
Lake Cisco
Coregonus clupeaformis*Lake Whitefish*
Cottus bairdi
Mottled Sculpin
Culaea inconstans*
Brook Stickleback*
Esox lucius Northern Pike
Hiodon alosoides
Goldeye
Hiodon tergisus*
Mooneye
Lota lota
Burbot
Moxostoma macrolep ShortheadRedhorse
Notropis atherinoides
Emerald Shiner
Notropis heterolepis
Blacknose Shiner
Notropis hudsonius
Spottail Shiner
Notropis volucellus*
Mimic Shinner
Perca flavescens
Yellow Perch
Percina caprodes
Logperch
Percopsis omiscom*
Trout-perch
Rhinichthys cataractae Longnose Dace
Sander Canadensis
Sauger
Sander canadensis *
Saugeye*
Sander vitreus
Walleye
Semotilusatromaculatus Creek Chub

S3
S5
S5
S5
S5
S5
S5
S5
S3
S4
S5
S5
S5
S5
S5
S5
S5
S5
S5
S5
S4
S5
S5
S5

Special Concern Special Concern
No status No status
No status No status
No status No status
No status No status
No status No status
No status No status
No status No Status
No status No status
No status No status
No status No status
No status No status
No status No status
No status No status
No status No status
No status No status
No status No status
No status No status
No status No status
No status No status
No status No status
No status No status
No status No status
No status No status

Key Outstanding Regulatory Issues
Wanatango Falls
• Downstream Zone of Influence;
• Minimum Flow Requirements;
• Fish passage (sturgeon, northern pike and
walleye);
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Key Stakeholder Issues
for Wanatango Falls
• Archeology;
• Local mining interests;
• Recreational trails;
• Effect on fisheries.
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Thank You!
• Questions?
• If you have any concerns or follow up issues , please
contact:
Mark Holmes, Vice-President, Corporate Affairs
email: mholmes@xeneca.com
Direct:
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Information	
  Meeting	
  for	
  	
  
Kapuskasing	
  River,	
  Ivanhoe	
  River,	
  
Wanatango	
  and	
  Marter	
  Twp.	
  projects	
  
	
  
	
  
Monday,	
  September	
  16,	
  2013	
  -‐	
  Tuesday,	
  September	
  17,	
  2013	
  
Commencing	
  at	
  9:00	
  a.m.	
  
	
  
	
  Mnjikaning	
  Arena	
  Sports	
  Ki	
  (MASK)	
  
6147	
  Rama	
  Road	
  
Upstairs	
  Meeting	
  Room	
  
	
  

	
  

Agenda	
  
	
  
Monday,	
  September	
  16th	
  	
  
	
  
8:30	
  a.m.	
  

	
  

Informal	
  breakfast	
  available	
  /	
  coffee	
  available.	
  

	
  

Opening	
  Prayer	
  from	
  Community	
  Elders	
  &	
  Gift	
  Exchange.	
  

	
  

Introductions	
  and	
  Opening	
  Remarks:	
  

	
  
9:00	
  a.m.	
  
	
  
9:30	
  a.m.	
  

• Shawn	
  Batise	
  (Executive	
  Director,	
  Wabun	
  Tribal	
  Council)	
  	
  
• Uwe	
  Roeper	
  (Chief	
  Executive	
  Officer,	
  Xeneca)	
  
	
  
9:45	
  a.m.	
  

Overview	
  of	
  Xeneca	
  Power	
  Development	
  Inc.	
  and	
  Project	
  
Development	
  Approach	
  –	
  Arnold	
  Chan	
  (VP	
  Aboriginal	
  Affairs	
  &	
  
General	
  Counsel).	
  
	
  

10:00	
  a.m.	
   	
  

Project	
  Overviews	
  –	
  Arnold	
  Chan:	
  
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Kapuskasing	
  River	
  Projects;	
  
Ivanhoe	
  River	
  Projects;	
  
Wanatango	
  Falls;	
  
Marter	
  Twp.;	
  
Kamiskotia	
  Falls.	
  

Questions	
  and	
  Answers	
  on	
  the	
  projects	
  
	
  
10:45	
  a.m.	
   	
  
	
  

Break.	
  

	
  

11:00	
  a.m.	
  

Financial	
  Models	
  –	
  Anil	
  Grover	
  (VP	
  Finance,	
  Xeneca)	
  	
  
1.
2.
3.
4.

Kapuskasing	
  River	
  Projects;	
  
Ivanhoe	
  River	
  Projects;	
  
Wanatango	
  Falls;	
  
Marter	
  Twp;	
  

Question	
  and	
  Answers	
  on	
  the	
  Economic	
  Models.	
  
	
  
12:00	
  p.m.	
   	
  

Lunch.	
  

	
  
1:30	
  p.m.	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

	
  

Draft	
  Letters	
  of	
  Intent	
  and	
  Term	
  Sheets	
  –	
  Arnold	
  Chan	
  

	
  

Questions	
  and	
  Answers.	
  

	
  

Break.	
  

3:00	
  p.m.	
  

	
  

IN	
  CAMERA	
  Q	
  &	
  A	
  with	
  Members	
  of	
  the	
  Wabun	
  Tribal	
  Council	
  

	
  

	
  

Questions	
  from	
  the	
  Chapleau	
  Cree	
  FN	
  to	
  Xeneca.	
  

	
  
2:30	
  p.m.	
  
	
  

	
  

	
  
4:00	
  p.m.	
  

Breakout	
  Sessions	
  for	
  Each	
  Individual	
  Council	
  (Possible	
  
Ratification	
  of	
  Term	
  Sheets	
  /	
  BCRs)	
  –	
  if	
  required.	
  

	
  
5:00	
  p.m.	
  

	
  

End	
  Sessions	
  /	
  Downtime.	
  

	
  

Dinner	
  –	
  Casino	
  Rama	
  (St.	
  Germain’s	
  Steakhouse)	
  

	
  
6:30	
  p.m.	
  

Please	
  also	
  advise	
  us	
  if	
  you	
  have	
  any	
  dietary	
  concerns/restrictions.	
  

	
  

	
  

Tuesday,	
  September	
  17th	
  	
  
	
  
8:30	
  a.m.	
  

	
  

Informal	
  breakfast	
  /	
  coffee	
  available.	
  

	
  

Opening	
  Prayer	
  from	
  Community	
  Elders.	
  

	
  
9:00	
  a.m.	
  
	
  
9:15	
  a.m.	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  
10:30	
  a.m.	
   	
  

Project	
  Status	
  Updates	
  (Status	
  of	
  Projects	
  and	
  Project	
  
Timelines	
  as	
  it	
  relates	
  to	
  the	
  environmental	
  assessment	
  
process	
  and	
  cultural	
  heritage	
  review	
  process)	
  –	
  Uwe	
  Roeper	
  /	
  	
  
Mark	
  Holmes	
  (VP,	
  Corporate	
  Affairs):	
  
1. Kapuskasing	
  River	
  Projects;	
  
2. Ivanhoe	
  River	
  Projects;	
  
3. Wanatango	
  Falls;	
  
4. Marter	
  Twp.	
  
Break.	
  

	
  
11:00	
  a.m.	
  

	
  
11:30	
  a.m.	
  
	
  

Economic	
  Development	
  Opportunities	
  and	
  capacity	
  building	
  
through	
  the	
  economic	
  partnership	
  with	
  Xeneca:	
  	
  Jason	
  Batise	
  
(Technical	
  Services	
  Advisor,	
  Wabun	
  Tribal	
  Council)	
  /	
  Arnold	
  
Chan.	
  
Discussion	
  of	
  Next	
  Steps	
  –	
  Arnold	
  Chan	
  and	
  Jason	
  Batise:	
  
1. Definitive	
  Legal	
  Agreements;	
  
2. Communications	
  with	
  communities	
  members;	
  
3. Community	
  Meeting(s)	
  /	
  Open	
  House(s)	
  for	
  the	
  projects.	
  

	
  
Questions	
  and	
  Answers.	
  
	
  
	
  

	
  

11:45	
  a.m.	
   	
  

Closing	
  Prayers.	
  

	
  
12:00	
  p.m.	
   	
  

Informal	
  Lunch	
  available.	
  

	
  
Departure	
  at	
  everyone’s	
  leisure.	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

	
  

